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Preface
This 1992 Annual Report from Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL) to the U.S. Department of Energy
(DOE) describes research in environment and health conducted during fiscal year 1992. This year the
report consists of four parts, each in a separate volume.
The four parts of the report are oriented to particular segments of the PNL program, describing
research performed for the DOE Office of Health and Environmental Research in the Office of Energy
Research. In some instances, the volumes report on research funded by other DOE components or by
other governmental entities under interagency agreements.
Each part consists of project reports
authored by scientists from several PNL research departments, reflecting the multidisciplinary nature
of the research effort.
The parts of the 1992 Annual Report are
Part 1:

Part 2:

Biomedical Sciences
Program Manager:

J.F. Park

J.F. Park, Report Coordinator
S. A. Kreml, Editor

R.E. Wildung

L.K. Grove, Editor

Atmospheric Sciences
Program Manager:

W.R.

R.E. Schrempf, Editor

Physical Sciences
Program Manager:

L.H. Toburen

Environmental Sciences
Program Manager:

Part 3:

Part 4:

Barchet

L.H. Toburen, Report Coordinator
W. C. Cosby, Editor

Activities of the scientists whose work is described in this annual report are broader in scope than the
articles indicate. PNL staff have responded to numerous requests from DOE during the year for
planning, for service on various task groups, and for special assistance.
Credit for this annual report goes to the many scientists who performed the research and wrote the
individual project reports, to the program managers who directed the research and coordinated the
technical progress reports, to the editors who edited the individual project reports and assembled the
four parts, and to Ray Baalman, editor in chief, who directed the total effort.

T. S. Tenforde
Health and Environmental Research Program
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Foreword
This report summarizes progress in environmental sciences research conducted in FY 1992 by Pacific
Northwest Laboratory (PNL) for the U.S. Department of Energy's (DOE's) Office of Health and
EnvironmentalResearch. The research is directed toward developinga fundamental understandingof
subsurface and terrestrialsystemsas a basisfor both managingthese critical resourcesand addressing
such formidable environmental problems as environmental restoration and global change. These
studies are making outstanding contributions in a number of scientific disciplines and in the
interdisciplinaryresearch so criticalto obtaininga system-levelperspective. The TechnologyTransfer
section of this report describes a number of examples in which fundamental research is laying the
groundwork for the technologyneededto resolveimportant environmentalproblems. The Interactions
with Educational Institutions section of the report illustrates the results of a long-term, proactive
program to make PNL facilities available for university and preuniversity education and to involve
educational institutions in research programs. Other sections of the report summarize LaboratoryDirected Research and Development projects intended to nurture new cutting-edge scientific
capabilities, identify PNL-university collaborations, and summarize publications and presentations,
which provide an important mea_sureof the successof these efforts.
Each project in the PNL researchprogram is also a component of an integrated approach conducted
at the laboratory, intermediate, and field scales, and designed to examine multiple phenomena at
increasing levels of complexity. This approach is being implemented with a strong emphasis on
multidisciplinaryteaming. The complex areas under investigation includethe effect of fundamental
geochemical and physical phenomena on the diversity and function of microorganisms in deep
subsurfaceenvironments,new ways to addresssubsurface heterogeneity,and new ways to determine
the key biochemical and physiological pathways (and corresponding DNA markers) that control
nutrient, water, and energy dynamics in arid ecosystems and, consequently, the response of these
systemsto disturbanceand climaticchange. Universityliaisonscontinue to expand, so that more than
30 universitiesnationwide are now included. These relationshipsboth strengthen the researchand
helptrain the scientistswho will addresslong-term environmental problems in the future.
The EnvironmentalScience ResearchCenter has enabled PNL to enlarge on fundamental knowledge
of subsurface scienceto develop new concepts and tools for understandingnatural systems, and also
to reach out to the universitiesand transfer _hisknowledge for useby government and industry. New
PNLinvestments have been made to develop advanced concepts for addressingchemical desorption
kinetics, redesigningenzymes, scaling subsurface properties to account for heterogeneity in natural
systems, and usingtools from molecularbiologyto help understandfundamental ecologicalprocesses.
This report reflects the resultsof past investmentsand the growth of PNL's technical strengths,strong
multidisciplinary interactions, and rapidly developing facilities for simulating and quantifying
environmentalphenomena.
Raymond E. Wildung
ProgramManager
Environmental Sciences
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Subsurface Science
The contamination of the subsurface environmentby mixed radioactiveand hazardouswaste is a major
concernfor DOE landsand for many other waste sites acrossthe nation. To estimate health risksand
assist in cleanup activities, the scientific community is now being asked to 1) predict the rates at
which these contaminants migrate through subsurface environments and 2) develop more effective
techniques for degrading, mobilizing,or immobilizingcontaminantsin situ. lt is especiallydifficult to
predict transport and the results of efforts at contaminant remediation on DOE lands, where the
codisposalof radionuclides,metal ions, salts, organic solutes, and organicliquidsinto the groundhas
created unique environmentalsituations.
The basicscientific studiesdescribedin this report addressthe fundamental chemical, microbiological,
and hydrologicprocessesthat control the behavior of contaminantsin subsurfaceenvironments. The
focus is on DOE-specificcontaminants, but the broaderscientificbenefits being realizedincludebetter
predictions of the subsurface behavior of organic/inorganic mixtures and organic liquids generally,
under a variety of geochemical and hydrogeologic conditions. Subsurface chemistry studies are
investigating multisolute sorption, the effects and complexation of cosolvents, and the relationship
between surface sorption and microbialdegradationon subsoiland aquifer materials. Microbiological
investigationsconcernthe nature of microorganismsin different deep hydrogeologicenvironments;the
physical, geochemical, and hydrologic factors that govern the distribution and function of these
microorganisms;and the ability of these microorganismsto alter radionuclidechemistry and deg;3de
complexingligands. Hydrologicresearchisdefiningthe flow physicsof multiphasemixtures of organic
liquids and water in saturated and unsaturated porous media, and systematically examining how
subsurface heterogeneitiesaffect transport.
Multidisciplinarystudiesof chemical transport are being performedboth in laboratory columnsand in
a unique Subsurface EnvironmentalResearch Facility, where the combined effects of microbiology,
chemistry, and hydrc_ogycan be assessed at a scale that is intermediate between those of the
laboratory and the field. In field research, the final phase of the Hanford deep microbiological
exploration effort has begun. This effort is addressingthe roles of electron acceptors and donors in
governingthe presenceand function of microorganismsin deepsaturatedzones. Overall,this research
is playing an important role in improving contaminant migration models and developing effective
strategiesto reduce contaminant migration rates and remove contaminantsfrom groundwater.

Subsurface Chemistry of Organic
Ligand-RadionuclideMixtures
J. M. Zachara, J. P. McKinley, J. E. Szecsody,
C. C. Ainsworth, and J. C. Westall
Organic
impact
geochemical
behavior substances
of metal ions
and the
radionuclides
in
groundwater systems, affecting their speciation
and aqueous concentrations, long-term miner-

and alter its surface coordination reactionswith
mineral solids. Together, these effects tend to
increase the subsurface mobility of the metal
cation or radionuclide. However, in other
situations, humic substances may bind to
subsurfacemineral solids,thereby increasingthe
coordinativeaffinity of these surfaces for metal
or radionuclidecationsand reducingradionuclide
mobility.

alogic associations, and transport velocities.
Both natural and anthropogenic organic ligands
react with metal cations, forming complex ions
that
different
charge,
size, and
reactivity
from have
the parent
ions.
Aqueous
complexation

Despite the ubiquity of natural organic ligands
(i.e., low-molecular-weight organic acids and
higher-molecular-weight humic substances) in
subsurfacewaters andthe frequent codisposalof

may induce valence changes to the metal cation

organicligandswith radionuclideson DOE sites,

scientific knowledge remains insufficient to
predict the complex geochemical behavior of
organically bound _adionuclidesin vadose zones
and groundwater. However, the simple (and
common) assumption that organically bound
metals or radionuclides are nonreactive in
groundwater is incorrect, and making the
assumptionwill lead to erroneous predictionsof
subsurface behavior,
This project is investigatingthe thermodynamics
and kinetics of geochemicalreactions that occu_
between organic substances and radionuclides/
metal cations on mineral surfaces. We are
1) evaluating chemical, mineralogic, and microbiologic factors that control these reactions in
subsurface sediments and 2) determining the
overall impacts of organic ligand-metal interactions on radionuclide transport through mineralogically heterogeneou_ porous media.
A
particular emphasis of ou_;research is the interfacial geochemistry of natural mineral surfaces,
which can exhibit nonidealbehavioras a resultof
the presence of organic and inorganiccoatings,
strongly sorbed ions, and minor surfacestructuralimpurities. To evaluate basicscientific
hypotheses regarding co-contaminant surface
chemistry, the research uses chemical mixtures
(involving cobalt, uranium, humic substances,
aminocarboxylic acid chelating agents, and
organicacids) that have been selected for multiinvestigator experiments within the CoContaminant Chemistry Subprogram of DOE's
Subsurface Science Program. Laboratoryexperimentation involves the interaction of these
contaminant mixtures with model/reference sorbents and subsurfacematerials whose properties
were carefully selectedto allow us to isolate and
investigate such reactions as surface coordination, ion exchange, mineral dissolution, and
electron transfer and their effects on aqueous
concentrations and transport velocities of
radionuclidecations,
FY 1992 ResearchHighlights
Researchin three major areas is being pursued:
•

Influence of mineral-boundhumic substances
and dissolved organic ligands [ethylenediamine tetraacetic acid (EDTA), citrate, and
oxalate] on the sorption of cobalt and

•

•

uranium by subsurface materials containing
iron oxides and smectite
'
Influence of adsorption reactions on the
microbiologicaldegradation rates of organic
acid-radionuclideaqueous complexes
Reactive transport of cobalt-EDTA and
uranium-organic acid complexes through
mineralogicallyheterogeneousporous media
in an intermediate-scaleflow cell.

Surface-chemical and geochemical models are
used extensively in the research as a basis for
1) identifying dominant surface reactions and
complexes;2) incorporatingthe complex effects
of pH, ionic strength, and competing ions; and
3) predictingthe contributions made by adsorption reactions in multiprocess experiments
involving microbiologyand water flow.
In FY 1992, resources were directed toward
activities in each of these research areas. The
research is summarized in the three subsections
that follow.
Influence of Mineral-Bound Humic Substances
and DissolvedOrganicLigands. DuringFY 1992,
we continued to investigate the influence of
mineral-boundhumicsubstanceson the sorption
of radionuclidecations by subsurface materials.
The researchis determiningwhether coatings of
organic material on aquifer particles can influence the retardationof radionuclidecations in
groundwater. Such coatings develop in natural
systemsover longperiods,as groundwaterswith
low concentrations of humic substances and
other surface-active natural organic compounds
circulate past sorbing aquifer surfaces, such as
iron and aluminum oxides and layer silicates.
The general hypothesis that the reactivity of
aquifer materials to radionuclide cations is
governed by these organiccoatings (rather than
by the underlying mineral matrix) is so far
unresolved.
We hypothesize that, at the low metal concentrations representative of radionuclidecontamination at DOE sites, humic coatings augme_t
rather than mask the sorption characteristics of
the mineral material. We have further speculated

that the humic substance, when sorbed to the
surface of aquifer material, would enhance metal
bindingin an linear, additive fashion. We therefore refer to this as the "additivity hypothesis."
These hypotheseshave beenevaluated usingreference humic substancesfrom the International
Humic SubstancesSociety, a subsurface mineral
isolate containing kaolinite and iron/aluminum
oxides, and single-phase mineral components
representative of the natural material (kaolinite,
goethite, and gibbsite). Testing these hypotheses has requiredthat we first measurethe metalbinding properties of the humic substance and
the mineral phase separately, as discrete components, and then evaluate the sorptionbehavior
of the combined system in which the organic
material exists as a coating on the mineral
surface. Experimentsto characterize and model
the acid-base chemistry of the humic substance
and its bindingreactions with cobalt have been
performed at Oregon State University (OSU).
PNL staff have investigated the sorption of

cobalt to both the subsurface mineral materials
and the humic-coatedsorbents. Researchduring
FY 1992 focused on integratingthe experimental
results from PNLand OSU by meansof computer
modeling of the metal-binding reactions to the
humic substances and to the humic-coated
mineral sorbents.
To describe the acid-base chemistry of one of
the humic substances [ieonardite humic acid
(LHA}] and its complexation reactions with
cobalt(II), a four-site complexation model(L1, L2,
L3, L4) within the computer code FITEQLwas developed at OSU. The model explicitly accounts
for the effects of ionic strength on cobalt(II)
complexationthrough competitive massaction of
the electrolyte cations on ionizedsites (Li, L2,
L3", L4"). The model provides good simulations
of metal ion binding over ranges of pH, ionic
strength (Figure 1), and metal ion concentration.
Although the complexation modelwas developed
to resolve the additivity hypothesis, it has also
providednew insightsinto the proton balanceof
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humic substances and the importance of
electrolyte/humate complexation reactions. In
FY 1993, the humate complexationmodelwill be
linked with a multiple-site adsorption model to
more rigorously evaluate hypotheses relating to
the humate-coated mineral sorbent,

were calculated from individual humate and
mineral complexation models. The calculations
showed that the behavior of the humate-coated
subsurface mineral mixture did indeed conform
to the additive model(Figure 2) over much of the
experimentalpH range. This resultsuggeststhat
the sorption behavior of subsurface materials
with organic coatings can be predicted if the
complexation behaviorsof the individualorganic
and mineral phasesare under'stood.

In FY 1991, we demonstrated that mineralbound humic substances can significantly enhance cobalt(II) adsorption by mineral materials,
especially over the pH range from 4.5 to 7.0
(data shown in Figure 2). These results implied
that organic coatings must be considered to
allow accurate forecasting of subsurface migration velocities of metal cations, such as cobalt,
In FY 1992, we initiated simple calculations to
test whether this sorptionenhancementcould be
describedby an additive model, i.e., whether the
sorptionof the coated materialequalsthe sum of
what would be expected from the separatesorbing phases. The calculations were performed
using a composite distribution coefficient (Kd)
approach, in which the Kd values (which vary
with pH for both the organicand mineral phases)

Uranium, in its metallic, pentavalent, and
hexavalent states, is a common subsurface contaminant'at many DOE sites. Under ambient,
oxygen-richconditions, metallic and pentavalent
uranium are oxidized to hexavalent uranium,
which exists as uranyl ion (UO22+) in solution.
Hexavalent uranium is more soluble and more
mobilethan uraniumin other valence states. In
addition,uranylforms a strongcomplexwith carbonate ion, which limitsits interaction with solid
surfaces at alkaline pH values and further enhances its mobility.
Surface interactions of
uranylmay also be strongly influenced by ionic
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by Soils

speciation,as a result of the formation of uranyl
hydroxide complexes with differing uranyl
stoichiometryand chargeat different solutionpH
values. The surface chemical interaction of
uranium with solid mineral surfaces is thus a
complex function of oxidation-reduction(redox)
state, ionic speciation, and surface chemistry.

uranyl, at ionic strengths of 0.1, 0.01,
0.001, in an inert-atmosphereglovebox.

Given,_e complexity of uranium geochemistry,
it is_l_l'dally necessary to develop an understanding of the systematic controls on uranium
mobility through the investigation of monomineralic subsystems. With the =,xception of
adsorption to iron oxides (Hsi and Langmuir
1985), little detailed researchhasbeen published
on the interactionof uranyl ion with subsurface
minerals, particularly with respect to the aluminosilicate clay minerals. These minerals are
abundantcomponents o_ subsurface sediments,
influencing both the mobility of uranium in
groundwaters and the remediation of uraniumcontaminated sites on DOE lands. Thereforewe
arefocusingon experimentationwith subsurface
smectite clays, initially in the absenceof organic
complexants. When this chemical system is
understood and successfully modelled numerically, organic complexants (such as citrate) will
be investigated. Organic complexants were
common cleaning agents in uranium-related
manufacturing activities and were disposed of
with uranium waste.

their different particle morphologies. Based on
these findings, a conceptual model was
developed to allow adsorption modeling of the
experimentaldata. In the model, aqueous uranyl
speciation is hypothesized to influence the
speciation of surface-bounduranyl. Uranyl and
certain of its hydrolysisproducts compete with
other dissolved cations for fixed-charge basal
plane sites (X). Amphoteric oxide-like sites on
clay particle edges (SOH) complexuranylspecies
as a function of pH. The proportionationof edge
and basal plane sites controls the pH at which
adsorption to X or adsorption to SOH
predominates.

Researchin FY 1992 was conductedwith smectites that were extracted from the Kenoma soil
and from the Ringoldand Cape Fearformations,
In addition, we used a Clay Minerals Society
reference smectite, Wyoming montmorillonite
(SWy-1), because it is a widely recognized
mineral whose properties have been the subject
of many experimental studies. The smectites
were prepared by gravimetric separation, fol'
lowed by dithionite citrate buffer extraction of
iron oxides, ammonium oxalate extraction to
remove amorphousalumina, and peroxidationto
remove organic matter.
Suspensions were
sodium saturated and dialyzed in deionized
water, then freeze-dried to provide a stock of
uniform material. Adsorptionexperiments were
performedusingsmectite suspensionscontaining
1 meq/L of charge as measured by cation
exchange capacity, in the presence of 2 mg/L

and

Uranium adsorption on SWy-1 in sodium
electrolyteshowedsignificantvariationwith ionic
strength (Figure 3a). Uranyladsorptionon SWy1 contrasted with that observed for tile
subsurface smectites (Figure 3b| as a result of

Aqueous uranyl speciation was computed using
the best estimates of formation constants that
could be derived from a thorough review of
published data (Grenthe 1992). Over the pH
range of interest, the aqueous speciesof uranyl
and its hydroxide complexes include U022 +,
UO20H +,
UO2(OH)2 O, (UO2)2(OH)22+,
(UO2)3(OH)s+, and UO2(OH)3. However, the
neutralcomplex [UO2(OH)2°] was not includedin
the adsorption modeling because its existence
has never been spectroscopicallyconfirmed and
because reported values for its log K vary
significantly(-22 to-29).
The chemical modeling program FITEQL was
used to model adsorption data within the limits
of the conceptualmodel. Resultsof modelingfor
SWy-1 at two ionic strengths (0.1 and 0.001)
are presentedin Figure 4 alongwith experimental
results. At low ionic strength, data were well
reproducedby a combinationof ionexchangeon
fixed-charge sites (X) at low pH and edge-site
compllexation(SOH) at higher pH; the model fit
includes a pattern of decreasing uptake as pH
rises, then a slight increase in total uptake as
edge-site complexationbecomeseffective as pH
approaches8. Decreasingsorptionwith increasing pH is the result of the speciation of uranyl
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changing from a divalent to a monovalent
species.
At higher ionic strengths, model
computationsagainagreewith experimentaldata
for low pH. Higher concentrationsof sodium are
computed to suppressionexchange of uranyl by
mass action, consistent with the experimental
data. Ti:e lack of agreement between the model
and the experimental data for 1=0.1 above pH 6
suggests that the edge complexation of
(UO2)3(OH)_ must be consideredexplicitly,
The surface speciation scheme developed
through adsorption modeling requires direct
confirmation to validate it as a chemical modelof
the system. To meet that purpose, a set of
collaborative experiments was initiated with
researchers at Los Alamos National Laboratory
(LANL). Smectite slurrieswere equilibratedwith
20 mg/L uranyl at low, intermediate, and high
pH, then centrifuged to concentratethe smectite
with adsorbed uranyl. The resultant paste was
loaded into vials in an inert atmosphere, sealed,

and sent to LANL for surface spectroscopic
examination by laser-induced fluorescence
spectroscopyand Raman spectroscopyto determine the chemical identity of adsorbedspecies.
These experiments are still under way.
Influence of Adsorption Reactions on Microbiological Processes. Sorption influences both
the transport of organic contaminants through
subsurface materials and the persistence of
biodegradable organic contaminants. For instance, sorption may limit microbial degradation
rates if organic compounds that are present in
the sorbedstate are consequently unavailableas
a carbon source. As a result, degradationmeasurements made in the absence of subsurface
materials may overestimate the extent of degradation that occurs in the vadose and saturated
zones.
,
Researchin FY 1991 showed that 1) the microbial degradation of aromatic organic acids

(catechol, salicylate, and phthalate) that were
sorbed to F-AI203 was slower than the degradation of the correspondingaqueous compounds
and 2) desorptionfrom the solid phase was the
rate-limitingreaction. In FY 1992, we developed
additional information on the kinetics of
adsorption/desorptionfor three aliphatic acids
that sorb to goethite (a-FeOOH) to improve our
understanding of desorption limitations on
microbialdegradation. The sorbates were citric
acid (PKal = 3.13, PKa2 = 4.76, PKas = 6.40),
oxalic acid (PKal= 1.23, PKa2 = 4.19), and
propionicacid (pKa = 4.87). Experimentswere
conductedto evaluate the sorptionof the organic
acids as a function of pH, ionic strength, and
concentrationof the organic acid. A relaxation
kinetic technique (the pressure-jumptechnique)
was applied to evaluate the mechanism of
organic acid adsorption to and desorption from
the surface of goethite, as a basis for understanding the factors governing the desorption
rateand, hence, the rate of microbialdegradation
of sorbedorganic ligands.

i

Propionic, oxalic, and citric acids adsorbed to
goethite via a surface complexationreaction that
is affected by the pH, surface charge, aqueous
speciation of the sorbates, and other aqueous
and solid phase phenomena. Adsorption increases with decreasing pH, as surface charge
becomes more positive (Figure 5). The adsorption of ali three organic acids also decreases as
ionic strength increases, suggesting that the
sorption process was dominated by an outersphere complexation reaction. This conclusion
contrasts with the findings of Parfitt et al.
(1977), who employedinfrared (lR) spectroscopy
to show that the oxalate anion forms a binuclear,
inner-spherecomplex at the goethite surface.
The pressure-jumptechnique was used to investigate the adsorption/desorptionmechanismand
its dependenceon ionic strength. Three distinct
relaxations were observed for both citrate and
oxalate over a 13-sec time frame; these are possibly indicative of individual surface reactions.
The three reciprocalrelaxation times (fl) varied
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as a Function

as a function of pH (and hence surface loading),
but at constant pH they did not shift as ionic
strength was varied. Although more data are
neededto identify the specific reactionsresponsible for this kinetic behavior, we have hypothesized a reaction scheme that is consistent both
with the pressure-jump and batch adsorption
data and with the previouslypublishedlR spectra
(Figure 6).
The reaction sequence involves
1) the formation of an outer-sphere complex,
followed by 2) the formation of a monodentate
inner-sphere complex, and 3)the subsequont
formation of a binuclear surface complex. We
believe that the three species coexist on surfaces. This reactionsequence would account for
the three relaxationtimes and the observed shift
in pH adsorption edge with ionic strength,
Further technical developments are needed in
understandingthe factors that govern the kinetics of organic acid desorption from mineral
sorbents, as a basis in turn for understanding
degradationrates in the presenceof metabolizing
microorganisms,

Transport Experimentswith Cobalt-EDTA. The
migration of 6°Co as complexes with strong
organic ligands such as EDTA is a significant
subsurface transport vector in the mobilizationof
radioactive materials from DOE sites.
We
hypothesize that movement of organically complexed cobalt in groundwaters is controlled by
time-variant reactions with iron and aluminum
oxides, and that accurate knowledge of the
extent and rates of these reactions is necessary
to predict cobalt movement in the subsurface.
We have also speculated that the spatial distribution of iron and aluminum oxides in subsurface sedimentscontrolsthe overallsubsurface
migration velocity of organically bound cobalt.
We hypothesizethat there is a fundamental relationship between the relative size and distribution of lensesof iron/aluminumoxides compared
to the size of the flow system and the chemical
distributionthat is observed.
To addressthese hypotheses, a multiyear series
of studies has been plan'nedthat will culminate
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in reactive transport experiments with cobaltEDTA in intermediate-scaleflow cells containing
both idealized and natural mineralogic heterogeneities. Research in this experimental series
was initiated in FY 1992, beginning with batch
and column studies of cobalt(ll)-EDTA interactions with a laboratory-synthesizediron oxidecoated sand. These experiments will provide
background data and models for further
intermediate-scale transport experiments in
which the migration of cobalt(ll)-EDTA through
sandy material containing lensesor stringers of
iron, aluminum, and manganese oxides will be
studied,

producingiron(lll)-EDTAand the free metal [e.g.,
cobalt(II)]. The surface-exchange reaction is
suggestedby the data shown in Figure 7, where
the solution concentrations of EDTA and iron
increase with time after the initial adsorption of
cobalt(ll)-EDTA by iron-coated sand.
The
surface-induced breakup of the cobalt(ll)-EDTA
complex is also confirmed by the disparate concentrations of aqueous cobalt(II) and EDTA as
determined by counting (6°Co, 14C),
Time
studies at other pH values show more significant
differences between EDTA and free cobalt(II) as
they reequilibrate with the solid phase. At low
pH, more free cobalt(II) desorbs into solution
after the breakup of the cobalt(ll)-EDTAcomplex.

Batch studies with the iron-coatedsand showed
that cobalt(II) undergoes typical cation adsorption (i.e., fractional adsorption increasing with
increasingpH), in contrast to EDTA complexes
[calcium-EDTA, iron(lll)-EDTA, cobalt(ll)-EDTA],
which adsorb as anions. Cobalt and calciumEDTA, however, are unstable on the iron oxide
surface and exchange with the solid phase,

The goal of our research with cobalt(ll)-EDTA is
to evaluate its complex time-variant reactions
(adsorption, dissolution) with subsurface solid
phases, as a basis for understandingthe migration of cobalt(ll)-organiccomplexes in the field.
We believe that the rate of cobalt(ll)-EDTA
dissociation during transport will be strongly
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was

dependent on flow velocity, as a result of multiion and mass-transfer effects. To address the
effect of the rate of water flow on cobalt(II)EDTA stability, two column experiments were
conducted at pH 6.5. These experiments demonstrated the significant finding that cobalt
mobility changes over time as a result of kineti-

concentration in the same length of time)
because free cobalt(II) adsorbs more strongly
than does iron(lll)-EDTA at pH 6.5. Retardation
factors estimated from the batch adsorption
experiments [cobalt(ll)-EDTA 2", Rf = 3, iron(lll)EDTA, Rf = 2.6; and cobalt(II), Rf = 20] indicate that EDTA breakthrough will change little

cally controlled reactions with the iron oxide
surface (Figure 8). Initially, the intact complex is
eluted from the column although its velocity is
retarded by adsorption. The subsequent breakthrough of cobalt(II) is slower than that of EDTA,
as a result of surface exchange with iron(III),
producing iron(lll)-EDTA
and free cobalt(II).
Cobalt(II) breakthrough occurs after that of EDTA
(meaning that cobalt does not reach as high a

over time. In contrast, the cobalt Rf increases
from 3 to 20 over time as the complex is destabilized.
Such time-dependent
retardation
behavior will have major effects on the fieldscale behavior of organically complexed 6°Co.
To date, laboratory experiments and simulations
have shown that the subsurface mobility of
organically complexed cobalt can be influenced
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by adsorption and dissolution reactions with iron
oxide surfaces. Aluminum and manganese oxide
surfaces will also influence cobalt mobility, and
their effects will be studied in the future in
collaboration with other projects in the CoContaminant Chemistry Subprogram. To evaluate the effect of oxide lenses on cobalt mobility
in the field, we will study the influence of the
spatial distribution of these lenses in a series of
meter-scale laboratory experiments.
Future
research will also include collaborative experiments with microbiologists to examine the
coupled effects of geochemical and microbial
reactions on the mobility of organic complexes,

dissolution will be tested. These experiments
will be followed late in FY 1993 by research to
assess whether adsorption of uranium complexes
(e._., uranium-oxalate, uranium-citrate)controls
the rates of microbial degradation of the organic
ligand (e.g.,
oxalate,
citrate)
in smectite
suspensions inoculated with specific subsurface
microflora.
This experimental series, while
evaluating
important
scientific
hypotheses
regarding subsurface
biogeochemistry,
will
provide necessary background information for
uranium-ligandmicroaquiferexperimentsplanned
for FY 1994.
These experiments will involve
uranium-ligand transport through sand-filled flow
cells with smectite lenses and a subsurface
microbial inoculum.

Future Research
Priority will be given in FY 1993 to the com-

In FY 1993,
adsorption

pletion of research with cobalt-EDTA. An experiment on cobalt(ll)-EDTA reaction and transport in
an intermediate-scale flow cell with stringers of

we will continue to evaluate how
and
desorption
control
the

bioavailability of organic acids both as free
ligands and when complexed to uranium and
cobalt.
The investigations will include static
batch
studies with
and without
known
microflora, as well as continued use of the
pressure-jump technique.

laboratory-synthesized
iron and manganese
oxide-coated sand will be completed, in collaboration with other Co-Contaminant Chemistry
Subprogram investigators. The experiment will
test hypotheses about the kinetics of cobalt(li)EDTA oxidation to cobalt(lll)-EDTA and the competitive effects arising from the cobalt(ll)-EDTAinduced dissolution of iron oxide [resulting in
cobalt(II) and iron(lll)-EDTA] in mineralogicaliy
heterogeneous porous media.
The transport
experiment will be followed by a batch experimental study of cobalt(ll)-EDTA interactions with
a number of natural iron oxide sands in which
the iron oxide crystal form, surface area, and
morphology vary, in order to document the general applicability of results from the flow-cell
experiment to diverse subsurface environments.
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Chemistry/Microbiology Controlling
Chelated Radionuclide Transport

radionuclides and metals. Understanding the
interactions of adsorption and biodegradation of
synthetic chelates (for which thermodynamic
data are readilyavailablefor modellingpurposes)
can aid in interpreting data for native organic
complexants, for which only limited thermodynamic data are available. This projectfocuses on
1) the adsorptionof synthetic chelates and chelated radionuclides, 2)the subsurface physicochemical conditions that influence microbial
biodegradationand transformations of synthetic
chelates, and 3) the synergybetween adsorption
and microbial processes. The modeling of the
aqueous speciation is integral to ali aspects of
this project.

D. C. Girvin and H. Bolton, Jr.
Synthetic chelating agents, such as ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA), nitrilotriacetic
acid (NTA), and diethylenetriaminepentaacetic
acid (DTPA), form strong water-soluble complexes with a wide range of radionuclide and
metal
ions. These
synthetic
agents
have therefore
been
used tochelating
decontaminate
nuclear reactors and for other nuclear waste
processing. The codisposalof these synthetic
chelating agents with radionuclideshas resulted
in an increase in radionuclide transport in the
subsurface environment. At specific DOE sites,
enhancede°Co migrationin soil and subsoilpore
waters has been reported. (The dissolved6°Co
in these pore waters exists predominantly as
anionic species, with up to 90% of the cobalt
associated with EDTA.) The enhanced radionuclide transport at these mixed-waste disposal
sites is presumably caused by the reduced
adsorption of the chelated radionuclideby subsurface materialsrelativeto the adsorptionof the
unchelatedradionuclide.Undertheseconditions,
a decrease in chelate concentration via biodegradation would be beneficial, resulting in a
decrease in radionuclide migration. However,
other subsurface conditions can exist in which
the chelation of radionuclideswould have increased radionuclide adsorption and led to a
decrease in radionuclidemobility. Under such
conditions, biodegradationof the chelate would
be undesirable,

FY 1992 ResearchHighlights
Chelated RadionuclideAdsorption. The goal of
this segmentof the researchisto mechanistically
describeadsorptionof chelated radionuclidesfor
a range of subsurface materials and conditions
present at DOE waste sites. The current focus
of this research is the adsorption of cobalt(li)EDTA, cobalt(lll)-EDTA, and cobalt(ll)-NTA by
aluminum oxides, specifically 5-AI203 and gibbsite [a-AI(OH)3], and iron oxides, specifically
goethite
(a-FeOOH)
and
ferrihydrite
(FesHOs=H20), in the absenceof microbiological
activity. Cobalt and EDTA were selected for
study because of their known co-migration in
pore waters at some DOE sites. Iron and aluminum oxides have been chosenbecause they are
important sorbentsin many subsoilsand subsurface materials and may exert a significant
influence on radionuclide attenuation and
mobility. Investigation of the cobalt-EDTA iron
oxidesystem began in FY 1992 in supportof the
intermediate-scaleexperimentswith cobalt-EDTA
that were being conducted within the CoContaminant Chemistry Subprogram of DOE's
Subsurface Science Program. Selected results
describingcobalt(ll)-EDTAadsorptionbehavioron
a-FeOOH are presented in a later section. The
cobalt-NTA-gibbsite system is being utilized in
interactive studies of chelated radionuclide
adsorption-biodegradation,also discussed in a
later section. In this section, selected resultsfor
the NTA- and cobalt-NTA-gibbsitesystem will be
presented and the success of the mechanistic
modeling approach for quantitatively describing
cob_lt(ll)-EDTA adsorption by 5-AI203 will be
discussed.

Becausecurrentscientific understandingof both
adsorptionand biodegradationof chelated radionuclides and the physicochemical arld
microbiologicalparameters that influence these
processesis limited, it is impossibleto assess
their role in controlling chelated radionuclide
transport at DOE mixed-waste sites. This lack of
knowledge also precludes our manipulating
geochemicaland microbiologicalconditionsin the
subsurface environment to limit radionuclide
migration when synthetic chelating agents are
present,
Synthetic chelates can be used as models of
native organic compounds that also complex
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Batch experiments were conducted with NTA or
equal-molar cobalt and NTA concentrations of 1
pM, gibbsite concentrations of 7.5 g/L in ali
suspensions, and background electrolyte concentrations varying from 0.01 to 1 M NaCIO 4.
Adsorption edges were measured as a function
of pH (5 < pH < 10) under a N2 atmosphere to
minimize dissolved carbon dioxide in solution,
Adsorption equilibrium was reached in less than
6 h; however, ali experiments were conducted
for 24 h. Adsorption of cobalt and NTA was
quantified by dual-labeled scintillation counting of
SOCo and 14C-labeled NTA tracers; 3,-counting of
6°Co served as an independent measure of
cobalt adsorption. Dissolved aluminum in solution was measured by inductively coupled
plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS). Aqueous
speciation
and
solubility
calculations
for
measured cobalt, NTA, and dissolved aluminum

be expected.
Aqueous speciation calculations
suggest that for pH > 7, cobalt-NTA is a major
species. This would suggest anion-like adsorption of Co w/NTA; however, this behavior is not
observed. As noted above, ali aqueous speciation calculations presented here neglect the
competitive effects of adsorption on the multiple
aqueous equilibria.
The similarity of the Co
w/NTA adsorption edge to that of the cobalt-only
adsorption edge for pH >7 suggests that the
-AIOH sites of the gibbsite outcompete the NTA
for cobalt. That is, the formation of the = AIOCo
surface complex is thermodynamically favored
over that of the aqueous cobalt-NTA complex.
This is consistent with the modest strength of
the equilibrium constant for the aqueous cobaltNTA complex (log K = 12) relative to that of
cobalt-EDTA (log K = 18) for which ligand-like
adsorption of Co w/EDTA is observed for 5 < pH

concentrations
were
performed
using the
MINTEQ code (Felmy et al. 1984). These calculations excluded possible surface complexation
(adsorption) reactions,

< 10. However, suppression of the Co w/NTA
edge and enhancement of the NTA w/Co edge
for 7.5 < pH <10 indicates that some of the
cobalt-NTA complex persists in this pH region.
The enhancement of NTA adsorption for pH > 8
in the presence of cobalt (Figure la) suggests
that a surface bridging complex forms, in which
cobalt is coordinated directly to a surface
aluminol group, while maintaining at least one
carboxylate bond to NTA (e.g., mAIOCo-NTA,
where the single "-" indicates the carboxylate
bond). Thus, in this pH region the data suggest
that both cobalt and cobalt-NTA adsorption
occur. Adsorption of NTA in the presence of
equimolar cobalt below pH 7.5 is identical to
NTA-only adsorption (compare the NTA w/Co
and NTA-only edges in Figure la). Our aqueous
speciation calculation for cobalt-NTA suggests
that the dominant adsorbed species are =AINTA
and =AIHNTA, similar to the case for NTA-only
adsorption.

Adsorption edges for cobalt without NTA (referred to as cobalt-only) and for NTA without
cobalt (NTA-only)show
typical cation-like and
ligand-like adsorption behavior, respectively
(Figure la).
Evidence in the literature strongly
suggests that divalent cations form inner-sphere
surface complexes with iron oxides and 6-AI203
(Hayes 1987; Brown 1990).
By analogy, for
cobalt-only adsorption on gibbsite (Figure la),
we expect formation of inner-sphere complexes
with the singly coordinated aluminol edge sites
(---AIOH) [i.e., =AIOCo and =AIOCo(OH)].
For
the NTA-only adsorption edge (Figure la), we
hypothesize that the dominant adsorbed species
forming are -AINTA
and =AIHNTA.
This is
based on aqueous speciation of NTA in the
presence of dissolved aluminum (Figure lb).

To investigate the nature of the electrostatic
interactions between NTA, cobalt, and cobaltNTA and the surface aluminol groups, adsorption
edges were measured as a function of the ionic
strength of the background electrolyte in gibbsite
suspensions.
The influence of electrostatics
provides evidence to support the molecular
nature of surface interactions to be used in the
mechanistic modeling of cobalt-NTA adsorption.
With respect to the 0.01 M adsorption edge, the
NTA-only adsorption edge is displaced to lower

Adsorption of cobalt, introduced into the gibbsite
suspension as an equimolar cobalt-NTA chelate
and referred to hereafter as Co w/NTA (Figure la),
is essentially
cation-like,
with a
suppression of adsorption between pH 7 and 10,
relative to cobalt-only adsorption.
Aqueous
speciation indicates that (3o2 + is the dominant
cobalt species below pH 7, because dissolved
aluminum outcompetes cobalt for NTA. Thus,
for pH < 7, cation-like cobalt adsorption would
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and Cobalt-NTA
in 0.01

by Gibbsite (7.5 g/L) in 0.01

M NaCIO 4 (Figure

la)

Using Measured

M

pH levels by a relatively minor amount as ionic
strength increases (Figure 2a). As the ionic
strength increases from 0.01 to 1 M, the
decrease in the pH at which 50% adsorption
occurs (ApH50) is 0.25 pH units (Figure 2a).
However, for pH >8.5, the 1 M edge no longer
parallels the 0.01 M edge but rather levels off
and increasesslightly with increasingpH. This
differenceis attributedto adsorptionof NaNTA2.
For pH >8.5, the dominant aqueous species is

where the symbol .....
is used to indicate that
NaNTA2 is an outer-sphere complex. These
reactions, in addition to the formation of the
surface bridging complex, should completely
describe NTA adsorption in the cobalt-NTA
system. We are continuing to examine the
ability of these and possibly other reactions to
mechanistically describe the observed NTA
adsorptionbehavior.

NaNTA2" in the 1 M system (Figure 2b), although
it is only a minor species in the 0.01 M system
(Figure lb). The adsorption of NaNTA2 should
be relativelyweak (e.g., electrostaticallybound),
because it adsorbs only when it becomes the
dominant solution species. For pH <8.5, the
aqueous aluminum-NTA species distribution is
similar at both ionic strengths (Figures lb and
2b), indicatingthat ==AINTAand ,=AIHNTA"may
be the dominant adsorbedspecies. The ApH50
observed here (0.25) for NTA is similarto that
observed by Hayes (1987) for inner-sphere
complexation of selenite by goethite, for the
same change in ionic strength. The _pH50 shift
indicates that the NTA surface complexes are
relatively insensitive to electrostatic effects
associated with changes in ionic strength. By
analogy with the observationsof Hayes (1987),
NTA may form inner-sphere surface complexes
with the aluminol edge sites of gibbsite; however, this hypothesis must be verified by direct
surface spectroscopicmeasurements. Basedon

The adsorption of EDTA-only t_y 5-AI203 (Figure 3) and cobalt in the presence of equal-molar
EDTA (Figure 4) was discussed qualitatively in
last year's annual report and by Girvin et al. (in
press). In FY 1992 we describedthis adsorption
quantitatively using the triple-laver adsorption
model (TLM) and derivedthermodynamicadsorption constantsfor individualadsorptionreactions
usingthe model. The EDTA-onlyadsorptiondata
(Figure 3) can be describedby two outer-sphere
surface coordination(adsorption)reactions:

this inner-sphere hypothesis, we proposp,the
following NTA adsorptionreactionsfor describing
NTA adsorptionin the NTA-gibbsite system:

The TLM couples these two reactions with
1) reactions describing the protonation of the
5-AI203 surface, 2) reactions between the
surface and electrolyte ions, 3)electrostatic
interactions within the double layer. 4) ali
relevant aqueous speciation reactions, 5)the
analytical totals and/or activities of constituents
in the system, and 6) mass-balance equations
that equate the concentrations of ali computed
species to the analytical totals. The thermodynamic equilibrium constants for reactions (1)
and (2) were derived from the measuredadsorption data at 0.01 M NaCIO4 using the nonlinear
least-squares fitting code FITEQL. The FITEQL
code incorporatesaliTLM reactions and iterates
on the value of the equilibrium adsorption
constants untilthe best fit to the adsorptiondata
is obtained, one that simultaneouslysatisfies ali
equilibrium and mass-balanceconstraints. Tile

=A/OH + A/ s* + EDTA4- +H t =
-A/OH_---A/EDTA-

(1)

:log K=5.6

=A/OH + A/ a- + EDTA 4- =
(2)
=A/OH_ ---AIOHEDTA 2-

=AIOH + NTA3-= -=AINTA° + OH-

=-AIOH• NTA3- + H* = =AIHNTA. . OH-

In addition, we propose the formation of an
outer-sphereNaNTA2 surface complex,givenby
the reaction
-A/OH . NTA 3- + Na* =
=A/O- ---NaNTA 2- + H*
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Simulation

(solid curve)

of 0.5 pM EDTA

Adsorption

by 6-AI203

(1 g/L) in a) 0.01

M NaCIO 4 (data

points)

Using FITEQL to Derive Adsorption Constants for Individual Surface Species and b) O. 1 M NaCIO 4 (data points) Using
Adsorption Constants Derived from 0.01 M NaCIO 4 Data. Dashed curves indicate contribution
of individual surface
species.
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best ,,t of the data for reactions (1) and (2) and
the constantsderivedar_ shown by the solidline
through the data points in Figure 3a. The two
sets of dashed lines (Figure 3a) represent the
contribution of each adsorbedEDTA species to
the total EDTA adsorbed. Using these reactions
and the values for K derived from the 0.01 M
NaCIO4 adsorption data, a shift in EDTA-only
adsorption edge was predic*_edfor a 0.1 M
NaCIO4 suspension(solid line, Figure 3b). This
prediction agrees quite well with the significant
shift observed in EDTA-only adsorption edge at
this ionic strength (data points, Fi0ure 3b).
Many other individualreactionsand combinations
of reactions were examined; however, none of
these could prcvide an acceptable descriptionof
the observeddata f3r both ionic strengthsshown
in Figure 3. Reactions for inner-spheresurface
complexes predicted no shift in the adsorption
edge with ionic atrength and were thus inconsis,
tent with the data, at least irt the context of the
TLM.

'

becausethe dissolvedaluminum competes with
cobalt for the EDTA and the EDTA adsorbs to
form aluminum-EDTAcc._.plexes, lt is clearfrom
the relative values of the adsorption constants
for i'eactions (1) through (4) that cobalt-HEDTA
is tire most strongly bound surface complex.
Using reactions (3) and (4) and the values for K
derived from the adsorption data for 0.01 M
NaCIO4 Co w/E_TA, a shift in EDTA adsorption
edge was predictedfor a 0.1 M NaCIO4 suspension (solid line, Figure4b), which is in excellent
agreementwith the observedadsorptionedgefor
Co w/EDTA at this ionic strength (data points,
Figure4b).
The modeling results shown here indicate that
this mechanistic approachfor modelingadsorption and its mathematical repre::entationin terms
of the TLM can be used to quantitatively
describe EDTA and cobalt-EDTA adsorption by
5-AI203.
The applicability of this modeling
apwoach to quantitatively describingadsorption
in the cobalt-NTA-gibbsiteand cobalt-EDTA-iron
oxide systems is currently being investigated.
The incorporationof this mechanisticdescription
of adsorption into solutet, ansport codes should
enhanc.ethe accuracy of predictionsof radionuc!idetransportforintermediate-scaleexperiments
and at DOE field sites.

The adsorption of cobalt by 5-AI203 in the
presenceof equal-molar EDTA is ligand-likeover
the range of conditions studied (Figure4). This
behavior is due primarily to the large stability
constant for the formation of the anionic
CoEDTA2 co;nplex (log K= 18) and is in sharo
contrast _o cobalt adsorption by gibbsite in the
presenceof equal-molarNTA (discussedabove).
The adsorption of cobalt in the presence of
equal-molar EDTr_ (referredto as Co w/EDTA) is
describe(_in the context of the TLM by the
following outer-spherereactions:

(3)

Chelate BiodegradalJon.This researchis quantifying chelate persistence in the subsurface
environmentand determiningbiologicaland geochemical limitations on the degradation of
synthetic chelates. The research has used subsurface sediment samples from the Deep Microbiology Subprogram of DOE's Subsurface
Science Program to obtain initial estimates of

(4)

chelate persistence (Bolton et al., in press).
Previouslyisolatedmicroorganismsthat degrade
synthetic chelates are being used to provide
information on the optimal environmentalconditions for chelate biodegradation and also to

=A/OH + Co 2. + EDTA4- + H* =
=A/OH_---CoEDTA

2-

:log K=9.3

=

-A/OH + Co 2. . EDTA4- + 2H" =
-A/OH_ ---CoHEDTA 2-

=

I

:log K= 4.5

provide basicinformation on chelate degradation
metabolites and how geochemical conditions
influencethe persistenceof chelatesand the fate
of chelated metals and radionuclides. These isolares or consortiaare also being used in studies
of chelated radionuclide adsorption and biodegradation from which combined adsorptionbiodegradationmodelswill be developed.

The agreement between the simulation (solid
curve, Figure 4a) of Co w/EDTA adsorption at
0.01 M NaCIO4 (data points, Figure4a) and reactions (3) and (4) is excellent. This simulation
included EDTA adsorption reactions (1) and (2)
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Derived from 0.01

M NaCIO 4 Data.

Transport in groundwater of some radionuclides

concentration for mineralization.

Third, confirm

that are complexed with synthetic chelates may
decrease if the synthetic chelate is degraded.
The synthetic chelate NTA can be degraded in
waters, aquatic and subsurface sediments, soils,
and sewage; bacterial strains able to degrade
NTA have also been isolated from these sources,
However, because the aqueous speciation of the
NTA was not specified or controlled in many
past studies, it is not known what form of the
NTA was degraded, and the form may have
changed during the experiments. As a result, it
is not possible to identify the metal-NTA
complexes that were degraded based on results
of past studies. In addition, metal toxicity may
have influenced chelate degradation,

that 14CO 2 evolution from the mineralization of
14C.labele d NTA concurred with the loss of NTA
from solution. Fourth, test the hypothesis by
comparing the kinetic parameters of NTA mineralization for metal-NTA
complexes whose
thermodynamic stability constants varied over a
wide range. Last, demonstrate that mineralization of the various metal-NTA complexes was
not affected by metal toxicity.
Mineralization of 14C-labeled NTA to 14CO2
occurred in the various media including nutrientcontaining solution (minimal medium), pH 7
buffers {piperazine-N, N'-bis[2-ethane-sulfonic
acid]
(PIPES)
and
N-[2-hydroxyethyl]
piperazine-N'-[2-ethanesulfonic
acid] (HEPES)},
and deionized water, ali with a similar first-order
rate constant (Table 1). The asymptote calculated for the mineralization of NTA in minimal
medium was significantly greater than those for
water or buffer; however, the percentage increase was relatively minor (Table 1). Water and
HEPES and PIPES buffers had the same calculated asymptotes (Table 1). This agreement
indicates that nutrients were not necessary for
the mineralization of NTA by strain 29600. This
lack of need for nutrients allowed us to use a
very simple system to test our hypothesis and
also greatly simplified the aqueous speciation
modeling of our experiments. Solutions buffered
for pH were used in ali subsequent experiments,
because pH influences the speciation of the
NTA, the metal, and the metal-NTA complex.
Therefore, PIPES buffer was used and was able
to maintain solutions at pH 6 or 7 + 0.05
throughout the experiments. The PIPES buffer
also has a low complexing ability for a wide
range of metals, so that it would not compete
with the NTA for complexing the metals in
solution.

Thus even though there have been many studies
of NTA degradation, there is currently only
limited understanding of how the aqueous
speciation of the NTA will influence its degradation.
The aqueous speciation of synthetic
chelates such as NTA varies depending on pH
and on the concentrations and types of metal
ions present. At low pH, metals and protons
compete for the NTA, but at higher pH hydroxyl
and carbonate ions compete with the NTA for
the metal ion. As a result, multiple equilibria
dictate the form of the chelate available for
degradation,
The objective of this study was to determine
how the speciation of NTA influenced NTA
mineralization to carbon dioxide and to examine
the hypothesis that the thermodynamic stability
constant of the metal-NTA complex dictates the
rate of NTA degradation. This hypothesis states
that NTA complexes with metals with larger
thermodynamic stability constants will degrade
more slowly than those with smaller stability
constants.
To investigate this hypothesis, a
well-defined system was used: a single microorganism in a defined aqueous phase. The NTAdegrading Pseudomonas strain ATCC 29600 is
well characterized and so was chosen for our
studies. Our approach was as follows:
First,
identify the simplest defined liquid medium that
would support NTA mineralization by strain
29600 so that the aqueous speciation of the
NTA could be controlled and modeled. Second,
determine whether NTA mineralization follows
first-order kinetics and determine the optimal cell

At varying concentrations of NTA, NTA mineralization
followed
first-order
kinetics,
with
mineralization being directly proportional to the
NTA concentration, as demonstrated bythe similar first-order rate constants for NTA concentrations ranging from 52.3 to 0.05/JM
(Table 2).
The calculated asymptote for 0.52 pM NTA was
significantly greater than those for the other
concentrations, but the percentage increase was
actually relatively minor (Table 2). The ability of
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TABLE1. First-OrderRate Constantsand Asymptotes
for NTA Mineralizationto CO2 by Strain29600 in
Various Media. NTA was presentat a concentrationof
5.23 pM and strain29600 was presentat a cell density
of 10s CFU/ml.
Medium
Water

RateConstant,
per hour
'"
0.041a(a)

during our experiments, to ensure similar cell
densities in the various metal-NTA experiments
and allow for first-order kinetic modeling of NTA
mineralization. The lack of measurable growth of
strain 29600
resulted from the absence of
growth

Asymptote,
%
58a

HEPES(pH 7)

0.049a

56a

PIPES(pH 7)
MinimalMedium
(pH 7)

0.043a
0.044a

6Oa
67b

nutrients

during

the

mineralization

experiments, the low concentration of organic
compound (5.23 pM), and the high starting cell
density.

TABLE2. First-OrderRateConstantsand Asymptotes

Measuring the evolution of 14CO2 from 14Clabeled NTA provided a good indicator of the
removal of NTA from solution. There was an
inverse relationship between the amount of
14C0 2 evolved and the disappearance of NTA
from solution (Figure 5a). A substantial amount
of 14C02 was initially dissolved in the aqueous
phase, particularly during the early phases of
NTA mineralization, and was released into the
head space on acidification (Figure 5b).
The

for NTA Mineralizationto CO2 bv Strain29600 at
VariousNTA Concentrations. Strain29600 was

initial rapid rate of 14C0 2 production by strain
29600
in the aqueous phase apparently ex-

presentat a cell densityof 108 CFU/ml in 0.01 M PIPES
(pH 7)buffer.

ceeded the rate of 14C0 2 exchange at the liquidair interface; as a result there was an initial
increase in the aqueous concentration of dis1
solved
4C02.
This behavior will result in
underestimation of the extent of mineralization of

_Ia)Numbersin the same columnthat are followed
by the same letter are not significantlydifferent
(95% confidenceinterval),

NTA
Concentration,pM
52.3
5.23
0.52
0.05

Rate Constant, Asymptote,
per hour
%
o.030a (a)
0.034a

51a
53a

NTA at any given time. Subsequent measurements of NTA mineralization involved acidifica-

0.036a
0.031a

58b
51a

tion at each sampling time to determine total
14C0 2 produced.
Our trapping efficiency for
14C0 2 was 100%; ali of the 14C was accounted
for by either 14C0 2 or 14C remaining in solution.

(a) Numbersin the samecolumnthat arefollowed
by the same letter are not significantly
different(95% confidenceinterval).

The hypothesis tested with our simple aqueous
system was that the stability of the metal-NTA
complex dictates the rate of NTA degradation.

strain 29600 to mineralize low NTA concentrations (i.e., <5.23 pM)makes this model system
comparable to groundwater containing synthetic
chelates at the Oak Ridge and Maxey Flats
nuclear waste sites. The cell density used in the
studies described here was 108 colony-forming
units (CFU) per milliliter. At this cell density,
there was no lag period for NTA mineralization
when NTA-induced cells were used, and viable
cell numbers remained constant throughout the
experiment.
As cell density decreased to _6.7
log CFU/ml, a lag in the mineralization of NTA
was seen, although cell numbers remained
approximately the same throughout the experiment. We wanted no growth of strain 29600

Specifically, the NTA degradation rate for various
metal-NTA complexes would decrease as the
thermodynamic stability constants for the metalNTA complex increase. To ensure that cobalt,
copper, and nickel would be predominantly free
metal ions for our metal treatments without
NTA, we chose to use PIPES buffer at pH 6
rather than pH 7. This adjustment ensured that,
for cobalt, copper, and nickel, the free metal ion
was the dominant metal species in solution at
5.23 pM, with minimal formation of metal
hydroxides or carbonates, as calculated by the
aqueous speciation model MINTEQ (Table 3).
For example, at pH 6 copper is present predominantly as Cu2 + (Table 3), but at pH 7 more
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FIGURE 5. Mineralization of a) 523 and b) 5.23 pM NTA in 0.01 M PIPES pH 7 Buffer by Strain 29600 at 108
CFU/ml. a) Disappearance of 523/ZM NTA and appearance of total 14CO2 (evolved + dissolved), b) Appearance of
evolved
14CO2 and dissolved
14CO2 and their sum (total 14CO2} at an initial NTA concentration of 1 pM. Evolved
14CO2 was assayed in the initial CO 2 trap. Dissolved
14CO2 was assayed by placing a fresh CO2 trap in the head
space and acidifying the sample to drive off dissolved
14CO2.

than 50% of the copper would be present as
Cu(OH)°2 (data from MINTEQ). Iron and aluminum were present as hyd;oxide species in solution at pH 6 (Table 31. Aqueous speciation of
NTA in the variousmetal-NTA solutionsdemonstrated that the metal-NTA
complex
was the
dominant form of NTA in solution (Table 4). The
various metal-NTA complexes were mineralized
at different rates (Table 5), demonstrating a
direct effect of the complexed metal on the
mineralizationof NTA. The metals were chosen

neither the thermodynamic stability nor the
formation constant of the metal-NTA complex
correlated with the rate of NTA mineralization.

TABLE 3. Aqueous Speciation of the Metals in pH 6
Buffer(0.001 M PIPES,0.01 M KNO 3) Containing 5.23
/zM Metal
Meta._.._/I Aqueous Speciation of

Metal(a)

Co

Co2+ (lOO%)

to providea range in their thermodynamicformation constant for the metal-NTA complexes
(Table 5).
No relationship was discernible
between the thermodynamic stability constants

Fe

FeOH2 + (98.5%);

AI

AI(OH)_ (46%); AI(OH)2 +
AIOH2_ (6%);AI(OH)4-(5%);
AI3+ (1%)

for the various metal-NTA complexes and the
first-order rate constants, the asymptotes, or the
initial rates of NTA mineralization(Table 5). The
mineralizationof nickel-NTA, copper-NTA, and

Cu

Cu 2+ (95%); CuNO3 +
(2.5); Cu(OH) 2 (1%)

Ni

Ni2+

aluminum-NTA was less than that of the other
metal-NTA complexes, as indicated by their
smaller rate constants and asymptotes. These
data disproveour stability constant hypothesis;

(1.5%)
(42%);

Fs(OH) 3

(2.5); CuOH +

(100%)

(a) Metalspecies (percent of thetotalmetalpresent
aslistedspecies) calculatedfromMINTEQ
(Felmy et al. 1984).
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TABLE4. AqueousSpeciationof the NTA in pH 6
Buffer (0.001 M PIPES,0.01 M KNO3) containing5.23
pM metaland NTA

Metal-NTA
Complex

AqueousSpeciationof NTA(al

no metal
Co
Fe

HNTA2" (100%)
CoNTA (88%); HNTA2"(12%)
FeOHNTA"(96%); FeNTA (2%);
HNTA2"(2%)

AI

AIOHNTA"(78%); AINTA(16%);
AI(OH)2+ (2.5%); AI(OH)3
(2.5%);
AI(OH)2NTA2" (1%)
CuNTA"(100%)
NiNTA (97%); HNTA2"(3%)

Cu
Ni

(Figure 6a).
Glucose is a non-complexing
organic, which means that the metals would be
predominantly present as either the free metal or
the metal hydroxide ions in solution (Table 3). If
these ions were being taken up by the cell, they
were not inhibiting cellular respiration or the
generation of 14CO2 from 14C.labele d glucose
(Figure 6a). However, the amount of the metal
ion in the cell or its location may differ when it is
taken up as the free metal ion rather than the
metal-NTA complex. To determine whether this
was the case, the metals were also added as the
metal-NTA complex to cells induced on NTA, and
the incubations were analyzed for 14C-labeled
glucose mineralization.
The mineralization of
14C-labeled glucose was not inhibited by any of
the metal-NTA complexes at 5.23 pM (Figure 6b).
Because the cells were induced on

(a) NTA species(percentof the total NTA
presentas listedspecies)calculatedfrom
MINTEQ (Felmyet al. 1984).

NTA, both NTA and glucose could be taken up
by the cell and mineralized.
That both were
indeed taken up was demonstrated by the
mineralization of 14C-labeled glucose when
unlabeled NTA was present (Figure 6b) and by
the mineralization of 14C-labeled NTA when
unlabeled glucose was present (data not shown).
This indicated that the metal itself did not inhibit
general cellular metabolism, but that rather the
complexed metal was influencing only NTA
mineralization.

Some of the metals we used, such as nickel,
copper, and aluminum, which gave the lowest
rates of NTA mineralization (Table 5), can also
be toxic to microorganisms.
However, the
mineralization of 14C-labeled glucose was not
inhibited by any of the metals at 5.23 pM

TABLE5. First-OrderRate Constants,Asymptotes,InitialMineralizationRates, and ThermodynamicStabilityor
FormationConstants(logKf)for VariousMetal-NTA Complexes. Strain29600 was presentat a cell densityof 108
CFU/mlin pH 6 buffer(0.001 M PIPES,0.01 M KNO3) containingequal-molarmetal and NTA (5.23 pM).
Metal-NTA
Complex
no metal

RateConstant,
per hour
0.672a(el

Asymptote, %
59ab

InitialMineralization
Rate,(=)% per hour
4Oa

IogKf(b)
0

Co

0.260b

57b

15b

11.7

Fe

0.209b

65a

i4b

17.8

AI

0.124c

60ab

7c

13.7

Cu

0.114cd

41c

4cd

14.2

Ni

0.063d

34d

2d

12.8

(a) Rate constantmultipliedby the asymptote.
(b) Obtainedfrom the aqueousspeciationmodelMINTEQfor pH 6, 25°C, O.01 M KNO3
(Felmyet al. 1984).
(c) Numbersin the samecolumnthat are followedby the sameletter are not significantly
different (95% confidenceinterval).
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The differences in mineralization of the various
metal-NTA complexes may be due to differences
in the lability of the various metal-NTA complexes. Labilityis a kinetic property of a metalchelate complexthat representsthe ability of the
chelated metal to exchange for a free metal in
solution. This exLhange or dissociationis related
to the ability and frequency of makingand breaking the metal-carboxyl oxygen and the metalnitrogenbondsof NTA. The labilityof the metalNTA complex also determinesthe rate at which
NTA is redistributedamong the thermodynamically favorable species in solution. If strain
29600 was ableto take up or mineralizeonlythe
HNTA2 form of NTA, this limitation would
account for the variations in NTA mineralization
observed when different metals are complexed.
When no metals are present, the free acid
HNTA2 is the predominant form of NTA in
solution from pH 5 to 8. For a metal-NTA
complex, the exchange of the metal with a
hydrogen ion to form HNTA2 will be much
slower for a kineticallyinert metal complex than
for a more labile complex. Information on the
lability of metal-NTA complexes is limited, but
the lability of various metal-EDTA complexes is
known to differ depending on the complexed

with a) Various

M PIPES, 0.01

Metals

or b) Various

M KNO 3)

metal. Among divalent transition metals, nickelEDTA is relatively inert. Isotopic exchange
measurementsof the metal in cobalt-EDTA and
nickel-EDTA show that cobalt-EDTA is more
labile than nickel-EDTA by a factor of 25.
Although no direct measurements of metal exchangerates have beenpublishedfor cobalt-NTA
and nickel-NTA, it is reasonable to conclude,
given the similarity of the coordinatingmoieties,
that the relative labilities of cobalt-NTA and
nickel-NTAare similarto those observedfor the
correspondingmetal-EDTA chelates. Thus, the
presumed nonlability of nickel-NTA relative to
cobalt-NTA is consistentwith nickel-NTA having
a lower rate of NTA mineralization.
In summary, NTA mineralization occurred in
simple aqueous systems, with mineralization
following first-order kinetics. Thermodynamic
stability constants did not indicate the
degradability of specific metal-NTA complexes
when the metals were present at non-inhibitory
concentrations. Our new hypothesis to explain
the differencesin NTA mineralizationwhen NTA
is complexingdifferent metals is that the lability
of the variousmetal-NTA complexesdictates the
rate of NTA degradation. If this hypothesis
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holds, a mechanisticunderstandingof metal-NTA
degradation will require investigations of the
lability of various metal-NTA complexes and of
the way the metal-determinedlability influences
the mineralizationof NTA.
ChelateAdsorption-Biodegradation Interactions.
This research is investigating the mutual interactions of chelate adsorptionand biodegradation
and the influence of microbialactivity on chelate
and radionuclide adsorption. During FY 1992,
these interaction studiesfocused on the limitation imposed on chelate degradation rates by
chelate adsorptionand desorption. The hypothesis being tested is that adsorbed chelates are
unavailable for degradation.
The chelate
becomes available for degradation only through
desorption of the chelate into the aqueous
phase. Thus the rate of chelate desorptionlimits
the degradation rate. To test this hypothesis,
we selected a model system consistingof NTA
or cobalt-NTA, the NTA-degrader Pseudomonas
strain ATCC 29600, and the naturally occurring
mineral gibbsite(as the adsorbent),
Background studies were conducted in FY 1991
to determine 1) the rates of degradationof NTA
and metal-NTA chelates by strain 29600 in the
absenceof chelate adsorptionand 2) the adsorption of NTA and cobalt-NTA by gibbsite in the
absenceof microbialactivity. Integrationof this
information was essential for the design and
interpretation of NTA-gibbsite-Pseudomonas sp.

the individualaqueousspeciesare summarizedin
Table 6. The pH of the suspensionis bufferedto
minimize shifts in speciationdurir,,gthe courseof
the experiment. The rate of NTA mineralization
as a function of time is measured as evolved
14C02 in the NTA-gibbsite-Pseudomonas sp.
system and compared to a control having the
same aqueous NTA species, solution pH, and
total NTA. Experiments have so far been conducted at pH 6 and 8 for the NTA-only system,
in which the dominant species are HNTA2" and
AIOHNTA, respectively;further experiments will
be conducted in FY 1993 for the cobalt-NTA
system at pH 7, where the dominant species is
Co-NTA. The total NTA or cobalt-NTA concentration in the systems is 1 pM and the solid-tosolution ratio is 7.5 g/L. These conditions are
identical to those used in the abiotic NTA
adsorption experiments described above in the
section on chelated radionuclideadsorption.

TABLE 6. NTA and Cobalt-NTA Aqueous Speciation as
a Function of pH in the Presence of Aluminum from the
Dissolution of Gibbsite

Chelate
NTA

pH
8.0
7.0
8.o

Co-NTA

experiments to address our hypothesis. The
integration of chemical and biological information
and the designof interactionexperimentsfor this
system formed the basis of the interaction
studies conducted in FY 1992.
Briefly the
design is as follows: A known quantity of 14Clabeled NTA adsorbed to gibbsite particles is
introducedinto a suspensionof Pseudomonas sp.
At this point more than 99% of the NTA in the
system is adsorbed to the gibbsite; that is, the
solution concentrationof NTA, which is readily
availablefor degradation,is less than 1% of the
total NTA in the system. The NTA begins to
desorb immediately and thus, according to our
hypothesis, becomes available for degradation.
However, the form of the NTA in solution, and
thus the degradation rate, depend on the pH of
the solution. The speciation for NTA-only and
cobalt-NTA systems and degradation rates for

Solution Species

AIOHNTA(85%), AINTA(15%)
AIOHNTA(45%), HNTA(45%)
HNTA(90%)

8.0

AIOHNTA (80%), CoNTA (20%),
AINTA (20%)

7.0

CoNTA (85%), AIOHNTA (8%),
HNTA (7%)

8.0

CoNTA(35%), HNTA(85%)

Mineralization of NTA is significantly slower in
systems where the NTA is initially adsorbedto
the gibbsite. For example, NTA degradation at
pH 8 in the absence of gibbsite (curve A,
Figure 7) is very rapid, essentially complete
within 1 h, but mineralizationof the NTA that is
initially adsorbedto the gibbsiteis much slower,
with the asymptote not yet being reached at 50
h (Curve B, Figure7).
The NTA mineralizationcurves with and without
the presence of gibbsite were analyzed using a
first-order model of the two-step process,
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(Figure 7) and that
our simple model
[(Equation (5)] must be modified to include a
(5)

two-step desorption process. These limits will
be investigated in more detail in FY 1993.
CollaborativeIntermediate Scale Experiments. A
collaborative intermediate-scale experiment,
which is multidisciplinaryin scope, was designed
in FY 1992. This project supplieddata and aided
in the design of a collaborativeexperiment concerning cobalt(II) and cobalt(lll)-EDTA transport
at an intermediate scale. The experiment is a
coupled geochemical-microbial experiment.
Resultsfrom the project (Girvin et al., in press)
suggest that subsurface microorganismsmight
be exposed to cobalt(lll)-EDTA if cobalt(II) and
EDTA were co-disposed. This information was
then used in another project to investigate the
enzymatic reduction of cobalt(lll)-EDTA to
cobalt(ll)-EDTAbyiron-reducingmicroorganisms.
Iron-reducing microorganisms can reduce
cobalt(lll)-EDTA to cobalt(ll)-EDTA, suggesting

This analysis yields rates for solution mineralization of NTA, kj.INTA = 3.0 h"1, and desorption kd = 0.042 h". Thus the net mineralization
rate for NTA in the presence of gibbsite is less
than that observed for NTA in solution by a
factor of 70.
In FY 1993 we will conduct experiments at
lower cell densities (similarto those used in the
initial NTA mineralization studies) to obtain
mineralization rates in the controls (no adsorption). The resultswill allow more accurate deterruination of first-order rate constants for NTA
mineralization. The results to date demonstrate
that NTA degradation is limited by adsorption
27

that a geochemical-microbialintermediate-scale
experiment investigating cobalt(ll)-EDTA oxidation to cobalt(lll)-EDTA by manganese oxides
could be coupled to a microbial experiment investigatingthe microbialreduction of cobalt(III)EDTA to cobalt(ll)-EDTA by iron-reducers,

adsorptionedge for an equal-molarcobalt-EDTA,
a-FeOOH system (Figure 8) is significantly
different from that observedfor a corresponding
6-AI203 system (Figure 4a). The behavior of the
cobalt is intermediatebetween that observedfor
the cobalt-EDTA-5-AI203 system and that of the
cobalt-NTA-gibbsite system (Figure la). In the
case of the cobalt-EDTA-a-FeOOH system (Figure 8), the shape of the Co w/EDTA adsorption
edge can be understood in terms of the high
stabilityconstant for iron(lll)-EDTA(log K = 25),
the resultant solubilization of a-FeOOH by the
EDTA, and the subsequent competition of Fe3+
with Co2+ for the EDTA. Our preliminaryconclusion, based on equal-molar cobalt-EDTA
adsorptionon 5-AI203 (Figure 4a), gibbsite (data
not shown), and a-FeOOH (Figure 8) isthat each
chelated radionuclide will exhibit different
adsorptionbehavior, dependingonthe bulk solubility and surface properties of the metal-oxide
adsorbent.

Investigation of cobalt-EDTA adsorption by several iron oxides that differ in their crystallinity
and crystal structure began in FY 1992. Our
objective is to determine the relative importance
of the different iron oxides occurring at DOE
sites as chelate sorbents;these experiments will
also support the cobalt-EDTA-iron oxide
intermediate-scaleexperiments being conduc'ced
within the Co-Contaminant Chemistry Subprogram of DOE's Subsurface Science Program. In
general,the behavior of cobalt-EDTA adsorption
by iron oxides is completely different from that
observedfor 6-AI203 under similarexperimental
conditions. For example, the Co w/EDTA
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Future Research

Brown, G. E. 1990. "Spectroscopic Studies of

The continued investigation of chelated radio-

ChemisorptionReaction Mechanisms at OxideWater Interfaces." In Reviews in Mineralogy,
Vgl. 23, Mineral-Water Interface Geochemistry,
ed. M. F. Hochella, Jr., and A. F. White,

nuclide adsorption on oxides, smectitic clays,
and subsoilsdominated by oxides and/or clays,
along with biodegradation studies of synthetic
chelatesand microbial-drivengeochemicalmodifications of the subsurface environment, will
extend the applicability of this research to
several DOE sites. In addition, surface-catalyzed
oxidation of cobalt(ll)-EDTA to cobalt(lll)-EDTA
by iron and manganese oxides will be investigated to determine the mechanismsand conditions under which cobalt oxidation may be

pp. 309-363. MineralogicalSociety of America,
Washington, D.C.
Felmy, A. R., D. C. Girvin, and E. A. Jenne.
1984.
MINTEQ . A Computer Program for
Calculating
Aqueous Geochemical
Equilibria.
EPA 600/3-84-032,
National Technical
Information Service, Springfield,Virginia.

occurringat DOE field sites. Finally, adsorptionbiodegradation interactive studies will be
completed
for the
NTA,
cobalt-NTA
'
Pseudomonas strain29600, andgibbsitesystem,
and new studieswill be started for an analogous
EDTA system, using an EDTA-degradingorganism and/or consortium (Nortemann 1992) and
either gibbsite or an iron oxide as the model
subsurface sorbent. These combinedchemical-

Girvin, D. C., P. L. Gassman, and H. Bolton, Jr.
"Adsorptionof Aqueous Cobalt Ethylenediaminetetraacetate by 5-AI203: Effects of Oxidation
State, Ionic Strength, and Sorbent Concentration." Soil Science Society of America Journal
(in press)
Hayes, K. F. 1987. Equilibrium, Spectroscopic
and Kinetic Studies of Ion Adsorption at the
Oxide/Aqueous Interface.
Ph.D. Dissertation,
Stanford University, Stanford, California.

microbiological studies on progressively more
complex systems have two objectives. The first
is to quantify the effects of each processon the
other, and the second is to provide the critical
backgroundand process information in support
of intermediate-scaleexperiments that are using
these chelates,organisms,and modelsubsurface
sorbents to determine the effect of flow on
chemical-microbiologicalinteractions. Mathematicalrepresentationsof chemical,microbiological, and flow processesand their influences on
one another will eventually be incorporatedinto
transport codes to simulate and predict radionuclide and chelate mobility. The understanding
developed within this project, combined with
model development in other projects within the
Subsurface Science Program, will aid in the
evaluation of effective remediationstrategies at
DOE sites where chelatesand radionuclideshave
been co-disposed,

Nortemann, B. 1992. "Total Degradation of
EDTA by a Mixed Culture and a Bacterial
Isolate."
58:671-676.Applied Environmental Microbiology

Chemical Desorption, Dissolution, and
Partitioning
C. C. Ainsworth
A varietyof solidand liquidwaste materialswere
dischargedto the groundat DOE productionsites
over a 40-year period. Unplanned releasesand
direct discharges have contaminated soils and
groundwaters at many DOE sites. Remediation
of groundwater plumes is often viable, but the
treatmentsgenerally neglectthe massof material
sorbed to the solid matrix, which can act as
sourcesfor future contaminant plumesand may

References
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"Biodegradation of Synthetic
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involvea massof contaminantsignificantlylarger
than that observed in a plume. However, the
interactions and reactions that control the
mobilization of solidphase contaminants are not
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yet well understood. Reactions that contrjI the
release of sorbedcontaminants from subsurface
materials (e.g., desorption, dissolution) must be
better understood to facilitate prediction of
contaminant mobility and identification of
rational geochemical strategies to enhance and
hasten restorationof waste sites,
FY 1992 ResearchHighlights
This project was conducted under the auspices
ofPNL's EnvironmentaIScienceResearchCenter,
as part of its basic program to develop new
scientific knowledge to use natural processesin
subsurface environmentalrestoration. Research
has focused on three areas: 1) collection and
characterizationof metal-contaminatedmaterials
from beneath a disposalpond (for use in studies
of mobilization of metals from contaminated
naturalmaterials); 2) the effect of residencetime
and calcite recrystallization on the sorption/
desorption of cadmium, cobalt, copper, manganese, nickul, and lead; and 3)the effect of
recrystallizationof iron oxides on the desorption
of cadmium, cobalt, and leadas affected by reeldence time. In FY 1992, research focused
specifically on the collection, characterization,
and mobilization of uranium from sediments
collected beneaththe 300 Area processpondsat
the Hanford Site and on the effect of residence
time on metal/radionuclidesorptionby calcite,

(110,000 kg), mercury (100 kg), lead (8,000
kg), nickel (18,000 kg), and zinc (8,000 kg).
Seventeen sampleswere collected from beneath
the 300 Area processponds;the reactive mineral
phases (CaCO3, iron oxides, clays) observed in
these samplesare common to a number of other
DOE locations. These samples represent a profile by 1-m intervals extending to about 8 m
below the pond surfaceand about 2 m below the
saturated zone. Extensive secondary CaCO3
(caliche)layers about 1.5 m below the pond floor
proved to contain metals in concentrations that
are greater than in the other sampled layers by
one to three ordersof magnitude. Heavy metals
in the CaCO3 layer include copper, uranium,
chromium, nickel, lead, zinc, and mercury
(Table 1). Although the total concentration of
cobalt is low in the sampled sediments, it is
believed that the total 3,-ray activity (approximately 2500 Bq/g) is due to e°Co and 137Cs.

Uraniumin the 300 Area PondSedimentsand Its
Mobilization. The two 300 Area process ponds
are unlinedsurface impoundmentsconstructedin
1943 and 1948 that were used for disposalof
radioactively(principallyuranium)and chemically
contaminated wastewaters from the 300 Area of
the Hanford Site untilthey were retiredin 1975.
The geologic material underlying the 300 Area
process ponds is part of the Hanford formation
(consisting of coarse-grained deposits); the
deposits are typically graded materials from
bouldersto
thin layers
of silts, clays,
and caliche sands,with
(CaCO3);in addition,
carbonate
coat-

During FY 1992, studies were initiated on
those process pond caliche sediments that are
highly contaminated with uranium and copper,
to investigate the solubilization of these
metals.
In these studies, sediments were
equilibrated with water and the resulting
aqueous phase was sampled with time. The
aqueous concentrations of calcium, copper,
sodium, magnesium, uranium, chlorine, sulfate,
and dissolved inorganic carbon reached their
maximum levels within approximately 24 h and
remained constant throughout the 96-day
study. Data collected to date from solubilization studies suggest that the soluble uranium
is present as the uranium(VI) hydroxide
schoepite (UO2OH2). Aqueous copper concentrations observed in these studies were calculated to be in equilibrium with tenorite
(CuO). The major uranium species were calculated to be the carbonato complexes
UO2CO3 ° and
UO2(CO3)2"
Geochemical

ingson gravelsoccur sporadicallythroughoutthe
pond profiles. More than 62,000 kg of uranium
was disposedof to the two ponds; other radionuclidesalso disposed of to the ponds included
smallquantitiesof 6°Co, 234Th, and 137Cs. The
contaminantinventorydisposedof to both ponds
is estimated as silver (1,900 kg), cadmium
(140 kg), chromium (8,000 kg),
copper

modeling suggests that if the partial pressure
of carbon dioxide (pCO2) is increased, a
significant increase in the uranium(VI) aqueous
concentration will result; for example, if the
pCO 2 is increased by a factor of ten, the
aqueous uranium(VI) concentration is calculated to increase by a factor of 6 to 8
(Figure 1).

3O

TABLE 1. Solid Phase Concentrations (pg/g) of Selected Metals from Two Sediment Profiles in the 300 Area North
Process Pond. NP-4 (0.9- and 1.2-m depths) represents a profile through a caliche layer, and NP-1 (1.4-, 1.8-, 4.9-,
and 7.8-m depths) is a profile that did not have a caliche layer present.

Element
Cu
U
Cr
Ni
Zn
Pb
Ag

0.9
15000
3100
1417
530
187
119

1.2
4900
3510
1490
600
200
127

320

373

Depth, m
1.4
1.8
32400
5540
1880
386
737
283
823
230
166
115
98
24.7
118

4.9
1740
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FIGURE 1. Calculated Total Aqueous Uranium (VI) Concentration and UO22+ Speciation in Equilibrium with Schoepite
as a Function of CO32" Concentration at pH 8.0 and 25°C

Effect of Calcite Recrystallizationon the Sorption
of Metals as a Function of ResidenceTime. In
the environmentssurroundingDOE waste sites,
and in particularat the Hanford Site, sorptionof
aqueous divalent metal contaminants by calcite
(CaCO3) presentsa potentiallysignificantmineral
phase for scavengingcontaminant metals in calcareous surface, subsurface, and groundwater
environments. As noted above, a discontinuous
caliche layer is present in the sediments below

the 300 Area process pondsand appears to be
a major sink for many contaminants of interest
(Table 1).
Scavengingof divalent metal cations (Me2 +) by
CaCO3 is generally a surface-localizedprocess.
Sorption to the calcite surface typically occurs
either by exchange with the surface calcium or
by complexationto the carbonate groups bound
in the hydrated layer. However, the sorption
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process varies for different sorbate metals and is
not necessarily straightforward.
Zach_ra et al.
(1991) found that 1) a series of divalent metals
sorb to calcite in the order cadmium > zinc >
manganese > cobalt > nickel; 2) desorption is
correlated to metal hydration energies, (the lower
the hydration energy, the less can be desorbed);
3) cadmium and manganese behaved like a surface precipitate or solid solution; and 4) zinc,
cobalt, and nickel appeared to remain on the
calcite surface as a hydrated complex.
That
study did not follow the sorption process beyond
48 h; however, even in that length of time the
magpitude of sorption for ali of the metals
studied was sufficiently large to suggest that
calcite could act as an important sorbent,
Although several other studies have addressed
metal-calcite interactions over relatively short
times, little is known about the sorption process
beyond the initial rapid uptake of metals. The
same long-term process is hypothesized to occur
for many metals of interest and should be correlated with the recrystallization rate of the
calcite itself,

in which only the uncomplexed divalent metal
exchanges with surface calcium.

Laboratory studies of metal adsorption were performed to quantify the influences of pH, metal

These preliminary results suggest that the initial
sorption of the Me 2+ metals currently under

ionic radii, and free energy of hydration (&°Ghyd)
on the long-term adsorption/desorption behavior
of metals on calcite. The fractional sorption of
divalent cadmium, cobalt, copper, manganese,
and nickel to calcite increases as a function of
pH. Examples of the pH edges for cadmium,
nickel, and copper are shown in Figure 2. The
pH adsorption edge for ali the metals e,,,.cept
copper increased with pH. That for copper increased with pH until about pH 8.0; the decreasing sorption beyond pH 8 that was observed for
copper is believed to be the result of the

study is 1) fast and related to the pH, 2) dependent on the aqueous metal speciation, and 3) dependent on the aqueous calcium concentration.
After the initial sorption process has occurred,
however, further uptake of cadmium, cobalt,
manganese, and nickel is dependent on the surface concentration of the Me 2 + species and the
rate of calcite recrystallization, but independent
of the metal itself. This independence may be a
result of the fact that ali of the metals examined
to date have similar ionic radii and therefore
would not be limited by sizeconstraints. Copper

increasing dominance of the aqueous Cu(CO3)2 2"
species. In ali cases, however, the fractional
increase parallels the decrease in the aqueous Ca
concentration. Although the sorption behavior of
the metals shown in Figure 1 could also be
caused by precipitation
of
Me-carbonate,
-hydroxide, or -hydroxycarbonate solid, the 24-h
pH edge data for ali metals are consistent with a

incorporation
into calcite, on the other hand,
appears to be minimized by the severe distortion
in the six-coordinate octahedron caused by the
Jahn-Teller effect and by its large free energy of
hydration (-498.7 kcal/mol).

With time, the aqueous phase concentrations of
ali of the metals except copper tend to decrease,
as a result of a slow sorption process that is
believed to be related to the recrystallization of
the calcite (Figure 2). The rate of metal fractional sorption beyond 24 h appears to be different for each of the metals and is a reflection of
the surface Me 2+ concentration, the recrystallization rate, and their dependence on pH. Even
though the long-term sorption rate process is not
considered first order, the disappearance of the
metal from solution can be modeled as a pseudofirst-order reaction.
The first-order rate constant (k) for metal uptake
after 24 h is not constant over the pH range of
interest (Figure 3). The change in k that occurs
with pH, however, reflects the variation in
surface concentration of a given metal with pH,
and hence the pseudo-first-order rate constant's
dependence on the initial (24-h) surface loading.

Future Research
Uranium in the 300 Area Pond Sediments and Its
Mobilization. The data collected to date suggest
that formation of the uranium(VI) carbonato

surface exchange reaction
Ca(=u_=o=)
+ Me2_(=0 = Me(=u_a==)+Ca(= 0

(6)

complexes will solubilize uranium present as
schoepite, without any kinetic constraints related
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to schoepite di,;solution. However, in nonarid
environments, a,_snuation of uraniL'm(VI) typically occursthroughexchangewith clay minerals
and interaction with iron and aluminum oxide,
Although cation exchangereactions are believed
to be r_,.,idand non-rate-limitingwith respect to
uranium,VI) mobilization, desorption from oxide
surfaces is usually much slower, and therefore
the solubilizationof sorboduraniummay limit the
desorption rate. Research in FY 1993 will
continue to explore 1) the remobilization of
uranium('JI) from collected sediments from the
300 Ar_a ponds, 2)remobilization of uranium
sorbed to clays by cation exchange, and 3) the
re!case of uranium from iron and aluminum
oxide-dominated subsurface materials.
The
research activities will focus on the kinetics of
uranium release.
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and

Effect of Calcite Recrystallizationonthe Sorption
of Metals as e Function of ResidenceTime. The
calcite recrystallizationstudies were completed
in FY 1992, and no additionalstudiesto investigate pure phase calciterecrystallizationare being
contemplated. Instead, researchduringFY 1993
will emphasize 1) investigations of real-world
contaminated subsurface materials, 2) remobilization of copperand uraniumfrom contaminated
subsurfacematerials,and3) manipulationofgeochemical parameters to enhance remobilization.
References
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Microbial Sequestration and
Bioaccumulation of Radionuclides and

activity of subsurface microorganisms, the
transport of radionuclides and metals in
subsurface environments may be effectively
reduced by bioaccumulation.
A question
remains: Although subsurface microorganisms
may be able to reduce radionuclideand metal
transport, will contaminants subsequently be
remobilizedasthe microorganismsare starvedor
degraded? Therefore, this research is being
conducted to determine the selectivity of the
bioaccumulationprocessfor specific metals, the
mechanisms and kinetics of bioaccumulation,
and the extent of any remobilizationof inorganic
wastes during various stages of microbial
growth.

Metals
H. Bolton, Jr.
Contributors
iV. L. Valentine (EMCORE)and M. T. Kingsley
(NORCUS)
In the past, many inorganic contaminants,
including radionuclidesand toxic inetals, have
been disposed of at DOE sites. In some instances, these inorganic contaminants have
migrated into the subsurface environment, and
they may migrate farther to contaminate domestic groundwater supplies. Currently, economical

FY 1992 ResearchHighlights

approachesto remediate or stabilize these deep
contaminated zones are limited by a lack of
understandingof the geochemicaland biological
factors that affect the wastes. Radionuclideand
metal inorganic wastes must be either immobilized before further subsurface migration occurs
or removed from the contaminated subsurface
environment by pumpingand surface treatment,
Pump-and-treat technologies are costly and not
feasible for deep, inaccessiblesediments. However, one promisingprocessfor radionuclideand
metal immobilizationis bioimmobilization,or the

This project was conducted under the auspices
ofPNL's EnvironmentaiScienceResearchCenter,
as part of its basic program to develop new
scientific knowledge and concepts for using
natural processes in subsurface environmental
restoration. Before initiation of this project,
there was limited information on the ability of
subsurface microorganisms to immobilize inoroanic contaminants. The goal of our researchin
FY 1992 was threefold: First, to complete the
survey (begun in FY 1991) of inorganiccontaminant bioaccumulation by a wide variety of subsurface microbial isolates during the cellular
resting stage. Second, to sample and characterize the microbial ecology of a site contaminated by radionuclidesand metals. Third, to
start in-depth mechanistic investigations of
radioactive metal bioaccumulation by a single
subsurface microorganism. Becausework in this
third research area did not start until near the
end of FY 1992, it will not be discussed here,
but will be referred to in the "Future Research"
section.

bioaccumulationof radionuclidesand metals by
subsurface microorganisms. Bioaccumulationis
a specific microbial sequestering mechanism in
which mobile radionuclidesand metals become
associatedwith the microbialbiomasswith both
intra- and extracellular sequestering ligands,
Radionuclidesand metals can accumulate either
intracellularly or extracellularly, in association
with various componentsof the cell wall or exop_lymers (capsules or slime layers). Because
most microorganismsin the subsurface environment are associated with stationary strata,
bioaccumulation of mobile radionuclides and
metals would initially decrease inorganic waste
transport.
However, information on this
microbiallymediated processis currently limited.
How long the inorganic wastes would remain
immobilized, the selectivity of the bioaccumulation process for specific inorganic wastes, the
mechanismsinvolved,and how the geochemistry
and growth conditionsof the subsurfaceenvironment influence bioaccumulationare ali currently
unknown. With stimulation of the growth and

Bioaccumulationof Heavy Metals by Subsurface
Bacteria. The goal of this research was to
determine the bioaccumulation of radioactive
1°9Cd, 57Co, 63Ni, and ss,9°Sr by microorganisms isolated from three distinct subsurface
environments. These metals have different
specificities for ligand-binding sites, with
strontium preferring nitrogenand oxygen, while
cadmium prefers phosphorus and sulfur, and
cobalt and nickel are less selective. The use of
these metals with their different specificitiesfor
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,

ligand-bindingsites was intended to provide an
initialindicationof the possibledominantligands
associated with subsurface microorganisms,
Also, 6°Co and 9°Sr are radionuclidesdisposed
of at DOE sites that are of concern because of
their mobility in the subsurface environment.
Our objective was to determine inorganiccontaminant bioaccumulation during the resting
stage of growth, using subsurface bacteria isolated from three distinct subsurface environments at DOE sites.
The first hypothesis we tested was that subsurface bacteria from different subsurface
environments would have different abilities to
bioaccumulatemetals. PreviousDOE microbiological research has shown that subsurface
bacteria were very diverse at various locations,
suggestingthat microbialpopulationsat various
subsurface locations might be unique. The
second hypothesis was that Gram-positiveand
Gram-negative subsurface bacteria would have
different abilities to bioaccumulate inorganic
contaminants. Eubacteria can be divided into
two main cell wall types, distinguishedby the
Gram stain as either Gram-positive or Gramnegative, lt is convenient to study these two
cell wall types, because they have different
mechanismsto biosorbradionuclidesand metals.
Gram-positive walls usually contain large
amounts of peptidoglycanand anionicpolymers,
such as teichoic or teichuronic acid. The cell
walls of Gram-negative bacteria are distinctly
different, having an outer membrane of lipids,
proteins, and polysaccharidesOutsidethe peptidoglycan layer. Our third hypothesis was that
subsurface bacteria resistant to metals would
bioaccumulate less metal than metal-sensitive
strains, and our final hypothesis was that subsurface microorganismshave developed unique
abilities to sequester and bioaccumulate
radionuclides and metals.
The subsurface
environment can be low in nutrients (i.e.,
oligotrophic), and essential nutrients may be
concentrated by subsurface microorganisms,
Selected radionuclides and metals would
presumably be analogs of these nutrient
elements and would also be bioaccumulated,
Also, subsurface microorganisms may have
developed general, non-specific sequestering
mechanisms,which would allowbioaccumulation
of both nutrients and inorganiccontaminants,

The microorganismsused in these studies were
isolatedfrom sedimentsobtained from boreholes
drilledat the Hanford Site (59 strains), the Idaho
National Engineering Laboratory
(INEL)
(30 strains), and the Savannah River Site (SRS)
(47 strains). Microorganisms were also used
that had been isolated from surface soiladjacent
to the boreholesat Hanford (11 strains), INEL (6
strains), and SRS (6 strains). Microorganisms
were ali grown on the same solid medium
[peptone-trypticase-yeast
extract-glucose
(PTYG)], rinsed off the plates, washed twice,
and suspended in 0.001 M Piperazine-N,
N'-bis[2-ethane-sulfonic acid] (PIPES) buffer at
pH 6. The PIPESbuffer is a pH buffer with very
low metal-complexation capability. The cells
were stored overnight in PIPES buffer with no
carbon source, to ensure that resting and/or
starved cells were used in our assays. Aqueous
speciation modelingof our experimental system
ensured that the metals used in these studies
were present as the free metal ion with a
valence of two. Becauseof the limits on metal
solubility and possible toxic effects from the
metals, our experiments were ali conducted at
1 pM metal concentrations. AII data are reported
per gram dry weight of cells.
Subsurface bacteria from Hanford accumulated
moremetal than strains isolatedfrom subsurface
sediments from either SRS or INEL (Table 1).
These data demonstrate that microorganisms
from different subsurfacesystems have different
abilities to bioaccumulate metals during resting
or starvation stages of growth. Ali three sampiing sites were located in uncontaminated subsurface systems, so that data presented hereare
for microorganisms cultured from a relatively
contaminant-freeenvironment. When the strains
from ali three locations were averaged together,
the amount of metal bioaccumulatedor removed
from solution decreasedin the ordercadmium >
nickel > cobalt > strontium (Table 1). This
pattern of metal uptake demonstrates that subsurface bacteria do have a selectivity for metal
uptake. The average values in Table 1 do not
showthe wide rangewith which subsurface bacteria removed metals from solution. The range
for metal bioaccumulationafter 1 h was 6.020.009, 3.00-0.001,
2.79-0.004,
and 1.270.000 pmol metal/g dry weight for cadmium,
cobalt, nickel, and strontium, respectively.
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TABLE 1. Metal Bioaccumulation by and Metal Resistance of Subsurface Bacteria from the Hanford Site (Hanford),
Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL), and the Savannah River Site (SRS). The main effect means of location,
metal, time, and Gram stain are presented.

Treatment

Bioaccumulation,
/Jmol metal/g dry weight

Resistance,
MIC,/Jg metal(a)

Location
Hanford
SRS
INEL

O.70a(b)
O.37b
0.23c

47.2b
69.7a
91.1 a

Metal
cadmium
cobalt
nickel
strontium

1.09a
0.28c
O.40b
O.16d

34.1 c
6B.6b
93.7a
nd(a)

Time (hours)
1
4
8
24

0.64a
O.61ab
0.45bc
0.42c

na(d)
na
na
na

Gram stain
Positive .
Negative

O.61 a
0.41 a

54.6b
82.3a

(a) MIC = minimum inhibitory concentration.
(b) Main effect means in the same column that are followed by
the same letter are not significantly different (p < 0.05).
(c) nd = not determined.
(d) na = not applicable.

When the samplings at 1 and 24 h are compared
(Table 1), there is a 22% decrease in the amount

Subsurface
resistance

of metal bioaccumulated.
The location and metal
interaction
was significant (Figure 1). Hanford
isolates had significant differences
in the uptake
of ali four metals, while INEL and SRS isolates
had thehighestamountsofcadmiumbioaccumu-

strontium
using metal-impregnated
filter disks
placed onto inoculated
agar.
The minimum
inhibitory concentration
(MIC) that produced a
measurable inhibition of growth around the disk
was measured.
When the MICs of the four

lated

metals were averaged,

and the

and strontium
When ali four
positive
and
bioaccumulated

same

amounts

of nickel,

cobalt,

(Figure 1).

isolates
were
tested
for
to cadmium,
cobalt,
nickel,

the MIC for isolates

their
and

from

Hanford was significantly
lower than those for
SRS or INEL isolates (Table 1). The metals had

metals
were averaged,
GramGram-negative
bacteria
both
the same
amount
of metal

differing MICs when ali isolates were analyzed
together,
and decreased in the order nickel >
cobalt > cadmium (Table 1). No data for stron-

(Table 1). This disproved our hypothesis about
a difference
in the ability of Gram-positive
and
Gram-negative
isolates
to remove
different
amounts of metal from solution.
Apparently the
cell wall structure of subsurface microorganisms
is not a major influence
on metal uptake by
resting cells.

tium are presented in Table
was sensitive to strontium
concentration
(500pg).

1 because no isolate
at even the highest

An inverse
relationship
between
metal
bioaccumulation
and metal resistance
was found
(Table 1). Cadmium
was bioaccumulated
the
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FIGURE 1. Bioaccumulation of Cadmium, Nickel, Cobalt, and Strontium by Subsurface Bacteria from the Hanford Site
(Hanford), Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL), and the Savannah River Site (SRS). Bars labeled with
different letters are significantly different by Fischer's protected least significant different mean separation test (0 _:
0.051.

most and was the metal to which bacteria were
most sensitive (i.e., smallest MIC).
Also,
Hanford isolateshad the largest average amount
of metal removed from solution and the lowest
MIC values (Table 1). Thus there appearsto be
an inverse relationship between metal bioaccumulation and metal resistance. Gram-negative
bacteria were more resistant than Gram-positive
bacteria when ali the metals were averaged
together (Table 1).

isolates from INEL and SRS bioaccumulated more
cadmium, cobalt, and nickelthan subsurfaceisolates (Table 2). This disproves our hypothesis
that subsurfacebacteria have uniquecapabilities
that allow them to remove more metals from
solution than surface isolates. However, these
studieswere conducted on isolates cultured on
the same medium and in the resting or starved
physiologicalstate. Inferences cannot be made
to other stages of growth or long-term
starvation.

Subsurfaceisolates were no better than surface
isolates at bioaccumulating metals (Table 2).
Subsurface and surface isolates from ali three
locations bioaccumulated the same amount of
strontium(Table 2). The Hanfordsubsurfaceand
surface isolates bioaccumulated the same
amounts of cadmium, but the surface isolates
bioaccumulatedmore cobalt and nickel. Surface

Microbial Ecology of a Radionuclide- and
Metal-ContaminatedWaste Site. Microorganisms
isolatedfrom sedimentsfrom a site contaminated
with metals and radionuclidesmay differ from
isolatesfrom more pristineenvironments in their
ability to bioaccumulate metals. Forthis reason,
a site at Hanford was selected for obtaining
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TABLE 2. Metal Bioaccumulation by Surface and Subsurface Bacteria from the Hanford Site (Hanford), Idaho National
Engineering Laboratory (INEL), and the Savannah River Site (SRS)
Bioaccumulation,
pmol metal/g dry weight
Location

Cadmium

Cobalt

Nickel

Strontium

Hanford - surface

1.68b (al

0.87e

1.14d

O.20ij

Hanford - subsurface

1.66b

0.38hi

0.59fg

0.19ij

SRS - surface

1.92a

1.23c

1.12d

0.20ij

SRS - subsurface

0.79ef

O.24ij

0.28hij

O.15j

INEL- surface

1.48b

0.82e

0.90e

0.22ij

INEL - subsurface

0.45gh

O.15j

0.21 ij

0.09j

(a) Means in table that are followed by the same letter are not
significantly different (p =; 0.05).

near-surfacesedimentscontaminatedwith varying concentrations of both radionuclidesand
metals from which we would isolate organisms
for study. From 1948 to 1975, the 300 Area
processing pond at the Hanford Site was used
for the disposal of radioactive and metalcontaminated waste waters from laboratories
and nuclear fuel fabrication facilities. After
waste dischargesto the pond ceased, the pond
dried. This processing pond basin offered a
unique opportunity to obtain near-surface
sedimentsthat had been contaminatedwith both
radionuclides and metals for several decades,
Our objectives were to determine the viable
populationsof microorganismsin the sediments
and to test several hypotheses about how the
addition of both radionuclides and metals
influenced the microbial ecology of the sediments. Our first hypothesis was that viable
populationsof microorganismswould be lower in
the more contaminated sediments. Second, we
expected that long-term metal exposure would
result in enhanced metal resistance. Finally,
microorganisms from the most radioactive
sediments should have enhanced radiation
resistance,

A-25, B-l, and B-2. Samples were collected,
sieved to pass through a 1-mm screen, and
stored at 4°C until analyzed.
The six sediments had a wide range of total
metal concentrations (Figure 2).
In general,
metal concentrationsin the sedimentsdecreased
as a function of depth (compare A-4.5 through
A-25 or B-1 and B-2). A variety of metals
occurred at concentrations above background;
only those with at least a tenfold decrease as a
function of depth were includedin Figure2. The
concentrations of copper and zirconium were
multipliedby 0.1 so these data would fit in the
figure, and thus the actual concentrations of
copper and zirconiumare ten times higher than
the bars shown in Figure 2. Notice the high
concentrations of copper, nickel, chromium,
uranium, and zirconium in sediments B-l, B-2,
and A-4.5. These sediments will be generally
referred to in this article as the contaminated
sediments.
The radioactive contaminationin sedimentsB-l,
B-2, and A-4.5 was discernible upon sampling
with a hand-held/_,y-counter. The predominant
radionuclidesin these sediments were 238U and
235U and their decay products. The concentrations of 238U and 235U are presented in Figure2.
The concentrationof 238U was multiplied by 0.1
so the data would fit in the figure; thus the
actual concentrationof 238U iS ten times higher
than the bar shown in Figure 2. The high concentrationsof uranium, 238U, 235U, zirconium,

Sediments were obtained from two locations
within the dried pond basin, designatedlocations
"A" and "B". Sediments were obtained from
four depths at location A [4.5, 6, 16, and 25 ft
(1.4, 1.8, 4.9, and 7.6 m)] and two depths at
location B [1 and 2 ft (0.3 and 0.6 m)]. Samples
were therefore designated as A-4.5, A-6, A-16,
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and radionuclide

concentrations

in

processing pond sediments.
Concentrations
of copper, zirconium, and 238U are ten times larger than bars shown,
Microbial population densities in processing pond sediments.
Microbial populations were plated onto 1% PTYG or
onto 1% PTYG with cobalt, chromium, or nickel at a concentration
of 10 mM.
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b)

and copper in selected sediments (Figure 2)
demonstratesthe previoususe of this pond as a
waste site for nuclear fuel fabrication facilities,
Viable microbialpopulations,as demonstratedby
growth on the same medium (PTYG), were found
in ali six sediments (Figure 2). Viable microbial
populations enumerated from plates with no
additional metal were highest in B-l, B-2, and
A-4.5, the sediments most contaminated with
metals and radionuclides(Figure 2). Thus viable
populationsof microorganismswere not reduced
in the most contaminatedsediments, disproving
our first hypothesis. These three metal- and
radionuclide-contaminatedsediments were also
the only oneswith microorganismsableto grow
on a medium amended with copper, chromium,
or nickel at a 10 mM concentration (Figure 2).
Thus enhancedmetal resistanceof the microbial
population was apparently selected for by the
presence of these metal contaminants, confirming our secondhypothesis, lt should be noted,
however, that the microbialpopulationof metalresistant microorganisms,as defined by growth
on plates containing 10 mM metal, was significantly less than the total population (Figure 2).
In somecasesthe metal-resistantpopulationwas
lessthan the total counts by four ordersof magnitude (e.g., B-l).
So although there was a
metal-resistantpopulation, organismsnot resistant to metals were alsopresent. This point was
alsodemonstratedby a random survey of metal
resistanceof isolatesthat grew on PTYG plates
without metals. These randomly selected isolates were tested for their resistanceto nickel,
copper, and chromium,using metal-impregnated
filter disksplaced onto inoculatedagar; inhibition
of growth aroundthe diskwas measured. There
was no difference in the MIC of copper, chromium, or nickel for isolates from the various
sediments. Thus metal resistance was not enhanced in the general microbial populationfrom
the contaminatedsedimentsthat grew up on the
1% PTYG plates without metals. Statistical
analysis of population counts from the metalamendedplates allowed a comparisonof average
metal resistance for the three contaminated
sedimentsand average metal resistancefor the
three metals. The populationof nickel-resistant
microorganismswas significantlyhigher [3.5 log
colony-forming
units/gram
dry weight
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(CFU/gdw)] than those for chromium or copper
(3.1 and 3.0 log CFU/gdw, respectively). The
random testing of isolatesfrom 1% PTYG without metals also showed a higher MIC for nickel
(138 pg) than for copper (80 pg) or chromium
(46 pg). Sediments A-4.5 and B-2 had similar
metal-resistant microbial populations (3.4 log
CFU/gdw), while the population in B-1 was
significantlyless at 2.5 log CFU/gdw.
Becausesome microorganismsmay not grow on
our selective medium, we also assayed total
microbial biomass and activity in these sediments. The soil microbial biomass, as determined by sediment adenosinetriphosphate(ATP)
concentration, was significantly higher in the
most contaminated sediments (Figure 3). Sediment B-2 had the highest ATP concentration,
followed by B-1 and then A-4.5. The three
uncontaminatedsediments had similarATP contents but had a significantlylower level than the
most contaminated sediments. The microbial
activity in the sediments, as determined by
14C.glucose mineralization, was highest in the
least contaminated sediments (Figure 3). Sediments A-16, A-25, and A-6 had the fastest rate
and greatest amount of 14C-glucosemineralized
when the sediments were maintained at native
soil moisture content (Figure 3).
After the
mineralizationapproached an asymptotic value,
fresh glucose was added, along with a nutrient
solutionto provide both nutrients and moisture,
to determine whether either of these was limiting
14C-glucosemineralization. Mineralization rates
of 14C-glucosewere generally the same before
and after the addition of nutrients and water
(Figure3), suggestingthat microbial activity in
the contaminated sediments was not limited by
either nutrients or moisture. Thus the contaminated sediments had a larger biomassbut a less
active microflora than the uncontaminated
sediments. One possible explanation for this
inverse relationship between microbial biomass
and activity is that the contaminated sediments
were located closer to the surface of the dried
pond and microorganismsmay have infiltrated
from shalloweruncontaminatedsediments. (The
surface of the dried pond was covered with a
layer of uncontaminated sediment upon closure
to prevent air dispersal of contaminated
sediments.)
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Processing
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by the same letter are

For the mineralization of glucose, 10 g of sediment was supplemented
with the evolved 14CO2 being trapped in a vial containing 0.3 M KOH.

ten, 10 ml of a O. lX nutrient solution was added to the sediments
Error bars represent the standard deviations of the means.

The presence of radiation in the sediments
A-4.5, B-l, and B-2 (Figure 2) for extended
periods suggested that microbial populations in
these three sediments might have enhanced
radiation resistance. Sediments were weighed
into steriletubes and exposedto y-radiationfrom
a 6°Co source for different times to provide
varying levels of radiation exposure.
Tile
sediments were then serially diluted and plated
(onto 1% PTYG) to determine viable counts for
percent survival calculations. There was a wide
range of percent survival in the various sediments as a function of radiation exposure
(Figure 4). At the 0.1-Mrad dose, the range in
survival was from approximately 0.1% in sediment B-2 to 2% in sediment A-25. Only one of
the contaminated sediments(B-1) had a percent

along with a fresh addition

of 14C-labeled

with 20
At day
glucose.

survival higher than the other sediments at the
highest dose (0.25 Mrad). Sediment B-1 also
had the highestamount of 23SUin comparisonto
the other sediments (Figure 2). The enhanced
survival of microorganismsexposed to radiation
in sediment B-l, although significantly higher
statistically, was not muchgreater than the other
sediments.
In conclusion, the presence of mixed inorganic
contaminants, including various metals and
radionuclides, over a long time did not significantly alter viable sediment microbial counts
when compared to the less contaminated sediments. Enhancedradiationresistancewas found
only for the most radioactive sediment, but the
enhancedsurvival was not large comparedto the
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other sediments. Metal-resistant microorganisms
were found in the most contaminatedsediments,
but their numberswere much less than the total
viable population. Microbial biomasswas higher
in the contaminated sediments, but microbial
activity was lower. Thus although microbial
populations were able to survive in the
contaminatedsediments,they were not as active
as in the less contaminated sediments,
Future Research
This project will conclude in FY 1993 with
investigations of metal bioaccumulation of
strains isolated from the sediments of the 300
Area processingponds at the Hanford Site. The
hypothesis we will test is that microorganisms
isolated from metal-contaminated environments
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Processing
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Pond Sediments
and plated onto

to
1% PTYG.

by the same letter are not significantly

different

will bioaccumulate less metal than isolates from
more pristineenvironments. We will also conduct in-depth mechanistic studies of metal bioaccumulation with a single subsurface sporeforming bacterium.
This spore-former was
chosen because it bioaccumulated substantial
quantities of metals in the screening study and
becausespore-formers are an important portion
of the total platable microbial populationin the
vadose zone at Hanford (48% are sporeformers). Also, the use of a spore-former will
allow us to investigate several stages of growth
over short periods, including active growth (log
phase),transitionto starvation (sporeformation),
starvation-survival (spores), and resuscitation
(sporegermination).

Improving the Biodegradative

•

Capacity of Subsurface Bacteria

Expression of the enzymes involved in degradarien often requires the presence of environmental conditions or chemicals that may not
be present or that are highly toxic to humans

M. F. Rom/ne and F. J. Brockman
Contributors
R. Reeves (Florida State University) and
D. Balkwill (Florida State Un/versify)

•

The continual release of synthetic materials into
the environment by industrial and agricultural
sources over the last few decades has resulted
in pollution of the subsurface environment. The
potential harm this could cause to our health and
environment requires that we take the initiative
to clean up the contaminated sites. However,

These obstacles can be overcome by recruiting
enzymes from well-characterized
microorganisms, placing the genes for the enzymes under
the control of regulatable promoters, and moving
the new genetic constructs into diverse groups
of subsurface microbes. Therefore, the objectives of this research project are to 1) construct
vehicles that enable the transfer of recruited
enzymes to subsurface bacteria and allow
expression to be controlled by nontoxic and

such cleanup has been difficult because of the
relative inaccessibility of the contaminants
resulting from their wide dispersal in the deep
subsurface environment, often at low concentrations and in large volumes. As a possible solurien for these problems, interest in the introduction of bacteria for in situ remediation of

inexpensive external factors, and 2) determine
the ability of engineered subsurface bacteria to
degrade the target contaminant. The project has
been conducted under the auspices of PNL's
Environmental Science Center, as part of its
basic program of developing new scientific
knowledge and concepts for use of natural
processes in restoration of the subsurface
environment.

contaminated sites has increased greatly in
recent years. The selection of a microorganism(s) to apply in such cleanup entails consideration of such factors as
•

Metabolic response to abiotic factors, such as
pH, temperature, moisture, and texture

•

Ability of a microbe to establish itself and
survive predation within the indigenous
microbial community and to compete effectively for nutrients, which are commonly at
suboptimal levels

•

Resistance to naturally occurring toxins,

FY 1992 Research Highlights
Construction of Plasmids. We have chosen two
plasmid vectors to be used as vehicles for the
transfer of genes that encode recruited enzymes
into selected subsurface
isolates.
These
plasmids, pMMB66EH
and pNM185,
were
chosen because they can be maintained in a
wide variety of microorganisms. Each of these
plasmids also encodes antibiotic resistance
markers (ampicillin and kanamycin resistance,
respectively), which will allow us to monitor
transfer of the plasmid into the subsurface
isolates.
Regulatable expression of recruited
genes can be achieved by placing these genes
behind plasmid-encoded
promoters.
The
pMMB66EH
vector carries a ptac promoter
originally derived from Escherichia coli.
This
promoter is negatively regulated by the product
of the lacl gene, which is present on the same
vector.
Repression of transcription from this

The use of microorganisms isolated from subsurface environments would be advantageous
because the organisms are already adapted to
the subsurface conditions.
Although many
natural isolates able to degrade contaminants
have been identified, there are still some
limitations on their use:
•

To handle mixtures of highly recalcitrant
anthropogenic waste compounds requires
extensive evolution of catabolic pathways.

The rate at which the contaminant is removed
is often too slow for timely removal of the
pollutant
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promoter can be relieved by adding the chemical
isopropylthiogalactoside (IPTG). The pNM185
vector carries the ptol promoter, which originated from the pWWO plasmid of Pseudomonas
putida strain FI.
This promoter is positively
regulated by the product of the xylS gene
encoded on the plasmid and the coinducers
benzoate or m-toluate,

Then any newly antibiotic-resistant colonies were
tested for presence of the new plasmid DNA by
amplifying the tod and tmo genes by the
polymerase chain reaction. As of the end of FY
1992, we have transferred ali four plasmid
constructs intoBO445, BO450, BO265, BO669,
and BO259, and transferredpMR604intoBO724
and BO446. No colonies were formed by BO615
after electroporation with any of the plasmids.

Two enzymes, toluene dioxygenase (tod) and
toluene-4-monooxygenase
(tmo), were selected
as the initial model systems for enzyme recruitment. These enzymes catalyze the degradation
of both toluene and trichloroethylene (TCE). The
DNA encoding tod and tmo were recruited from
P. putida F1 and P. mendocina KR1, respectively,
Four plasmid vehicles were constructed by cloning each of these enzymes into each of the
selected plasmid vectors. The IPTG-regulatable
pMMB66EH derivatives are pMY402, which encodes the tmo genes, and pMR601, which encodes the rod genes.
The benzoate- or
m-toluate-regulatable
pNM185 derivatives are
pMR404, which encodes the tmo genes, and
pMR604, which encodes the rod genes,

Expression
of
Biodegradative
Capacity.
Expression of the tod and tmo genes was
monitored by high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) analysis of culture supernatants.
Cultures grown in the presence of
toluene and expressing rod or tmo would be
expected to convert toluene to cis-dihydrodiol or
p-cresol, respectively.
Cultures of strains B0445,
B0450,
B0265,
B0669, and B0259 that contained each of the
four plasmids were tested for their ability to
degrade toluene.
Culture supernatants were
collected from cultures that had been grown in
minimal media, containing 20 mM lactate and
100 ppm toluene. Identical cultures were also
set up in the presence of the inducers, IPTG or
m-toluic acid, at a final concentration of 1 mM.

Transfer and Expression of Recruited Enzymes in
Subsurface Bacteria.
Isolates from the P24
borehole at the Savannah River Site in South
Carolina were chosen for this study. Fifty-five
subsurface isolates were screened for their
inherent resistance to kanamycin and ampicillin,
Of the isolates, 29 lacked such resistance and
were unable to grow on the antibiotic-containing
media, making them suitable for use with our
resistance-marked plasmids.
Some of these
29 strains are being typed phylogenetically by
Reeves and Balkwill at Florida State University.
Based on preliminary typing, eight isolates from
different bacterial groups were chosen for
enzyme recruitment:
B0615,
Rhodospirillum
rubrum;
B0724,
Arthrobacter
globiformis;
B0265,
A/ca//genes
eutrophus;
B0445,
Acinetobacter calcoaceticus; B0669 and B0446,
P. testeron/; B0259, P. aeruginosa; and B0450
(not yet typed),

p-Cresol produced by strains B0265, B0259,
B0445,
B0450,
and B0669
with plasmid
pMR404 (light bar) and pMR404-induced (dark
bar) are shown in Figure 1. Levels of dihydrodiol
produced by these strains with plasmids pMR601
(open bar), pMR6Ol-induced (solid bar), pMR604
(lightly shaded bar), and pMR604-induced (darkly
shaded bar) are shown in Figure 2.
None of the parental strains, which were devoid
of these four plasmids, were able to degrade
toluene. In addition, expression from pMY402
was not evident in any of these strains. Degradation of toluene by tmo was exhibited in four
out of five strains and inducible in three of these
four strains. Degradation of toluene by tori was
successful in three out of five strains in the
presence of the pMR601 construct and in ali five
strains carrying the pMR604 construct. Toluene
was completely removed from B0445 containing
pMR601 (eithar induced or noninduced)and by
B0450
carrying pMR604 (either induced or
noninduced).

Cesium-purified plasmid DNA was electroporated
into these subsurface isolates. Cells that had
received the plasmid were identified by their
ability to grow on antibiotic-containing media
that they had initially been unable to grow on.
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Tc examine the kinetics of the trno and ted
enzymes, a time-course assay was also performed with the paren_ B0450 and derivatives
that carried plasmid pMR404 (Figure 3) or
I:1_1R604(Figure 4), using benzoic acid as the
inducer. The results indicate that degradationof
toluene by ted (pMR604) is much more rapid
than degradation by trno {pMR404) in B0450.
After 21 hours, only 0.25% of the initial level of
toluene remained in the supernatant with
pMR604, bbc over 90% was still detectable in
the supernatant with pMR404. The parental
strain B0450 did not produce a detectable level
of eithercompound;thus both plasmidsexhibited
a considerablelevel of constitutive activity.

300

- -

Future Research
Prelimirtaryresults indicate that, in some cases,
recruiteOtod and tmo enhanced the biodegradative capacily of subsurfacebacteria. Additional
experiments will test the effects of cell concentration, growth state, and toluene concentration on degradationby the engineeredstrainsand
on the ability _f these strains to degrade TCE.
Strains will then be ready for testing in subsurface sediments and groundwater to assess
their survival and their ability to express the
genes under environmentalconditions.
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Intermediate-Scale Subsurface

mechanistic level, and 2)an inability to scale

Transport

mechanistic processesfrom observations in the
laboratory to the field. Improving our understandingof mechanisticprocessesand our ability
to scale these processes to relevant field
problems can best be addressed by controlled
laboratory/experimentationin intermediate-scale
flow cells. The goals of this project are to
identify and test our understandingof interactive
mechanisms under controlled laboratory conditions and to develop and test approaches to
scaling mechanistic processesto the field.

of Co-Contaminants

E. M. Murphy, B. D. Wood, T. R. Ginn, F. J.
Brockman, R. J. Lenhard, and A. J. Valocchi
(University of Illinois)
The natur_,l subsurface environment is often
highly heterogeneousin its physical, chemical,
and biologicproperties. Processesin subsurface
environmentsare complex becauseof the simultaneous interactionof chemical, microbiological,
and hydrologic phenomena. These interacting
phenomenadeterminethe distributionand structure of the subsurface microbialcommunity, the
evolution of groundwater chemistry, and the
migration and fate of solutes. Ultimately, the
design of effective remediation strategies
depends on our ability to accurately predict the
subsurfacetransport and transformationof contaminants in these complex systems. Previous
field experimentation has shown that our predictive ability is limited by 1) a lack of
understanding of interacting processes on a

FY 1992 ResearchHighlights
DuringFY 1992, the focus of this project shifted
from an emphasis on biodegradation of orcanic
contaminants to testing our understanding of
natural interacting processes in the subsurface
environment. The reason for this change of
focus is that hypotheses arising from field
investigations in DOE's Subsurface Science
Programare often impossibleto test at the field
scale. In particular, physicalheterogeneity gives
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rise to chemical and microbial heterogeneity,
often controlling these interacting processes at
the field scale. In FY 1992, research was
directed to 1) testing our ability to predict largescale phenomena of solute degradation and
transport by incorporatingmechanistic microbial
processes into a two-dimensional transport
model, and 2) the design, premodeling, and
background experimental work to address
hypotheses on the subsurface biogeochemical
carbon cycle. In additionto testing hypotheses
relating to the subsurfacebiogeochemicalcycle,
we are using intermediate-scaleexperimentation
to determine the effect of natural heterogeneity
of groundwater chemistryon microbialtransport
and distribution and on solute migration. The
progressof this work in FY 1992 is summarized
in the following sections,

for a single aqueous phaseand do not requirethe
estimation of additional parameters to describe
interphase transfer. In fact, for large values of
the mass-transfer coefficient, multiple-phase
modelsreduce to a single-phasemodel.
Microbial Kinetics in Porous Media.
In the
environment, the growth kineticsof microorganisms are a function of many environmental
variables (e.g., nutrient concentrations, pH,
temperature, competition with other organisms)
and may also be affected by the history of
environmental conditions experienced by the
organism. However, mathematical descriptions
of microbial kinetics in the environment use a
substantially reduced set of variables, because
exact mechanistic description of microbial
processesis generally an intractable problem. In
makingthe mathematical descriptionof microbial
kineticstractable, someempiricismisintroduced.

Coupling Microbial Kinetic Processes to
Transport. A number of mathematical models
have been developed that couple microbial
growth kineticswith the transport of biologically
active components in groundwater systems,
These models can be broadlygrouped into two
categories: those that include mass-transfer
limitations between the fluid phase and the
microbes (hereafter referred to as "multiplephase models"), and those that do not ("singlephase models"). Multiple-phasemodels define
separate biomass and aqueous phases and
assume that there is a mass-transfer limitation
between them. The result is a set of coupled
partial differential equations that describemass
transport in mobile aqueous and immobile biomass phases, as well as the growth of the biomass phase. Ali multiple-phasemodelsrequirea
mass-transfercoefficientthat allows representation of the pore-scalemass-transfer process at
the macroscopic scale at which the associated
mass-balanceequationsarevalid. Becausethese
mass-transfer coefficients are dependent on
geometrical configurations of the biomass and
necessarily reflect the effects of averaging the
pore-scale mass-transfer process up to the
macroscopicscale, it is difficultto interpret them
physically,

Modelsusedto describemicrobialkineticscan be
categorizedas beingeither structuredorunstructured. Structured models are generally more
mechanistic(molecular)andrepresentphysiological changesin the cell by expressingthe kinetics
in terms of variablesthat are internal (e.g., concentration of enzymes, DNA, RNA) and external
to the cell (i.e., environmental variables). In
contrast, unstructuredmodelsdescribemicrobial
growth as a function of environmentalvariables
only. Application of structured modelstends to
be somewhat complicated; therefore, models
applied to problems in the environment have
generally been of the unstructuredtype.
Forapplicationsto groundwatersystems, modifications of the unstructured kinetic model proposed by Monod (1949) have been used to
describethe specificgrowth rate as a function of
the concentration of one or more limiting
nutrients.
In general, the mathematical model used to
describe the kinetics of a system should be
based on phenomenologicalconsiderations. The
modelshouldincorporateeach of the phenomena
that are known or expected to have a significant
effect on microbial growth. In addition to the
effect of substrate limitation,which is accounted
for by such approaches as the Monod model,
other effects that may profoundly influence

The second approach assumes that the masstransfer limitation between the biomassand the
aqueous phase can be neglected. This neglect
leadsto mass-balanceequations that are written
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microbial kinetics include enzyme inhibition,
productionof metabolic toxins,the occurrenceof
a lag before substratedegradationcan begin,and
competition
between microbial species.
Although there are mathematical methods to
describeeach of these phenomenaseparately,no
single kinetic model can be generalize_l to

_, = endogenousrespiration oxygen
utilizationcoefficient
These expressionsare the source/sinkterms. In
addition, an expression for the growth rate of
microorganismsis required:

describemicrobial
all systems,
In the absence ofgrowth
such for
a single
model, we
propose the following equationsto describethe
kinetics of quinolinedegradation:
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where b is the microbial decay/endogenous
respirationcoefficient [per T].
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where t is the time that microorganisms in a
given volume have been in contact with the
inducing substrate, I;L is the lag time, and ¢E iS
the length of time required to reach exponential
growth.

where
$1,2 = fluid phase concentrationsof quinoline
and 2-hydroxyquinoline, respectively
[M=L3]
k = first-order reaction rate coefficient
[per T]
X = mass of microorganismsattached to
solids per unit volume porous medium
[M=L3]
O = fluid phase concentrationof oxygen
(electron acceptor) as molecular02
[M=L3]
Ks1 = half-saturation constant for quinoline
and 2-hydroxyquinoline[M.L 3]
;k = function accounting for metabolic lag
P2 = specific growth rate for
microorganisms[per T]
Y2 = yield coefficient (mass of organisms
created per unit substrate consumed)
fl = ratio of mass of oxygen consumedper
unit mass substrate consumed
f2 = ratio of mass of oxygen consumedper
unit mass substrate consumed

Equation (1) represents the rate of quinoline
degradation;Equation(2) representsthe net rate
of changeof 2-hydroxyquinoline(2OHQ, a degradative intermediate of quinoline), which is the
sum of the rate of production of 2OHQ from
Equation (1) plus the rate of degradation of
2OHQ to carbondioxideand water. Equation (3)
expresses the rate of oxygen uptake from the
degradationof 2OHQ, and indirectlyfrom hydrogen ionsproducedin the quinoline-to-2OHQstep.
The last term on the right-hand side of this
equation (-TX) representsthe rate of endogenous
respirationand is explainedin more detail below.
Equation (4) expressesthe microbialgrowth rate
as a function of 201-1Qconcentration; because
no energy or carbonfor growth is obtained from
the transformation of quinoline to 2OHQ, it is
assumedthat the microbial growth rate is not a
function of quinoline concentration.
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Numerical

Methods

and Model

Validation.

The

TABLE 1. Concentrations for Boundary and Initial

numerical methods used to conduct simulations
de-couple the transport portion of the equations
from the reaction portions, by first solving for
the transport with the source/sink term set to

Conditions
Initial
Conditions

Simulation
Inflow

s1

20.0 mg/L

20.0 mg/L

s2
o
x

0.0 mg/L

Parameter

zero. The transport equations are solved by a
finite-element modified method of characteristics
(Chiang et al. 1989), which has the desirable
ability to handle large concentration gradients,
The concentrations obtained from this step are
then used as the initialconcentrationsfor solving
the reactions, which are treated as ordinary
differential equations and are solved with a
second-order,explicit Runge-Kuttamethod, with
time steps that are generally much smallerthan
those used in transport modeling. This method,
in which the reactionsare solved separatelyfrom
the transport problem, is known conventionally
as operatorsplitting (Wheelerand Dawson 1988;
Valocchi and Malmstead 1992).
The validity of the microbial kinetic model was
tested by comparisonof the simulationresultsto
laboratory results. Experimentswere conducted
in a saturated flow cell [100 cm long (x coordi-

9.0

mg/L

o

CFU/g

0.0

mg/L

9.0

mg/L

5x10 e CFU/g

TABLE 2. Physical Parameters Used to Model Flowcell
Parameter

Source

Value

ew
el
ot

0.4

khigh

1.6 X 10 .3

k_o
w
D

1.2 x 10-4 mis

1. _5 x 10.3 m
4.50 x

10-4 m
mis

1 x 10.9 m2/s

Measured
Measured
Calculated
Measured
Calculated(al
Bird et al. 1960

nate) by 10 cm wide (y coordinate) by 20 cm
high (z coordinate)] packed with two horizontal
sand layers. Advective movement of fluid was
in the long (x) direction. The flow cell was
packed with a 17-cm-thick, Iow-conductiviw
(low-k) layer (0.15 mm sand) overlaidby a 3-cmthick, high-conductivity(high-k)layer (0.60 mm
sand). The initial bacteria inoculation density
was 5x106 colony-formingunits (CFU) per gram
of media in the low-conductivity layer, and 0 in

point as a function of time for locations in the
high-klayer(z = 19cml, interface (z= 16 cml, and
Iow-k layer (z= 10 cml.

the high-conductivitylayer.

The porous media in the flow cell were packed

For the simulations, the boundary condition at
the inlet was a specified concentration, and the
boundary condition at the outlet was a zero
concentration gradient;concentration valuesfor
the inflow boundary and the initial conditions
appear in Table 1. Values of the physical
parameters used in the simulations appear in
Table 2, and kinetic parameters used in Equations (1-4) to conduct these simulationsappear
in Table 3. The results of model simulations
appear as breakthrough curves in Figure 1.
These breakthroughcurves show the concentrations of quinolin,2OHQ, and oxygen at a given

carefully to minimize the influence of hydraulic
and microbiologic heterogeneities (other than
layering); however, such heterogeneities did

(a) Conductivity

in the Iow-k layer (klow)

calculatedfrom measured
conductivity in
high-k (khig
h) andthe ratioofthevelocities
measured by tracer tests.

occurin the system, and the large volume of the
flow cell system contributedsubstantiallyto their
existence. Although the scatter in the data in
Figure 1 is due in part to uncertainty in the
analyses of the aqueous-phase constituents,
hydraulic heterogeneity within individual layers
may also contribute. Furthermore, because the
microorganisms were mixed with the porous
media in batches, some microbial heterogeneity
was inevitable. Microbial heterogeneity would
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TABLE3. MicrobialKineticParametersUsed to Model
Flow
Parameter

Value

organisms in the high-k layer was, therefore, not
accurately known at the start of the biodegradation experiment.

Source

k

1.70 per mg/Lod

Measured

At the interface (z = 16 cm), results from simulations match the observed data (Figure lc, d,
and e). The importance of transverse dispersion
is particularly evident at this interface (actually

Kol
P2

0.02 mg/L
1.71 per d

Malmatead1992
Measured

Y2

0.35

Measured

Ks2
Ko2
r

0.05 mg/L
2.00 mg/L
1.12

Malmatead 1992
Malmatead1992
Calculated

fl
f2

o. 16
1.60

Malmatead1992
Measured

studies. Simulations of the Iow-k layer reflected
several trends in the observed data. The effects

g

1.00 per d

Measured

/'L

O.4 d

Measured;Truex
et al. 1992

gE

3.0 d

Measured;Truex
et al. 1992

of the endogenous oxygen uptake term in Equation (3) could be seen clearly. The organisms
used for the experiment were initially grown on
nutrient-rich media, which allowed the organisms
tO store some carbon. Then if external carbon
sources are lacking, this endogenous carbon can
be degraded as an energy source to maintain
cellular processes; it is such endogenous respira-

within the Iow-k layer, 1 cm below the high-k
layer), where the flux of aqueous components
from transverse dispersion greatly affects the
shape of the breakthrough curves. The value of
the effective transverse dispersivity (oy) used for
these simulations was determined from tracer

lead in turn to heterogeneity in the local reaction
rates, which might also cause additional scatter
in the observed concentration data.

tion that causes the oxygen concentration to
drop at a constant rate before any quinoline or
2OHQ is present. For the range of oxygen concentrations simulated, a first-order model for

For the simulations, it was assumed that the
initial concentrations of microorganisms throughout the Iow-k and high-k layers were uniform.
Although there were initially no microorganisms
in the high-k layer, it was apparent from the
breakthrough curves that there was an appreciable number of organisms in this layer when the
biodegradation experiment began. We believe
that organisms were transported to the high-k
layer by advection and dispersion during tracer
experiments conducted before the biodegradation
experiment. Previous experiments (Truex et al.
1992) and monitoring of the flow cell effluent
have shown that at low velocities organisms
remain strongly attached to the porous medium,
However, during the tracer experiments, velocities in both layers were approximately 45 times
greater th_ during the biodegradation experiments,
lt is possible that at these higher
velocities shear forces were large enough to
mobilize organisms, especially from near the
hydraulic interface.
The actual distribution of

endogenous oxygen
observed data weil.

uptake

represented

the

The effects of microbial !ag can also be seen in
these simulations. The pulse of quinoline that
travels through the Iow-k layer (Figure lf, g, and
h) is a result of the lag phase. Because some
time is required for the organisms in any volume
of porous medium to induce the quinolinedegrading pathways once quinoline has been
introduced,
some quinoline is transported
through the volume before degradation begins.
Once degradation begins, the quinoline begins to
be transformed into 2OHQ. The result is that
some of the quinoline initially injected as a front
moves through the system as a quinoline pulse.
The effect of including the lag phase in simulation can be seen by comparing simulations that
account for lag to those that do not. Figure 2
shows the results of such a comparison for the
Iow-k layer at x=20
cre.
The inclusion of
microbial lag accounts for the pulse that moves
through the system; although ali other microbial
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parametersare the samefor the two simulations,
the case that accounts for lag indicates a higher
concentrationis maintained for longer times,

Discrepancies between the observed data and
simulations appear to derive largely from three
sources: 1) uncertainty in the initial concentration of organismsin the high-klayer when the
biodegradation portion of the experiment was
begun, 2) heterogeneitiesin packing and in initial
microbial distribution, and 3) redistribution of
organismsin the Iow-k layer duringtracer tests.
Some redistribution of organisms in the Iow-k
layer is believed to have occurred, because the
final microbial concentrations in portions of the
Iow-k layer were lower than the initialconcentration. Although this redistributiondid not appear
to have much effect onthe breakthroughcurves,
it may explain the apparent increase in microbial
concentration near the outlet of the flow cell
(Figure 3a).

Measuredand simulatedmicrobialconcentrations
are compared in Figure 3, which shows a concentration contour plot for a vertical plane along
the length of the flow cell. Although the initial
concentration of organisms in the high-k layer
was not accurately known, the final distributions
of organisms for the simulations and observed
data match relatively weil; the correlation
between the concentrationat the sampledpoints
and the correspondingsimulationwas 0.70.
Increased growth in the Iow-k layer near the
hydraulic layer interface was observed. The
simulated microbialconcentrations also showed
this trend, althoughthe simulationsshow significantly more growth in the high-k layer than was
observed,

..

Results of the simulations suggest that kinetic
models developed from batch and small-scale
column experiments can be applied on larger

_

al

b)

I
1

10
Normalized Microbial Concentration

FIGURE 3. Comparison of Microbial Biomass Concentrations in a Cross Section of the Flow Call: al Measured
concentration, b) Modeled concentration
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scales using unstructured (spatially averaged)
modelsto predictthe behavior of heterogeneous
systems. Thus one kinetic model with a consistent set of parameters could be used to
successfully simulate the interaction between
transport and reactions in a system with
hydraulicheterogeneity. The advantagesof this
method are that unstructuredmodelsare simpler
than structuredmodels, are much easier to scale
to large field problems, and do not require information about how the microbesare distributedin
the subsurface environment. The results also
showed the importanceof includingmicrobiallag
in the simulations and that lateral mass transfer
increasesmicrobialactivity at the layer interface,

anaerobic heterotrophic microorganisms were
widely distributedthroughoutsedimentsfrom the
Atlantic Coastal Plain.
Although aerobic
heterotrophs were the dominant microorganism
in sediments from aerobic groundwater,
anaerobic heterotrophs, such as iron- and
sulfate-reducing organisms, were also present.
This diversity in microorganisms was also
reflected in the groundwater chemistry. AnomaIously high concentrations of ferrous iron were
detected in aerobic groundwaters, suggesting
that 1) iron-reducingmicroorganismswere active
in anaerobicmicrositeswithin an aerobic aquifer,
and 2) mixing between stratified aerobic and
anaerobic zones was induced during pumping.
Organic-richlignite was distributedas inclusions
within the otherwise sandy coastal sediments,
yet the aerobic heterotrophic microorganisms
decreased with increasing proximity to these
organic-richinclusions,suggestingthat the zones
were anaerobic. This subsurface system may
representa classicmicrobialfood chain, in which
fermenting microorganisms degrade complex
organic matter to simple organic acids that, in
turn, serve as organic substrates for anaerobic
and aerobic heterotrophs. Ultimately, the distribution of individual microbial species in the
subsurfacecommunity will be determined by the
chemical and physical heterogeneity of the
system.

Intermediate-Scale Investigations of Subsurface
BiogeochemicalProcesses. Early in FY 1992, a
seriesof planningmeetings were heldto develop
researchquestionsfor intermediate-scaleexperiments that would address several important
issues within the Subsurface Science Program:
1) the effect of spatial heterogeneity on the
subsurfacebiogeochemicalcycle (relatingto field
observations in the Deep Microbiology Subprogram);2) microbialtransport in porous media
(to be studied in collaborationwith investigators
in the Microbial Physiology, Colloids,and Deep
Microbiology Subprograms); 3) the role of
mineral/chemicalheterogeneities relative to the
redox potential and transport of chelated radionuclides; and 4)the role of microbial iron
reduction relative to the redox potential and
transport of chelated radionuclides. The merits
of these research issuesand preliminarydesign
were reviewed by a group of microbiologists,
hydrologists, and geochemists within the Subsurface Science Program. This project will
address research issues associated with field
studiesin the Deep Microbiology Subprogramin
FY 1993 and microbial transpurt issues in FY
1994. The research issuesin 3 and 4 are being
addressed by the Co-Contaminant Chemistry
Subprogram using the
intermediate-scale
approach, and will not be covered in this review,

The rate of fermentation of organic acids in
microsites and the density of such anaerobic
microsites determine the spatial distribution of
respiring microorganisms. The microsites, by
their very nature, are anaerobic because the
inclusions represent Iow-k flow zones. Therefore, two processes interact to influence the
spatial distribution of microorganisms: 1) the
rate of fermentation of organic acids in microsites, and 2) the distribution and concentration
of organic acid substrate controlled by this
complex physicalflow field. The processesthat
have led to the distributionof microorganismsin
the Atlantic Coastal Plain sediments cannot be
determined by the scale of the field sampling,
which is limited by several factors: 1) sampling
through a vertical plane was one dimensional,
2) the density of samp!ing was low relative to
the scale of the heterogeneities, and 3) the
distribution of cell numbers in oligotrophic
environments is often not correlated with cell

Intermediate-Scale Experimentation in Support of
Subsurface Science Program Field Hypotheses.
Fieldstudiesin the Subsurface Science Program
have demonstrated heterogeneity in physical,
chemical, and microbial characteristics in deep
subsurface systems. For instance, aerobic and
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activity. For such reasons, process-levelstudies
of the effects of chemical and physical heterogeneity on the structure of microbial communities can best be addressed under controlled
laboratory conditions in intermediate-scaleflow
cells. The use of intermediate-scale experimentation with coupled transport/biodegradation
models allows us to validate and apply quantitative boundsto these processes.
Physical Aspects of Anaerobic Inclusions and
Experimental Design.
The association of
microbialcommunities with lignitic inclusionsin
an unconsolidiatedmatrix impliesgeneral design
limits on the shape and type of the heterogeneities involved. From the physical perspective,
these limits make the heterogeneous conductivity field binary inclusive isotropic; that is,
point-symmetric (cubicor spherical)Iow-k zones
are placed within a homogeneousmedium,
The central hypothesis that drives the design
criteriafor physicalheterogeneitiesconcernsour
ability to separate microbialkineticsand physical
transport and to accurately predict microbial
dynamics in a heterogeneous medium. Specifically, we hypothesizethat the primaryvehicle for
the cause-effect linkfrombinaryinclusive physical heterogeneitiesto microbialprocessesis the
set of transport processes affecting microsite
environmental conditions: solute advection,
dispersion, and diffusion. If this hypothesis
holds, physical heterogeneity dominates
microbial dynamics by means of the transport
process. The corollary to this hypothesis is a
necessary conditionfor the cause-effect relation
between binary inclusive physicalheterogeneity
and microbial dynamics. This corollary is that
the transport process is driven by physical
heterogeneity and can effectively be separated
from microbialkinetics,

transport simulation). If it proves appropriate,
this approachwould greatly expedite field-scale
examinationof microbialphenomena, facilitating
research into basic questions about the history
and fate of microbes in the subsurface, lt would
also simplify the predictionof biodegradationin
complex subsurfacesystems.
We will test the hypothesis by performing batch
experiments to determine the parameters of
microbialkinetics in the absence of heterogeneities and carrying out intermediate-scale experiments with and without microbes. Then the
microbial kinetics will be joined with highresolutionsimulationsof the transport regime to
predict experimental measurements on multiple
scales. If the experimental measurementscan be
successfully predicted, it will validate the
separability hypothesis. On the other hand, if
the experimental measurements cannot be predicted, it will give valuable information as to
whether it is the model of transport, the
microbial kinetics, the upscaling (uf either), or
the hypothesis of separability that is flawed.
To carry out this study, the scales of the
heterogeneities involved must be carefully
specified, because they relate to both the
expected scales of transport and the scales of
measurement. To afford the most general interpretations of the experimental results, the
physical design must capture the essential
aspects of the heterogeneity pattern while
avoiding unnecessary elements that may illuminate specificprofilesof transport at the expense
of a more general insight into the effect on
microbialsystems. Bearingthese considerations
in mind allows design of a representative
heterogeneity pattern that is both general to a
variety of DOE sites and recognizableas representing a useful class of heterogeneities. These
considerations direct the resolution of three
major issues for physical design: isotropy,
periodicity, and scale.

This hypothesis and its corollary are important
and, if they are valid, the understanding of
microbialdynamicsin the heterogeneoussubsurface can be dividedinto two tractable problems:
1) the _;,_terminationof microbial kinetics by
means of inexpensivebatch and column experiments in the laboratory, independent of heterogeneity patterns in the field, and 2) the
characterization of the field transport regime
(using the host of tools developed for solute

Isotropy: Becausethe dominantdirectionof fluid
or gas flow in binary inclusive systems varies
widely over sites, there is no clearly preferred
orientationfor potentiallyasymmetricIow-k zone
inclusions. Moreover, anisotropically heterogeneous systems, particularly binary inclusive
systems, can often be treated as mathematical
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distortions of isotropic systems. Thus the
criterion of generality leads us to choose an
isotropic design. Extensions from isotropic
conditions are achieved simply by making the
average separation between inclusionsspatially
dependent or making the inclusionsthemselves
asymmetric,

measurement of that parameter increases. As
depicted, the value of the parameter may be
relativelyconstant for certain sample size ranges
(spectral ranges) between the scales of the
heterogeneities, and then exhibit noisy fluctuations at the scales of heterogeneities. In the
system shown in Figure 4, heterogeneitiesare on
four discrete scales, where the lowest scale
correspondsto pore-scaleheterogeneity,and the
highest scale corresponds to the presence of
different geologic strata or facies. The flatter
regions where parameter values are relatively
constant areknown as representativeelementary
volume (REV)wavelengths.

Periodicity: Despite the well-known difficulties
of applying classical dispersion relations to
physically heterogeneous systems, some new
theories to represent transport in periodic
systems are improvements on classicaldescriptions, but these theories are as yet novel and
untested. To understand and predict transport
and microbial dynamics within binary inclusive
heterogeneous systems (e.g., in the field)
requires that we validate and use a rational
description of the transport processes in these
systems. To meet this need, these experiments
will provide timely and useful data for testing
descriptionsof transport in suchsystems. These
descriptions include classical, periodic, and
nonlocaltheories,

The problem posed by such multiple-scale
heterogeneity is that transport equations are
nece,.sarily derived on a specific scale, usually
above the pore scale but much smaller than the
field modelingscale. Then the application of the
model assumesthat there are no other scales of
heterogeneity between the pore scale and the
modelingscale. This assumptiontypically fails,
with varying degrees of damage to the model's
predictive capability. The most robust way to
treat this problem is to treat ali scales of
heterogeneity, arriving at the field scale from
above and below simultaneously (Figure4). To
do so, first characterize deterministically the
heterogeneitiesexisting at or abovethe modeling
scale ("zonation") and incorporate the corresponding zones into the field-scale model.
(Zonation refers to the geophysicalidentification
and characterizationof field-scale heterogeneous
zones, and the incorporationof this information
into process models.) Then upscale the transport equation by determining the effect of the
middle-scaleheterogeneitiesonthe equationthat
was originallyderived.

Although the specific aspects of heterogeneity
periodicityof the plannedexperimentscannot be
determined beforehand, it is possibleto address
these design questions by means of highresolution premodeling.
Premodeling for
periodicity design requires that competing
transport descriptions be incorporated into
simulators and then that the simulators be
operated with different periodicity parameters
(e.g., size and separation of inclusions,shape of
inclusions, packing orientation of inclusions),
The untested transport theories can be used in
this premodeling exercise because the heterogeneity field is wholly known and specified. The
premodeling can identify those regimes of
periodicity parameter values under which the
various transport descriptions perform well or
poorly. These parameter values can then be
used to design the experiments to addressspecific transport scenarios to investigate the net
effect on microbialdynamics,

Upscalinghas only recently been recognized as
a requisite for understanding (and predicting)
transport processes on the field scale. New
work has shown that, under certain relatively
benign patterns of heterogeneity, the classical
equations of transport may not be a suitable
framework for simulatingtransport processeson
large scales. With the realization that the old
equations will not work, new researchon upscaling has focused on stochastic (asymptotic),
nonlocal, and heterogeneity-specific transport
theories. In light of these developments, a

Scale: In the natural subsurface environment,
heterogeneitiesmay occuron multiplediscreteor
even continuously evolving scales. Figure4
depicts how a transport parameter such as conductivity might vary as the scale of the
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question arises: given the general pattern of
heterogeneity involved in the experiment, what
scalesof heterogeneity shouldbe involved in the
design?

and, hence, insight into the effect of the
heterogeneities on the scaling of the transport
processes.
Second, unless the potential for validation of
upscalingthe observed relations is ensured, the
experiments could provide ungeneralizable
results. In fact, it can be argued that the
principal value of the intermediate-scale experiment is that it affords upscalingvalidation, albeit
on a restricted spectral range. In this case,
althoughthe separabilityhypothesismay holdfor
a single Iow-k inclusion, it is not clear that it
would hold for a field in which such inclusions
are closely packed. As a result, the separability
hypothesis itself requiresupscaling. This is only
possible if the overall experimental volume is
much larger than the sizes of the inclusions

Design Aspects. As a first consideration, the
experimental design must address the separability hypothesis. To do so requires that highresolutionmeasurement and modeling of transport alone be tractable, and that microbial
dynamics be measurable within the scale of the
heterogeneous inclusions (and matrix) alone,
Consequentlythe inclusionsmust be larger than
a minimum size determined by 1) resolution of
the transport modeling capability and 2) the
microbial kinetic batch experiments (Figure 5).
This approachallows measurementof dispersion
and other processes on multiple length scales
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involved, and if measurementsare taken on multiple scales. Mathematically, such an approach
affords measurement on an REV wavelength,
with heterogeneities being restricted to a
spectral range well below the experimental
domain. Premodelingmay be usedto determine
specific ranges, but dispersionstudies indicate
that a two-order-of-magnitude difference is
desirable. To accommodate this, if the inclusionsare sphericalwith diameterson the orderof
a few centimeters, then the total flow domain
should be on the order of 1 or 2 m (Figure 5).

enoughto permit REVwavelength measurements
of dispersionas well as measurements on the
scale of the small inclusions, the data will also
afford testing of scale-dependent transport
theories, including periodic, stochastic asymptotic, and nonlocaltheories. The broad range of
measurement scales also allows analysis of
microbial data on multiple scales. Larger-scale
measurements of microbial populations can be
used to cross-check the results of batch experiments that were used to determine microbial
kinetics originally. Larger-scale comparative
measurementsof solutebreakthrough(e.g., comparing experiments with and without microbes)
makes it possible to assess the use of such
measuresas proxy measuresof microbialactivity
at larger scales.

Addressing the Separability Hypothesis. Restricting the heterogeneities to scales that are small
relative to the overall experimental volume has
the effect of broadening the total range of
measurement scales, lt allows assessment of
the separabilityhypothesis on both the scale of
the heterogeneity and the scale of the expertment. If the scale of the experiment is large

Experimental Design with Microorganisms. This
experimental design has multiple levels of
complexity, ranging from an environment of
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respiring aerobic microorganisms in the transmissive matrix only to an environment of competition between aerobic microorganismsin the
transmissive matrix and anaerobic respiring
microorganisms in the Iow-k inclusions. The
spatial distributionof respiringmicroorganismsin
heterogeneous systems is controlled by 1)the
distribution and concentration of organic acid
substrate, which is controlled by the complex
physicalflow field; 2) the rate of fermentation of
organic acids in microsites; and 3)competition
between the aerobic and anaerobic microorganisms. The goal of the experiments with microorganisms is to determine the levels of contribution of each of these controllingfactors,

The discrete microsites in this flow cell create
complicated flow and pressure fiP1ds,affecting
the distribution of an organic substrate in the
absence of biodegradation (Figure 5).
The
following research questions are being
addressed:
• Does the density of microsites control the
spatial distribution of a surroundingmicrobial
community by affecting the flux of nutrients
and electron acceptors?
• What rate of fermentation (or production of
organicacids) is necessary to supportboth an
anaerobic heterotroph microbial community
and an aerobic heterotroph community in a
system analogousto the SavannahRiverSite?

For the initial experiments with only a single
microbial species, the respiring microorganism
selected is Pseudomonas cepacia 3N3A strain,
an aerobic heterotroph isolated from the
Middendorf aquifer in South Carolina. In the
experiments, 3N3A is initially evenly distibuted
throughout the high-k matrix. Although 3N3A
tends to adhere to the matrix readily, its final
distributionin this heterogeneoussystem reflects
a combinationof convective processes(i.e., the
induced flow field) and the concentration of

• Do anaerobic heterotrophs have a spatial
advantage over the aerobic heterotrophs in
the structure of the microbial community?
Can the spatial advantage of proximity to the
carbon source give a species a competitive
advantage by shorteningthe generationtime?
Future Research
The intermediate-scaleapproachwill continue to
be used to investigate complex research ques-

substrate (which is controlled by the heterogeneous flow .field).
Initially, the rate of
substrateflux (releaseof organicacids to represent fermentation reactions in the subsurface
environment) is constant. In subsequentexperi-

tions encompassinginteractingmicrobial,chemical, and hydrological processes. The major
emphasis is on testing hypotheses that arise
from field studies, but that cannot feasibly be
tested at the field scale. The future direction of

ments, the rate of organic acid production is
varied to determine the effect of fermentation
rates on microbialdistribution,

this project will be closely linked to research
issues in microbial origins and microbial
transport.

The most complex experiments contain two
respiring microorganisms,the 3N3A strain and
Geobacter metal/oreductans GS-15, a heterotrophic iron-reducingmicroorganismthat is an
obligate anaerobe.
Within this microbial
community structure,3N3A and GS-15 compete
for the same electron donor (i.e., organic acid)
and the organicacids are producedin the Iow-k
anaerobicinclusions. BecauseGS-15 is anaerobic, it can reside closerto the source of organic
substrate (i.e., the fermenting organisms) than
3N3A, and may have a proximity advantage.
However, GS-15 is also dependent on 3N3A to
keep the concentrationof oxygenlow aroundthe
anaerobicorganic microsite.
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stages of DOE's Deep Subsurface Microbiology
Research Program. DOE operates a number of
sites where dispersedcontaminantsare present
at depths to several hundred meters. At the
sites in thp, arid western United States, thick

systems, from 50 to 1,000 m. The work reported in this article is a continuationof research
that hasbeen ongoingsincethe early exploratory

vadose zones can act as contaminant reservoirs
for the saturated zone. There is currently little
information about the diversity and activity of
microbial populations that may reside in the
unsaturated zone. lt is the objective of this
project to improve the current understandingof
the microbiologyof these environments.
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There are several fundamental questions regarding the microbiology of deep subsurface saturated zones, including the source of energy for
the organisms that reside there and the geochemicaland geophysicalcontrolsontheir in situ
growth and metabolic activities. A number of
research hypotheses have been formulated to
developa thorough understandingof the ecology
C1

of microorganismsin deep subsurface environments, focusing on the physical, geological,and
chemical properties controlling their presence
and activities. We believe this informationto be
essential for predicting contaminant fate and
developing biological remediation strategies,
Finally, the origins of microorganisms in deep
subsurface environments are not well understood.
However, it is clear that in deep,
oligotrophic subsurface environments where
electron donorsarescarce, microorganismsmust
be capable of maintaining cell integrity for
extended, and in some cases even geologic, time
periods,

bioremediationhave been impacted in the recent
past by artificial recharge from site operations.
Therefore, knowing the impact of artificial
rechargeon subsurfacemicrobial communitiesis
important for assessingthe potential for using
indigenousmicroflora forin situ biorestorationof
contaminanted subsurfaceenvironments.
In an earlier study (Brockmanet al. 1992), we
describedthe microbiologyof a stratigraphically
defined paleosol (a surface soil that had been
buriedin the geologicalpast) at one location that
had beenimpacted by artificial moisturerecharge
and at a secondlocationthat was not impacted.
In that study, sediment from the center of the
core was removedfor microbiologicalcharacteriz_tion, resulting in disturbance of the material
before it was stored. Although immediately after
samplingmicrobiologicalparametersat both locations were similar, storage of the sediment
affected by artificial rechargeresulted in log2 to
log4 increases in culturable microorganisms.
However, there was little change in the microbiological properties (Figure 1). Similar storageinduced increases in culturable microorganisms
and other microbiologicalparameters have since
been observedin other HanfordSite deep vadose
zone samplesaffected by artificial recharge.

The goal of this researchproject is to investigate
the ecology of microorganismsin deep subsurface environments,focusing onfactors that control the composition and distribution of these
microbial communities and their respective
metabolic activities. Ultimately, an improved
understanding of the fundamental ecology of
subsurface microorganismsthat will contributeto
an improvedpredictive capability is expected,
FY 1992 ResearchHighlights
In FY 1992, the focus of this research project
was on 1) investigatingmechanismsthat control
the distributionand activities of microorganisms
in the vadose zone and 2) initiating a
GEochemical-Microbial-HydrologicalEXperiment
(GEMHEX)to evaluatecertain hypothesesregarding the geochemicaland hydrologicalfactorsthat
control the presence and activity of subsurface

The effects of disturbance and of oxygen concentration were identified as factors likely to
control the storage-induced changes in microbiology. Disturbance could increase nutrient
availability by rea=stributingcells and liquid- and
solid-phase nutrients and by increasinggaseous
exchange. Removal of sediments from the sub-

microorganisms,
This article is not a comprehensivesummary of
ali research activities over the past year, but
rather providesexamplesof key resultsand their
implications,

surface and storage in the laboratory would
resultin exposureto a greater oxygen concentration and diffusion rate. Therefore, the objectives
of this study were 1)to further examine the
paleosol impacted by artificial recharge to determine the mechanisms controlling"the storageinduced changes in microbiology and 2) to use
molecular methods to further characterize the

Effect of Storage on Microbial Community
Structure end Activity in a Subsurface Paleosol.
Deep vadose zone sediments at arid western
sites, such as the Hanford Site, are harsh
environments for microorganisms, because
nutrient input from moisture recharge is
essentially absent and the availability of
sediment-associatednutrients to microorganims
is very low due to limited moisture. The resultis
starvation conditions. However, the majority of
sites at Hanford that are candidates for in situ

changes in community structure during storage.
A 1-m by 1-m intact block of paleosol was
removedfrom the White Bluffs, 0.5 m behind the
face of a recent landslidescarp. In the laboratory, the sediment was asepticallyCut into small
blocks about 5 cm on a side, and groups of
7 blocks were distributed to each of 48 jars"
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FIGURE 1. Representation of the Microbiological Properties of a Subsurface Palaosol before and after Storage. The
paleosol was sampled at a location impacted by artificial recharge (moist sediment) and at a nearby unimpacted
location (dry sediment).

(336 blocks). An equivalent number of blocks
were aseptically crushed and the sediment
passed through a 2-mm screen. The homogenized sediment was then distributed to another
48jars.
Both the intact and homogenized
sediments were stored at 15°C under atmospheric (21%), reduced(4.5%), and microaerobic
(0.5%) oxygen concentrations. After storageof
sediment for 3, 5, 9, 16, and 32 weeks, triplicate .jars were sacrificed for each of the
six treatments, and microbiological parameters
were measured. (The remainingjars were used
in geochemicalanalyses.)
As storagetime increased,heterotrophicbacteria
able 'to grow on 1% peptone-trypticase-yeast
extract-glucose (PTYG) medium increased more
rapidly and to a greater extent in the homogenized sediment than in the intact sediment (Figure 2). However, even in the intact sediment
increases were quite large, suggesting that a
factor other than homogenization per se was
involved. Diffusion of oxygen into the sediment
blocks is likely to be the primary controlling
factor responsiblefor the increased numbers of
heterotrophic bacteria. Analysis of population
densities among the jars at different oxygen
concentrations showed that statistically greater
populationswere presentin microaerobicincubations than in standard oxygen incubationsin the
intact sediments at the later timepoints (9, 16,
and 32 weeks). In the homogenizedsediments,
microaerobicand/or reducedoxygen incubations
produced statistically greater populations than

did standard oxygen incubationsat 5, 9, and 32
weeks. These results indicate that the indigenous bacteria are adapted to microaerobic
conditions.
The total number of cells, as measured by
acridine orange direct counts (AODC), did not
increase substantially in two-thirds of the
treatments, and increases in culturable microorganisms were 20 to 300 times greater than
increasesin AODC in the remainingone-third of
the treatments. Phospholipidfatty acid (PLFA)
concentrations, an alternative measure of total
biomass, showed a similar pattern. The PLFA
concentrations after storage (1.0-12.5 pmol/g
sediment) were rarely greater than immediately
after sample acquisition (4.5 pmol/g sediment).
Thus, increasesin biomasswere very small relative to increases in the culturable population.
The increases in the culturable populationsmay
be dueto 1)biomassturnover (i.e., multiplication
of specificmicroorganismsthat are ableto utilize
dead and dying cells), 2) resuscitationof microorganisms that had bean dormant or otherwise
unable to grow immediately following sample
acquisition, or 3)a combination of the two
processes.
Phospholipidsignature biomarkerswere used to
determine whether major components of the
microbial community changed with increasing
storage and with the different treatments.
Similar clusters were observed when either the
homogenized sedimentsor the intact sediments
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FIGURE2. Colony-FormingUnits(CFU)in Homogenized(closedcircles)and Intact (opencircles)SedimentsStored
underAtmopheric(21%), Reduced(4.5%), and Microaerobic(0.5%) OxygenConcentrations

were analyzed. Sediments stored for 3 weeks
and 5 weeks at microaerobic and reduced
oxygen conditions, and ali timepoints at the
standard oxygen condition, formed cluster 1.
Principal component analysis showed that a
fungal signature biomarker, monoenoic PLFA,
was a major component in defining cluster 1.
Sediments stored for 9, 16, and 32 weeks at
microaerobic and reduced oxygen conditions
formed cluster 2. Terminally branched PLFA, a
signature biomarker for Gram-positive microorganisms, was the major component in defining
cluster 2.
Terminally branched PLFA was
present at concentrations 6 to 11 times greater
in the intact sediment, and 3 to 5 times greater
in the homogenized sediment than it had been
immediately following sample acquisition. These
data indicate that Gram-positive microorganisms
displaced portions of the original community at
the later timepoints under microaerobic and
reduced oxygen concentrations. However, shifts
in signature biomarkers, as for AODC and total
PLFA, were small relative to the increases in
culturable populations,

lag times may result from either colonization of
regions of the sediment that were not initially
colonized or resuscitation of microorganisms that
had initially been dormant or otherwise unable to
grow immediately following sample acquisition.
Lag times at 3 weeks were statistically lower
than the initial lag time for the homogenized
sediments. In contrast, in the intact sediments
lag times were not (with one exception) statistically less than the initial lag time until 9 weeks.
After 32 weeks of storage, both rate constants
and lag times were similar for homogenized and
intact sediments. These results show that the
intact sediments responded slower than the
homogenized sediments but eventually reached
a similar endpoint, suggesting that oxygen
diffusion into the intact sediment blocks strongly
controls the microbial response to substrate
addition.

in 10 pl

Microbial production of carbon dioxide in the
absence of exogenous substrate makes it possible to measure the effect of the various treatments on microbial utilization of sediment
organic matter.
Immediately following sample
acquisition, sediment was placed in gas-tight

water/g moist sediment) mineralization to 14C02
increased by 3 to 7 times as compared to immediately following sample acquisition.
Lag times
for 14C-glucose mineralization decreased with
increased time of storage prior to the addition of
substrate (Figure 3). Decreased mineralization

vials and incubated at 25°C for various lengths
of time, and then the headspace was analyzed
by gas chromatography.
Carbon dioxide concentrations were statistically
greater than background concentrations
in ali treatments
after
14 weeks incubation
(Figure 4).
However,

Rate constants

for 14C-glucose
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statistical differences between treatments were
rare, and carbon dioxide concentrations did not
increase with increased incubation. The amount
of sediment organic matter utilized by microorganisms in the sediments reached a maximal
value by 14 weeks and was similarfor both the
homogenized and the intact sediments. These
results correspond with the large increases in
culturable heterotrophs observed over the first
16 weeks (Figure 2). These results also corroborate the results obtained when 14C-glucose
was added to sediments; that is, oxygen diffusion, not homogenization,appearsto be responsible for the increasein microbialactivity,

When performing such multiple assays on a soil
or sediment sample, it is common to thoroughly
homogenize the sample to reduce the inherent
variability of the sample and allow ali assays to
be performed on similar material. Microorganisms in soils, however, are often distributed in
microcolonies that may be tightly associated
with soil crumbs or particles. Dependingon the
patchiness of this distribution, homogenization
might do little to decreaseintersamplevariability.
Our data showed that, for similar population
sizes, bacterial distributions are much more
heterogeneousin subsurface sediments than in
surface soils. The investigations also showea
that a surprisinglylarge fraction of subsurface
bacterial populations exhibit density-dependent
growth, a property that complicatesthe interpretation of many standard microbiologicalassay
techniques.

In summary, greater numbersof culturablemicroorganisms were present at the lower oxygen
concentrations, indicating that the microbial
community is initially adapted to microaerobic
conditions. However, the microbialcommunity
was able to rapidly adapt to the higher-oxygen
concentrations. Numbers of culturable microorganismsand rate constants and lag times for
glucose mineralization indicate that oxygen
diffusion into the sediment is likely to be the
mechanism that controls the storage-induced
change in microbiology. Although homogenization of the sediment results in faster response
times for mineralizationof added substrate and
can result in greater populations, improved
oxygen diffusion (rather than redistribution of
cells and liquid- and solid-phasenutrients due to
physicalmixing)is the primarycontrollingfactor,
These conclusionsare favorable for bioremediation activities that attempt to stimulate microbial
activity in situ, becausethey indicate that moist
sedimentscontainingvery low culturablepopulations can be successfullystimulatedby addition
of oxygen,

In this project, we tested the effect of homogenization on the variability of plate-count numbers
in surface soil and subsurface sediments. Cores
of buried paleosols or of surface soil were
collected and pared aseptically. The cores were
divided longitudinally and one half of the core
was subjected to thorough homogenization.
From both treatments, 8 to 12 subsamples of
1 cm3 were removed and the number of culturable bacteriawas counted bystandard plate-count
techniques. Coefficients of variability were
calculated, as shown in Table 1. Although the
mean numbers of bacteria were approximately
equal in the two types of sample, the variability
was consistentlymuch greater in the subsurface
sediments, indicating that the distribution was
much more patchy. Homogenization reduced
this variability somewhat in ali samples, but
typicallyby lessthan two times, and intersample
variability remained high in subsurface samples.
The data would suggestthat microorganismsare
distributed in discrete microcoloniesto a much
greater extent than in surface soils.

Spatial Heterogeneity and Density Dependence
of Terrestrial Subsurface Microbiological
Populations. We have recentlycompletedexperiments to investigatethe centimeter-scalespatial
variability of total bacterial numbers in subsurface sediments. In both subsurface microbial
ecology studies and studies of bioremediation
treatability, samples are often assayed for a
variety of microbial types and chemical properties. Unfortunately, spatial heterogeneity can
complicate the comparisonsof these measures,

Another phenomenoncan be seen in these data
(Table 1). The mean number of bacteriagrowing
on agar plates was consistently lower (by an
order of magnitude)in homogenizedsubsurface
samples. In surface soil samples, homogenization had little or no effect on plate-count populations. Mixing is generally assumedto increase
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TABLE 1. Numbers and Variability of Microorganisms in Homogenized and Unhomogenized Samples
Coefficient of Variability
Sample
Surface

homogenized
4.26

!0g Mean CFU(a)/g

not homogenized
8.84

homogenized
5.2

not .homogenized
4.9

p-value (b)
0.0002

Surface

2.88

3.89

5.3

8.3

0.51

Surface

2.73

4.02

5.0

5.0

O.33

Surface

1.65

3.46

5.7

5.5

0.0014

Paleosol

38.3

45.2

3.3

4:5

0.0046

Paleosol

18.5

25.7

3.8

4.9

0.0082

Paleosol

4.9

7.3

4.8

5.2

0.0002

(a) CFU = colony-forming units.
(b) p-value refers to statistical significance.

plate counts, becausebreakingup microcolonies
increasesthe number of propagules;however, in
this experimentalisampleswere subjectedto the
same amount of mechanical mixing, with the
only difference being the volume of the amount
homogenized. Thus, the differences in means
were due only to redistributionof cellswithin the
sample. Given a patchy distribution,this should
result in a lower density of cells than in the
unhomogenized samples. Density dependence
was also observed in a number of other
subsurface samples from boreholes at the
Hanford Site and Idaho National Engineering
Laboratory(INEL), as shown in Table 2. In these
cases, during routine plate counts, low dilutions
of the samples produced confluent growth of
bacteri_ or colonies "too numerous to count,"
while on_ tenfold dilution yielded no growth at
all. Thus, density-dependent growth appears to
be a general trait of subsurface bacteria.

of the bacterial communities are density
dependent in the subsurface environment.
Another of our observations offers a possible
explanation: in ali INEL borehole samples with
density-dependent growth, microaerophilic
organisms were detected. High densities of
these organisms might be required to draw
oxygen concentrations down to levels that the
individual cells could tolerate. This raises the
questionof whether density-dependentgrowth is
a laboratory artifact caused by insufficient
approximation of the microbial habitat by the
culture medium, or whether it is a significant
ecological phenomenon. In either case, a
previously unknown property of subsurface
organismshas been delineated.
Developmentof a BacteriologicalCultureMedium
Optimizedfor Enumerationof SubsurfaceAerobic
Heterotrophic Bacteria.
Viable plate-count
techniques to enumerate microorganisms in
environmental samples suffer from an inherent
selectivitythat results from the choice of culture
medium and conditions. Microbiologists have
longnoted the discrepancy between the population size of microorganismsthat can be observed
by direct microscopicobservationand the population size as determined by viable plate-count
techniques. This discrepancy can be attributed
to two generalfactors: 1) the inherent inabilityof
cells to form visible colonies on agar (e.g.,
because they are stressed or nonviable), and
2) inappropriateculture conditions.

Density dependence has been observed for a
number of different bacterialspeciesand can be
caused by a number of different mechanisms. In
general, density dependence occurs when bacteria grow in a hostileenvironmentthat must be
altered locally for the organisms to grow.
Examplesincludeorganismsthat create gradients
of pH or oxygenconcentrationin their immediate
vicinity, organismsthat must excrete extracellular enzymes or other remote-acting substances,
and organismsthat form multicellularstructures,
Our current observationsare unusualin that they
indicate that a large fraction -- sometimesali -
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TABLE 2. Density Dependence in Plate Counts of Subsurface Bacteria. Numbers in each successive dilution should
decrease by approximately ten times, except in the case of density dependence.

Description
Basalt

Plate-Count Numbers in Each Dilution
10 E- 1
10 E-.____._22
10 E-3
10 E-4
0
0
0
0

Sediment
Basalt

19
0

Density
_
-

MicroaeroDhiles
nd(al

0
0

0
0

0
0

-

nd
-

Basalt
Sediment
Fracture faces

0
.tntc
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

+
-

nd
nd

Basalt
Sediment

0.6
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

-

+
-

Sediment
Rubble

tntc
8.7

0
0

0
0

0
0

+

+
+

Basalt
Rubble

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

Sediment/rubble

tntc

0

0

0

+

+

Clay/rubble
Sediment/rubble
Sediment
Sediment
Sand

O
1.3
tntc
tntc
0

0
0
tntc
tntc
0

0
0
375
tntc
nd

0
0
nd
0
0

nd
+
nd

nd
+
nd

Sand

0

0

0

0

nd

0.3
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

nd
nd
nd
nd

Gravel
Paleosol

0
tntc

0
0

0
0

0
0

+

nd
nd

Paleosol
Paleosol
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lt is an axiom of microbiology that ali culture
media are selective.
Many well-characterized
heterotrophic microorganisms can regulate their
interior environment to allow for growth under a
range of nutrient regimes. However, the range
of conditions that allow for growth of subsurface
microorganisms is not well known. While recognizing that a universal medium is not likely to be
attainable, we attempted to maximize the platecount numbers from subsurface samples by optimizing a culture medium for terrestrial subsurface
bacteria,

Geochemical H2 Generation as en Energy Source
for Subsurface Microbiological Ecosystems. The
presence of microorganisms in the deep terrestrial subsurface environment has been established at a number of different geological settings
and depths. Some studies have shown that true
ecosystems can exist in the subsurface environment, in which microorganisms are metabolically
active, albeit at very low rates, and interact with
their physical environment (Stevens et al., in
press; Chapelle and Lovley 1992). These microorganisms may have descended from populations
present during deposition of the geological
formations, or they may have been transported
by aquifer flow, or some combination of these
two possibilities may be true. In any case, if
subsurface populations are metabolically active,
they must have an external energy source.
There are also several possible origins for such
an energy source. Organic carbon could have
been laid down with the sediments, resulting in
"fossil" carbon. Organic carbon could also have
been transported from the surface through the
movement of groundwater. Finally, geochemical
energy could originate from abiological sources,
such as geothermally produced hydrogen or
methane gas. Given that many subsurface ecosystems appear to contain very little organic
carbon, and transport is often limited, geochemical energy sources may be predominant in very
deep strata. In our FY 1992 research, we have
discovered a geochemical source of hydrogen
that may drive microbial ecosystems in the deep
confined aquifers beneath the Hanford Site and
elsewhere.

A Plackett-Burman experimental design was used
to test the significance of the effects of 13
possible medium parameters. These parameters
and the rationale for selecting them are listed in
Table 3. This experimental design allows simultaneous screening of large numbers of variables
and indicates whether varying a particular
parameter will have a significant effect on the
dependent variable. Its main drawback is that
two-factor interactions are confounded,
Subsurface _ediment samples were obtained
from a variety of boreholes and buried paleosols,
as well as nearby surface soils. As shown in
Table 3, no parameter led to a significant
increase in plate-count numbers in ali samples;
however,
several factors
consistently had
positive effects, where these effects were
significant. The most effective medium ingredients were activated charcoal and vitamin
supplements. Activated charcoal was selected
because of its ability to scavenge forms of
oxygen, such as superoxide and peroxide radicals, that are toxic to microorganisms, and that
are assumed to be the toxic factors limiting
microaerophilic bacteria. Vitamins are metabolic
cofactors that have a high metabolic cost to
produce and so might not be maintained in
starved subsurface cells,

A variety of anaerobic microorganisms are
present in the aquifers that are confined within
and between the layered basalt flows in the
Pasco Basin of southeastern
Washington
(Stevens et al., in press). Geochemical evidence
gathered during the Basal'. Waste Isolation
Project suggests that these organisms are metabolically active on a regional scale (Figure 5),
even though very little organic carbon is present
in the layered basalt flows. Recent field work
has shown that hydrogen gas is dissolved in
these aquifers in concentrations 1,000 times
higher (0.9 to 7 pm) than had been expected in
subsurface aquifers (Lovley and Goodwin 1988).
Historical data show that hydrogen can make up

Based on our results, a new medium, "Optimized
Plate Count Agar" (OPCA), was formulated and
tested on a variety of subsurface samples. As
shown in Table 4, OPCA yielded significantly
higher counts than other standard media used in
the Subsurface Science Program research. Thus
this medium formulation shouid provide a better
tool for future subsurface investigations.
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TABLE 3. Significance and Relative Effect of Variables in Different Subsurface Samples. Values are relative percentage
of plate-count numbers at the "high" versus the "low" setting of the variable (1OO = no effect, < 1OO = negative effect,
> 1OO = positive effect). ( + = significant positive effect at p = O. 1 level, - = significant negative effect at p = O. 1 level,
O = no significant effect at p = O.1 level.)

Variable
Vitamins
Dummy

Hanford Ringold Ringold
Surface
#I
#2
L44, 0

229, +

227, +

Ringold
#3

Ringold Ringold YakBar
INEL
INEL
#6
#7
1335
Surface Water

5, 0

147. 0

140, 0

220. +

102, 0

161, 0

226, +

57, 0

100, 0

121, 0

59, 0

134, 0

102, 0

108, 0

124, 0

107. 0

115, 0

161, 0

87, 0

87, 0

809, 0

185, 0

92, 0

90, 0

104, 0

111, 0

139, 0

Dummy

47, 0

62, -

101, 0

1646, 0

64, 0

211, +

140, 0

122, 0

530, 0

101, 0

Fatty
Acids

210, 0

76, -

139, +

11259,0

202, 0

134, 0

84, 0

I00, 0

66, 0

121, 0

Glucose

129, 0

295, +

154, +

177. 0

124, 0

217, +

95, 0

83, 0

175, 0

44, -

Glutamate

53, 0

87, +

68, -

83. 0

122, 0

151, 0

120, 0

103, 0

179, 0

169, +

Water
Potential

17, 0

36, -

50, -

132, 0

128, 0

78, 0

29, -

29, -

46, 0

25,-

Complex

Dummy

280, 0

113, 0

105, 0

73, 0

63, 0

71, 0

69, 0

57, 0

10, 0

101. -

Ammonium

48, 0

48, -

120, 0

1523, 0

54, 0

225, +

126, 0

209, 0

260, 0

73, 0

pH

72, 0

15, -

39, -

155, 0

75, 0

35, 0

57, 0

180, 0

103, 0

411, +

Plate
Type

57, 0

15, -

73, -

14, 0

18, -

35, -

87, 0

102, 0

25, 0

164, +

Temperature

210, 0

101, 0

79, 0

67, 0

71, 0

59, -

72, 0

41, -

27, 0

122, 0

Charcoal

182, 0

298, +

3365, +

116, 0

224, 0

219, +

704, +

171, 0

464, 0

181, +

Trace
Elements

117, 0

190, +

222, +

8, 0

260, 0

110, 0

139, 0

70, 0

78, 0

54, -

TABLE 4. Comparison of Plate Counts on 1% PTYG
Medium and OPCA Medium
Sample
Rii_gold 1
Ringold 2
Ringold 3
Ringold 7
INEL cart

log Cells on PTYG
2.97
0
0
1.82
5.01

at

the

Hanford

Site.

Investigations

in

our

laboratory demonstrated that hydrogen gas was
generated from interactions between water and
basalt rocks, such as those present in the

log Cells on OPCA
3.35
4.39

confined aquifer system.
Taking place at room
temperatures
and pressures, these reactions may

0
2.65
5.58

be a ready source of energy for microorganisms
in basaltic
aquifers.
Samples
of a weilcharacterized
basalt formation
were crushed to
a 0.5-to
derived

2-mm
size range.
from
the
crushing

Metal
particles
apparatus
were

>4 mole % of the gases dissolved
in some
Hanford groundwaters,
although
actual concentrations
were not determined
(Early et al. 1986).
We suggest that dissolved
hydrogen
gas may be
the energy
source
that drives
microbiological

removed.
Aliquots of the basalt samples were
added to '!8 £_ deionized
water
in gas-tight
tubes.
Headspace
samples
were removed
by
syringe
and analyzed
by gas chromatography
with thermal conductivity
detection.
The identity

activity

of gases
trometry.

in the confined

aquifer

ecosystem,

Recently,
hydrogen
generation
was observed
during the course of routine well-drilling
activities
undertaken
by the Subsurface
Science Program

within
weeks
several
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,_

INEL
Cartridqe

111"

was then
Hydrogen

confirmed
by mass specevolution
could be detected

minutes,
and it continued
for over two
(Figure 6).
Hydrogen
production
was
times
greater in samples with
Hanford
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FIGURE 0. Hydrogen Production
by Basalt/Water
Interactions.
Tubes contained
2 g crushed basalt and 10 ml
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0

groundwater than in deionized water. Subsequent experiments demonstrated that the reaction rate was dependent on carbon dioxide
concentration, and that this dependence was
independentof simple pH effects (Figure 4).

the Savannah River Site, INEL, and the Hanford
Site from prior phases of the DOE's Subsurface
Science Program's Deep Microbiology Subprogram. The specific hypothesesare based on
observationsof previouslysampledcore material:

The chemistry of basalt/water interactions is
complex, and the exact mechanismof hydrogen
generation has not yet been determined,
although several mechanisms have been proposed in the literature. To date, the only other
report of hydrogen generation by water/rock
interactions at room temperature involved pure
quartz and granite (Kito et al, 1982). That study
attributed the reaction to formation of Si and
SiO radicals by mechanical cleavage of silica
bonds,and subsequentreaction of these radicals
with water. If this were the mechanism, we
reasoned that fresh fracture faces would be
necessary for hydrogen generation. We therefore repeatedthe basalt/water experiment using
basalt samplesof variousages, i.e., samplesthat
were crushed minutes before the addition of
water, several weeks before addition, and 6 to
8 yearsbeforethe experiment. Ali sampleswere
trom the same reference outcrop. Although
there appeared to be some difference in rates,
hydrogen production was observed in ali sampies, even those in which the fracture faces
were several years old. There were apparent
differencesin secondary mineralproductionwith
aged fractures, and those are currently being
analyzed. The resultsof this experimentsuggest
that free radicals are unlikely to be required for
generationof H2 from basalt water interactions,
More detailed mechanistic studies are planned
for the future,

1) Hydraulicconductivityand sedimentarygrain
properties related to porosity and pore
structure will control the size and activity of
microbial populations (convective/diffusive
flux).
2) Variations in iron valence/mineralogy with
depth through the sediment profile will
reflect transitions between a) microbial
dissimilatory reduction of iron(III) as a
terminal electron acceptor and b) biological/
chemical oxidation of iron(II).
3)

Microbial growth and metabolic activity in
saturated lacustrine/fluvialsedimentswill be
phosphorous limited, but that in paleosols
will be 02 limited.

This third hypothesis was developed as part of
this project and is described here. Hypotheses
1 and 2 were developedby investigators!n other
projects and therefore will not be described. In
oligotrophicaquatic environments, phosphorous
and organic carbon are the principal nutrients
limiting bacterial growth. During previous DOE
studies of aquifers of the southeastern coastal
plain, includingthe Middendorf aquifer, inorganic
phosphorous(Pi) in groundwater was shown to
be at or below analytical detection limits,
whereas dissolvedorganic carbon and nitrogen
were presentin concentrationsthat couldsustain
low levels of bacterial production. At Hanford,
Pi in groundwater from the unconfined aquifer is
also at or below analytical detection limits
(0.5 mg/L). At the pH (approximately 7.5-8.0)
and calcium concentration (40 rag/L) of the
groundwater, the maximum soluble Pi level
would be 10.6 - 101° __M(i.e., 1-100pg/L),
dependingon the solubility-limitingsolid phase.
The highersolubilityvalue occurswhen hydroxylapatite is the controlling solid phase. Other
phases and mechanisms may also influence the
concentration of dissolved Pi, such as precipitation of metastablecalcium, aluminum,and iron
phosphates,and sorptionto ferricoxides. Therefore, we hypothesized that soluble Pi is the

GEMHEX. This integrated geochemical, microbiological,and hydrologicalexperiment, which is
described in more detail in the article that
follows, was designed to increase our current
understanding of subsurface microbialgeochemical-hydrologicalprocess interactions,
The broad objectives of this experiment were to
further define 1) spatial heterogeneity of
microbial populations in saturated subsurface
sediments and 2) the geochemical and physical
controls on community size, diversity, and
metabolic activity. The scientific hypotheses
that were developed were an outgrowth of the
knowledge gained from exploratory research at
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primary factor limiting microbial growth and
metabolism in the nonpaleosol sediments. In
addition, the physiology of the microbiota will
reflect phosphorusstarvation, and geochemical
and mineralogicalpropertiesthat control solution
Pi will reflect the microbialdistributions,

costly). Microbiologicalmeasurementsof cored
sedimentsrely on the useof classicalenrichment
techniques for measuring aerobic, facultative,
and anaerobic heterotrophic microbial populations and the use of PLFAand direct microscopic
counts as measurements of total microbial biomass. Specific functional groups, including
spore-formers, apatite-solubilizers,and CaCO3precipitatingorganismsare also being measured.
In addition, 16S rRNA-targeted DNA probes for
broadphylogeneticgroups are beingusedto gain
additional information on the composition of
microbialcommunitiesand their metabolic state.
To assessthe metabolic activity and degree of
phosphorusstarvation of the microbiota, several
types of activity measurementsare being made.
Basalaerobic and anaerobicmetabolic activity is
being assessed by measuring both 14C-acetate
incorporation into lipids and mineralization of
mixed 14C.labele d substrates. If microorganisms
are phosphorus-starved,they will possesshighaffinity uptakesystemsfor Pi.To assessthis, we
are measuringthe ability of the microbial community to assimilate phosphorus by adding
32p04 to sediments and measuringthe rate of Pi
incorporation into lipids and DNA.
Alkaline
phosphataseactivity is also being measured. In
manipulative experiments, whole sediments are
being amended with Pi, apatite, organiccarbon,
inorganicnitrogen, or combinationsof these, or
are left unamended. Sediments have been incubated and metabolic activity and growth have
been measured using mixed 14C-acetate incorporation into lipids, 3H-thymidine incorporation
into DNA, and mineralization of 14C-labeled
substrates.

At the Hanford Site, the BasalRingoldpaleosolis
characterized by fine texture and an apparently
low permeability. Low permeability will limit
both the movement of microorganismsinto tha
paleosol from adjacent nonpaleosol sediments
and the diffusion of 02 from the surrounding
sediments. Given that paleosols are ancient
soils, we hypothesizethat the originalmicroflora
would have been dominated by aerobic heterotrophs; with increasingdistance into the paleosol, the microbialcommunity will be dominated
by aerobic heterotrophs, and metabolism and
growth will be limited primarily by the diffusion
of 02 (Brockmanet al. 1992). Experimentswith
an analogous, although considerably younger,
vadose zone paleosol from the Upper Ringold
indicate that viable microbial populations and
metabolic activities increase with mixing and
exposure to atmospheric 02 . This increase
occurs even without the addition of exogenous
nutrients, suggestingthat nutrients are not the
primary factor limiting growth and metabolism,
lt is likely that aerobic metabolism will be even
more limited in the Basal Ringold paleosol
because the diffusion of 02 through water is
much less than through air. Therefore, we
hypothesizethat 1) the microbialcommunitywill
grade from being predominantly anaerobic and
facultative to being predominantly aerobic, and
2) microbial activity will be limited by 0 2
diffusion with increasingdepth from the Lower
Ringoldlacustrine-BasalRingoldpaleosolcontact,
To test this hypothesis will require analysesof
geochemical,mineralogic,physical,andmicrobiologicalpropertiesof sediment coresand manipulative experiments. Samples for analyses have
been taken with increasingdensity at and near
the boundary between the Lower Ringold and
Basal Ringold units (i.e., the lacustrine-paleosol
contact). Manipulative experiments have been
conducted with a subset of these samples (the
experiments are labor intensive and therefore
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The GEMHEX focusedon a defined 20-m interval
in the Lower and BasalRingoldFormation on the
Hanford Site. This interval spanned a variety of
physical, chemical, and geological properties.
Core material for the GEMHEX was obtained by
deepeningthe Yakima BarricadeBorehole,which
lies in the western part of the Hanford Site
where the subsurfacehasnot been contaminated
by past site operations. Planning,collection,and
analysisof samplesand hypothesistesting were
part of a multidisciplinaryeffort that is expected
to reach a new level of understandingof microbial function in the subsurface environment.

Details of stratigraphy and sampling are presented in the article that follows. In addition to
their extensive geochemical and physical measurements, microbiological measurements were
made on the seriesof core samplesby investigators from other universitiesand national laboratories. The microbiologicalanalysesfocused on
those characteristics critical to testing of the
hypotheses listed above, including

biomass turnover vs. resuscitationof cells that
were unable to grow immediately following
sample acquisition as a result of long-term
starvation in the sediment. Oligonucleotide
probes for specific types of microorganismswill
be used in conjunction with 3H-thymidine and
32po 4 incorporation into DNA in these studies.
Resuscitationof ina_tive cells, which may have
survived since deposition of the sediments
millions of years ago, may prove to be an
extremely important mechanismfor biorem_diation of deep vadose zones in arid and semiarid
environments.

Microbial Biomass/CommunityStructure
• Direct microscopic counts
• Phosphoester-linkedfatty acids
• Biologcommunity assay
• Direct observation/scanningelectron
microscopy

Spatial Heterogeneity and Density Dependence
of Terrestrial Subsurface MicrobiologicalPopulations. Additional data from new samplingefforts
are currently being developed to extend these
observations. So far, these experiments appear
to demonstratetwo ecological principlesof subsurface habitats. First, subsurface bacteria are
distributed in highly patchy patterns, probably
due to lack of turbation and local extinction in
patches where sufficient nutrients are not presant. This leads to greater spatial heterogeneity
than in comparably sized surface populations.
Second, bacteria in the subsurface often exhibit
stronglydensity-dependentgrowth, detectable at
the community level. This may be an indication
of a physiologicaladaptation to the subsurface
environment.

Culturable Microorganisms
• Most probable numbers, plates for
functional groups
- Aerobic heterotrophs
Iron reducers
Iron oxidizers
- CaCO3 precipitators
- Spore-formers
Apatite-dissolvers
Sulfate-reducingbacteria
Fermenters
Methanogens
Metabolic Activity
• 3H-thymidineincorporationinto DNA
• 14 C acetate incorporation into lipids
• 14C.labeled substratamineralization
• Iron-oxidizers/reducers
• 32po 4 incorporation

Development of a BacteriologicalCultureMedium
Optimizedfor Enumerationof SubsurfaceAerobic
Heterotrophic Bacteria. Future work will make
use of the new OPCA medium developed in
FY 1992.

Molecular Analyses
• DNA extraction and probingfor functional
genes
• 16s rRNA-targeted DNA probes.

Future Research

GeochemicalH2 Generation as an Energy Source
for Subsurface MicrobiologicalEcosystems, The
Columbia River flood basalts cover an area of
over 163,000 km2 in the northwestern United
States to a depth of several kilometers, and
similar formations are found around the world.
Given the ready occurrence of hydrogen generation when fractured basalt is wetted, these
massive basalt formations can be seen .as vast
reservoirs of chemical energy that is slowly

Effect of Storage on Microbial Community
Structure and Activity in a SubsurfacePaleosol.
Futureresearchwill examinethe extent to which
the dramatic increasesin culturabilityare due to

released as water percolates through fracture
and interbed networks. This processis likely to
be the basis for a functional microbiological
ecosystem wherever microorganismsare ableto

In addition to these analyses, experiments were
conducted to evaluate whether nutrients or
water may be limiting microbial activity in the
GEMHEX sediment samples,
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penetrate the formation, if sufficient inorganic
nutrients are present. In laboratory microcosms,
anaerobic microorganisms can be grown to high
densities simply by introducing Hanford groundwater to crushed basalt in sealed containers.
Future research will elucidate the details of the

Stevens, T. 0., J. P. McKinley, and J. K.
Fredrickson. "Bacteria Associated with Deep,
Alkaline,
Anaerobic
Groundwaters
in SE
Washington." Microbial Ecology (in press).

microorganism/basalt/waterinteractionsandtheir

AB

relevance

to the

ecology

of the

Integrated Geochemical,
Microbiological, and Hydrological
Experiment (GEMHEX)at Hanford"
Experimental Design, Sample
Acquisition, and Preliminary Results

subsurface

environment.
The evidence to date suggests
that the basaltic aquifers may contain a nonphotosynthesis-based ecosystem, which might
be similar in some ways to the systems in deep
ocean trenches and may contribute
to global

P. E. Long, S. A. Rawson, J. K. Fredrickson,
and J. M. Zachara

carbon cycling,
GEMHEX. The GEMHEX analyses and experiments were in progress at the time of this report
but will be presented in detail in _next year's
annual report.
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Cote material for the GEMHEX was obtained by
deepening the Yakima Barricade Borehole, which
lies in the western part of the Hanford Site
(Figure 1). The focus of the GEMHEX was an
18-m interval in the Lower and Basal Ringold
Formation that exhibits the desired range of
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geologiccharacteristics. The interval includeda
sequence of coarse-grainedsandy gravels grading upward into a fine-grained paleosol, which
was overlainby fine-grainedlaminated lacustrine
sediments and sandy gravels. The interval sam-

questions required that we extend the Yakima
Barricade Borehole to obtain samples from the
saturated zone.

pied was thus a relatively fine-grained sequence
sandwichedbetween two coarse-grained,highly
transmissivezones,

Objectives of GEMHEX Researchat the Hanford
Site. The central objective of the GEMHEX is to
determine the influence of physicaland chemical
propertieson microbialabundance,diversity, and
function. To accomplishthisobjective, observations must be made at a scale relevant to the
microbial and geochemical processes involved
(i.e., the centimeter scale). At the Yakima
BarricadeBorehole,sampleswere collected from
a continuous subsurface interval of approxi-

FY 1992 ResearchHighlights

In this paper, we summarize the scientific
rationale for GEMHEX, the hypotheses that are
being tested, and the highly successful sample
acquisitionphase of GEMHEX. Sample analyses
are currently under way, with only limited and
preliminary resultsavailable.
The transport and persistenceof contaminantsin
subsurface environments may be strongly influenced by microbialmetabolic processes. The

mately 18 m over which lithology and chemical
and physical properties vary significantly.
The GEMHEX researchhas the following specific
objectives:

nature, rate, and directionof these processesare
in turn strongly influenced by chemical and
physical properties of the subsurface environment. Therefore, understandingthe physicaland

•

Determine the effects of centimeter-scale
features (e.g., bedding planes, mineralogy,or
Iocalizationsof organic matter) on microbial
occurrence, numbers,type, and activity, and
then identify the chemical and physical
environments (habitats) that favor growth or
preservation of microorganismsin sediment
cores

•

Determine the physicaland chemical features
and processes occurring in paleosols that
result in differences between paleosols and
non-paleosolsin populationsize and activity
of subsurface microorganisms

INEL (Long et al. 199U) provide a basis for
preliminarycomparisonswith results from earlier
samplestaken at the SRS (Balkwill et al. 1989;
Fredricksonet al. 1989). Relationshipsamong
key physicaland chemical propertiesand microbiologiccharacteristicsare being evaluated and
used to address a series of hypotheses (Balkwill
and Wobber 1989; Brockman et al. 1992; Kieft
and Rosacker 1991; Long etal. 1991). The
eventualgoal isto predictthe types, abundance,
and activities of microbes in the subsurface

•

Determine the relationshipsamong relevant

environment from physical, chemical, and geological information. To date, research at the
western arid and semiarid sites has focused
p;incipally on the vadose zone. Resolving our

Scientific Approach and GEMHEX Research

chemical variables that control the diversity,
abundance, and activity of subsurface microorganisms is critical for the development of in
situ technologies to remediate contaminants in
deep subsurface environments,
The purpose of the geoscience research conducted by the Deep MicrobiologySubprogramis
to evaluate the geologic, chemical, and
hydrologic conditions that influence the distributionof microbesin subsurface environments
at depths down to several hundred meters.
Samplesfrom a boreholeat Hanford and one at

solid phase properties, pore-water geochemistry, groundwater geochemistry, and
the dominant microbialfunctional groups.
Meeting these objectives will increase understanding
the physical
and geochemical
influencesof
on subsurface
microbialcommunities
and make it possible to compare their relationshipsat different DOE sites.

Hypotheses. The GEMHEX research involves a
combination of macroscale and microscale
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observations and laboratory experiments on
intact cores and core segments obtained from
the unconfined aquifer at Hanford.
Cored
sediments for the GEMHEX were collected
starting at the contact b3tween the Lower and
BasalRingoldunits and extending into the Basal
Ringold unit (Figure 2).
Analyses of these
sediments are focused on 1) paleosolsand the
sediments overlying and underlying them and
2) microbiological and geochemical dynamics
across a semiconfining layer with complex
iithologicfeatures,

aquifer and so provide an excellent opportunity
to evaluate linked geochemicaland microbiological processesthroughoutan intervalwhere gradients in nutrients, electron acceptors, and pH are
expected.

A drill core of the Ringold Formation from a
borehole(DH-28; Figure 1)located approximately
1 km from the Yakima BarricadeBoreholeshows
two well-developed paleosols within the Basal
Ringoldunit (Figure 2). The uppermost paleosol
is the thicker (approx. 10 m) and is capped by
fine-grainedlake sedimentsof the Lower Ringold.
Directly below the contact with the Lower
Ringoldsediments,the paSeosol
displaysmassive
to blocky pedogenicstructures that includeroot
casts and calcareous stringers. The lower
paleosoi is approximately 7 m thick and is
capped by a coarse-grained gravel, lt also
contains pedogenic structures, such as root
casts and animal burrows,

The overallworking hypothesisfor the GEMHEX
is that the distribution and activity of microorganisms across heterogeneous subsurface
sedimentary units is governedby aqueousfluxes
of organic carbon, oxygen, and phosphorous,
which in turn reflect differences in formation
structure, permeability, and mineralogy.

In addition to depicting the stratigraphy in the.......
GEMHEX sampling interval, Figure 2 also shows
the hypothesizedrelativenumbersofmicroorganisms and ratio of anaerobic to aerobic microorganisms, based on general considerationsof
subsurfacegeochemical conditions.

Specific scientific hypotheses are as follows:
1. The abundanceand activity of aerobicheterotrophic bacteria are greatest in sediments
where aqueousconcentrationsof oxygenand
dissolved organic carbon are optimized by
spatial variability in permeability and pore
structure.

A 18-m-thick sequence of lacustrinesediments,
paleosols,and fluvial sedimentswithin the Lower
and Basal Ringold units (Figure 2) was selected
as the target zone for the GEMHEX for several
reasons. First, evidence from previoussampling
in the unsaturated zone at Hanford suggested
that greater numbers of culturable microorganisms are present within paleosol units than in
other fluvial sediments (Brockman et al. 1992;
Long et al. 1991 ). With an intact coreacrossan
interval of interest, it is possible to examine
microbial properties of paleosolsand sediments
as a function of distance from a sedimentary
contact. Second, it has been suggested that
total organiccarbon hasa major influenceon the
total numbersofmicroorganismswithindifferent
hydrogeologic regimes. Based on previous
observations of core material, it appears that
paleosolsmay be a source of organiccarbonfor
bothaerobicand anaerobicmicrobialpopulations,
Third, the paleosolsequenceand associatedfinegrained lacustrine sediments function as a
semiconfininglayer within Hanford's unconfined

2. Variations in iron valence or in mineralogy
across sedimentary units reflect transitions
between microbial dissimilatory reduction of
iron(III) as a terminal electron acceptor and
biologicalor chemical oxidation of iron(II).
3. Microbial abundance and metabolic activity
and the physiological state of phosphorous
assimilatorysystems are governedby soluble
phosphorousand the ability of solidphasesin
different sedimentsto replenishphosphorous.
The GEMHEX researchis organizedbased on the
evaluationof these three hypotheses. Analyses
of core samples are designed to test the
hypotheses and therefore include evaluation of
the geological and sedimentary structures that
may control fine-scale variations in microbial
communities. Sampling on the scale of a few
centimeters, as has been done for selected
cores, permits direct comparison with microbial
measurements in the unsaturated zone that
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FIGURE 2. Predicted Stratigraphy (based on DH-28 core logs) and Microbial Characteristics of the GEMHEX Interval.
Interpretation of oxidation-reduction (redox) conditions is uncertain because it is based on the color of the core.
Actual in situ redox conditions will be determined by analysis of cores.

showed heterogeneityon a scale of a few centimeters or less. lt was expected, however, that
microbial communities would be more active in
the saturated zone than in the vadose zone and
that therefore heterogeneities in microbial
abundance and activity would be less pronounced in the saturated zone than in the
unsaturatedzone.

transport processesrelated to formation permeability, dispersivity,and solute adsorption. However, this approach requires that the issue of
scale dependency be addressed explicitly,
because permeability and dispersivity are
representedby volume-averagedmeasurements.
Therefore, to test the hypothesis, it was
necessary to measure physical properties of
permeabilityand pore structureat the samescale
as microbial abundance and activity.

Hypotheses 1 and 2 are discussed in detail
below.
Hypothesis 3 is discussed in the
preceding paper by Fredricksonand others.

Microbial abundance and activity are usually
measured on the scale of centimeters. One of
the few physicalpropertiesthat canbe measured
at the centimeter scale is the grain size distribution, which is related to formation porosity
and permeability (Davis 1969; Doyen 1988;
Raffenspergerand Ferrell 1991). The grain size
distributioncontrols the total porosity and pore
geometry of the formation, thereby influencing
the local advective flux within pores. Therefore,
if porosity is a controlling factor for microbial
distribution, microbial numberscan be expected
to be greater in well-sorted sediments than in
poorly sorted sediments. Pore geometry also
affects the numbers of viable microorganisms
because it directly controls the space available
for colonizationby microorganisms. The diameter of pore throats may be a limiting factor in
how well microorganisms can move between
pores. In pores with smaller mean diameter,
local advective flux through the formation is also
reduced, becauseof flow resistance.

Hypothesis 1: Results from prior research in
southeastern coastal plain sediments indicated
that the greatest biomass and most active
aerobic heterotrophicmicrobialpopulationswere
associated with coarse-grained aquifer sediments. In contrast, formations with a higher
proportion of silts and clays (i.e., aquitards)
exhibited fewer viable microorganismsand less
activity
than coarse-grained
sediments
(Fredrickson et al. 1989).
These results
suggested that greater microbial abundance
would be associatedwith more permeablezones,
The continued survival and metabolism of
bacteria in sediments depends on the flux of
nutrientsand metabolic by-productsto and from
attached or planktonic cells within pores,
Furthermore, for bacteria to move into and
colonize sediments, pore throats (the interconnectionsbetween pores)must exist and be at
least the size of cells (0.5 to 1 pm). Therefore,
we hypothesizedthat the abundanceand activity
of aerobic heterotrophic bacteria in the sediments sampled for the GEMHEX would reflect
the effects of formation permeability and pore
structure on nutrient fluxes in the different
sedimentary units, regardlessof whether microorganisms have been present in situ since
depositionof the sediments or were transported
to their present locationlater,

Other properties of sedimentary grains, such as
grainshape (roundness)and texture (roughness),
are expected to affect the attachment and
detachment of microorganisms to and from
grainswithin pores. Grain roughnessmay be an
important determinant in the types of grains to
which microorganismsattach. The specific surface area of the grains plays a role in formation
permeability by causing frictional resistance in
fine-grained sediments, which have greater
surface areas than medium-grained sediments.
Specific surface area also influencesthe ratio of
adsorbed to free water within a pore and,
depending on grain surface and the microbial
surface chemical characteristics that control
adsorption, may influence the transport and
locationof microorganismswithin pores.

Despite the lack of a rigorous theoretical
description of the relationship between the
dynamics of microbial populations and the
dynamics of nutrient transport, the relationship
has been explored through use of classical
advective-dispersive theory based on the
continuummodelof a porousmedium (e.g., Molz
et al. 1986; Kindred and Celia 1989).
The
advective-dispersivetheory describes flow and
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Permeability, although it cannot be directly
measured at the centimeter scale, controls the
relative importance of advective and diffusive
transport of nutrients within the formations. In
highly permeable layers, such as well-sorted
sands and gravelly sands (Ksat= 10 .2 to
101 cm/s), advective transport is expected to
dominate within the formation, and similar microbial types are expected to occur throughout the
formation. In less permeable formations (Ksat <
10 .3 to 1.0.5 cm/s), diffusion-limited transport of
nutrients is expected to result in a variation of
microbial types along a spatial gradient perpendicular to the sedimentary bedding,

appropriate range of sample sizes. Multivariate
statistical analysis of the relationships between
physical properties and the microbial abundance/
activity
at the centimeter
scale will be
conducted.
These analyses are expected to show that numbers of microorganisms are greater and metabolic
activities higher in well-sorted sands than in
poorly sorted sediments, such as gravelly sands
and muds. The greatest numbers or activities of
microorganisms are expected to be associated
with particles in the silt to fine sand size range,
because this range optimizes surface area while
maintaining a reasonably high local permeability.
The relationship between numbers of microorganisms and grain size should be observable
within beds as thin as several centimeters.
Sampling at smaller scales is expected to reflect
either more or less random sample-to-sample differences in microbial numbers within individual
beds or the effects of factors other than grain
size, such as localized (centimeter-scale)concentrations of organic carbon.

Flux of a specific nutrient or metabolite is
controlled by both its concentration in solution
and its transport in the solution phase by advection and diffusion. Given that concentrations of
major nutrients in pristine subsurface sediments
are very low, often near analytical limits, transport will be the dominant factor controlling
nutrient availability to microorganisms at a
distance from the nutrient source.
Near the
nutrient source, transport may not limit nutrient
availability; instead constant solubilization of
nutrient combined with rapid uptake by microorganisms may maintain low nutrient concentrations. The GEMHEX is expected to establish
which of these processes actually dominate in
different parts of the subsurface environment,

Similarly, the relationship between the sediment
physical structure and the occurrence of microorganisms is being established by examining the
pore geometry (surface porosity in horizontal and
vertical directions, spatial dimensions of pore
throats, and pore volumes) using image analysis
of thin sections of intact, undisturbed core via
petrographic microscopy and scanning electron
microscopy. Greater numbers of microorganisms
[as measured by acridine orange direct counts
(AODC)] and higher levels of metabolic activity

The hypothesis is being tested in several ways.
First, the relationship of particle size distribution
statistics (mean, median, standard deviation,
skewness, kurtosis) and porosity to total microbial biomass and metabolic activity is being
determined. Microbial numbers are being measured by plate counts of viable aerobic, microaerophilic, and anaerobic bacteria, as well as by
measurement of phospholipid ester-linked fatty
acid (PLFA) concentrations. Microbial activity is
being measured by 14C acetate incorporation in
lipids, mineralization of 14C substrates, and
microautoradiography of individual cells. Heterogeneity and diversity of microbial distributions on
a range of scales from a few to tens of centimeters and in different size fractions will be
examined using DNA extraction and PLFA data.
The advantage of using DNA extraction and the
PLFA techniques is that, unlike standard platecount techniques, they can be applied to the

are expected in medium-to coarse-grained sediments in which the pore space is well-connected
(i.e., where effective porosity is high) and where
the average diameter of pores exceeds approximately 1.0/Jm; lower numbers are expected to
be associated with fine-grained sediments with
low effective porosity.
Finally, horizontal and vertical permeability and
diffusion coefficients in intact core segments are
being measured.
The permeability (or, as a
proxy, the grain size distribution)is expected to
relate to the spatial distribution of microorganisms within the formation. Greater numbers of
microorganisms and higher Ic.vels of metabolic
activity are expected in the more permeable
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formations adjacent to fine-grained sedimentary
beds. Dissolvedorganic carbon diffuses out of
fine-grained layers, whereas oxygen advects
within more permeable layers as partially oxygenated water. At some positionadjacentto the
fine-grained unit, conditionsare expected to be
optimal for growth of aerobic heterotrophic
bacteria. Thus we also expect to find a spatial
relationship (perpendicular to the sedimentary
layering)between 02 or dissolvedorganiccarbon
and microbialactivity,

deep microbiological community within and
surroundingthe semiconfining layer formed by
the paleosol-lacustrine sequence are intimately
associated with the cycling of oxidized and
reduced forms of iron and manganese.

Alternatively, the boundary between high- and
low-permeability layers may, by itself, create an
ecological niche that favors microbial growth,
This phenomenon has been observed in
intermediate-scale experiments conducted at
PNL's Subsurface ExperimentalResearchFacility
(SERF)and has been explained as being caused
by mechanical mixing of nutrients at the layer
interface rather than by diffusion from within
dissolved-organic-carbon-richfine-grainedlayers.
Increased microbial abundance adjacent to the
fine-grained sequence (e.g., a paleosol) could
resultfrom either mechanicalmixingor diffusion,
and determiningthe vertical spatialdistributionof
microorganismsalone will not permit a distinction between these two alternatives, lt may be
possibleto distinguishbetween the alternatives
by directly measuring 02 and dissolvedorganic
carbon or by predicting02 and dissolvedorganic
carbon concentrationswith the aid of a detailed
numerical model of mass transfer and microbial
processes across and along layer interfaces,
Upon well completion at the Yakima Barricade
Borehole in FY 1993, measurement of porewater concentrationsof 02 and dissolvedorganic
carbon will be attempted at boundariesbetween
coarse- and fine-grained sedimentary units,
Permeabilitydata andtransport parameters(such
as diffusioncoefficients) will be usedto simulace
expected 02 and dissolvedorganic carbon concentrations, and the results will be compared to
observed02 and dissolvedorganiccarbonvalues
as well as to microbialabundance and activity,
Hypothesis 2: Becausethe unconfined groundwaters at Hanford contain low concentrationsof
electron acceptors other than 02, such as NO3,
and becausethe sedimentsare enrichedin basalt
fragments and in ferromagnesian minerals of
basaltic provenance, it is hypothesizedthat the

Microorganismsare known to useiron in electron
donor/electron acceptor reactions. Microbial
dissimilatoryreductionof iron(III)is an important
mechanismby which organic carbon is oxidized
in anoxic environments includinggroundwaters.
Although the aqueous concentration of iron(III)
maintainedby the solubilityof iron(III) oxidesolid
phases at neutral pH is low and insufficient to
support microbial oxidation of organic carbon,
biological reduction of iron(III) has nonetheless
been observed. There is evidence that iron(lll)reducing microorganisms can reduce certain
forms of solid phase iron(III), including poorly
crystalline iron oxides and layer silicates
containing isomorphically substituted iron(III).
Thus, in anoxic near-neutral environments, the
microbial oxidation of organic carbon can be
linked directly to the reduction of solid phase
iron(III), which may remain as a structural constituent (in layer silicates) or be released as
aqueous iron(II).
When anaerobicwaters containing iron(II) come
into contact with 02, iron(II)is chemically
reoxidizedto iron(III), at a rate that depends on
the pH and pO 2.
In some environments,
so-called "iron-bacteria," many of which are in
the genus Gallionella, can gainenergy for growth
from the oxidation of iron(II). Because iron(II)
chemicallyoxidizeson contact with 02-saturated
waters, thee habitat of these microorganismsis
confined to environmentswhere iron(II)is chemically stable. Characteristicsof these are low 02
(0.1 - 1 mg/L), low temperature (8-16°C), circumneutral pH (6-8), and low organic carbon
(< 12 mg/L). Thus, pristinesubsurface environments are potential habitats for iron(ll)-oxidizing
bacteria. In fact, Gallionella is often found in
wells and near the water table in regionswhere
the groundwater is anoxic.
Thus, it is hypothesizedthat dissimilatoryreduction of iron(III) occurs within the confining zone
where 02 is limited as a result of microbial
respirationand Iow permeability/diffusivityof the
porous media, lt is further hypothesized that
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iron(II) from dissimilatory iron(III) reduction
migrates by convection or diffusion from anoxic
zones to microaerobic zones, where it is
biologically reoxidized to iron(III).
Visual
observation of archived Basal Ringold cores
revealed a transition zone textured with intermittent bands of iron oxides grading into clayey
silts where iron is either reduced or depleted,
These observationsformed the basisfor and lend
credibilityto the hypothesis,

In addition to the geochemical measurements
describedabove for iron in pore waters and the
associated sedimentary material, other analyses
have targeted the identity of macroscopic,crystalline iron solid phases. Vanadate titrations
were performed to assess the global oxidationreduction(redox) potential of the sediments, and
other relevant measurements were made to
establish a conceptual geochemical model of
redox processes within the confining layer.
Other electron acceptors(including02, NO3, and
SO4) were routinelymeasuredon ali pore waters
and relevant solutions.

Testing this hypothesis relies on measurements
of
•

iron-reducingand iron-oxidizingbacteriausing
classical enrichment and most-probablenumber (MPN) methods,

•

speciation of iron aqueous and solid phase
valencesvia ion chromatography, titrimetry,
or M6ssbauer spectroscopy,

•

labile forms of iron(II) and iron(III) via
selective chemical extraction,

Attempts are being made to document whether
the concentrations of iron(III) oxide particle
coatings increase in zones of iron-oxidizing
bacterial activity, and whether aqueous iron(II),
FeCO3, and structural iron(li) concentrations in
layer silicates increase where iron-reducersare
found,
Enrichmentsfor iron-reducersincludea rangeof
electrondonorsand acceptors, includingrelevant
iron(lll)-containingsolids. Where possible, 16S
rRNA-targeted DNA probesfor genera known to
carry out these transformations are being
employed for direct microscopicenumerationof
these groups. In addition, manganese-reducing
bacteria, sulfate-reducing bacteria, and fermentors are also being enumerated. Some ironreducing bacteria are also known to reduce
sulfate, and fermentors are required for primary
degradationof complex organiccarbonto various
fermentation products, such as acetate, propionate, butyrate, formate, and H 2, which are in
turn metabolized by iron(lll)-reducing bacteria,
Microbial iron(III) reduction in sediments is
estimatedby amendingsedimentswith fermentation productsand iron(iii) and measuringrates of
reduction,
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Drilling and Sampling Process and StralJgraphic
Results. Deepening of the Yakima Barricade
Boreholewas initiated in late spring of 1992 and
completedon October 30, 1992. Cable-tool drilling methods were used to deepen the borehole
from the water table to the top of basalt bedrock. Sampleswere obtained usinga heavy-duty
split-spoon device. Sample quality was quantifled with the use of both particulate and chemical tracers. A total of 33 sampleswere collected
overa depth rangeof approximately 18 m. Sampie locationsand lithologyare shown in Figure3.
Note that the entire section is a few meters
deeper and thicker than had been predictedfrom
data from DH-28 (Figure 2). This difference is
apparentlydue to the fact that DH-28 iscloserto
the crest of the Umtanum Ridge anticlinethan is
the Yakima Barricade Borehole. The observed
increase in thickness and deptn was expected
but its magnitude was greater than anticipated.
The detailedstratigraphyof the GEMHEX interval
from the bottom up is as follows: The base of
the sequenceis a fluvial muddy sandy gravelthat
isclast supportedand exhibits well-roundedironstainedclasts. The unit is poorly sorted. Calcic
concretionswere observedat the top of the unit.
Overlying the gravel is an olive to y611owish
brown sandy silt, siity sand, or sand layer
approximately 4 m thick. This fluvial unit is
micaceous and well sorted, and it shows weak
cross laminations and graded beds. The sand
grades upward over a meter or so into a paleosol
sequence that consists of dark greenish/bluish
gray clay, silt, and sand that is bioturbated and
weathered and containswhite pedogeniccarbonate nodulesand stringers. The top 0.5 m of the
paleosolis a well-developed, dark brown layer
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Sample

Locations

for

the

GEMHEX

Interval

suggestiveof an Ah horizon. The total thickness
of the paleosolsequence is approximately 9 m.
The paleosol is overlain by a reddish gray volcanic tuff several centimeters thick. The tuff is
fine grained, massive, and well consolidatedand
impressionsof organicmatter (e.g., twigs)show
clearly in its base. The top half of the GEMHEX
interval consists of 13 m of lacustrineclayey silt
to silty clay. The bulk of the lacustrine unit is
dark gray and exhibits weak to well-developed
horizontal laminations• The unit is well sorted
and has a compact but semiplasticconsistency,
At the base of the unit, organic matter and
slickensidedfractures occur• In the upper 2 m of
the unit, the color is yellow-brown and iron
staining, iron concretions, and manganese concretions are apparent. The GEMHEX interval is
capped by grayish brown fluvial muddy gravel,
The texture is well-rounded and poorly sorted
with a clast-supported fabric. Iron staining is
common,
The following key facets of the geology are
being consideredin testing of the hypotheses:
•

Fluvialgravelsabove and below the GEMHEX
interval are strongly to moderately iron
stained. The upper 2 m of the lacustrine
sediments directly underlyingthe gravels at
the top of the GEMHEX interval are lightcolored and iron-stained, and they contain
iron oxide and manganeseoxidenodules and
concretions. In contrast, the underlying
lacustrinesediments are dark gray.

•

Subvertical fractures occur in the lower part
of the lacustrine sediments. These fractures
may enhance the local permeability of this
part of the interval,

••

•

•

The contrasting permeabilities and perhaps
nutrient levels between the paleosoland the
underlyingsand layer are expected to provide
a key test of Hypothesis 1. Interplay among
permeability, nutrient levels, and original
microbial abundance in the paleosol will be
particularly interesting in this part of the
GEMHEX interval•

•

Each of the units describedabove represents
specificdepositional, weathering, and diagenetic environments that must be considered
when testing the hypotheses. For example,
the contrasting origins, mineralogies, and
permeabilitiesof the lacustrinesedimentsand
the sand indicate that initial microbial
abundances were different, evolution of the
pore-water chemistry was different, and the
total water flux through the sediments may
have differed by orders of magnitude. The
occurrenceof the tuff at the contact between
the paleosol (representing subaerial conditions) and the lacustrine sediments (representingslow lakesedimentation)may indicate
a relationshipbetween the volcanic episode
resultingin the tuff and a change in the base
level for the drainage system. For example,
volcanic activity in the Cascade Range may
have caused the level of the ancestral
Columbia River to change, thus initiating a
change from soil development to lacustrine
sedimentation. Volcanism or tectonism of
that magnitude may also have altered other
factors, such as the pH of precipitation, or it
may even have perturbed existing precipitation patterns.

Overall, the GEMHEX sampling was highly successful. From each 0•6- or 0•9-m-long splitspoon sample, a few kilograms of pristine
material was typically availablefor subsampling.
Eachsplit-spoonsample was systematicallysubsampled, as illustrated in Figure4. Analyse_ of
samples were planned to provide the key data
neededto test Hypotheses 1 through 3.

The occurrence of a layer similar in appearance to an organic-richA horizonat the top
of the paleosol could provide a potential
carbon and microbe source that might influence adjacent microbialcommunities if such
materials are important to subsurfacemicrobial ecology. If the overlyingvolcanictuff is
well-colonized,it suggeststhat both nutrients
and microorganismsare readily transported
the few centimeters acrossthe paleosol-tuff
interface,

Sample Collection and Sample Processing.
Decisions regarding the collection, processing,
and dispositionof GEMHEX samples were made
by consensusof the team of GEMHEX principal
investigators: geologists Phil Long and Shirley
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Cores

to be addressed using materials from a single
core interval. Some 27 common samples were
collected. The common samples were typically
25-cm sections from selected locations in the
core. The 25-cm sectionswere visuallyhomogeneous and representativeof the dominant lithology in the core segment. They were generally
collected from the middle to lower third of the
core barrel to minimize potential contamination.
Targeted zones were those that generally satisfled the above criteria and that displayed visual
evidence of 1) iron oxidation(red staining)or iron
reduction (black, blue, or green) or 2) organic
matter, such as root casts or lignite pieces.

We originally planned to collect 20 to 25 sampies. The greater-than-expectedthicknessof the
GEMHEX interval resulted in a total of 33 sampies, 27 of which were common samples,
Foreach sample, a decisionwas made to designate it as either 1) a common sample, 2) an
interfacesample, 3) a heterogeneitysample,4) a
"limited" sample, or 5) an unusablesample. The
sample types are defined below, with general
guidanceon the criteriafor sample selectionand
identification. The criteria were agreed upon by
key GEMHEX participants for use in identifying
areas within each core for sampling, lt was
assumedthat O.9-m-long core barrels would be
used and would provide approximately O.6-m
lengths of usable material for various investigations. The diameter of the split-spooncores
was 10 cm; these cores were pared for the
microbiologyand chemistry investigations.

Attempts were made to obtain uncontaminated
common samples of Middle Ringold gravels.
These attempts were largely unsuccessful, lt is
virtually impossibleto obtain gravel samplesthat
are physically intact using the split-spoon sampiing method. We were, however, able to obtain
limited quantities of these materials for microbiologicalanalyses.
Interface samples were pairs of samples that
were closely spaced across a major lithologic
interface (e.g., gravel/lacustrineor paleosol/ssnd
interface).
Collection of at least two such

Common samples were core samplesthat were
processedto allow alithree GEMHEX hypotheses
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samples was planned from each of six to eight
cores exhibiting clear transitions in chemical,
physical, or lithologic properties. The two
samples from each core were to be taken from
above and below the interface in order to
characterize the changes occurring across the
contact. Target samplesincluded, but were not
limited to, 1)the lacustrine to paleosolcontact,
2) the paleosol to fluvial transition region, and
3) apparent boundaries between oxidized and
reduced zones,

Alternative samplingapproacheswere occasionally used (e.g., drive-barrelsampling), but when
they were used,sample selectionwas more difficult because the samplers lacked a removable
liner.
Characterizationof GEMHEX Samples. Samples
from each of the sample locations within the
GEMHEX sampling interval are currently being
intensively characterized to test Hypotheses 1
through 3.
The physical, chemical, and
mineraiogicanalysesbeing performedat each of
the sampling points are listed in Table 1.

Heterogeneity samples were single core sagments that were dividedfor analysis at multiple
sampling scales (e.g., 5, 20, 80, or 160 g). The
intent was to obtain two whole cores for a
detailed heterogeneity study, based on sectioning normal to the core axis. No common sampieswould be taken from these cores. One core
would be selected as exhibiting generally
homogeneousproperties (like the common samples, perhaps a paleosol), and the other as
containingvisual heterogeneities,such as varves
or regular layers of iron oxide staining (i.e., as
observed in the upper lacustrine sequence),
Approximately 43 subsamples were to be analyzed per heterogeneity sample core using a
limited set of microbiological, chemical, and
physicaltechniques. During the GEMHEX sampiing, however, only one interface sample
(lacustrine-paleosol contact) and one heterogeneity sample (lacustrine sediments) were
collected,

For certain analyses(e.g., permeability),it is not
possibleto obtain suitable samplesat ali sample
points. On these cores, the hypotheses will be
tested basedon other analyticaltechniques, such
as grain size distribution and its empirical
relationshiptopermeability.
Most sample analyses are still in progress;it is
premature to draw conclusions regarding the
three GEMHEX hypotheses. However, some of
the geohydrologic data were collected during
drilling, and results are discussed below. Only
limited geochemical and microbiologicalresults
are available at the time of writing. The data
from geohydrologic,geochemical,and microbiological analysesare discussed briefly below, but
major conclusionswill be deferred and published
in subsequent annual reports and scientific
papers.

Limited samples were those for which homogeneous or uncontaminated materials were insufficient to meet the criteria for other samplesbut
from which useful (intact and/or uncontaminated) samplescould be extracted. These materials were processed and distributed at the
discretionof the team of principalinvestigators.

GEMHEX Geohydrology. Aquifer responsesto
the GEMHEX drilling and sampling were evaluated to provide data on the geohydrologic
conditions in the Yakima Barricade Borehole,
because knowledge of the geohydrology is
requiredfor assessingthe nutrient fluxes to the
GEMHEX sampling interval.

Unusablesampleswere samplesthat were physically, chemically, or microbiologically compromised, such that they were not usable for
GEMHEX purposes. The team of principalinvestigators identified such samples at the earliest
possiblepoint in the collection process,and the
samples were not processedfurther except for
use in special projects or in general geologic
characterization,

To estimate the hydraulicconductivity, boreholescale hydraulicmeasurementswere made during
the deepeningof the Yakima BarricadeBorehole.
Two drawdown tests were conducted, at 161
and 162 m below the surface. The rate of borehole recovery was observed after bailing was
conducted to collect water samples. Because
the Yakima Barricade Borehole is nearly fully
cased at alitimes, when the boreholeis bailed,
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TABLE 1. Physical, Chemical, and Mineralogic Analys_Is(=)
Analysis.

Indi/idual Responsible

Phyaloal Property Analyses
Grain size distribution
Direct microbial association with
size fraction (aseptic sieving)
Specific surface
Bulk density
Particle density
Porosity (_)
Permeability, k=
Image analysis of pore structure
Transport properties (diffusion coefficients for O2)
Pore throat sizes (mercury porosimetry)
Definition of sedimentary units
Chemioel end Mlneralogio Analyses
Expressed pore water and groundwater:
Major/minor cations and anions
Nutrient ions (nitrogen, phosphorous)
Electron 8cceptors [0 2, SO4, NO3, manganese,
iron(II), iron(lU)]
Dissolved organic carbon, dissolved inorganic carbon
Fermentation products when possible (acetate,
formate, butyrate, propionate)
Stable isotopes (hydrogen, oxygen, carbon,
nitrogen, sulfur)
H2 (if reducing conditions prevail)
Solids:
Extractable iron and manganese (amorphous,
crystalline)
Total organic carbon, nitrogen, phosphorous
Iron(ll)/iron(lll) (in solid phases)
Manganese oxidation state (in solid phases)
Reduction capacity (Cr045" titration)
C8C03
Mineralogy (X-ray diffraction, scanning electron
microscopy-energy dispersive spectroscopy)
Petrography (diagenetic mineralogy)
Phosphate mineralogy in weathered basalt cobbles
Phosphate solubility factors
Extractable forms of phosphate
-Labile Pi (isotope dilution)
-P fractionation

B.N. Bjornstad, S. Birnbaum
S.A. Rewson, S. Birnbaum
S.A.
S.A.
S.A.
B.N.
So A.
P.E.
S.A.
S.A.
B.N.

Rawson
Rawson
Rewson
Bjornsted
Reweon
Long
Raweon
Rawson
Bjornstad

J.P. McKinley
J.P. McKinley
J.P. McKinley
J.P. McKinley
J.P. McKinley
E.M. Murphy
J.P. McKinley
J.P. McKinley
J.P. McKinley
J.M. Zachare
J.M. Zechara
J.M. Zachara
J.P. McKinley
S.A. Raweon, S. Birnbaum
B.N. Bjornstad
P.E. Long
J.P. McKinley
J.P. McKinley
J.P. McKinley

(a) Associated microbiological analyses are described in the paper by Fradrickson and others,
this volume.
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water inflow occurs only at the bottom.
The
recovery data were obtained by monitoring the
water level after a period of about 2 hours during
which the hole was bailed about once every
2 rain, at an average rate of 3.56 x 10 .4 m3/sec
(5.6 gpm). The error bars on the time base and
initial water-level
measurements are about
60 sec and 0.03 m. Drilling produced a borehole
sll-rry that was significantly more dense than
ground_.ater;
consequently
there is a discrepancy between water levels measured during
(trilling and after bailing. As a result, no waterlevel measurements were possible during bailing,
and the full extent of drawdown could not be
quantified.
This effect can contribute
to
underestimation
of formation
conductivity,
although the recovery data analyzed here were
acquired when the borehole fluid was relatively
clean. The borehole depth was nominally 162 m
during testing, which was within the thick but
variable gravelly unit above the Lower Ringold
Formation.
The recovery data from the 162-m
depth were acquired after two borehole volumes
were bailed.
Fluid clarity
was improved
markedly, so borehole water levels were taken as
indicative of formation
heads.
Testing was

Spherically radial flow could be important if the
formation is relatively uniform, highly conductive,
and isotropic, or if axial flow behind the casing is
impeded. The first test observations at 161 rn
indicated that flow behind the casing was indeed
restricted; there was evidently no connection
behind thecasing to gravels above this level, and
therefore the tests at 1 62 m did not communicate directly with gravels above 161 ft. The
results of the first test indicate that at a scale of
0.6 to 0.9 m or more, the flow potentials are
hemispherical, and a spherical radial flow model
could be warranted.
A spherical radial flow
model yielded the recovery curves plotted in Figure 6. The curves were recomputed with different values for K, a, and Ss; none fit the data any
better than those shown, so spherical flow divergence does not appear to be important for the
1 62-m test.

attempted at about 161 m, just below a sandy
interval a meter or two thick, but very slow
recovery was observed and the 161-m test was
abandoned,

of the drawdown results. Static water level rose
in the casing when the hole was bailed to
remove slurry, as a result of fresh groundwater
inflow. Water level also rose because of settling
during a hiatus in drilling operations; however,
density measurements of the slurry near the base
of the hole indicated little tendency for significant settling within a few days.

There are several limitations on the applicability
of these results. First, cable-tool drilling in the
Yakima Barricade Borehole produced a heavy
slurry, which caused the measured water level to
be lower than the actual formation head. This
uncertainty must be considered during evaluation

Because of the cased configuration of the borehole, recovery of the borehole with time was
analyzed using expressions for both cylindrical
flow in a confined aquifer (Papadopulos and
Cooper 1967) and spherical radial flow expressions (Carslaw and Jaeger 1959).
Cylindrical
flow could be important
if the formation
is
relatively
impermeable
or anisotropic
at the
location of the test and if there are conduits for
axial flow behind the casing (extending
the
length of the test interval).
Recovery curves
calculated
for cylindrical
flow
indicated
a
transmissivity
of 4 x 10 .4 m/sec at 162 m (Figure 5). A small value for storativity (S - 10 "4)
was used for these calculations
because the
interval was short, the drawdown
was slight,
and the well was subjected to pressure cycling
by surging during cable-tool operations,

The water-level measurements reported here are
referenced to the static water level measured
after a weekend hiatus of about 60 hours. Error
associated with the measured drawdown values
could be as much as 0.2 m. If that is the case,
the data points on Figures 5 and 6 would be
plotted lower by 0.2 m. Replotting these data
would change the recovery curve from something closely resembling cylindrically radial flow
to something partway between cylindrical and
spherically radial flow.
Second, the flow geometry of the 162-m re_overy test was uncertain and the relative error on
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to Drawdown

indicate

in a Spherical

that the spherically

Cavity

radial flow

model

is

the thickness could be as much as =,;,0%. Conse-

lithology data extracted

quently, the interpretation was limited to endmember flow models. Additional mode!ing could
include partial penetration and the et'fect of
confining boundaries, but these effects wnuld
not be distinguishable from the effects of flow
geometry or the effects of small-scale heterogeneity, given the currently available test data.
The flow regime appears to be cylindrically
radial, and the apparent transmissivity is approximately 4 x 10 .4 m2/sec. Hydraulic conductivity
could range from 4 x 10 .4 to 8 x 10 -4 m/sec,
if the interval length was as small as 0.5 m.

obtained from the same sedimentary sequence in
DH-28 and adjusted to match field data for
hydraulic conductivity.
More
drawdown/
recovery test data are needed to reduce the
arbitrariness of the adjustment of the estimated
hydraulic conductivity profiles. The proposed
hydraulic conductivity profile plotted in Figure 7
is intended to respect the major features of the
adjusted profiles, at 3-m resolution, and to do sc
in round numbers, for the purpose of flux modeling across the GEMHEX interval.

from geophysical

logs

Data were collected from a variety of sources to

Although modeling of nutrient fluxes must await
groundwater
chemistry
results
from
the

explicate the well-bore hydrology and assess
nutrient flux.
Sources of information on

completed Yakima Barricade Borehole well, these
profiles of vertical distribution of hydraulic

hydraulic conductivity in the Yakima Barricade
Borehole include published results of irrigation
well tests and pumpage, geophysical logs, and
the 162-m drawdown recover,/ test, which are
plotted together in Figure 7.. The Fair-Hatch and
Repsold-derived curves display estimates of
hydraulic conductivity derived from porosity and

conductivity show the wide range of variability in
physical properties (three to four orders of
magnitude) over short vertical distances within
the G EMHEX interval. Completion of laboratoryscale physical property analyses and multilevel
water sampling within the well will allow further
quantification of the estimates made to date.
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Preliminary Geochemical Results. Geochemical
measurements made during the period of sampiing have demonstrated some key characteristics of the deep unconfined aquifer:
•

Oxidizing or microaerophilic conditions may
exist throughout the GEMHEX sampling interval and probably extend to or near the top of
the basalt.
This conclusion is based on
redox measurements of expressed pore
water and on downhole measurements
performed using a commercially available
multisensordevice,

•

There do not appear to be sigf_ificant differences in reductive capacity between
obviously oxidized (iron oxide-stained} sands
or silts on the one hand a=_,ddark-colored
silts and clays on the other. This conclusion
is based on measurement of reductive

orange direct counts (AODC) show that in the
bulk of the samples, observable microbial numbers are too low to detect (Figure 8). Moreover,
AODC suggests that the abundances are greatest
and most consistent in the lacustrine sediments,
the inverse of the predicted results (Figure 2)
The interpretation of these results is currentiy far
from clear, especially considering that the data
set is incomplete. Nonetheless, it carg be speculated that the subsurface microbia_ community in
the GEMHEX sampling interval has largely
exhausted its energy sources, particularly in the
areas of relatively high permeability where
groundwater flux has ro;de the complete oxidation of available reduced carbon possible. In
low-permeability zones, such as the lacustrine
sediments, lower groundwater flux has limited
the availability of oxygen and thus the rate at
which aerobic microorganisms have been able to
oxidize available reduced carbon. Reduced car-

capacity of 1 : 1 sediment:water mixtures,
•

bon in the lacustrine sediments thus continues to
support a very low level of microbial life in the
lacustrine sediments. If this hypothesis holds,
then organic carbon should be measurably different in the oxidized and unoxidized parts of the
lacustrine sediments.
Based on the geohydrologic results, future calculations of nutrient flux
in the various parts of the GEMHEX interval
should also be consistent with the concept of
high-permeability
zones being exhausted of
available nutrient sources.

Highly reduced conditions (-400 mV) exist
within the borehole slurry during drilling,
These conditions are apparently the result of
interaction of borehole fluids with newly
created fracture surfaces that expose ferrous
iron cations. Subsequent reactions result not
only in highly reducing conditions but also in
the
hydrolysis
of water
to
produce
detectable gaseous hydrogen. The presence
of hydrogen presented a minor safety issue
during borehole drilling, but it has more

Future Research

important implications for microbial ecology
of subsurface locations where reducing

The planning, experimental
design, sample
acquisition, and initial sample analysis for the
GEMHEX have been highly successful. Preliminary results suggest that the conclusions we will
finally draw from the GEMHEX may be different
from those predicted in the hypotheses. Nonetheless, the principal objective of enhancing our
understanding of subsurface microbial processes
will be well served by the GEMHEX.

conditions occur naturally.
Even minor
hydrogen
production
could provide a
significant energy source for microorganisms,
In general, the groundwater geochemistry of the
GEMHEX interval appears to be consistent with
measurements on samples from wells within a
few kilometers of the Yakima Barricade Borehole.
Additional information on redox conditions in the

Borehole completion at the Yakima Barricade
Borehole is currently in the final stages of design
and should be complete by early March 1993.

GEMHEX interval awaits completion of solids
analyses currently in progress,
Preliminary Microbiological Results. Microbiological results are still very preliminary. Available
data, primarily on aerobic microorganisms, indicate that microbial abundance and activity are
relatively low in the GEMHEX interval. Acridine

During this phase, screened casing will be
installed in the saturated zone of the Ringold
Formation. For each intact core zone interval,
samples of bulk formation waters will be taken
with a multilevel sampler that uses dialysis
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membrane cells to determine equilibrium aqueous
concentrations
in the borehole (Ronen et al.
1986, 1991 ). The samples collected will provide
formation water chemistry to correspond with
each GEMHEX solid sample and thus provide a
comparison to water chemistry obtained from
pore waters.
Use of multilevel samplers to
determine in situ hydraulic gradients and flow
rates is also being evaluated.

Davis, S. N. 1969. "Porosity and Permeability
of Natural Materials."
In Flow Through Porous
Media,
ed.
R.J.M.
DeWiest,
pp. 54-89.
Academic Press, New York.

Installation of the weil screen will also allow us
to conduct an additional experiment, to evaluate
the potential in situ colonization of microorganisms within the lacustrine sediments or other
subsurface horizons. Sterilized sediments will be
suspended in the borehole and allowed to "equilibrate" and be colonized by the free-floating
microbial population (Hiebert 1991). The organisms that colonize these sediments
will be
compared
(using molecular and physiological
approaches) with microorganisms obtained from
the original sediments to determine the degree to
which the two populations overlap. This experiment is primarily designed to support testing of
Hypothesis 3 (on phosphorous
limitation),
by
providing
additional
insight
into the active
microbial types present in the zone of the
GEMHEX cores.

Fredrickson, J. K., T. R. Garland, R. J. Hicks,
J.M.
Thomas,
S.-M. W.
Li, and K. M.
McFadden.
1989.
"Lithotrophic
and Heterotrophic Bacteria in Deep Subsurface Sediments
and Their Relation to Sediment
Properties."
Geomicrobiology Journal 7:53-66.

Doyen, P. M. 1988.
"Permeability,
Conductivity,
and Pore Geometry
of Sandstones."
Journal of Geophysical Research 93(B7):77297740.

Hiebert, F. 1991.
"SEM Study of BacteriaMineral Interactions in Microcosms that Model
the Shallow Subsurface."
Geoiogical Societyof
America Abstracts with Programs 23:A-290.
Kieft, T. L., and L. L. Rosacker. 1991. "Application of Respiration-Based and Adenylate-Based
Soil Microbiological
Assays to Deep Subsurface
Terrestrial Sediments."
Soil Biology and Biochemistry 23:563-568.
Kindred, J. S., and M. A. Celia. 1989. "Contaminant
Transport
and Biodegradation,
2.
Conceptual Model and Test Simulations." Water
Resources Research25:1149-1159.
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Analysis and Interpretation of Vadose-Zone
Samples.
Drilling in the vadose zone at the
Yakima Barricade site reached the unconfined
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aquifer at 99.7 m. Samples collected above that
depth
were generally
tooleached
dry to using
yield water
for
direct analysis
and were
deionized
water to allow estimation of pore-water compositions.
Samples were also collected for the
measurement of gravimetric moisture content
and bulk chemical properties by several methods,
including bulk chemistry by proton-induced X-ray
emission (PIXE) analysis and wet chemical digestion assays of total nitrogen and phosphorous
and of organic and inorganic carbon. Results
from these tests were compared to microbiological results for the same samples.
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Comparisons of chemical information with microbiological data were limited to log colony-forming
unit (CFU) numbers derived from cultures grown
aerobically on 1%
peptone-trypticase-yeast
extract-glucose (PTYG) medium. To facilitate
comparisons incorporating data from a number of
microbiologists,
the mean of ali available 1%

Pore-Water Chemistry in a Deep
Aquifer System at the Hanford Site,
Washington
J. P. McKinley

PTYG results was computed and compared with
chemical data. This method of comparison was
thought to partially mitigate an inherent sampling

This project conducts research into the relationship between subsurface water chemistry and
microbial activity. Included within this area are
gecchemical investigations conducted in collaboration with projects investigating subsurface
microbial processes and hydrogeologic and geochemical controls on microorganisms in subsurface formations. Activities in FY 1992 included

problem: the samples used for chemical measurements and microbiological measurements did
not generally originate from the same part of a
given core sample. For certain analyses, the
chemical measurement samples had to be of
large volume and had to originate outside the
lithologic boundaries selected for microbial
sampling.
Samples for PIXE and digestion

1) analysis and interpretation of pore-water and
solid-phase chemistry of samples collected from
the vadose zone at the Yakima Barricade Borehole at the Hanford Site in FY 1991,2) collection
and analysis of pore water and associated solid
samples from the saturated zone (the unconfined
aquifer) at the Yakima Barricade Borehole,
3) introduction and analysis of aqueous-phase
tracers at the Yakima Barricade Borehole, and

assays required much less mass for successful
analysis and were taken generally within the
microbial sampling interval, but not as subsamples of the homogenized sample distributed
for microbiological analysis. Chemical samples
therefore represented average compositions of a
potentially heterogeneous core interval and were
compared to microbio:ogical subsamples originating at differing places within that core.
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Despite the sampling difficulties inherent in
chemical-microbial comparisons, some microbial
dependence on chemical environment could be
inferred.
Figure 1 illustrates the relationship
between gravimetric moisture content and the
abundance of aerobic bacteria. Figure 2 shows
a subordinate relationship between solid phase
phosphorous and microbial abundance. Although
microbial abundance and gravimetric moisture
are smoothly correlated, total phosphorous is
correlated with abundance only above a threshold moisture value. These relationships suggest
that moisture is more important than phosphorous, either as a necessary element of the
microbes' environment or as a limiting factor in
transporting phosphorous to phosporous-limited
microbial communities,

of basalt at approximately 230 m. Within this
overall interval was an intensively sampled
interval of appreximately 18 m, encompassing
lacustrine sediments and a paleosol unit grading
into sandy sediments below.

Collection and Analysis of Pore Water and
Associated Solid Samples from the Saturated
Zone (the unconfined aquifer) at the Yakima
Barricade Borehole. Drilling and sampling within
the saturated zone at the Yakima Barricade Borehole was begun in the spring of 1992.
This

Although these sediments were water saturated,
they were very fine-grained (a large fraction of
each lithology consisted of clay minerals), and
expression of water from them using standard
methods was impossible. A small volume of
water was removed from each specimen by
ultracentrifugation
(under a subcontract to
Washington
State University at Tri-Cities).
Samples obtained from the "common" interval
(from which samples were distributed to microbiologists in the Deep Microbiology Subprogram
of the Subsurface Science Program) were
processed under inert atmosphere.
In most
cases it was possible to extract 6 to 12 ml of
pore water from 160 g of sediment using this
method. Careful allocation of expressed water
has allowed analysis for the following analytes
on ali but a few low-volume samples: cations,

phase of investigation included cable-tool drilling
through RingoldFovmation sediments tothetop

anions including bromide and CIO 4, dissolved
oxygen, pH, inorganic and organic carbon,
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iron(li/III),
sulfate/sulfite,
nitrate/nitrite,
ammonium, and orthophosphate. In addition to
pore-water analysis, pH and reducing capacity
(measured by platinum elp,ctrode) of 1:1 slurries
of solid samples were determined,

Introduction and Analysis of Aqueous-Phase
Tracers at the Yakima Barricade Borehole. As in
previous drilling projects in the Deep Microbiology Subprogram, chemical tracers were used
in the Yakima Barricade Borehole to determine
the extent of contamination of samples during
dJilling and removal. Bromide was introduced as
an indicator of chemical contamination from
within the borehole.
In the saturated zone,
bromide was introduced by maintaining an
approximately constant concentration of KBr in
the borehole slurry enclosed within the steel
casing.
Frequent measurement of bromide
concentration in the slurry by ion-selective
electrode was followed by addition of appropriate amounts of bromide stock solution, if
necessary, to maintain bromide concentrations at
the desired level. Muds attached to the splitspoon drilling device were collected as a means
of directly measuring background concentrations
of the tracer, as were borehole slurry samples
(collected just prior to or just after sample
collection). Preliminary results for a subset of
pore-water samples indicate that there was some
infiltration of bromide into samples, generally at
a level that was less than 1 rag/L, negligible in

Downhole conditions during drilling were measured by deployment of a sonde purchased for
that purpose, and through the use of a downhole
sampler. Both instruments were monitored and
controlled from the ground surface. The sonde
produced temporal information on variation in
downhole temperature, pH, dissolved oxygen,
oxidation-reduction (redox) conditions, anddepth
(changes in depth were observed during pumping
and as water levels within the casing changed as
a function of drilling),
Measurements of solid-phase chemistry, particularly iron phase and phosphorous content, are
still under way. When they are complete, overall
geochemical conditions within the borehole will
be integrated with microbiological results to
produce an evaluation of chemical microbial
interactions over a short but heterogeneous
stratigraphic section,
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comparison to the borehole level of approximately 200 mg/L.

possibilities were evaluated in part through
downhole monitoring of aqueous composition.

In the saturated zone, there was an additional
sample contamination problem in the form of
water added to the Lexan core barrel liner prior
to sampling. This water was separal_edfrom the
core sample by a core marker sealed against the
liner; it was a necessary component of the sampiing system becauseof the pressure differential
inherent in sampling below the water table. To
determine infiltration of this core-linerwater into
the sample, a separate tracer was required;
NaCIO4 and microspheres were added for this
purpose. The microspheres were counted by
microbiologists participating in this project,
Perchlorateconcentrations were determined via
ion chromatography of expressed pore waters,
Preliminary results from a subset of samples
indicated very little (or undetectable) concentrations of CIO4 within pore waters,

To evaluate the reactivity and evolution of
aqueous compositions within the casing, the
sonde was lowered after the borehole had been
bailed to remove stagnant water, and fresh
formation water was equilibrated with the
atmosphere by repeated downhole trips by the
bailer. Th_ sonde was allowed to stand within
the well for 36 hours, during which time dissolved oxygen, temperature, pH, Eh, conductivity, and depth were monitored. The results of
this monitoring for Eh are shown in Figure 3.
Beginningat an Eh of +200 mV, the borehole
redoxstate declinedover a periodof 13 hoursto
an Eh of -275, where it remainedfor the duration
of the test. These results suggestedthat reactions within the casing were responsible for
hydrogengas generation, but did not rule out the
possibility that hydrogen gas originated from
within the formation and was concentrated in
the well casing.

Investigations of Geochemical Variation within
the Yakima BarricadeBoreholeSteel Casing. The
concentration of flammable gas within the steel
casing used at the Yakima Barricade Borehole
was observed to rise duringdrilling and resulted
in a small explosion within the casing during
welding operations. Therefore, drilling procedures were modified to prevent a recurrence of
this event, and careful and frequent monitoring
of the borehole gases' approach to a standard
"lower explosive limit" were initiated. Identification of the gas involved was undertaken
using gas sample tubes and eventually gas
chromatograph-mass spectrometry determined
that hydrogen gas (H2) was present within the
borehole casing. Field investigations to determine the source of this gas were initiated,

The compositionof formation water, particularly
its dissolvedoxygencontent and Eh, were determined by lowering the sonde to the bottom of
the borehole, after which a submersible pump
was lowered into the water columnabove it. By
pumpingwater from the top of the water column
within the casing while monitoring water composition at the bottom of the casing, the Eh and
dissolved oxygen content of formation water
could be measureddirectly, as it flowed into the
boreholeto replace water removed by pumping.
This test was conducted after partial bailing of
the borehole;water compositionwas monitored
at 1-min intervalsfor a periodof 1 hour. Results
of pumping and monitoring are shown in Figure 4. Borehole conditions were at an Eh of
approximately +90 mVand 0.15 mg/L dissolved
oxygen at the beginning of pumping; as fresh
water entered the casing, these values rapidly
changed to formation conditions of + 190 mV
and 4.85 m0/L, respectively. An independent
measureof dissolvedhydrogengas in formation
water removed after pumping ceased did not
detect hydrogen gas. Hydrogen gas therefore
appears to have been generated within the well
casingby reaction of rockfragments with water.

Two possibilities for the origin of H2 in the
Yakima BarricadeBoreholewere considered. The
first was that hydrogengas was being generated
within the casing as a result of interaction
between crushed rock fragments and groundwater, and the second was that groundwater
welling into the casing contained dissolved
hydrogen that was degassing as it entered the
borehole, causing a concentration of hydrogen
gas in the well's gaseous headspace. These
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Microbial

Transport/Origin

in

growth/decay and adaptation. Thus changing
geochemical properties alter microbial mobility
and attest to the problem of extrapolating results
on microbial transport from short-term tracer
tests to regional groundwater flow paths.

Subsurface Systems
E. M. Murphy, J. A. Schramke, B. D. Wood,
and D. Janecky (Los Alamos National
Laboratory)
The origin and transport of microorganismsin
deep groundwater systems is poorly understood
and as yet we lack the scientific approaches
necessary to study microbial transport over
regional time and distance scales (time scales
rangingfrom hundredsto hundredsof thousands
of years and distance scalesrangingfrom tens to
hundreds of kilometers), lt is difficult to
extrapolate from results of studies of microbial
transport using traditional tracer techniques
(which have been applied over distancesgenerally <10 m and over times rangingfrom days to
a few months) to regional groundwater flow
paths, where the longer time scales may have a
significant impact on transport.
Microbial
transport is affected by both physical and
biological processes: advection, dispersion,
filtration,
exclusion,
adsorption/adhesion,
chemotaxis, growth/decay, and adaptation. The
importance of these processeswill vary along
the time and distance scales. For example, at
regional scales, biological processes (such as
adhesion, growth/decay, chemotaxis, and adaptation) may play a more dominantrole in microbial transport than physical processes(such as
exclusionand filtration). The physicalprocesses
of advection and dispersion will likely be
important regardless of the scale, but they are
especially dominantwhere the groundwater has
a high linear velocity.
In an aquifer, groundwaterchemistry changesin
a predictable manner as a result of mineral
dissolutionand precipitation. Along a regional
groundwater flow path, oxygen decreases, pH
and ionic strength increase, and temperature
increases with the geothermal gradient. An
increase in pH has been shown to increase
microbialmobility, and increasingionic strength
retards movement of the microorganisms by
decreasing the thickness of the double layer,
thus promotingsorption. As oxygen decreases
along a groundwater flow path, other electron
acceptors become dominant, exerting selective
pressure on the microbial community through
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Much of the existing information on microbial
transportcomesfrom laboratorycolumnandfield
tracer experiments, but the study of microbial
transport at regional scales requires non-traditional approaches. Understandingthe processes
that create and sustaina microbialcommunity at
any point along a groundwater flow path is criticmlto our understandingand predictionof microbial transport at the regional scale. Appropriate
researchapproachesincludedeterminingthe age
of groundwater by radioactiveisotopes, evaluating microbial respiration processes using stable
isotopes,evaluatinggeochemicalevolutionalong
a groundwaterflow path, and determiningmicrobial phylogeny by techniques from molecular
biology. Although no single approach will provide a definitive answer, in combination these
approachesmay producecompellingevidenceof
regionalmicrobialtransport.
FY 1992 ResearchHighlights
The focus of this exploratory research project is
on geologic information that addressesregional
microbialtransport, suchas groundwater dating,
fractionation of stable isotopes by microbial
respiration,and geochemicalevolutionof groundwater. The progressof this work !s summarized
in the following sections, wnich are not intended
to be comprehensive.
FieldStudiesat the S_vannah River Site. Microorganismspresent in deep Atlantic Coastal Plain
sediments affect the geochemical evolution of
groundwater and its chemical and isotopiccomposition, yet the factors controlling their origin,
distribution,and diversityare poorly understood.
The evolutionof the groundwater chemistry, the
fractionation of stable carbon isotopes, and the
groundwater age are ali indicators of the inorganic and microbial reactions occurringalong a
given flow path from groundwater recharge to
groundwater discharge. Forthe SavannahRiver
Site (SRS), we analyzed tritium, 14C, and
groundwaterchemistryalongthree flow paths of
the Middendorf aquifer in South Carolina.

The 14Cranged from 89 percent modern carbon
(pmCLin the recharge zone to 9.9 pmC in the
dist=;l_orehole; the oF13C remained relatively
constant at about -22%0, suggesting microbial
oxidation of organic carbon. Carbon isotope
analysesof particulate organiccarbonfrom core
sedimentsand groundwaterchemistrywere used
to modelthe carbonchemistry usinga geochemical reaction path model (PHREEQE, Parkhurst
et al. 1980) with a subroutine to account for
carbon isotopes (CSOTOP, Cheng and Long
1984). The primary reactions occurring along
this groundwater flow path were silicate weathering and the oxidation of organicmatter by iron
reduction. Silicate weathering is responsiblefor
increasingpF!, calcium, and potassium. Because
quartz, plagioclase, K-feldspar, kaolinite, illite,
lignite inclusions with associated F_S(s) and
organic sulfur, and smectite nave been reported
for the Middendorf Formation, the reactioils that
were modeled includedoxidation of lignite; dissolution of gypsum, K-feldspar, and Fe(OH)3(a);
precipitationof calcium-nontronite,gibbsite,and
FeS(s); ion exchange; and dissolution or precipitation of chalcedony. The modelledreaction
paths used only minerals that have been observed in the Middendorf Formation, with the
addition of gypsum,

Increasing
Particulate
OrganicCarbon

FIGURE

1.

Microbi_.lly

Although the Middendorfgroundwater chemistry
was modeled as a homogeneous system, the
subsurface system is actually physically and
chemicallyheterogeneous. Aerobicheterotrophs
dominated the microbial community; however,
the zones with the highest organic content (iin
the form of ligniteinclusions)containedrelatively
low concentrations of aerobic heterotrophic
microorganisms (Figure 1). When the lignite
oxidized, pH fell and ferrous iron and sulfate
rose. These observationssuggest that complex
organic matter is degraded by a microbial food
chain, along which fermenting microorganisms
produce simple organic acids that are in turn
used in aerobic and anaerobic respiration (Figure 1). Indeed, in addition to aerobic heterotrophs, iron-and sulfate-reducing microorganisms, nitrifying microorganisms, and sulfuroxidizing microorganismswere identified in the
aquifer sediments. The presence of lignite
inclusionsand the diverseaerobic and anaerobic
microorganismssuggestedthat sulfate may be
produced by the oxidation of reduced sulfur,
FeS(s), or organic sulfur (either abiotically or by
sulfur-oxidizingbacteria)(Figure 1). Useof these
phasesas sulfur sourcesin the model resultedin
good agreement between the modeled and
observedpH and concentrationof dissolvedions
(Table 1; Murphy et al. 1992).

Decreasing
Aerobic
Heterotrophs

Mediated

Reactions
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Occurring

near Anaerobic

Microsites

The groundwater ages obtained using 14c ranged
from modern to 11,500 years before present
(yBP) (Table 1). The highest frequencies of
occurrence, numbers, and divers;ty of aerobic
and anaerobic bacteria were found in boreholes
near the recharge zone, where the calculated
ages were <1000 yBP. The transport of microorganisms from the recharge zone may be responsible for this distribution, as well as the
distribution of electron acceptors necessary to
support this diverse community of bacteria. The
presence of both aerobic heterotrophs and anaerobic sulfate- and iron-reducing bacteria in the
core sediments suggested that anaerobic microsites must exist throughout this otherwise relatively aerobic aquifer.
Groundwaters in the
recharge zone exhibited nearly saturated oxygen
concentrations, but those decreased along the
flow path, and anaerobic conditions were
approached approximately 50 km from the
recharge area (Figure 2).

groundwaters because the dissolved oxygen concentrations were above 4 mg/L. If the iron in
these samples was indeed ferrous, it would indicate that the well is drawing water both from
aerobic and low-dissolved-iron horizons and from
anaerobic high-dissolved-iron
horizons.
To
resolve this issue, groundwater samples were
collected from four boreholes along one groundwater flow path at the SRS (Table 2). Total iron,
ferrous iron, and dissolved oxygen were measured immediately
in the field using Hach
AccuVac TM glass ampules. Field measurements
confirmed that almost ali of the dissolved iron
was in the form of ferrous iron [iron(II)].
As
predicted from the pH of the groundwater, the
ferrous iron oxidized to ferric iron in the sealed
containers within 8 to 12 hours after collection
(Eary and Schramke 1990).
Iron-reducing bacteria play an important role in
the biogeochemical carbon cycle and in the evolution of groundwater; chemistry.
Fractionation
of stable iron isotopes will largely depend on the
iron reactions taking place in the microbial cell
and the forms of iron minerals in the environment
before and after cell reaction. Ferric iron serves
as a terminal electron acceptor and this reaction

Microbial respiration rates were calculated based
on a model in which the increase in dissolved
inorganic carbon is attributed to the respiration
of organic carbon (Figure 2). Groundwater age
was used to calculate the respiration rate, where
CO 2 = mco2(age "1). Based on the groundwater
age, the respiration rates ranged from 4.3 x 10
4 tO 3.5 X 10 .6 mmol/L per year. The highest
respiration rate was found in the flow path that
had the youngest groundwater age (Figure 2).
We speculate that a higher metabolic activity in
younger groundwaters may relate directly to a
predominantly surface origin for the microorganisms found in boreholes near a recharge area. A
greater diversity of microorganisms could be
maintained by the availability of a wide range of
electron acceptors in those groundwaters close
to the recharge zone.
By the time that the
groundwater residence time in the Middendorf
aquifer exceeds several hundred years, it is likely
that the electron acceptors necessary for supporting a diverse microbial community are
depleted,
Iron

Speciation

and

Fractionation

in

may be either enzymatic or nonenzymatic (i.e.,
reduction may be an indirect effect of microbial
respiration).
In nature, mos* nonenzymatic
reduction processes are insignificant, with a few
notable exceptions: 1) production of hydrogen
sulfide by sulfate-reducing bacteria, which may
reduce ferric to ferrous iron before precipitating
ferrous sulfide, and 2) reduction of ferric iron by
formate, a metabolic product of a number of bacteria. Nonenzymatic reduction of iron would not
result in isotope fractionation. When ferric iron
is reduced as a terminal electron acceptor in
respiration, the process is called dissimilatory
iron reduction. Relatively large quantities of iron
are consumed in dissimilatory reduction, which is
likely to be the cause of the high ferrous iron
concentrations in the Middendorf aquifer. The
reaction for the oxidation of organic matter by
iron-reducing bacteria is written as

the

Middendorf Aquifer. A zone of high dissolved
iron (>1 rag/L) caused by the activity of iron-

CH20 , 4Fe(OH)3

reducing
was aquifer.
present inHowever,
groundwaters
from
the bacteria
Middendorf
there
should be virtually no ferrous iron in these

4Fe 2. + HCO 3 + 10 H20
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FIGURE 2. Decrease in Dissolved Oxygen and Accumulation of Carbon Dioxide along a Flow Path in the Middendorf
Aquifer That Is Delineated by Groundwater Age. Microbial respiration rates calculated from these values are shown in
the inset.

TABLE 2. Dissolved Iron Concentrations in Groundwaters from the Middendorf Aquifer

Several investigators
increasing

Sample
Name

DH

Fe(ll),
mg/L

P28-TA
P29-TA
P28-TA
P24-TA

8.41
5.41
5.40
5.94

4.35
1.66
3.07
4.38

FeTota I,

_mg/L
4.41
1.80
3.08
4.72

have shown that the extent

of microbial reduction of iron decreases with

Dissolved
Oxygen

amorphous

300pg/L
6.4 mg/L
3.8 mg/L
--

the

crystallinity

of the Fe (111)form; that is,

iron hydroxides

are reduced

much

more readily than crystallineiron oxides and are
preferred

terminal

electron

acceptor.

This

behavior may result because 1) less crystalline
forms of iron are more soluble,

2) less crystalline

forms have greater
surface
area, or 3)in the
absence of solubilizing ligands, direct contact

Although it is unknown whether stable iron isotopes are fractionated
during dissimilatory microbial iron reduction,
the relative abundances
of

between
the bacteria
and the ferric
necessary for iron reduction to proceed.

stable iron isotopes in the environment
distinct:
54Fe = 5.82%
and 56Fe =

Information
tory
iron

are quite
91.66%.
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solid

is

on the reaction pathway of dissimilareduction
is incomplete,
possibly

because specific reaction steps vary among
different species of iron-reducing bacteria,
Myers and Nealson (1990) showed that cellular
energy can be generated from iron reduction,
Arnold et al. (1986) postulated that dissimilatory
iron reduction is coupled to bacterial electron
transport and that the maximum iron reduction
rates (in the presence of a solubilizing iron ligand)
are determined by dehydrogenase activity or dissipation of proton motive force. These researchers also found that the rates of iron reduction
were not limited by mass transport across the
hydrodynamic boundary layer. Diffusion across
that layer was rapid compared to the observed
rate of reduction. Neither of these past studies
addressed the rate-controlling step in the reduction Sequence of amorphous ferric hydroxide that
may lead to the fractionation of iron isotopes,

less abundant isotope of iron, in the aqueous
phase. Solid iron compounds would become enriched in the heavy isotope as a result of this
process.

Although evidence of a specific reaction pathway
that may lead to the fractionation of iron
isotopes is lacking, if iron fractionation in
environmental systems is demonstrated, then the
actual mechanism may be similar to dissimilatory
sulfate reduction. By analogy to microbial sulfate reduction, evidence suggests that there is
an enzyme, referred to as iron reductase, that is
responsible for iron reduction in the cell. Sulfur
isotopes fractionate during sulfate reduction
because of the kinetics of the rate-controlling
step, which is the cleavage of the first sulfuroxygen bond. Because a chemical bond involving a heavy isotope has lower vibrational
frequency than the equivalent bond with the light
isotope, the bond with the heavy isotope is
stronger than that with the light isotope, resulting in a rate-dependent fractionation of sulfur
isotopes.
In a closed system, if the sulfatereduction reaction goes to completion, no fractionation will be evident. However, in an open
system, the kinetics of the rate-controlling step
will lead to the fractionation of sulfur isotopes,
As is the case for sulfate, the use of iron
hydroxide or iron oxides in dissimilatory iron
reduction may require the cleavage of an ironoxygen bond, leading to the fractionation of iron
isotopes. In sulfur, the lighter isotope, 32S, iS
the more abundant; in iron the heavier isotope is
more abundant.
If the rate-controlling step in
iron reduction is cleavage of the iron-oxygen
bond, then microbial fractionation would result in
increased abundance of 54Fe(ll), the lighter and

microbial community.

The complex environmental chemistry of iron in
subsurface systems and the role of microorganisms in the iron cycle led researchers at Los
Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) to develop a
mass spectrometric technique to measure iron
isotopes. The fractionation of iron isotopes has
broad applicability to isotope hydrology studies,
especially at sites where the influence of ironreducing bacteria on the biogeochemical cycle in
groundwater is significant. The fractionation of
iron isotopes may eventually be used to determine the presence and in situ respiratory activity
of iron-reducing bacteria and define the complex
interaction of these bacteria with the subsurface

Filtered groundwater samples were collected
from the Middendorf aquifer in South Carolina
and sealed immediately in 1-L glass bottles for
stable iron isotope measurements. Groundwater
samples were shipped to LANL for iron isotope
analyses. Sediment samples were collected from
cores from the same Middendorf boreholes. The
cores were sampled selectively for high-iron
zones near the level of the well screens.
Crystalline and amorphous iron were extracted
from the sediments using dithionite-citrate and
hydroxylamine, respectively. The concentrations
of crystalline and amorphous iron in the _ediments are shown in Table 3. With the exception
of sample P28-765-A, the amorphous iron was
usually only a small percentage of the total
extractable iron in the sample.
The total
extracted iron varies directly with total iron as
determined by proton-induced X-ray emission
(PIXE) analysis.
Because microbial activity
results in the high ferrous iron concentrations in
the Middendorf aquifer, iron isotopes will be
determined in both the dissolved and solid forms
to determine whether isotope fractionation has
occurred. These iron isotope analyses have not
yet been completed.
INEL Modeling Results. The chemistry of water
samples collected from wells along flow paths at
the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL)
are being modeled using the geochemical
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TABLE3. ExtractedCrystallineand AmorphousIron from MiddendorfSedimentsand Total Iron Determinedby ProtonInducedX-ray Emission(PIXE)Analysis

Sample
Number
P24-982-A
P24-998-A
P28-972-A
P28-785-A
P28-776-A
P29-eB4-A
P29-676-A
Blank

Crystalline
Fe, pmol/g
6.76
826.82
14.32
218.80
44.92
391.06
93.16
0.01

Total Iron
Amorphous Extracted,
_
umol/g
1.88
8.61
2.05
828.87
4.82
19.14
162.11
380.91
1.34
46.26
O.41
391.47
0.43
93.69
0.0

reaction path codes NETPATH (Plummer et al.
1991) and PHREEQE/CSOTOP, in an effort to
1} examine changes in the groundwater chemistry along flow paths on and near INEL that may
have influenced the composition of the microbial
community, 2) determine the sources of the
groundwater at the different well sites and,
hence, potential sources of microorganisms, and
3) use 14C to determine the age of the groundwater at INEL, with specific emphasis on the age
of the groundwater at the borehole drilled by the
Deep Microbiology Subprogram of DOE's Subsurface Science Program.

Total Iron
(PIXE),
umol/g
96.5
1290.3
61.3
480.5
81.3
484.5
177.2

the eastern Snake River Plain aquifer, Wood and
Low (1988) believed the contribution from geothermal water was negligible. Wood and Low
(1988) calculated the contribution of infiltrating
precipitation to the groundwater in the eastern
Snake River Plain aquifer to be approximately
10%.

The Snake River Plain aquifer underlying INEL is
an unconfined aquifer in basalt flows and interbedded sedimentary formations.
The general
direction of groundwater flow in the eastern
Snake River Plain aquifer is from the northeast to
the southwest (Figure 3). At INEL, a certain
amount of groundwater flow also comes from
the northwest and north because of the Little
Lost River and Birch Creek drainage basins. Flow
velocities in the aquifer average approximately
3 m/d (Robertson et al. 1974), resulting in an
estimated hydrodynamic residence time on the
order of 250 years (Wood and Low 1986).
Groundwater recharge in the vicinity of INEL can
occur as a result of 1) groundwater flow from
the northeast and the tributary basins to the
north and northwest; 2) infiltration from the Big
Lost River, which flows onto INEL from the
southwest; and 3)infiltration
of precipitation
(Robertson et al. 1974). lt is also possible that
geothermal water from formations below the
Snake River Plain aquifer may enter the aquifer,
although, based on a water-budget analysis fob"
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In late 1990, PNL sampled groundwater in the
Snake River Plain aquifer from wells located at
INEL and from wells north of the site (Figure 3).
The wells were selected to avoid any possible
influence of INEL operations on the water composition. Measurements of pH, dissolved oxygen
concentrations, specific conductivity, and water
temperature were carried out in the field.
Laboratory analyses on the water samples included major and minor cations by inductively
coupled argon plasma atomic emission spectroscopy (ICAP-AES);anions by ion chromatography;
dissolved organic carbon and dissolved inorganic
carbon; alkalinity; 14C; tritium; 513C; SD; 5180;
and 534S.
The wells were classified as belonging to flow
paths based on the available information about
groundwater flow at INEL and general trends in
groundwater composition (Table 4). Changes in
groundwater chemistry along the flow paths are
likely to be caused by reaction of the groundwater with the basalt and sedimentary interb_ds:
dissolution of olivine, labradorite, pyroxene,
halite, and anhydrite; oxidation of pyrite; and
precipitation of smectite, calcite, and silica. In
addition to changes in groundwater chemistry
caused by reaction with the aquifer solids,
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Arrows
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groundwater
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TABLE4. Organizationinto Flow Pathsof Wells
Sampledat INEL
Flow Path 1
simplotFarm
USGS 19
USGS

15

Flow Path 2
P&W 2
USGS 18
Site 14

Flow Path3
USGS27
USGS 32
USGS 100

USGS 12
USGS97
USGS 17
NPR

Based on the information about potential reactions and groundwater sources, reaction-path
and mixing calculations for some of the flow
path segments were carried out at PNL in FY
1992.
Because for most flow path segments
there are a number of potential groundwater
sources, reaction-path and mixing models were
developed for each possible set of groundwater
sources.
The approach taken to modeling the geochemistry along the flow paths can be illustrated by the

chemical changes may also be caused by mixing
between groundwaters from various sources.

calculations carried out for the flow path from
the Simplot Farm well to NPR. In this calculation, the sources of the groundwater at NPR

Along flow path 1, groundwater samples obtained from wells USGS 19, USGS 15, and
USGS 12 are most likely derived from groundwater flow that originated in the Little Lost River
drainage
and,
possibly,
from
infiltrating
precipitation. Well USGS 15 was much deeper
than the other wells in flow path 1, so differances in water chemistry between USGS 15 and
other wells may be the result of changes in
water chemistry with depth rather than the
changes in water chemistry along the flow path.

were assumed to be flow from Simplot Farm and
infiltrating
precipitation.
The
infiltrating
precipitation was equilibrated with calcite and
chalcedony in an open system under the conditions listed in Table 5 using the geochemical
code PHREEQE/CSOTOP. The resultant solution
was then mixed in a closed system with groundwater from the Simplot Farm weil. The model
values that were obtained with NETPATH using
these assumptions are listed in Table 5. The
model
excellent
match
to the
observedprovides
changes an
in major
element
chemistry,

The water from the Simplot Farm well showed
relatively high SO 2, CI, and NO 3 concentrations,
These elevated concentrations may be attributed
to irrigation recharge, because of the well's
location on the Simplot Farm. Based on well
locations, groundwater from wells USGS 97,
USGS 17, and NPR could be influenced by 1) infiltration from the Big Lost River, 2) underflow
from the Birch Creek drainage, 3) underflow from
the Little Lost River drainage, 4) underflow from
the northeast, and 5) infiltrating precipitation.

513C, 51s0, and 534S. The minerals included in
the model have ali been observed in the aquifer.

Of the wells in flow path 2, water obtained from
ali three wells could be influenced by underflow
from the Birch Creek drainage, by groundwater
from the northeast, and by infiltrating precipitation. Along flow path 3, groundwater from
wells USGS 27 and USGS 32 is likely to be
influenced by groundwater flow from the northeast and by infiltrating precipitation. In addition
to these sources of groundwater, samples from
well USGS 100 may be influenced by underflow
from the Birch Creek drainage. Water samples
from well USGS 32 were quite cloudy, which
may indicate problems with the weil.

for the flow path segments represented by the
wells in Table 1. At present, about one quarter
of the potential flow path segments have been
modeled,
lt is anticipated that the modeling
work will be completed in FY 1993.

Other possible sources for groundwater at NPR
are being investigated, including well P&W 2
(which may be representative of the Birch Creek
drainage), the Little Lost River (rather than the
Simplot Farm weil, for the reasons cited above),
and the Big Lost River, which in the past flowed
onto INEL.
The approach outlined above is being carried out

Future Research
In FY 1993, research will focus on the study of
microbial transport and origin in the Cold Creek
recharge area at the Hanford Site upgradient
from the Yakima Barricade Borehole. The purpose of the Cold Creek study is to test molecular
techniques that will be used to determine
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TABLE 5. Reaction-Path and Mixing Model for the Flow Path Segment from Simplot 1 Farm Well to NPR
Constraints: Aluminum, Calcium, Carbon, Chloride,
Magnesium, Potassium, Silica, Sodium, Sulfur, 6180
!sotopic Data: pyrite 634S = -8 (Wood and Low 1988)
anhydride 634S = 15 (Wood and Low 1988)
infiltrating snowmelt 6180 = -16.58 (a)
Data for soil gas in equilibrium with infiltrating precipitation.
Value

Source

log PCO2 = -3.00
613C
= - 15
14C
= 100 prnc

Rightmire and Lewis 1987
Rightmire and Lewis 1987
pre-bomb
Amount Reacted,
mmoles/L(b)
0.O
0.88794
- 1.37297

Phases
Albite (dissolve only)
Anorthite (dissolve only)
Calcite
Forsterite (dissolve only)
Gibbsite

O.0
1°29453

Gypsum/anhydrite (dissolve only)

O.13593

SiO2
K-feldspar (dissolve only)
Pyrite (dissolve only)
Ca-montmorillonite

3.14877
0.05383
O.0
O.0

Mg-montmorillonite
Na-montmorillonite

-O.94707
-O. 39117

NaCl(s)
% Simplot Farm
% infiltrating precipitation

0.21836
37.5
62.5

Parameter
613C

Measured
-8.67
61.74
9.59
-17.7

14C
634S

61SO
age (years)
(a)

(b)

Computed
-8.53
86.68
9.29
-17.7
2805

--

From weighted average of values of 6180 for snow,
measured by Rightmire and Lewis (1987). The
weighted mean 6180 value obtained was -20.2. The
snowmelt was evaporated to 78.6% of the original
amount, and Rayleigh fractionation calculations resulted
in a value of -17.82 for the remaining snowmelt.
Positive value indicates dissolution, negative value
indicates precipitation.
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microbial origins in a well-controlled
field site.
Vadose zone recharge rates in semiarid zones
like the Hanford Site may range from 0.01 mm
per year (at the Yakima Barricade Borehole) to
7•4 cm per year at unvegetated, sandy sites near
the Columbia River. Vertical recharge from precipitation at the Yakima Barricade Borehole is
negligible; therefore
microorganisms in the
saturated sediments must have originated from
1) deposition of the original sediments, 2)vertical transport after the last catastrophic flood
(-13,000
years ago), or 3) transport from the
recharge zone.
The rate of microbial transport
in the recharge zone of the unconfined aquifer is
unknown but expected to be slow. Therefore,
the basis of this study is comparative, and evidence of microbial transport will depend largely
on molecular techniques to determine the relatedness of microbial species along unsaturated
flow paths• The effect of the changing chemical
environment on the selection of microbial species
within the microbial community will also be
determined.

Influence of Microbial Activity and Sedimentary
Organic Carbon on the Isotope Geochemistry of
the Middendorf
Aquifer."
Water Resources
Research 28(3):723-740.
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Subsurface Organic Fluid Flow
C. S. Simmons, R. J. Lenhard, T. R. Ginn, and
J. W. Can/

long been known to be a nonunique function of
fluid pressures (i.e., fluid content-pressure
relations are hysteretic). The volumetric retention of fluids in the pore spaces will differ

The research in this project concernsthe movement of organic liquid contaminants and their
volatile vapors in the subsurface environment,
The knowledge gained from this basic research
into physical mechanisms is intended to assist
DOE in remediating sites contaminated with
organicfluid contaminants. Such organicfluids
are known to migrate either as liquidsthat are
immisciblewith water or as a gas phase. These
liquidand gasphaseseventually dissolveinto the
groundwater as a result of interphase masstransfer processes and thus contaminate the
undergroundwater resources,

depending on whether fluids are draining or
imbibing, and this difference could have important implications for predicting the subsurface
distribution of NAPLs.

The researchin FY 1992 focused on 1) the capillary retention of organic liquids in sandy porous
media, 2) the movement of trichloroethylene
(TCE) vapors in a large laboratory flow cell, and
3) the fingering intrusion behavior of a nonspreading organic liquid, as represented by a
model mineral oil. We are obtaininganswers to
scientific questions that are important to predicting the migrationof organic fluids (liquid and
gas) in the subsurface. In particular, we are
determining the extent to which hysteresis
behavior in three-phase flow (flow of immiscible
water, organic liquid, and air) influences
movement. We are also testing the hypothesis
that density-driven advective flow of vapor
contributes to the dispersal of volatile organic
liquids. Like TCE, carbon tetrachloride, which
has been found beneath the Hanford Site, is
such a mobilevapor. As we beganin our experiments in FY 1991, we are attempting to better
understand and quantify unstable infiltration
behavior of a certain classof organicliquids that
were sometimes used in the processing of
nuclear materials,

experimental cell capable of measuring fluid
retention in three-phase fluid systems. The
experimental apparatus, which is shown in Figure 1, consists of sleeves with alternating
treated and untreated porous ceramic rings on
their inner surfaces. Two rings were chemically
treated to render them hydrophobic so that the
NAPLcouldextendcontinuouslyfrom NAPL-filled

OrganicLiquidRetentionBehaviorand Hysteresis

the water measurementsare shown in Figure 2,
and the results from the total liquid measurements are shown in Figure 3, where two-phase
(air-water) measurements are shown as open
squares and three-phase measurements are
shown as closed diamonds. Successive measurements are connectedvia broken lines in both
figures.

To investigate fluid retention properties, water
content in two-phase (air-water) and three-phase
(air-NAPL-water) fluid systems was measuredas
a function of fluid pressures for water draining
and imbibingpaths. The total liquid content in a
three..phase (air-NAPL-water) system was also
measured as a function of fluid pressures for
total
liquid draining
and imbibing
paths. Measurementswere
conductedin
a speciallydesigned

pores within the porous medium packed in the
cell toa NAPLpressure-measuringdevicelocated
outsidethe retention cell. The untreated ceramic
rings maintained a continuous aqueous phase
from water-filled poreswithin the porousmedium
to an aqueous-phasepressure-measuringdevice
located outside the cell. The gaseous phase
within the porousmediumwas always in contact
with the atmosphere and, hence, its pressure
was assumedto be atmospheric (i.e., zero gage
pressure).
The measurementsinvolveddrainin9 water from
an initiallywater-saturated porous medium,thus
creating a two-phase (air-water) system, and
then later adding NAPL to create a three-phase
(air-NAPL-water) fluid system. The results from

In FY 1992, investigationscontinued measuring
and predictingthe retention of liquids in porous
media as a function of fluid pressuresand prior
hydrologicconditions. Emphasiswas placed on
measuringthe retention of fluids in three-phase,
air-nonaqueous phase liquid (NAPL)-water fluid
systems. Fluid retention by capillaryforces has
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FIGURE1. Experimental
Apparatus
to MeasureMultiphase
Saturation-Pressure

The fluid retention measurements were conducted not only to characterize hysteretic
retention behavior,butalsoto 1)investigate how
to scale fluid content-pressure relations among
different fluid systems and 2)evaluate a predictive fluid content-pressure model that
accountsfor hystereticeffects. Thus the vertical
axes in Figures2 and 3 are scaled capillary
pressureheads, where the scaled capillaryhead
is the product of a scaling factor and the
appropriate capillary head. The fluid-system
scaling procedure and theory have been discussed by Lenhard and Parker (1987); we will
not discussfluid scaling theory in detail here.

However, the scaling procedure used for
Figures2 and 3 yielded a smooth transition as
the fluid system went from a two-phase (airwater) to a three-phase system. In particular,
note the smooth continuation of the wetting
scanning path in Figure3 as the fluid system
changed from a two- to a three-phase system.
The data shown in Figures2 and 3 were usedto
test the ability of a published hysteretic fluid
retention model to simulate multiphase fluid
retention behavior. This retention model was
first published in 1987 (Parker and Lenhard
1987) and later refined (Lenhardet al. 1989).
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The effects of both contact angle hysteresisand
fluid entrapment are consideredin the model. In
the model, parameters that are required to predict fluid-retention behavior include 1) parameters that describethe porous medium pore-size
stribution (i.e., retention parameters), 2) fluidsystem scaling factors, and 3) parameters that
reflect the maximum amount of air that can be
entrapped by air-water and air-NAPL interfaces
and the maximum amount of NAPL that can be
entrapped by NAPL-water interfaces in the
porous medium. To obtain these values, retention parameters were best-fit to the air-water

(Closed

Diamonds)

Water

Saturations

Measured

for

data only, scaling factors were best-fit to the
three-phase data, and fluid entrapment parameters were measuredin similarporousmedia using
only two-phase fluid systems.
Figures4 and 5 show how well the model was
able to capture the experimental data shown in
Figures2 and 3, respectively, with the modeling
results shown as solid lines. Note the close
agreement between the experimental fluidretention data and the modeling results. In
Figure 4, very good agreement was obtainedfor
the water-saturation path history, and in
113
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Saturations Measured for the Total Liquid Saturation Path History (Lenhard 1992)

Figure 5, very good agreement was obtained for
the total-liquid-saturationpath history,

which is very important for assessing the
potential for contaminantsto move with flowing
groundwater.

Our investigationsshow the importance of considering hysteretic effects when attempting to
predictthe distributionof NAPLsin contaminated
porous media. The ability to accurately model
multiphase fluid-retention behavior can greatly
improve predictionsof the fate of NAPLs in the
subsurface environment.
For example, the
volumeof NAPL that may becometrapped below
the water table can be accurately predicted,

The investigation is primarily examining the
retention of fluids in porous media when fluid
movement has ceased. However, to accurately
forecast the fate of subsurface contaminants,
the transient behavior of fluids in porous media
must also be understood. To predict transient
fluid flow in porous media, relations between
fluid contents and pressuresmust be known, as
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must relations between fluid contents and relarive perrneabilities. Therefore, a study was
initiated to evaluate whether hysteretic relations
among fluid contents, pressures, and relative
permeabilitias are necessary for forecasting
transient fluid flow when wetting and drying
saturation paths are likely to occur. This initial
study focused on a two-phase (air-water) fluid
system because it is more difficult to conduct
transient measurements in a three-phase (airNAPL-water) system,

Saturation

Path Histories

to Modeling

Rmsults (Solid

The approach was to compare nonhysteretic and
hysteretic modeling results to a transient airwater experiment, where the water-table elevation was made to fluctuate in a one-dimensional
flow cell, to produce wetting and drying saturation paths. In the experiment, water contents
were measured temporally and nondestructively
with a radiation attenuation apparatus at seven
locations.
The experiment was initiated by
lowering the water table in a water-saturated
porous medium; this was followed by raising,
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lowering, and again raising the water table to
prescribedelevations. This sequence of watertable adjustments was intended to produce two
wetting and two drying saturation paths. To
predict th_se paths, we used retention parameters that reflected the first lowering of the water
table. For hysteretic fluid flow simulations, the
only other parameter that was needed was the
maximum amount of air entrapped by air-water
interfaces. This parameter was estimated from
fluid content-pressure measurements that had
been obtained in similarporous media,

Figure 6 shows the experimentaldata and modeling results for one of the seven measurement
elevations. The experimental data are shown as
closeddiamonds,the hystereticmodelingresults
are shown as a solid line, and the nonhysteretic
modeling results are shown as a broken line.
The hysteretic simulation closely matched the
measured water contents, whereas the nonhysteretic simulation deviated markedly from the
observed data. From this study, it appears that
when predictingtransientfluid flow, hysteresisin
relations among fluid contents, pressures, and
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relative permeabilities should be considered. If
hysteresis is ignored, erroneous fluid content
predictions may result.

accurate prediction of the transport of these
chemicals via groundwater can be made.
TCE Vapor Movement in a Sand Medium

These studies suggest that the factors that
cause hysteresis among fluid content-pressurerelativepermeabilityrelationsmust be considered
to accurately predict the subsurface retention
and movement of fluids. This requirement can
have important implications for predicting the
fate of NAPLs in the subsurface. For example,
to accurately assessthe migration of chemicals
that have partitioned from a NAPL to groundwater, the subsurface NAPL distribution must
first be predicted. If that NAPL distribution is
erroneous, then subsequent NAPL transport predictions are also likely to be erroneous. An
accurate assessment of the distribution of
NAPLs, which are the source from which hazardous chemicals dissolve, is needed before an

In FY 1992, we conducted a novel large-scale
laboratoryexperiment to observe the movement
of TCE vaporin a 2-m-long by 1-m-high cell filled
with sand in record time (about 450 hours).
However, design and construction of the flow
cell (shownin Figure 7) took many months. The
walls of the flow cell are metal-bar-reinforced
plastic sheet with 55 sample ports protruding
through The entire flow cell is sealedwith a lid
that is vented to atmosphericpressurethrough a
filter capture system designed to contain the
overflowed TCE vapor. During the experiment,
TCE vapor was evolved from an internal chamber
containing an open dish of volatilizing TCE liquid.
The TCE vapors emanated downward from an
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8-cm by 7.5-cm rectangular opening in the
chamber into the sand medium below.
The
7.5-cm dimension was the thickness of the flow
cell. Movement of the TCE vapor was monitored
as if it were two-dimensional, without regard for
the small thickness of the cell. The TCE vapor
concentrations in the air filling the pores in the
sand were measured by extracting small samples
(25/JI) from the sample ports with a gas-tight
syringe.
The rubber-septum-covered
sample
ports can be seen in Figure 7. The TCE concentration in each sample was quantified by measurements made using a gas chromatograph (GC)
with a highly sensitive electron capture detector
(ECD type). A TCE sample was introduced into
the GC by first injecting the sample into a closed
vial of hexane liquid solvent, which dissolved and
held the TCE for injection into the GC's analysis
column. By using this instrumentation, it was
possible to accurately measure TCE concentration over a four-order-of-magnitude range down
from its saturated concentration in air.

contour lines is the supply chamber's location.)
After two days, the TCE concentration (in grams
per liter of gas volume) was a substantial fraction of its saturated value in the chamber, as
seen in Figure 10. Figure 11 is the associated
contour plot of concentrations.
Arrival of the TCE gas throughout the cell was
examined from the concentration breakthrough
curves for each sample port. Figure 12 shows
the history for the source, the port directly below
the entry region and the deepest port directly
below. There was first an increase and then a
decrease in concentration, followed by a build-up
to a high, nearly saturated vapor concentration,
which prevailed for nearly 120 hours. Concentration in the sand lags behind the source level.
But at depth, the oscillation of concentrations is
essentially attenuated.
This oscillation of the
source is not yet explained, inasmuch as the
supply dish should have provided a constant
amount by volatilization.
Moreover, the temperature was constant and the atmospheric pressure was maintained uniformly throughout the
supply chamber and the flow cell volume, as
indicated by a manometer reading in the supply
chamber. Thus there was no excess pressure in
the chamber to drive gas out into the surrounding sand. However, the density of the gas (both
air and TCE vapor) in the chamber may have contributed to gravity-driven advective downward
flow. Moreover, the dissolution of TCE into the
water phase may have contributed to a
diminished concentration in the air at about
24 hours until the water became saturated and
gas flowed steadily out at nearly the saturated
vapor value. In any event, the source of TCE
exhibited an unexpected dynamic behavior rather
than a steady increase in concentration to reach
a maximum saturated vapor concentration. After
about 120 hours, the TCE supply concentration
gradually reduced, to reach a minimum after
300 hours,
lt was determined that after
300 hours the supply of TCE liquid had vanished.

The vapor concentration was measured only in
the unsaturated zone, which extended about
55 cm below the sand surface. There were 37
sample ports in this unsaturated zone; 2 ports
went into the TCE supply chamber and the
remaining 18 entered the saturated zone below
the maintained groundwater table. During the
experiment, samples of water were taken
directly from the saturated zone and analyzed for
dissolved TCE concentration using the GC after
a water-extraction step. Thus, the experiment
also provided direct measurements of how
rapidly TCE dissolves and enters a saturated
groundwater zone.
A typical two-dimensional histogram of TCE
vapor concentration on the grid is shown in
Figure 8, for samples taken 6 hours after the first
TCE introduction into the ceil. Because TCE
samples are taken at slightly different times from
each port, values have been interpolated for a
single time from the time series of measurements. (Note that the port at depth 0 cm and
distance 70 cm is in the supply chamber.) After
6 hours, TCE concentration outside and below
the supply chamber was actually somewhat
greater than inside. A typical contour plot of the
evolving gas plume is shown in Figure 9 for the
same gas distribution.
(The region devoid of

The breakthrough curves for TCE vapor concentrations along vertical grid lines that are distant
from the source, e.g., at 0 and 135 cm, are similar enough to indicate that there was no gradation of vapor density with depth. Directly around
the vapor source where concentrations are greatest, however, there is asymmetry in the pattern
,
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of TCE concentrationsto the right and left and
below. Figure 13 shows that, between 15 and
40 hours, port #1 (20 cm below the source)had
greater concentrationsthan ports #4 and #5, at
about the same distance to the right and left of
the source. At greater distance (about 30 cm

on Time for the Supply Chamber,
before attaining

the Port Directly

a nearly steady value between

30 and

a substantial time. Therefore, it appears that a
density-driven effect is exhibited only very near
the source.
UnstableFingeringBehaviorin a PorousMedium

below the source), port #6 had greater concentration than ports #9 and #10, which were similar distancesto the right and left, from 40 hours
up to 100 hours, as seen in Figure 14. Thus, it
appears that the TCE vapor plume is elongated
downward, and not symmetric, as would be expected with solely diffusive movement from the
source. The deviation in TCE concentration,
however, is not large: it is only about 0.04 g/L
larger below the source when the values to the
sides are about 0.12 - 0.14 g/L. Nevertheless,
the difference appears to be significant in view
of the accuracy of the GC measurements and
becausethe data show a continuous trend over
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Results from previous laboratory experiments
involving multiphaseinfiltration events indicated
that under relatively general conditions certain
contaminantsdid not move as predictedby classical multiphase theory. In these experiments,
channeling or fingering flow developed as specific organic liquids infiltrated through partly
saturated porous media (Caw et al. 1989;
Simmons et al. 1990). Analysis of the experimental results led to a set of hypotheses regarding the causes for the onset and persistenceof
channellingflow (Simmonset al. 1990). These
hypotheses, relating primarily to the spreading
pressureof the organic liquidand the distribution
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of pore sizes encountered by the downwardmoving organic liquidfront, provided a basis for
testing the conditions under which classical
theory would suffice for prediction of organic
fluidflow, and when it would not. One approach
to testing these hypothesesrequiresthe development of a means of simulatingchanneling flow,
independentof the restrictionsof classicalmultiphase flow theory. Such computational simulations would not only provide a cost-effective
supplement to expensive physical experiments
for duplicating channelingflow, but would also
afford focused testing of the effects of various
physicalcontrols on channelingflow.

fled: network modeling (e.g., Blunt and King
1991) and random-walk methods to represent
diffusion-limited aggregation (e.g., Paterson
1984).

Therefore, we conducted a concise review to
examine availabletools for unconventionalsimulation of channelingflow and to identify specific
approaches for obtaining this capability. This
review incorporatedand extended the published
reviews of Kueper and Frind (1988) and Yortsos
(1990). Two valuable approacheswere identi-
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Network modelsinvolvea detailed representation
of the pore space of a subsurface medium as a
fine mesh of interconnected "pipes," and the
hydraulicsof flow through the network is simulated usingthe theory of flow through capillaries.
This modelingisdone on a very fine scale. Rules
for flow branching through intersections are
determinedfrom physicalconsiderations(suchas
capillary tensions, gravity, etc.) and are applied
to determine which physicalaspects control the
onset of channeling flow, as observed on the
largerscaleof the whole network. These models
are valuable in examiningthe scaling hypothesis
that flow phenomena on the large scale are
dominated by conditionsthat are in effect at the
pore scale.
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Random-walk models, in contrast, providea very
simple way of representing general diffusion
phenomena. In these models, the movement of
a fluid in a subsurface environment is represented by the displacement of numerous particles whose individual paths are simply a
sequence of randomlydirected steps, lt is well
known that properlyposed random-walk simulations produce diffusion that is mathematically
equivalent to that predicted by classical
continuum theory (e.g., Paterson 1984). The
advantageof random-walk modelsoverclassical
continuumdiffusion models(Laplace'sequation)
is that specific physicallybased rules of motion
of the particlesmay be selectivelyappliedon the
very small scale (e.g., Sherwood and Nittmann
1986). This has made it possible for many
researchers in disparate fields, such as immiscible fluid displacement, electroplating, and
multicomponent gas diffusion, to examine a
variety of diffusive processes,

In this work, the random-walk approach was
exploitedto simulatethe evolutionof a channelingplumeof organicliquid. Plumeevolution was
represented as the result of two competing
processes: pore-specificgravity flow and diffusive spreading. The pore-specific flow component is preferential flow of the organic liquid
through only those pores that are larger than a
specific threshold (as determined by interfacial
tensions), and it is gravity driven. In contrast,
diffusivespreadingacts in alidirectionsand independentlyof pore sizes. Simplifiedrenditionsof
these processes were incorporatedas controls
on particle paths and were superimposed on a
basic random-walk model. This model is a simplified prototype diffusion-limited aggregation
(DLA) model, based on Kadanoff's extension of
random-walk diffusion for inclusion of fluid
interfacialtensions (Kadanoff 1985). Our model
expandedon Kadanoff's concepts by incorporating physical aspects of variable spreading
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pressures.
Controls on the infiltration of a
typical non-spreading oil, such as mineral oil, are
simulated by amplifying the pore-specific flow
component to the magnitude of the diffusional
spreading component.
Despite the simplicity of our representation of
the physics, a surprisingly good duplication of
previous experimental results was achieved.
Figure 15 shows a vertical cross section of a
mineral oil plume (digitized and color-coded) after
infiltration into a cube of unsaturated glass beads
(Simmons et al. 1990).
Figure 16 shows the
results of the DLA simulation of the experiment.
The color coding in Figure 16 corresponds to
displacement time:
red corresponds to the
newest part of the plume and blue to the oldest.
Figure 16 shows how gravity-griven channelling
flow creates an unstable infiltration front, which
is then smoothed by diffusional spreading, which

of the channels, and the inclusion of uninvaded
bubbles, are ali duplicated in the DLA model
results.
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Manipulation of Natural Subsurface
Processes: Field Research and

incorporates consideration of additional chemical
reagents and measurements of the ability of dissimilatory iron-reducing conditions to reduce
aquifer solids. More detailed computer simula-

Validation
J. S. Fruchter, F. A. Spane, J. K. Fredr/ckson,
C. R. Cole, J. E. Amonette, J. C. Temp/eton,
7". O. Stevens, D. J. Holford, L. E. Eary, J. M.
Zachara, B. N. Bjornstad, G. D. Black, and
V. R. Vermeul

tions will optimize reagent dispersal and recovery
in the subsurface. Methods that use gradient
control to increase reagent residence time in the
subsurface will also be investigated.
Successful completion of the field test requires
thorough characterization of the field site.
Therefore, a three-phase plan for characterization
of the hydrophysical, geochemical, and microbiological properties of the field site was also
developed.

Under the auspices of DOE's Subsurface Science
Program, the use of a field experiment to validate
key hypotheses concerning the natural interactions of microbial, chemical, and physical
processes was investigated.
In FY 1992, the
ramifications of such an experiment for in situ
remediation of subsurface contamination led to
the project's being transferred from the Office of
Health and Environmental
Research to DOE
Office of Environmental Restoration and Waste

Numerical Model of Transient Radon

Management.
Therefore, recommendations
future research were developed in FY 1992.

D. J. Holford,
J.L. Cox

Flux Through Cracked Concrete Slabs

for

G. W. Gee, H. D. Freeman, and

The concept underlying the experiments is that
the addition of chemical reagents and/or microbial nutrients to the aquifer through an injection
well would create chemically reducing conditions
in the aquifer, and thus create a permeable geochemical treatment barrier. Such a geochemical
barrier could be a powerful tool for future
remediation of dispersed contaminants on DOE
lands. The reagents and nutrients proposed are
those expected to cause only temporary changes
to the aquifer chemistry. This approach ensured
that additional contaminants would not be added
to the aquifer during remediation,

Several researchers have suggested that cracks
in concrete floors could be pathways for the
entry of significant amounts of radon into
buildings
(Landman
and
Cohen
1983;
Narasimhan et al. 1990; Schery et al. 1988a;
Wilkinson and Dimbylow 1985). Loureiro et al.
(1990) used steady-state simulations of advective and diffusive radon transport in soils to
demonstrate that diffusion is the dominant
mechanism of transport when soil gas permeabilities are less than 1 x 10 12 m 2 (a value typical
of a fine sand or silty soil). Because concrete
slabs typically have a very low gas permeability,
8.0 x 10 "14 to 3.4 x 10 "18 m 2 (Rogers et al.

A field injection experiment of this type requires
input from a variety of scientific disciplines,
including geochemistry,
microbiology,
and
hydrology. The research conducted under the
Subsurface Science Program included laboratory
studies of the effectiveness of various abiotic

1991), cracks in a concrete floor provide a
significant pathway for radon diffusion and
advection into houses. Previous work has indicated the importance of barometric pumping in
enhancing radon flux from soil (Clements 1974;
Duwe 1976; Kraner et al. 1964; Schery and

reducing agents, characterization of microbial
populations and nutrient requirements in Hanford
core samples, and hydrologic modeling and
visualization experiments to determine the sensitivity of the experiment to natural heterogeneity
of the system and to experimental parameters,

Gaeddert 1982), and that fractures in rock or
cracks in soil can result in advective transport
that is much larger than diffusive transport
(Holford et al., in press; Nilson et al. 1991;
Schery et al. 1982; Schery et al. 1988b; Schery
and Siegel 1986).

The recommended research for continuing evaluation of the feasibility of this approach

The purpose of the modelin0 exercise conducted
in FY 1992 was to demonstrate how barometric
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pumping may enhance radon flux into buildings
through cracked concrete slabs. Of interest is
how small and widely spaced cracks in concrete
must be before their influence is negligible. A

radon transport in soil and other porous media,
such as concrete.

unique characteristic of these numerical experiments is that both transient advective (due to
pressure gradients) and diffusive (due to concentration gradients) radon transport were
simulated. The results of simulations of radon
flux from soil through concrete with cracks of
different size and spacing and with and without
subslab aggregate were compared to radon flux

Simulations considering various soil and basement types were conducted to demonstrate the
effect of barometric pressurevariationson radon

FY 1992 ResearchHighlights

transport into basements. A schematic diagram
of the model is shown in Figure 1. The depth to
the water table was 10 m in ali simulations.
Sinusoidalpressurevariations with an amplitude
of 50 Pa and a period of 0.5 h were used in ali
simulations. Variations in actual barometric
pressure can range from an amplitude of a few

from bare soil.
The transport of radon into houses is governed
by the radium content of the soil, as well as its

pascals for periodsof minutes to a few hundred
pascals over a day. The passage of weather
fronts can cause pressurechanges on the order
of 1,000 to 2,000 Pa (Narasimhanet al. 1990).

transport properties, diffusion coefficient,
permeability, and porosity. These propertiesare
important because radon gas moves both by
advection with the bulk flow of liquid and gas in
the soil, and by diffusion through liquid and gas
in the soil pores. In this project, a finite-element
code, Rn3D, has been developedto simulate gas

Three soil types were considered in the simulations: sand, silt, and clay. Simulations were
conducted with bare soil, soil covered by intact
concrete, or soil overlain by a cracked concrete
slab. Other simulationsincludeda coarsegravel
layer underneath the concrete slabs. Properties
for ali materials used in the simulationsare listed
in Table 1.

flow and radon transport in porous media by
transient advection-diffusion (Holford et al., in
press). The code was designed to model the
effects of ba,'ometric pressure variations on
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FIGURE 1, Model Diagram for Two-Dimensional
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Simulation
of Radon Flux into a Basement,
Simulations were conducted
to determine
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TABLE 1. Properties of Porous Materials Represented in Simulations

Porosity,
m3/m 3

Permeability,
m2/s _,

Diffusion,
m2/s

Clay

0.56

1.0xlO "14

2.0x10 "2

35

O.1

Loam

0.45

1.Ox10"12

4.0x!O "2

35

0.1

Sand

0.35

1.0x10 "1°

6.1x10 "2

35

0.1

Gravel

0.40

3.OxlO "7

6.1x10 "2

O

0

Concrete

0.25

4.4x10 de

1.3x10 "3

O

0

Material

The propertifs used to represent gravel are
typical of sub-slab aggregate (Gadgil et al.
1991). F_,_pertiesfor concrete are typical of
new residential dwellings (Rogers et al. 1991).
The porosities and pern_eabilitiesfor the clay,
loam, and sand soils are typical values for the
respective grain-size classes(Freeze and Cherry
1979; Mualen_ 1976).
Diffusion coefficients
were estimated based on typical pore-sizedistributions for each size class (Nielson et al. 1984)
and on the diffusion coefficient of radon in pure
air (Bird et alo 1960; Hart 1986).
Radium
content and emanation coefficients for the three
soil types were based on those for soils near
Socorro, New Mexico (Schery et al. 1984), and
Poamoho,Hawaii (Cotter 1990). Bulk densities
for each material were calculated assumingPb =
;Z.65(1 - n).
Three sets of crack widths and spacing in the
concrete slabwere considered:1) crackwidth =
0.5 cm, spacing = 8 m; 2) crack width =
0.5 cre, spacing = 0.8 m; and 3) crack width =
0.05 cm, spacing = 0.8 m.
Figure 2 shows the transient radon fluxes from
bare soils. Because sand has the largest diffusion coefficient, the average radon flux from the
sand is larger than that from loam or clay. Also,
because sand has the largest permeability, the
fl'.,,ctuationsin response to cyclical barometric
pressurevariationsare largerthan for either loam
or clay. These results indicate that soi'._ with
permeabilitiesless than 1.0 x 1012 m2 are relatively unaffected by barometric pressure variations and transmit radon mainly by diffusion,
Note the inverserelationshipbetween radon flux

_

!29

Radium Content,
Bq/kg

Radon Emanation
Coefficient

and barometric pressure; however, the time lag
between radon flux and barometric pressure is
shorter for sand because of its higher permeability, which allows pressurechanges to propagate faster.
Figure 3 compares radon fluxes from bare sand,
sand overlainby a solid concrete slab, and sand
overlain by a cracked concrete slab. The flux
from the concrete slab with wide (0.5 cre),
closely spaced (0.8 m) cracks is significantly
largerthan the flux from the solid concrete slab.
Concrete slabs with smaller (0.05 cm) or more
widely spaced (8 m) cracks did not allow the
passageof significantlymore radon gas than did
the solidconcrete slab.
Figure4 comparesradon fluxes through a worstcase cracked concrete slab (crack width =
0.5 cm, crack spacing = 0.8 m) for three soil
types with and without the presenceof 10 cm of
gravel beneaththe concrete slab. For each soil
type, the flux into the basement is slightly less
when 10 cm of gravel is placed beneaththe concrete slab. The reductionin flux occurs because
the gravel layer increases the diffusion length
between the top of the soil and the concrete
slab; because radon has a short half life of
3.8 dm/s, this increase in diffusion length
reduces the flux into the basement. Also, the
flux is less with a gravel layer present because
the cracks in the concrete slab act as conduits
for fresh air to flow into the high-permeability
gravel layer during periods of increasingatmospheric pressure, as well as being a conduit for
radon gas from the soil during periods of
decreasingatmospheric pressure(Figure 5).
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Thus this research shows that radon flux into a
house can be significantly
reduced by sealing
cracks in concrete slabs. Although concrete has
a very low permeability and diffusion coefficient,
cracks can allow the transmission of a significant
fraction of the flux that a bare dirt floor would
transmit.

Gadgil, A. J., Y. C. Bonnefous, W. J. Fisk, A.
Nematollahi, and R. J. Prill. 1991. Influence of
Subslab Aggregate
Permeability
on Subslab
Ventilation Performance.
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Radon flux can be decreased slightly by the
presence of a 10-cm gravel layer underlying the
concrete slab. Thicker layers of subslab gravel
are common and may reduce radon fluxes into
houses even further
than the l O-cm layer
modeled herein.
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"Modeling Radon Transport in
Dry, Cracked Soil."
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Planned work will study the effectiveness of a
subslab ventilation system in reducing radon
fluxes into houses. The model would be similar
to that shown in Figure 1, but with the addition
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of a conduit through the concrete into the gravel
laver and suction applied to reduce radon concentrations in the gravel layer. This modeling
will be based on experimental data that have
been collected
at houses near Spokane,
Washington.
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coordination of the physical, chemical, and

participation in workshops and conferences at
which scientific issues pertaining to the
Subsurface Science Program are addressed.

The major committee interactions were with
those subcommittees
that address groundwater
concerns for the Committee
on Earth and
Environmental
Sciences (CEES) [part of the
Federal Coordinating
Council on Science and

Schery, S. D., D. J. Holford, J. L. Wilson, and
F. M. Phillips. 1988a. "The Flow and Diffusion
of Radon Isotopes in Fractured Porous Media"
Part 1, Finite Slabs."
Radiation Protection
Dosimetry 24:185-189.

Engineering Technology (FCCSET)] and the Core
Planning Group of DOE's Office of Technology
Development
(OTD) In-Situ Remediation Inte-

Schery, S. D., D. J. Holford, J. L. Wilson, and
F. M. Phillips. 1988b. "The Flow and Diffusion
of Radon Isotopes in Fractured Porous Media,
Part 2,
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grated Program.
During FY 1992, the CEES
subcommittee
on groundwater
completed
a
document, Role of Science and Technology in
Addressing
Four Key National
Groundwater
Issues, that was approved by the participating
agencies including DOE.
The document
describes various agency research programs in
the areas of assurance of groundwater quantity
and quality,
remediation
of contaminated

Schery, S. D., and D. Siegel. 1986. "The Role
of Channels in the Transport of Radon from the
Soil."
Journal
of Geophysical
Research
91 (Bl 2): 12366-12374.

groundwater,
minimization
of
agricultural
contamination of groundwater, and disposal of
nuclear waste.
Principal investigator Rawson

White, F. M. 1991. Viscous Fluid Flow, 2hd ed.
McGraw-Hill, New York.

assisted in writing DOE's initial submittals to the
report and completing the final DOE-wide sub-

Wilkinson, P., and P. J. Dimbylow.
1985.
"Radon Diffusion Modeling." The Scienceofthe
Total Environment 45: 227-232.

mittals, and she represented DOE's basic science
programs at monthly interagency committee
meetings.
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During FY 1992, the CEES subcommittee on
groundwater was transformed into the Subcommittee on Water Resources. The charter of
the new subcommittee
includes ali federal
research programs
conducting
non-marine
surface water research, water/global change
interactions, and groundwater research.
Dr.
Stephen Ragone, U.S. Geological Survey, and Dr.
Steven Cordell, U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency, are the chairman and vice-chairman of
the subcommittee.
Members of the new subcommittee drafted a document entitled Water
Resources:
A Research Strategy for Critical
National Needs, which covered several topics
that relate to groundwater issues faced by DOE.
During FY 1992, several versions of the strategy
document were reviewed across DOE programs,
and review comments were coordinated and
assessed for relevance prior to transmittal to the
subcommittee,

subordinate interests in process monitoring and
control, and process design and information
management.
The principal investigator participated in a
number of Subsurface Science Program workshops during FY 1992. The Deep Microbiology
Subprogram's "Origins" workshop was held in
October 1991.
Two guiding hypotheses to
explain microbial origins in the subsurface were
assessed at the workshop: the in situ evolution
hypothesis, which focused on the survival of
microorganisms in sediments since deposition,
and the transport hypothesis, which examined
the role of microbial transport in populating
subsurface environments.
After a series of
presentations addressing these two hypotheses,
working groups of university and national
laboratory scientists discussed these topics; the
principal investigator assembled the report for
the working group that assessed the in situ

The principal investigator
represented the
Subsurface Science Program research program
interests to the Core Planning Group of the
DOE/OTD
In-Situ
Remediation
Integrated

evolution hypothesis.
The findings of both
working groups were combined in a program plan
for the new Subsurface Science Program initiative in microbial origin, Origins of Microorganisms

Program. This group met several times during
FY 1992 to develop and implement a program
plan describing the technical elements within the
In-Situ Remediation Integrated Program. The
draft program plan was reviewed in January
1992 and the program objectives were established.
The primary objective of the In-Situ
Remediation integrated Program is to manage
applied research and development of in situ
remediation technologies for hazardous waste,
radioactive wastes, and mixed wastes in groundwater, soils, and storage tanks at DOE sites,
The In-Situ Remediation Integrated Program also
coordinates technology development with other
parts of DOE, such as the Subsurface Science
Program, to avoid duplication of effort and
maximize technology transfer to the integrated
demonstrations within DOE/OTD. The Core Plan-

in Deep Subsurface
biology Subprogram

ning Group for the In-Situ Remediation Integrated
Program also established its areas of research
focus during FY 1992; it solicited proposals for
FY 1993 projects in the areas of in situ treatment (destructive or extraction technologies,
such as bioremediation or electrokinetics), in situ
containment, and subsurface manipulation, with

The Subsurface
Science
Program initiated
planning for a new subprogram in bacterial
transport in FY 1992. The principal investigator
coordinated the completion of a draft plan for
this new Subsurface Science Program subprogram in collaboration with Dr. Aaron Mills of the
University of Virginia. The draft plan was

Environments, Deep MicroPhase II Preliminary Plan.

In April 1992, investigators from the Multicomponent Predictive Modeling Subprogram met
in Annapolis, Maryland, to discuss their recent
research results andto establish future directions
for the subprogram.
A representative from
DOE's Office of Scientific Computing also
attended the meeting to describe DOE's program
in high-performance computation. Investigators
explored the need for their projects into link more
closely with Subsurface Science Program experimental projects; the Subsurface Science Program
subsequently realigned the modeling projects into
subprograms inwhichexperimental research was
being conducted.
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presented in October 1992, for review and
comment by participants in a DOE/OHER workshop entitled "Transport of Bacteria through
Porous Media: Field-Scale Experiments." The
small workshop included scientists with back-

well-characterized
hydrogeologic
probably on the east coast.

setting,

grounds in microbiology, hydrology, geochemistry, and geology. The consensus of the workshop participants was that the emphasis should
be on forced-gradient transport experiments in a

the Subsurface Science Program, technical
support in long-range program planning, and
planning and coordination
of subprogram
meetings.

Other activities conducted as part of this project
included peer review of research proposals for
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Terrestrial
Science

Terrestrial Science
Changesin arid and semiaridlandscapesin responseto stress are a concern on DOE lands, as well as
other sites acrossthe nation. For the future, it will be necessaryto predict how natural systems will
respondto a variety of factors, not just globalclimate change, but alsocontaminationand restoration
activities, on local to regional scales.
PNL is conducting basic scientific studies of the fundamental mechanisms that control the way
ecosystems function. The dynamics of soil nutrients, water, gas flux acrossinterfaces, and energy
are being examined to understand how various stresses influence the efficiency with which an
ecosystem can process its essential resources. To estimate fundamental ecological properties for
landscape-sizedareas, quantitative remote-sensingtechniques are being developed. Databases are
providingnew perspectivesand methodsfor resolvingenvironmentalproblems. Researchon sampling
and scaling methodology is being conductedto ensure that these new research areas are supported
on an appropriatetheoretical basis.

SoilMicrobialBiomassand Activity of

FY1992Research
Highlights

a Disturbed and Undisturbed ShrubSteppe Ecosystem

Soils were sampled at 0- to 5- and 5- to 15-cm

H. Bolton, Jr., J. L. Smith (U.S. Department of
Agriculture- Agricultural Research Service),
and S. O. Link
Disturbanceof shrub-steppesoils and alterations
in plant cover may affect the distribution, size,
and activity of soil microorganisms and their
ability to biogeochemically cycle essential
nutrients. The spatial distribution of plants in
arid ecosystems is not uniform, and "islandsof
fertility" exist around shrubs and grasses. We
would thereforeexpect the soil microbialpopulations alsoto be greater around these shrubsand
grasses. Our objective in this project was to
determine microbialbiomasscarbonand nitrogen
and the microbial activity of soils under the
dominant plant types in the arid shrub-steppe
and to compare these propertieswith those of a
soil that was initially shrub-steppe but has
become an arid annual grasslandsince farming
ceased in the 1940s.
Bolton et al. (1990)
showed nitrogen mineralization was similar at
these two siteswhen calculated at the landscape
level. Because nitrogen mineralization is a
microbiallymediated process,microbialbiomass
should have a similar trend. Thus, our hypothesis for FY 1992 research was that soil microbial
biomass calculated for the shrub-steppe on an
area basis would be the same as that for the
annual grassland,

depths beneath sagebrush (Artemisia tridentata
Nutt.), bluebunch wheatgrass [Elytrigia spicata
(Pursh) D. R. Dewey], and cryptogamic soil
lichen crust at the perennial shrub-steppe site
and beneathdowny brome (Bromus tectorum L.)
at the annual grasslandsite. The E. spicata soil
sample was used to represent the soil under ali
perennialgrass species present at the perennial
shrub-steppe site.
Soils were analyzed for
chemical and physical properties, including pH,
inorganic nitrogen, total nitrogen, total carbon,
and bulk density. Biological properties of the
soil, including microbial biomass and activity,
were alsoanalyzed. Soil microbialbiomasswas
analyzed by chloroform fumigation for microbial
biomass carbon (Jenkinsonand Powlson 1976)
and nitrogen (Myrold 1987)without subtracting
respiration from the control soil. Soil microbial
activity was estimated both by soil respirationin
a Gilson®respirometerwith a 0.25% (weight per
volume, w/v)glucose additionand by dehydrogenase activity (Tabatabai 1982) with a 0.5%
(weight per weight, w/w) glucose addition.
For the calculation of a landscape level of soil
microbial biomass carbon and nitrogen (i.e., on
an area basis), the percentage cover estimates
for these two study sites published by Bolton
et al. (1990) were used. The percentage cover
for E. spicata was taken to be the sum of ali
perennial grasses present at the shrub-steppe
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site, because E. spicata was the representative
perennial grass species sampled in our study,
The standard deviations for the site value of
biomass carbon and nitrogen were calculated
using the standard deviationsfrom both the biomass valueson an area basisand the percentage
cover, in a mannertypical for propagatingerrors
in computation (Skoog and West 1979). The
experimentaldesignwas completelyrandomized,
with six replicates for each plant type and for
both depths. Fisher's (protected) least significant difference (LSD) at p _; 0.05 was used for
treatment mean comparisons (Steel and Torrie
1980). Data are reported on oven-dry (105 °C)
soil weight,

had the same inorganicnitrogen, total nitrogen,
and total carbon values, while soil under the soil
crust contained significantly less of ali three.
Thus it appears that the shrubs and grasses in
the perennial shrub-steppe create resource
islandsin the surface soilwhen compared to the
soilcrust in the interplant area. However, at the
5- to 15-cm soil depth, soils under A. tridentata,
E. spicata, and the soil crust ali had the same
values for inorganicnitrogen, total nitrogen, and
total carbon, indicatingthat plant-inducedspatial
heterogeneities in soil nutrients were limited to
the surface soil. Such stratification of soil
chemical and physicalproperties as a function of
depth is common in arid ecosystems.

With depth from 0-5 to 5-15 cm, soil pH and
bulk density usually increased, while inorganic
nitrogen, total nitrogen, and total carbon
decreased (Table 1). The soil under the soil
crust was unusual because pH, inorganic nitrogen, total nitrogen, and bulk density were equal
at the two depths. The surface soilin the annual
grasslandunderneath B. tectorum had the highest inorganic nitrogen, total nitrogen, and total
carbon, and the lowest bulk density of ali soils
assayed. The surface soil at the perennialshrubsteppe site under E. spicata and A. tridentata

Biomasscarbon and nitrogen in the surface soil
were highest under B. tectorum; soils under A.
tridentata and E. spicata had the same values,
and soils under the soil crust had the least
(Table 2). Ali soils had similar biomass carbon
and nitrogen contents at the 5- to 15-cm depth.
Values of soil microbial biomass carbon and
nitrogen at the shrub-steppe and annual grassland sites ranged from approximately 2 to
4 times higher in the surface soil than at the 5to 15-cm depth (Table 2). This pattern indicates
the importance of this surface soil layer (0-to

TABLE 1. Selected Chemical and Physical Properties of Semiarid Soils Collected at (3- to 5- and 5- to 15-cm Depths
at the Perennial Shrub-Steppe and Annual Grassland Sites

Plant Cover

Depth,
crn

pH

Inorganic N,
mg/kcl

Total N,
mg/kg

Total C,
mg/kg

Bulk Density,
malta 3

Perennial shrub-steppe site
Soil crust

0-5
5-15

6.73cd (a)
6.94bc

4.31 c
4.62c

1500e
1800cde

480Od
29OOe

1.32a
1.37a

E. spicata

0-5
5-15

6.65d
7.O1ab

7.46b
4.96c

1900bcd
1500e

107OOb
3900de

1.07b
1.37a

A. tridentata

0-5
5-15

7.06ab
7.21a

7.38b
5.18c

2200b
1700de

11800b
4300de

1.31a
1.32a

6.55d
7.22a

9.79a
5.21c

3300a
2100bc

24300a
6900e

0.93c
1.32a

Annual grassland site
B. tectorum

0-5
5-15

(a) Means in the same column that are followed by the same letter are not significantly
different (p<O.OS, n=6).
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TABLE2. MicrobialBiomassCarbon, MicrobialBiomassNitrogen,Respiration,and DehydrogenaseActivity of Soilsat
(3-to 5- and 5- to 15-cm Depthsat the PerennialShrub-Steppeand AnnualGrasslandSites

Plant;Cover

Depth,
cm

BiomassC,
mglko

BiomassN,
_

Respiration
(=)

Dehydrogenase
(bl

Perennialah,r,
ulPsteppesite
Soil crust

0-5
5-15

333c(°)
187d

57c
32d

3.14c
1.01d

18.5c
8.2d

E. spicata

0-5
6-15

759b
251cd

127b
44cd

9.88b
1.22d

43.7b
10.7cd

A. tridentata

0-5
5-15

81 lb
271cd

141b
45cd

9.88b
3.04c

50.2b
14.1cd

1014a
241cd

174a
42cd

16.00e
2.25cd

80.Oa
18.3c

Annualgrasslandsite
B. tectorum

0-5
5-15

(a) Microliter02 per gram per hour at standardtemperatureand pressure.
(b) 10.2 nmoltriphenylformazanper gramper minute.
(c) Means in the samecolumnthat are followed by the same letter are not significantly
different (.0<0.05, ns6).

5-cre depth) for microbially mediated processes,
such as nutrient cycling and decomposition,
Loss of the surface soil through human or natural
disturbance would be detrimental to the functioning of this ecosystem. The values for soil microbial biomass carbon and nitrogen reported here
are important because there have so far been
very few studies to determine the amount of soil
microbial biomass in arid or semiarid ecosystems,
Soil microbial biomass carbon values for these
arid soils (Table 2) are comparable to those for
other terrestrial ecosystems and indicate that the
amount of soil microbial biomass may not be a
limiting factor for decomposition and nutrient
cycling,

Soil microbial biomass carbon and nitrogen must
be calculated on an area basis to extrapolate
biomass estimates from a soil weight basis to the
landscape or ecosystem level. The bulk densities
of these arid soils (Table 1) were significantly
different, making it difficult to compare biomass
carbon and nitrogen on a soil dry weight basis
for landscape-level interpretations.
Therefore,
the soil microbial biomass carbon and nitrogen
values on a soil mass basis (Table 2) were multiplied by the soil bulk density (Table 1), and
values for the two soil depths were summed to
estimate soil microbial biomass carbon and nitrogen of soils on a volume basis (per hectare to a
depth of 15 cm) (Table 3).

Soil microbial activity, as determined by soil
respiration and soil dehydrogenase activity, was
significantly higher at the soil surface and was
definitely influenced by plant cover (Table 2).
The highest values were found at the O- to 5-cm
soil depth under B. tectorum in the annual grassland, with soils in the perennial shrub-steppe
under A. tridentata and E. spicata having the
same values, and soils under soil crust having
less. At the 5- to 15-cm depth, soil respiration
and dehydrogenase activity approached the same
values in ali soils,

The soil under soil crust had the lowest biomass
carbon and nitrogen when calculated on an area
basis (Table 3). Ali other soils had the same
values for biomass carbon and nitrogen. The low
bulk density of the soil under B. tectorum
decreased its biomass carbon and nitrogen
values on an area basis (Table 3) when cornpared to values calculated on the basis of soil
mass (Table 2). The high bulk density of the
soils under soil crust and A. tridentata (Table 1)
increased their soil microbial biomass carbon and
nitrogen values on an area basis and their
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TABLE3. Comparisonof Landscape-Level
Estimatesof Soil MicrobialBiomassCarbonand Nitrogenat the Perennial
Shrub.Steppeand AnnualGrasslandSites

_Pliant Cover

Biomass,la)
kglha

BiomassN,(.I
kg/ha

Total Cover,(bl
%

Site BiomassC,(al
kg/ha

Site BiomassN,(=)
_
kg/ha

81a

41,1 (:1:19.0)(dI

196 (±98.2) (=)

33 (± 16.6)

,,P,,arennial
ahrul:Psl;.ep¢)e
site_
Soil crust

476a(oI

E. sptcata(lI

750b

128b

42.5 ( ± 20.3)

319 ( ± 164,6)

54 ( ± 27,0)

A. tridenfata

889b

152b

14.4 (+ 19.0)

128 (± 170.8)

22 (±29.4)

B. tectorum(g)

789b

136h

2.0 (±4.5)

16 (¢36.0)

3 (±6.8)

Total

100

659 (¢259,2)

112 (+43.8)

100

789 (±54.9)

138 (±11.2)

Annualgrasslandsite
B. tecmrum(hl

789

136

(al To a depthof 15 cre.
(bl The percentagecover was obtainedfrom Boltonot al. (1990). The percentagecoverfor E. spicata
includesali perennialgrasses.
(c) Means in the samecolumnthat arefollowedby the same letter are not significantlydifferent
(p <0.05, ns6).
(d) Mean ± standarddeviation(ns 6).
(el Standarddeviationsfor the site biomasswere computedfrom the standarddeviationfor percentage
coverand biomass.
(f) The microbialbiomassvaluesfor E. sp/cats were used as an estimatefor ali perennialgrasses.
(g) B. tectorum was predominant,althoughothergrassspecieswere noted.
(hl B. tectorum was virtually 100% of the cover at this site.

standing relative to the other soils (Table 3)
when compared to values calculated on the basis
of soil mass (Table 2).

deviations from the percent cover data resulted
in a large standard deviation for the landscape
estimate of biomass carbon and nitrogen at the
shrub-steppe site (+259.2
and +43.8
from
Table 3). If percent cover is treated as a number
with no error associated with its measurement,
then the standard deviations for the landscape
estimate of biomass carbon and nitrogen at the
perennial shrub-steppe site become ± 77.1 and
± 11.3, respectively.
Even using these small
standard deviations, the landscape-level estimates of biomass carbon and nitrogen at the
perennial shrub-steppe and annual grassland sites
are the same and are within 1 and 1.1 standard
deviations, respectively.
Our values of soil
microbial biomass carbon and nitrogen (Table 3)
are in the middle of the range of values reported
for numerous other terrestrial ecosystems [the
range for biomass carbon was 110 to 1940
kg/ha and biomass nitrogen ranged from 40 to
496 kg/ha (Smith and Paul 1990)].

The percentage plant cover (Table 3) at both the
perennial shrub-steppe and annual grassland
study sites was used to estimate site values for
soil biomass carbon and nitrogen. The perennial
shrub-steppe site had a soil crust covering ali the
interplant areas, while at the annual grassland
site B. tectorum provided almost 100% of the
cover. Site values for biomass carbon and nitrogen were calculated by summing the products of
the biomass carbon or nitrogen for each soil
multiplied by the percent cover of the corresponding plant species. There was no difference
in site values of biomass carbon or nitrogen for
the perennial shrub-steppe and annual grassland
sites (Table 3), confirming our hypothesis that
landscape-level estimates of soil microbial biomass would be the same for the perennial shrubsteppe and annual grassland. The large standard
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The differences observed in soil microbial
biomass carbon and nitrogen on both an area
(Table 3) and a mass basis (Table 2), and those
in soil respiration and dehydrogenase activity
(Table 2) for soils at the perennial shrub-steppe
site, demonstrate that plant cover determined
the amount and activity of soil microorganisms,
The spatial distribution of plant species at the
shrub-steppe study site resulted in "islands of
fertility," where microbial biomass and activity
were enhanced. Both shrubs and grasses in this
shrub-steppe
ecosystem
created
resource
islands, when compared with the soil crust, with
enhanced microbial biomass and activity in the
upper layer on a mass basis (Table 2) and also
enhanced microbial biomass carbon and nitrogen
on an area basis (Table 3). The disturbed site,
the annual grassland, did not have such "islands"
but rather had average values across the whole
site.
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"Relationship Between
Microbial Biomass Nitrogen and A Nitrogen
Availability Index."
Soil Science Society of
America Journal 51:1047-1049.
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3rd ed.
Holt, Rinehart, and
Winston, New York.
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1990.
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Bollag and G. Stotzky, pp. 357-396.
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Future Research
Approaches such as those used here and by _
Bolton et al. (1990) help determine how several
plant types influence soil processes across the
landscape. However, because soil samples were
obtained directly beneath the dominant vegetation at the shrub-steppe site, we lost information
on the transition from one plant type to another.
The next approach would involve investigating
the transitions from one vegetative type to
another, to clarify the extent of these islands of
fertility and to provide a better estimate of
.
microbiallymediated
level,

processes atthe landscape

Page, pp. 903-947.
Agronomy 9, American
Society of Agronomy, Madison, Wisconsin.

Defining Resource Islands Using
Multiple-Variable Geostatistics
J. J. Halvorson (NORCUS), J. L. Smith (U.S.
Department of Agriculture, Agricultural
Research Service), H. Bolton, Jr., and R. E.
Ross/(FSS International)
Ecologists are increasingly turning to geostatistics
for interpretation
of
ecological
phenomena, in part because they recognize the
spatial dependence of their data (Rossi et al.
1992).
Geostatistics are a class of applied
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statistics, developed mainly by mathematical
geologists and mining engineers to model spatial
characteristics of ore deposits and to provide
estimates of ore quantity and quality at unsampied locations. Geostatistics include traditional
univariate and bivariate analyses followed by
descriptive or diagnostic variography, a process

Jenkinson, D. S., and D. S. Powlson.
1976.
"The
Effects
of Biocidal Treatments
on
Metabolism in Soil. 5. Method for Measuring
Soil Biomass."
Soil Biology & Biochemistry

whereby the similarity between samples is determined as a function of their separation distance
and direction.
Such analyses will often show
that neighboring samples are more similar to

8:209-213.
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each other than samplescollected farther apart,
This spatial dependence may be modeled and
used in a technique known as krigingto predict
values for locations that have not been sampled
(Isaaks and Srivastava 1989).

our example concerned small-scale phenomena
and a modest number of variables,the technique
demonstrated is flexible enoughto be applicable
to any spatial scale or number of variables.
FY 1992 ResearchHighlights

Application of geostatistics to ecological data
may be somewhat limited because the analyses
are typically restricted to a single variable at a
time, whereas many ecologicalphenomenaare a
function of several independent or correlated
variables. For example, in natural systems,
identification of phenomenasuch as prime wildlife habitat or potential plant range may require
consideration of the spatial co-occurrence of
several biotic and abiotic factors existing at
different spatial and temporalscales. In addition
to biologicaland physicalconstraints, regionalizing concepts, such as populationcarrying capacity, prime agricultural land, or "high-risk" sites,
may also be influenced by human factors like
cultural constraints, technological innovation,
and trade (Budd 1992). Consequently, to be
useful for analyzing the spatial characteristicsof
many kindsof phenomena, flexible geostatistical

The study was conducted at the Arid Land
Ecology (ALE) Reserve, located on the Hanford
Site in southeastern Washington [see Bolton

methods must be developed to simultaneo.,.isly
integrate and summarize the information for
several environmentalvariables,

Data were analyzed with univariate and non-

Resourceislandsare an exampleof an ecological
phenomenonthat is likelyto be most accurately
described by more than a single parameter.
Resourceislandsare a well-recognizedfeature in
soils, occurring when plants influence the
distribution of resources and biogeochemical
processes in the soil in their immediate vicinity,
This effect has been documented for a number
of soil nutrients and vegetation types,
The objective of this study was to measure
resource islands under Arternisia tridentata as
defined by the integration of severalsoil parameters. More specifically, we applied existing
nonparametric geostatistical techniques with a
simple modification to simultaneously describe
and model locations in the landscape that met
specified multivariate selectioncriteria. Through
theuse of nonparametricgeostatisticswe were
able to analyze data sets containing highly
variant phenomena and, furthermore, were able
to provide risk-qualified estimates of values at
unsampled locations (Journel 1983). Although
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et al. (1990) for details] following a specific
sampling protocol. Briefly, to assess the distribution of soil resources with respect to plant
location, coresof surface soil (10.5 cm in diameter by 5 cm deep) were collected at 41 specific
locations within five 2-m by 2-m plots, each
centered on a mature A. tridentata individual.
Each sample was analyzed for total inorganic
nitrogen (TI-N), water-soluble forms of carbon
(H20-C), soil microbial biomass carbon (SIR-C),
and metabolic quotient (qCO2) or the amount of
CO2-C producedper unit of SIR-C (Andersonand
Domsch 1986; Insam and Haselwandter 1989).
In a separate incubation, cumulative soil respiration (MIN-C) was measured for each sample.

parametric geostatistics. Nonparametricgeostatistics are useful for analyzing data that is
skewed or contains outliers. The basis of this
approach is a data transformation based on the
rank order of the data. The transformation
converts a continuous random variable into an
indicator or binary random variable (Journel
1983; Isaaks and Srivastava 1989; Rossiet al.
1992). An indicator random variable I(x;z) is a
random variable that is coded either 0 or 1
accordingto whether the underlyingcontinuous
variable Z(x) exceeds a specified threshold or
cutoff value, z. Forthis work, we coded data as
0 if Z(x) s z and 1 if Z(x) > z. Although the
indicator transform approach has usually been
applied to a single variable, wP, extended the
concept to account for multiple variables. The
multiple-variableindicator transform (MVIT) is a
method to spatially summarize the information
from a number of variables, lt is simply an
extension of the traditional single-variableindicator transform, whereby a new compositeindicator variable is created from the results of
several single transformations.

We ;d__ntified several individual variables that we
assumed
to represent
resource
islands,
and
specified
critical
thresnold
levels
for
each
variahle.
These thresholds
were used as a basis
for ti_e indicator
transformation.
For this study,

stringent definition cf a resource island (COMB5)
required that every variable be found in concentrations
greater than the median.
Once specifled,
MVIT
data
were
analyzed
just
as an
individual
indicazor-transformed
variable
would

data for five soil parameters
(TI-N, H20-C, SIR-C,
qCO2_ and MIN-C)
were indicator-transformed
using the local (i.e., within plot) median of each
variable as the critical threshold
value (Table 1).
Each variable at a location
was transformed
by
comparing
it to its particular
critical
threshold
va:ue.
These indicator-transformed
data were
analyzed separately
and also integrated
together

be. For this study, we evaluated
spatial continuity with "non-ergodic"
correlograms
(Srivastava
and Parker 1989) and estimated
the values of
soil properties
.-t unsampled
locations
using
ordinary
kriging (Isaaks and Srivastava
1989).

to create
three
new composite
variables
(or
MVITs) of varying complexity.
The least restrictive MVIT (COMB3)
was coded 1 if any three of
the five variables
were above the median.
The
second MVIT (COMB4) was coded 1 if any four
of the five variables
were coded 1.
Our most

respective
threshold
limits
was plotted
(e.g.,
Figure 1).
Within
each 2-m by 2-m plot, we
observed
a broad range of resource availability,
ranging
from locations
where
no variable
was
greater than the local median (coded 0) though
locations
where ali variables
exceeded
thf local

As a simple
analysis,
the sum of
indicator
variables
(five total)
that

individual
met their

TABLE 1. Example of Indicator Transformations for Total Inorganic Nitrogen (TI-N), Soil Microbial Biomass-Carbon
(SIR-C), Water-Soluble Carbon (H20-C), Soil Respiration (MIN-C), and Metabolic Quotients (QCO 2) for Soil Located at
Sampling Points X and Y. The critic,=ithreshold values used as the basis for the indicator transformation correspond
to the median values of each variable calculated for one plot.

X

Y

TI-N,
mg/kg dry soil

SIR-C,
mcl/kg dry soil

H20-C,
mg/kg dry soil

MIN-C,
mg CO2-0 per
kg dry soil(a)

QCO2C,
mg CO2-C per
kg SIR-C per day

2.2
1.1
1.8
5.6

970
389
641
737

34.5
26.9
20.6
27.3

411
226
312
362

0.043
0.028
0.029
0.026

1.4

544

28.5

337

0.035

1
O
1
1

1
0
1
1

1
0
0
0

1
,'_
J
1

1
0
0
0

COMB3

COMB4

COMB5

1
0
O
1

1
0
0
0

1
O
0
0

Untraneformed Data
2.7
4.7
2.7
2.9

18.6
18.6
18.8
18.8

T::-eehold Values
Ind!oator Transformations
2.7
4.7
2.7
2.9

18.6
18.6
18.8
18.8

Multiple-Indicator Transformations

2.7
4.7
2.7
2.9

18.6
18.6
18.8
18.8

(a) 3-week incubation (23°C, dark).
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1.

The Number

of Individual

Soil Variables

That Were Above the Local Median in the Same Plot as in

Table 1. Values have a range from 0 (no variable was greater than the local median) to 5 (ali variables
than the local n_edian).

median (coded 5). In general, we found that the
highest numbers of variables above the local
median were congregated in the vicinity of the
A. tridenta_a plant, but values near 5 were also
occasionallyobserved elsewhere,
The indicatortransform was usefulfor identifying
underlyingpatterns related to the probabilityof
resourceencounterthat were otherwise camouflaged by the magnitude of outliers. Figure2
illustratesdifferencesbetween continuous,nontransformedTI-N data and indicator-transformed
TI-N data for one plot. A posting of the raw
untransformed TI-N data (Figure 2a) showed
most values were in the range of 1 to 7 mg/kg
dry soil,as reflected by mean and medianvalues
for TI-N of 3.7 and 2.7 mg/kg dry soil, respectively. However, the 41 individual samples
collected in the plot had a range of 0.917.3 mg/kg dry soiland a coefficient of variation
of over 100%. Several locations with large
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were greater

"outliers" were observed in the northeast, northwest, and southeast corners of the plot. The
presence of these outliers in a field of lower
values resulted in a correlogramfor the plot that
had short range structure (0.38 m) but high
variability (the experimental correlogramvalue is
greater than 1.5 at a lag of 0.34 m) (Figure 2b).
The effect of these large values was also
stronglyexpressedasconcentrationspikesin the
map of krigedestimates (Figure 2c). Suchspikes
obscured any apparent pattern of resources
associated with A. tridentata.
Indicatortransformationof the raw data res,Jlted
in a discrete field of 0s and ls (Figure 2d) based
on comparisonsto the local median values. The
transformation deemphasized the effect of the
very large values, since ali locations with concentrations greater than 2.7 mg/kg dry soil were
coded alike as 1. The correlogramof indicatortransformed data revealed a higher relative
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intercept or nugget (0.32) and a longer range
(0.78 m) structure than the correlogram for
untransformed data (Figure 2e).
The map of
kriged estimates produced with the indicatortransformed data was also different from the
kriged map produced with untransformed values,
Unlike Figure 2c, where the highest concentrations were located in the northwest, northeast,
and southeast,
the
map calculated
from
indicator-transformed
TI-N that revealed the

stringent set of conditions, COMB5,
were
mostvariable. One plot (Figure 3d)contained no
location with 90% or better probability for an
area with ali five of the individual indicators
above their respective local medians.
In the
other plots, the areas of highest probability were
smaller than those for COMB4 and limited to the
center of the plot, under A. tridentata.

region with
the
highest
probabilities for
encountering TI-N in concentrations above the
median was located closer to the center of the

tial
characteristics
of
individual
indicator
parameters. The spatial continuity of the resulting single MVIT variable is then more easily

plot, nearer the A. tridentata
(Figure 2f).
Emphasizing the likelihood of encountering
"enough" resources, rather than focusing on only
the locations of highest concentrations, may
change the way in which resource islands are
evaluated.
The ecological significance of resource distribution may be most related to the
probability of encountering them in nonlimiting
quantities or quality.

analyzed. Unlike some indexes, an MVIT connotes a very specific meaning conditioned on the
threshold cutoffs for each individual indicator
parameter.
This and the ability to consider a
potentially unlimited number of variables at
different spatial scales simultaneously allows the
MVIT considerable flexibility.

The MVIT approach integrates the disparate spa-
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omnidirectional correlogram models and calculated from 3-10 neighbors in a 0.6-m search radius. The values
portrayed in the maps are the probabilities that samples collected at the specified location will meet the composite
criteria.
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Changes in Hydraulic Resistance of
Bromus tectorum under Enhanced
Nitrogen and Water Conditions

(2x annual winter precipitation), and additional
water plus nitrogen. Minirhizotrons and neutron
probe access ports were installed in each of the
twenty plots in early February.

J. L. Downs and S. O. Link
From April 23 to April 27, transpiration was
measured on replicate plants in each treatment
using a LiCor 1600 porometer with a cylindrical
chamber. Measurements were taken between
7:00 and 10:00 a.m.
Xylem potentials were
measured before dawn, and each time porometer
measurements were made using a Scholandertype pressure chamber. Resistance values were
calculated using the relationship Rh = AqJ/F,
where F is the transpirational flux and AW is the
xylem potential gradient.
Neutron probe data
were collected twice during a 10-day period at
the time of transpiration and xylem potential
measurements. Root numbers and distributions
were observed in the minirhizotrons using a
down-hole miniature video camera.

In arid lands where water is the main factor that
limits plant growth, the flow of water through
the soil-plant-atmosphere continuum can be a
difficult and complex process. Plant resistances
to uptake of water from the soil and transport to
the stomates are difficult both to separate and to
quantify. Because below-ground processes are
difficult to study, little definitive knowledge is
available concerning the flow of water across the
roots and the resistances of the soil-rhizosphereroot water pathway,
Resistance to water flow through the soil to the
roots is a function of the soil matrix and the
water content of the soil. Resistances across
the rhizosphere and root and into the shoot may
change with the age of the plant, diurnal cycles,
or nutrient availability. These resistances affect
the amount of water transpired during the day,
as well as the degree to which plants are able to
recover from water stress overnight.

Examination of predawn xylem pot¢ntials indicated that plants receiving additional nitrogen
were better able to recover from transpirational
stress overnight.
These plants were able to
recover to xylem potentials of -0.3 MPa, even
though measured soil water potentials in the top
45 cm of soil ranged from 2.5 to 3.3 MPa for
that treatment. Plants in the control plots were
able only to recover to -0.9 to -1.0 MPa overnight (Figure 1a) even under higher measured soil
water potentials (-0.8 to -1.1 MPa) in the top
45 cm of the soil profile.
Profiles of soil
moisture content calculated from neutron probe
measurements show higher water contents at
depths I:elow 45 cm. These results seem to
indicate that plants receiving additional nitrogen
were either better able to access soil water, or
better able to transport water from the soil to the
shoot.

Resistances to water uptake and transport were
studied for 8romus tectorum L., an introduced
winter annual grass that dominates old-field
communities on the Hanford Site in southeastern
Washington.
The values for resistance were
calculated as a function of the relationship
between transpiration and shoot xylem potential
under enhanced water and nitrogen conditions,
in an attempt to evaluate which factors limit the
ability of the plant to absorb and transport water,
FY 1992 Research Highlights
Transpiration and shoot xylem potential were
measured on plants growing in old-field communities on the Arid Lands Ecology facility,
which is part of the DOE's Hanford Site. The
Site lies in the shrub-steppe ecoregion and
receives between 15 and 18 cm of precipitation
per year, 75% of which arrives between October
and March. Twenty circular plots, each 2 m in
diameter, were located in the old field. Treat-

Mean midday xylem potentials of treatments
receiving additional nitrogen were lower than
midday xylem potentials of the control and water
treatments (Figure lb). Additional canopy biomass resulting from growth under enhanced
nitrogen conditions, and thus higher transpirational demand per unit land area, may explain the

ments were randomly assigned--five each for a
control (no additional water or nitrogen),
additional nitrogen (10 g/m2), additional water

higher level of water stress. The Rh values calculated at the canopy level are higher for the nitrogen treatment than for the control treatments
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the control plants at the 50 to 75 cm depth.
Fewer rootswere found at depth beneathcontrol
plants. The mean number of roots in the profile
beneathtreatments receivingadditionalnitrogen,
although highly variable, was generally greater
than in other treatments. Comparison of the
neutron probesoilmoistureprofilesfor the water

Significantdifferences in numberof rootsfrom 0
to 75 cm below the surface were noted only for
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and nitrogen+water
treatments indicates that
plants in the nitrogen +water plot were able to
extract more moisture from the profile over the
10-day period.

(Toft et al. 1989).
The addition of nitrogen in
the field has been shown to increase water-use
efficiency for the semiarid pinyon and juniper
(Pinus edulis and Juniperus monosperma; Lajtha
and Barnes 1991).

Future Research
Resistance of Bromus

tectorum

to uptake and

Nitrogen-use
efficiency
(biomass/biomass
nitrogen)
generally decreases
as nitrogen
increases (Chapin and van Cleve 1989).
The
relationship between nitrogen-use efficiency and
water has not been studied specifically, but Field
et al. (1983) found that chaparral evergreen
species from dry sites had lower nitrogen-use
efficiency than specie_ from wetter sites. They
also observed a negative correlation between
water-use efficiency and nitrogen-use efficiency
for instantaneous estimates.

transport of water from the soil under field
conditions seems to be limited by the resistance
of the soil matrix under soil water contents of
0.08 gig and less. At higher soil water contents,
the treatment with nitrogen +water was better
able to extract water from the soil and transport
it to the shoot. Future work might address the
changes in root/shoot ratio that occur under
enhanced nitrogen and water conditions.

We conducted field experiments in FY 1991 to
determine the relationship
between
biomass
production and additional nitrogen and water in

The Effects of Nitrogen and Water on
the Efficiency of Water Use and
Nitrogen Use by Bromus tectorum in
the Field

the annual grass Bromus tectorum.
We found
that
biomass
production
was sensitive
to
additional nitrogen and water, but only when
they were added in combination. We therefore
concluded that both resources are limiting for

S. O. Link, H. Bolton, Jr., and J. L. Downs
The limited availability of such resources as
nitrogen and water in arid ecosystems strongly
influences plant productivity (West and Skujins
1978). Consequently, ecosystem biogeochemical cycling processes, water-use efficiency, and
nitrogen-use
efficiency
are also strongly
influenced by the availability of these resources.
Resource availability can be affected by humaninduced perturbations, such as global warming
and air pollution, and by physical disturbance.
To better understand how efficiently
arid
ecosystems process water, carbon, and nitrogen,
we have been conducting experiments in the
field to determine how such ecosystems respond
to increases in water and nitrogen. Developing
models of such processes will allow us to
hypothesize how the ecosystem will respond to
various scenarios of global climate change,

biomass production.
The purpose of our
FY 1992 work was to determine 1) the long-term
relationships between water-use efficiency and
nitrogen-use efficiency with additional nitrogen
and water, and 2)which
resource, water or
nitrogen, is more limiting for Bromus tectorum.
FY 1992 Research Highlights
Ourfield site is located in the Lower Snively Field
on the Arid Lands Ecology (ALE) Reserve at the
Hanford Site. The experimental design involved
six levels of water and six levels of nitrogen,
with five replicate plots, for a total of 180
experimental units. Each experimental plot was
approximately 1 m in diameter. The plots were
aligned along six drip-irrigation lines. These lines
were randomly placed in the field, with each line

Water-use efficiency generally increases in
situations with decreasing water.
This means
that plants will acquire more carbon for the
amount of water lost as water becomes limiting
(Fischer and Turner 1978).
lt has been found
that water-use efficiency in cold-desert perennial
shrubs and grasses decreased with additional
water and increased with increased nitrogen

representing a different water treatment level.
Nitrogen treatment levels were randomly chosen
for a total of 30 plots along each irrigation line.
The water treatments were applied on March 6 8 and March 18 - 20, 1991.
The nitrogen
treatments were applied in the last week of
February.
The natural precipitation (control
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water-treatment level) was 13.23 cm from
October 1, 1990, until May 30, 1991. For the
otherfive water-treatment levels, addedirrigation
water was 7.93, 13.75, 17.54, 22.63, and
29.85 cm.
Nitrogen was added as NH4NO3 in a 1-L solution
of water to achieve the additional nitrogentreatment levels. An additionalunamendedliter
of water was applied to the control nitrogen
treatment plots to maintain comparabilityamong
ali experimental units. The control level of
nitrogen in the top 15 cm of soil was 0.937
g/m2 (Bolton et al. 1990). The additional nitrogen in the form of NH4NO3 yielded nitrogen
levels of 3.3, 6.6, 10, 20, and 30 g/m 2 for the
other five nitrogentreatment levels,
Plants were harvested over a 2-week period in
May. Harvesting was done when the plants
were senescing. This stage occurred earlierfor
the low-water treatments and later for the
higher-water treatments. This harvesting plan
was followed so that the plants would be
harvested at maximum biomassdevelopment for
ali treatments. The harvested area was 0.1 m2.
Plants were placed in plastic bags and returned
to the laboratory. The sampleswere then ovendried at 55°C for 48 h and weighed.
Nitrogen.-useefficiency was computed as the
shoot biomass produced divided by total shoot
nitrogen, Shoot nitrogen was measured using
the Dumas combustion technique on a ground
subsample of each experimental unit and is
expressed as percent nitrogen.
Water-use efficiency was estimated through the
use of carbon isotope discrimination (13_).
Water-use efficiency is linearly correlated with
13a (Hubick et al. 1986). Thus a low value of
13(_ correspondsto a low water-use efficiency,
Entireshootsfrom the harvestedlot from ali 180
experimental units were analyzed. Dried shoots
were ground in a Wiley mill and the 13(_ values
determined with an isotope ratioing mass spectrometer at the Stable Isotope Facility at the
University of Utah, as described by Ehleringer
and Cooper (1988).
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The model usedto describethe relationbetween
total shoot nitrogenand water and soil nitrogen
was based on a Michaelis-Menton (rectangular
hyperbola) equation, as described by Thornley
and Johnson (1990). The relationshipbetween
soil nitrogen and total shoot nitrogen is
Y = Ynvs[N/(h + N)]
where

(1)

Y = total shoot nitrogen
= estimated maximum total shoot
nitrogen
N = soilnitrogen level
h = a parameter describingthe soil
nitrogenlevel that yields a halfmaximum total shoot nitrogen.

Ymax

The relationship between water and total shoot
nitrogenis
Y = a + bW

{2)

where W is the water level and a and b are
empirical parameters. Total shoot nitrogen as a
function of water and nitrogenwas predictedby
multiplying Equations (1) and (2), as follows:
Y = (a + bW) [N/(h + N)]

(3)

where (a + bW) is now equivalent to Ymaxas a
function of W.
The nitrogen uptake ratio is defined as the ratio
of total shoot nitrogento soil nitrogen.
The model used to describe the relation between
total shoot nitrogen and nitrogen-use efficiency
was based on an exponential equation. The
relationship between shoot nitrogen and
nitrogen-useefficiency (NUE) is
NUE = a e(bN)

(4)

where a and b are empirical parameters. No
relationship between water and nitrogen-use
efficiency was apparent.

The model used to describe the relationship
between percent shoot nitrogen and water and
13a is based on exponential equations. The
relationshipbetween percent shoot nitrogenand
13(_ is
lSa = a e _°_N)

levels. The nitrogen uptake ratio decreases to
less than 1 with increasingsoil nitrogen.
Nitrogen-use efficiency decreased with increasing shoot nitrogen (Figure 4) but was not related
to water (Figure 5). The predicted curve in

(5)

Figure 4 was generated from Equation (4).
The carbon isotope ratio, a measureof seasonal
water-use efficiency, was largely a function of
percent nitrogen and secondarily a function of
water. The relationship between percent nitrogen and 13a [Equation (5)] accountedfor 58% of
the variation in the data. When water was
included [as in Equation (7)], the amount of
variation explained increasedto 66%. The fact
that percent nitrogenis the stronger predictorof
13a is madeapparentby comparingFigures6 and
7. Figure6 displaysobservedand predicteddata
[Equation (7)] showing the basically linear relationship between percent nitrogen and 13a. As
percent nitrogen increases, so does 13a; thus
water-use efficiency increaseswith an increasing
percentage of nitrogen. In contrast, the water
level had little effect on 13a (Figure 7). However, even though water was a weak predictorof
13a, 13_)did decrease with increasingwater for
the control and lowest level of added nitrogen.
At higher levels of soil nitrogen, there was no
relationshipbetween water and 13a.

where a and b are empirical parameters,
The relationshipbetween water and 13(_ is
13a= a e _°w)

(6)

where a and b are empiricalparameters. The 13a
was predictedasa function of water and percent
shoot nitrogen by multiplyingEquations (1) and
(2) with the addition of an interaction term, as
follows:
lsa = a e _°w* o_N. dW_N)

(7)

where a, b, c, and d are empirical parameters,
The parameters were obtained using nonlinear
regression.
Total shoot nitrogen related primarily to the
amount of nitrogenadded to the soil and secondarily to the amount of water. The relationship
between soil nitrogen and total shoot nitrogen
[Equation(1)] accountedfor 73% of the variation
in the data. When water was included, as in
Equation (3), the amount of variation explained
increasedto 85%. The fact that soilnitrogen is
the stronger predictorof total shoot nitrogenis
apparentby comparingFigures1 and 2. Figure 1
displays observed and predicted data [Equation (3)] showing the saturation relationship
between soil nitrogen and total shoot nitrogen,
Soil nitrogen levels above 10.937 g/m 2 do not
significantly increase total shoot nitrogen. In
contrast, Figure 2 displays the relatively weak
relationshipbetween water and total shoot nitrogen. Increasingwater does increasetotal shoot
nitrogen. The nitrogen uptake ratio (Figure 3)
indicates that nitrogen is taken up by the plant
more efficiently when soil nitrogen is at control
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The carbon isotope ratio or water-use efficiency
was negatively correlated with nitrogen-use
efficiency (Figure 8). Plants expressing high
water-use efficiency had low nitrogen-use
efficiency, and those expressing low water-use
efficiency had high nitrogen-useefficiency.
The results of this experiment indicate that
nitrogen is more limiting than water for total
shoot nitrogen, nitrogen-useefficiency, and 13a
in B. tectorum. Ali of these characteristicswere
more sensitive to nitrogen than to water.
In our studies,we successfullyencompassedthe
rangeof nitrogenadditionsrequiredto definethe
relationshipbetween total shootnitrogenand soil
nitrogen. Total shoot nitrogen was sensitive to
soilnitrogenup to a level of 10.937 g/m2; above
that level there was no effect. Similar relationships have been observed in marsh plants
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(Shaver and Melillo 1984). The same effect is
further evidenced by the nitrogen uptake ratio,
The control values for the nitrogen uptaL_ ratio
were greater than 1, suggesting that more nitrogen was taken up by the plant than there was in
the soil. This discrepancy can be explained by
the fact that the harvest data were collected at
the end of the growing season (and thus represef_ted accumulated nitrogen), but the cor_trol
soil nitrogen level of 0.937 g/m 2 was obtained
from one point in time. The season-long control
level of soil nitrogen would probably be greater
than 0.937 g/m 2 as more nitrogen becomes
available during the growing season because of
microbial mineralization (i.e., decomposition;
Binkley and Vitousek 1989).
Our observation that nitrogen-use efficiency
decreases with increasing nitroFen reflects a
common plant response (Shavuf and Melillo
1984; Chapin and van Cleve 1989).
When
nutrients such as nitrogen are very limiting,
plants are capable of optimizing the amount of
carbon gain for nitrogen used. When nitrogen is
not limiting, the plant is no longer required to
optimize nitrogen usage with respect to carbon
gain.
Our most interesting finding was that nitrogenuse efficiency was not influenced by water,
There has been little previous research on the
influence of water on nitrogen-use efficiency,
James and Jurinak (1978) hypothesized that
water would influence nitrogen-use efficiency for
perennial bunchgrasses. Although our results are
for a winter annual, we hypothesize that water's
lack of effect on nitrogen-use efficiency reflects
the fact that water influences nitrogen uptake
and carbon gain equally. As we reported for
FY 1991, shoot nitrogen and biomass were
sig;,ificantly related to water,

_.

Water-use efficiency was positively correlated
with percent tissue nitrogen and poorly related to
water in B. tectorum.
A similar increase in
water-use efficiency with increasing nitrogen has
been observed for numerous species, although
exceptions have also been found. The positive
correlation between water-use efficiency and
nitrogen is interpreted as being a consequence of
the increase iq carbon gain being greater than in
the case c f stomatal conductance (Toft et al.

1989). Photosynthetic rates are generally positively correlated with leaf nitrogen (Field et al.
1983).
Our observation that water-use efficiency was poorly related to water agrees with
the conclusion drawn by Toft et al. (1989), that
semiarid land plants in general show either no
change or an increase in water-use efficiency
with decreasing water supply. We found an
increase in water-use efficiency with decreasing
water at the control and lowest level of added
nitrogen, although there was no effect at higher
levels of nitrogen.
Our observation that water-use efficiency is
negatively correlated with nitrogen-use efficiency
is in agreement with observations based on
instantaneous data by Field et al. (1983).
In
contrast to their data, the data for our observations represent factors in effect over the entire
'=le span of B. tectorum, and so we conclude
that compromises between water-use efficiency
and nitrogen-useefficiency are similar at various
time scales.
Plants limited by nitrogen will
preferentially optimize its use (highest nitrogenuse efficiency) but will optimize water use
secondarily (lowest water-use efficiency).
We
hypothesize that such plants will have an accelerated phenological progression to produce viable
seed before running out of water and will allocate more carbon to roots to acquire more water.
Historically, it has been assumed that plants
limited by water will preferentially optimize its
use (highest water-use efficiency) and would
therefore optimize nitrogen use secondarily
(lowest nitrogen-use efficiency). The validity of
this assumption is not clear; we found only a
poor relationship between water and water-use
efficiency, lt is likely that ali plants developed
significant water stress, especially those in the
nitrogen-plus-water treatments. With additional
nitrogen, plants increased in size and therefore
would have used more water. We hypothesize
that a significant negative correlation would be
found between water-use efficiency and water if
we periodically added water to the system to
intensify the water treatment effect.
Future Research
One of the values of our experimental design is
that equations written to describe the effects of
water and nitrogen on resource efficiencies can

_

be incorporated into ecosystem models for the
ALE Reserve. Future research efforts will be
made to understand genetic differences with
respect to water-use efficiency and nitrogen-use
efficiency between co-occurring species at the
same location and within species from differing
locations. Hypotheses will be developed and
tested at the more complex sagebrushbunchgrass ecosystems common on the ALE
Reserve and throughoutthe arid western United
States.
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M. D. Wessel, S. O. Link, and R. G. Kelsey
(U.S. Department of Agriculture Forest Service)
Non-methane hydrocarbons(NMHCs) emitted by
plants play significant roles in the chemistry of
the soil and atmosphere, lt has been estimated
that as much as 90% of ali NMHC is produced
by natural sources,the rest comingfrom anthropogenicsources (Martin et al. 1991 ). There are
many different kinds of NMHC. Of interest to
this project are the terpenes, specifically monoterpenes, lt is known that barren areas occur

near and under stands of California sagebrush
(Artemisia californica), an emitter of monoterpenes. These barrenareasare caused in part by
an allelopathic interaction (Kelsey et al. 1978;
Kelsey and Everett, in press). Specifically, some
monoterpenes emitted by California sagebrush
can inhibit the germinationand growth process
of other plants, thus preventing their growth
near the shrub (Kelsey and Everett, in press),
Such allelopathic toxicity may occur for any
plant that emits monoterpenes or other NMHC.
Non-methane hydrocarbons also affect the
atmosphere. Isopreneand terpene emissionsare
responsible for 39% of global carbon monoxide
productionand are precursorsto volatile organic
acids (Mooney et al. 1987; Lamb et al. 1987).
However, the effects of monoterpenes in the
atmosphere are not ali negative. For instance,
these compoundsrepresenta significantsinkfor
low-level ozone (Mooney et al. 1987).
lt is important to understandhow natural NMHC
may function in soil biology and in the atmosphere as pollutantsor mediatorsof pollution. To
investigate these processesfurther, it is neces,
sary to have a broad knowledge of the different
types of NMHC being produced and their
sources. This study was conductedto determine
what volatile NMHCs are emitted by dominant
plants found on the Arid Lands Ecology (ALE)
Reserve on the Hanford Site.

The compounds present in each sample were
identified by comparing their mass spectra with
those found in the Registry of Mass Spectral
Data (Stenhagen et al. 1974). For compounds
found in the headspacevapors of big sagebrush,
the order of elution off the GC column was compared with the order reported by Kelsey et al.
(1983). Mass spectrafor irregularmonoterpenes
found in big sagebrush were compared to those
reported by Epstein et al. (1976). Blank injections were run periodicallyto ensure that there
was no residual contamination in the syringe
from previous samples.
Fourofthe six speciesanalyzedproducedsignificant quantities of NMHC (Table 1). There were
no detectable NMHCs in the two grass species
analyzed. Most of the NMHC compoundsidentifled were monoterpenes. The two that were not
were methacrolein, an oxidized derivative of
isoprene,and 3-butenyl isothiocyanate, which is
probablyspecies-specificfor mustards.

Plant samples were collected from the ALEsite.
We investigated Artemisia
tridentata
(big
sagebrush),
Grayia
spinosa
(hopsage),
Sisymbrium
altissimum
(tumble mustard),
Chrysothamnus
nauseosus
(rabbitbrush),
Agropyron spicatum (bluebunch wheatgrass),
and Bromus tectorum (cheatgrass). Big sagebrush and bluebunch wheatgrass were transplanted into pots for transport to the laboratory
in Corvallis, Oregon. Ali other sampleswere cut
from each plant in the field, placed in plastic
bags, and transported to Corvallison ice.

The vegetation found in desert ecosystems can
play a major role in the chemistry of the soil
surroundingthe plant. For instance, big sagebrush emits monoterpenes that actually discouragethe germinationand growth of competing vegetation (Kelsey and Everett, in press;
Bradow and Connick 1990). The monoterpenes
emitted also reduce nitrogenfixation by algae in
the soil (Kelsey and Everett, in press). In a
sense, the monoterpenes act as natural herbicides. As a result, these plants create a
favorable growing environment for themselves,
by reducing competition for soil nutrients and
water in their immediate vicinity. The role of
allelopathy in the ecological interactions of
speciesgrowing at the ALEsite hasnot yet been

Subsamplesof each plant were weighed (approximately 0.5 g)into headspacevials, sealed with
a rubber septum, and allowed to stand at 60°C
for 1.5 hours. A locking airtight syringe was
used to remove 1 ml of headspace vapor from
the vial. After the volume was compressed to

-

0.5 ml, it was injected into a Hewlett Packard
5890 SeriesII gas chromatograph (GC) equipped
with a mass spectroscopic (MS) detector. The
compoundswere separatedon a J&W Scientific
DB-1 capillarycolumn, 0.25-mm inside diameter
by 30 m long, with 0.25-pm film thickness.
Other GC conditions include an initial oven
temperature of 50°C for 2 min, then increasing
at 30°C/min up to 160°C, where it was held for
5 min. The injection port temperature was
150°C, and the transfer line and detector
temperatures were both 230°C.

!59

TABLE1. NMHC Identifiedin the HeadspaceVaporsof
six PlantSpeciesCollectedat the ALE Site
Plant
Big sagebrush

Compounds

changes are anticipated,
lt is possible that
NMHCs emitted from vegetation are actually
strong greenhouse gases. In sandy deserts with

Identified

little or no vegetation,
nighttime temperatures
are relatively cool. In contrast, in areas like the
ALE site, which have more vegetation, nighttime

methacroiein (=|

o-pinene
camphene
artemiaeole(arthole)
1,8-cineole
santolinaepoxide
methylsantolinate
camphor

Hopsage

artemiseole(arthole)
1,8-cineole

Tumblemustard
Rabbitbrush

3-butenylisothiocyanate
o-pinene

.temperatures are relatively warm.
The cause
may be NMHC emissions in these areas (Hayden
1991 ).
To determine the effects of changes in the relative abundances of the plant species found at the
ALE site will require considerably more research.
Currently, we are developing ion mobility spectrometry (Hill et al. 1990) to measure the concentrations of NMHCs in the atmosphere. Also
under way is the development of ion mobility
spectrometry for use in measuring real-time rates
of NMHC flux from plant species found at the
ALE site.

#-pinene

o-phellandrene
_-phellandrene
Bluebunchwheatgrass

None detected

Cheatgrass

Nonedetected
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In recent years, the abundance of cheatgrass and
bunchgrass at the ALE site has risen greatly.
This rise is in part a result of fires that have
destroyed big sagebrush, rabbitbrush, and hopsage. In response to this disturbance, cheatgrass and bunchgrass have quickly invaded and
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generally collected to answer specific research
questions,
now, because of the length and
consistency of the records, the data can be used
to answer broader questions relating to the
maintenance of species, environmental
restoration, and land management.
To make the data
accessible and to maintain continuity of the Iongterm monitoring studies, a computerized method
of storage and retrieval was necessary.
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In 1992, the Terrestrial Sciences Section at PNL
therefore developed a database program that is
capable of archiving, retrieving, and manipulating
these data. The EcologicaIData Manager (EDM)
program was created on the Apple Macintosh
using software that is transportable across platforms,
lt was designed to fit readily into the
researchers'
established
procedures
of data
collection, analysis, and documentation,
while
also being user-friendly.
Flexibility of the PNLdeveloped software gives the program the ability
to accept a wide variety of data (e.g., statistical,
Iocational, archaeological, descriptive).
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The main EDM program provides access to the
raw data by individual record. Associated documentation of the focus and methods of each
study is contained in the Study Summary.
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The Study Site file provides locations of study"
sites and pertinent topographical
features, as
well as general information
on the history,
climate, geography, flora, and fauna.
Those
studies
that
now incorporate
geographical
information system (GIS)technology
may store
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An example

Ecology Reserve and the Environmental Research Park, Hanford Site

other relevant photographic

S. L. Thorsten and M. A. Simmons

authors, and publications.

The Arid Lands Ecology (ALE) Reserve and the
encompassing Environmental Research Park at
the Hanford Site have provided the foundation
for several long-term ecological studies. Data
sets for salmon (starting in 1 948), Canada geese
(since 1953), wintering bald eagle/ waterfowl
populations (since 1961 ), and climatological data
(since 1944) represent a few of the longestrunning studies.
Although these data were

Currently, data from Hanford are being used in
studies of wintering bald eagle habitat, shrike
nesting locations, and home ranges of deer and
elk. The database has also been used to assist
the Washington State Department of Wildlife and
the DOE Richland Field Office in their land use
decisions.

of such images is shown in Figure 1. Companion
files contain
information
on investigators,
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visual identification

FIGURE 1. GIS Map: Shrike Locational
summer of 1989 on the Hanford Site.

Data. Loggerhead shrikes (Lanius ludovicianus)
were studied in the spring and
The study was restricted to areas of the Hanford Site south and west of the

Columbia River. Surveys were conducted by slowly driving (8-20 km/h) along nearly ali of the roads, equivalent to a
154-km vehicular transect.
The transect was completed once a month between April and August 1989.
The location of each shrike nest was mapped,

and the behavior and age (adult or fledgling)

of each shrike recorded.

location was observed three or more times to verify that the nest was in an active breeding territory.
and this GIS map contain the Iocational data for shrike nests (i.e., coordinates for the sitings).
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Each

The data file

Designs for Environmental Field

in ecosystem dynamics, as evidenced by the
short food chains involving large whales and by
the emerging understanding of how predation by

Studies
J. M. Thomas, L. L. Eberhardt, M. A.
Simmons, and V. I. Cullinan

marine mammals controls some ecosystems.
Research on observational sampling conducted in

During

FY

1992

we

continued

to

conduct

research in the areas of observational sampling
and sampling for pattern.
For observational
sampling, our methods were based on and
developed from long-term data that describe the
dynamics of large mammals. The methods for
scaling and sampling for pattern were formulated
using plant cover measurements,
Concern over the effects of global change has
led to a new emphasis on landscape ecology,
because important ecological effects are likely to
be expressed at this level. Since ecologists have
long recognized the importance of spatial and
temporal patterns of heterogeneity in landscapes,
and since a change in pattern or loss over large
landscapes is encompassed by our research on
sampling for pattern, landscape-level research
has been a natural extension for this project,
Such patterns of heterogeneity are known or
hypothesized to affect many ecological phenomena, including population dynamics, life
histories, dispersal patterns, species diversity,
predation, and patterns of natural selection.
However, studies at the landscape level run a
larger risk of drawing invalid conclusions than
experiments conducted on a single smaller scale
that are intended to result in more limited
inferences. A reduction of this risk requires that

this project has served to develop technology for
assessing populations of large animals and provide new applications and methods for this sampiing approach. The effort has had two major
components:
The first concerns methods of
sampling and measuring abundance. The second
deals with the analysis of the dynamics of animal
populations, which is the area that was stressed
during FY 1992. Because these studies require
large expenditures for field work and decades of
effort that no single research project can provide,
the project has concentrated on cooperative
efforts with a variety of management agencies.
Although these agencies have statutory responsibility for management of species, they often lack
the expertise and resources needed for analysis
of the data. During this research, advice and
analyses have been exchanged for access to
long-term data sets. Publications resulting from
these efforts include papers on ungulates, feral
horses, caribou, and wolves (Eberhardt 1991;
Garrott et al. 1991; Eberhardt and Pitcher, in
press).

FY 1992 Research Highlights

Sampling for Pattern.
Combining information
from multiple scales of measurement is an
essential part of global change and landscape
dynamics research. Models and measurements
of large-scale phenomena, such as the effects of
acid precipitation, global carbon and nitrogen
cycles, increased desertification,
and climate
change, are scale-dependent.
Theory suggests
that even the interpretation of the role of

The current U.S. research agenda for global
change neglects the animal components of ecosystems. Reasons for this neglect include the
relatively small global biomass of animals, the
presumed major role of components of lower
stages (e.g., phytoplankton) in trophic diagrams,
and severe difficulties in assessing animal
populations
and their role in ecosystem
dynamics. On the other hand, large mammals
are perceived by the public and many policymakers as being of primary importance.
In
sensitive ecosystems, particularly the Arctic and
Antarctic regions, large mammals have a key role

consumers
in influencing
spatial-temporal
variation in the environment depends on the
scale of the data considered.
Conclusions
appropriate to one scale of environmental
heterogeneity may be inappropriate when transferred to another scale. Consequently, the level
of resolution and the heterogeneity at ali relevant
scales must be considered when defining the
research goals and sampling design for studies
conducted across spatial-temporal scales. Components of ecosystems are interrelated, and an
understanding of these relationships will allow
scientists to predict community, ecosystem, or

the resolution needed and methods for assessing
pattern be carefully considered,
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global change due to human disturbance.
We
have proposed a method for determining the
level of resolution needed to study components
of ecosystems and their interrelations.
The
objectives of the research during FY 1992
included further justification of the importance of
1) considering scale in the design and analysis of
ecological research and 2) providing a comparison of the methods for examining landscape
pattern and scale,

when the plot suggests there is only noise about
O. Likewise when the fractal dimension is 2,
there should be no sill in the semi-variogram.
The efficiency of the same statistical analyses
for detecting change in the spatial distribution of
vegetation through simulation was also compared. The simulation used for this comparison
considers removal of vegetation using both randora and cluster removal of percent cover data
from transects. Extensions planned for the simulation model include random and cluster invasion
in conjunction with both removal patterns, using
two-dimensional or map data generated from
satellite images.

The efficiency of using an array of statistical
analyses to detect change in the spatial distribution of vegetation was evaluated with
simulation methods.
The analyses considered
included Hill's patch size analysis, spectral
analysis, fractal analysis, and variance ratio and
correlation analysis, ali methods for describing
landscape pattern and scale.

Simulations were run on data collected from a
2050-m-long line-intercept transect across the
Arid Lands Ecology (ALE) Reserve on DOE's
Hanford Site in southeastern Washington.
For
both random and cluster removal patterns, the
simulation
model mimics organisms being
dropped onto the transect and allows them each
to remove 10% of the vegetative cover in a 1-m
cell. If there is less than 10% vegetative cover
within an animal's cell, the organism is forced to
move randomly into adjacent cells until sufficient
vegetation is located within a single cell. More
than one organism can be dropped into a cell,
but they eat in order of arrival. Any organisms
arriving after ali the vegetation in a cell is
removed must search the adjacent cells. Thus,.
for example, a cell with 83% cover can accommodate only eight organisms.

We found that the questions asked most frequently at the landscape level cannot be
answered using a single method.
However,
using a combination of methods does potentially
allow scientists to establish agreement in their
assessment of ecological pattern and scale. For
instance, spectral analysis is more sensitive to
small-scale variability, while Hill's analysis is
more
sensitive
to
larger-scale
variability,
Variance ratio and correlation analysis were more
reliable than Hill's method in detecting fine-scale
variability. Because of the variable sensitivity of
each of these methods, the detection of multiple
scales and the determination of ecological
change must be confirmed by more than one
method.

Simulations were conducted on an array of the
percent cover change (2.5, 5, 7.3, 9.6, 12, and
23%) for 100, 200, 300, 400, 500, and 1000
grazers, respectively. For cluster thinning, Hill's
analysis, spectral analysis, and the fractal
dimension were less sensitive to change than the
variance ratio and correlation analyses.
The
latter methods detected differences at 5%
change and less, depending on which elements
were removed, and always detected differences
when cover change was greater than 7%. Figure 1 is an example where a 5% change was
detected, as noted by the change in the first
major peak in the plot from approximately 120 to
60 m.
Hill's method, spectral analysis, and
fractal dimension detected differences only when
the cover change was greater than 9%.

We found that, in general, the patch size analysis
of Greig-Smith should confirm peaks in the Hill
plots, the troughs in the correlation versus
transect segment-length plots, and the sill in the
semi-variogram. For periodic data, the troughsin
the plots made using Hill's method should correspond to peaks in the spectral analysis, variance
ratio, and the point of intersection in the correlation versus transect segment-length plots. For
nonperiodic data, peaks in the variance ratio plot
should correspond to peaks in the correlation
versus transect segment-length plot. Finally, the
value of the fractal dimension should be <2
when the correlation versus the intersegment distance plot has a distinct pattern and should be 2
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Through Simulation Using a Cluster Removal Pattern

None of the methods appears to be more efficient in detecting random removal of vegetation,
For a simulation using a random placement of
organisms, no changes were observed in the
estimated patch size or period for each method
or for each percentage of cover changefrom 2.5
to 23%. Figure 2 depicts a 25% change in the
percentcover resultingfrom random thinning;no
change is apparent in the resulting peaks and
troughs of the variance ratio plot. In fact, as the
number of clusters was increasedduringsimulations with cluster placement (i.e, increasingthe
random component of the cluster removal pattern), the differences in efficiency among the
methods were reduced.
Our researchon the detection and measurement
of scale has found that the scale (defined as the
transect or area that provides the most information at the greatest efficiency or smallest error)
for transects containing multiple species can be
calculatedas the weighted average of the scales
detected for individual species and for the
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community. These scalescan then be compared
to scales calculated from remotely sensed
images. Previouswork has shown good agreement between field data collected on grasslands
in southeastern Washington and Landsat
Thematic Mapper (TM) spectral data. We have
now extended this work to the juniper woodlands of central Oregon. The dominant vegetation in this area is juniper trees (Juniperus
occidentalis) and four species of bushes, the
sagebrush (Arternisia tridentata), green rabbitbrush (Chrysothamnus
viscidiflorus),
gray
rabbitbrush (C. naseousus), and bitterbrush
(Purshia tridentata).
The juniper woodland researchis part of a large,
multidisciplinary study, the Oregon Transect
Ecosystem Research Project (OTTER). Part of
the study involved using various platforms to
collect remotely sensed data, including several
high-flying aircraft. We obtained data from a
Daedalus Thematic Mapper Simulator (TMS)
aboard a hi0h-flying surveillance aircraft. The
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Daedalus TMS has a pixel size of 25.8 m and 12
spectral bands; one band, 7, has a wavelength
of 0.76-0.90 pm, which correspondsto band 4
for LandsatTM. Scale results for the combined
five species measured acrossthe juniper woodland transect agree with the scale calculated
from spectral data from the Daedalus TMS
remote images (Figure 3).
The difference
between field data and spectral data for a
transect less than 200 m long results from
resolution problemsat small transect lengths,

line) Removal

of

Pattern

dynamicsunderthe categorycalledobservational
samplingwas stressedin FY 1992. Data from a
numberof species have been utilized, and some
of the research results based on these data are
presented below.

Work to date supports the idea that the scale
measured remotely corresponds to the scales
obtained from field studies. Past research
(discussed in last year's annual report) has
shown that this measureof scalecan be usedto
detect small levelsof change. Thus, this method
can perhaps be used to routinely monitor large
areas for globallymediated ecologicalchanges.
Observational Studies. Research on developing
a quantitative methodologyto analyzepopulation
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From an ecological point of view, one of the
most important aspects of a study of grizzly
bears in Yellowstone National Park (and its
environs)is that recovery from the severe stress
imposedby closingthe majorsource of artificial
food in the 1970s seemsto be clearly associated
with an ilmreasein early survival. Resultsso far
indicate that adult female survivaland reproductive rates remain largely unchanged. Further
analysis, in terms of density-regulationmodels,
is plannedbecause of the paucity of actual data
for such models describing large mammal
populations.
However, an extensive data set is available for
the Northern fur seal. General trends for this
naturallarge mammalpopulationare known back
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FIGURE 3. Comparison
of Scales Measured in the Field and from an Aircraft Using a Daedalus Thematic Mapper
Simulator.
Scales were calculated from cover data from five species (four bush species and juniper trees) measured
over a 6,O00-m transect in eastern Oregon.

two centuries, and detailed recordsare available
for the past 40 or 50 years. A substantial
decline in numbers began in the mid-1950s and
is generally believedto be associatedwith largescale commercial fisheries. Several models of
the populationhave been constructed (including
two in this project), but none of the modelshave
utilizedthe full rangeof populationdata. Current
research is designed to investigate whether a
more detailed model might explain several
apparent population adjustments over the last
40 years,

from events occurringin the 1960s. The breeding behavior of the species is such that if the
imbalancein adult sex ratio is perpetuated,there
will be a loss of these subpopulations. An
intriguing research question is why these subpopulations have not adjusted in 30 years, and
whether they might only "adjust" through longterm near-extirpationandeventual recolonization.
At three other sites, human presence has
resulted in the virtual cessation of successful
reproduction. Removal of that interferencefrom
one site apparently resulted in recovery of the
population; another site was restored by "restocking"and protection, and similarefforts have
begun at the third site. However, over the last
three years, the seemingly recovered population
hasbegunto declinethrough apparentstarvation
of juveniles and subadults. Inasmuch as this
change has been accompanied by small but
distinct environmental changes, it offers a

Data are also available for the Hawaiian monk
seal.
A substantial change in conditions
occurredin the 1960s, againprobablyassociated
with commercial fisheries. Six major population
centers are distributed over about 1,000 linear
miles. Two of these sites exhibit a severe
imbalance in adult sex ratio that likely stems
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promising prospective experiment in circumstances associated with global climatic changes,
as well as information on density regulation and
an opportunity
to further test the model
developed in this project,

sidering what is known
in about walrus
dynamics, inasmuch as the two species occupy
roughly the same ecosystem. Bowheads were
severely overexploited beginning in about 1848,
with diminishing commercial harvests up to
1 914. Low reproductive rates resulted in a long

The Pacific walrus in the Bering and Chukchi
seas may be one of the natural populations least
influenced by environmental changes caused by
human activities. However, over-harvesting has
resulted in the occurrence of three cycles of
abundance since commercial harvests began in
about 1850. Walrus are probably the keystone
species in their ecosystem, due to their pervasive
influence on the benthos.
Thus, there is a

recovery time. Research has been initiated to
develop a model of this species to describe the
slow growth of whale populations.

prospect of considering an unusually long cycle
of relative abundance forced by human predation
on walrus, and its possible role in apparent
adjustments exhibited by the walrus population.
Development of a population model to describe
this situation has been initiated,

data are available for a predator-prey system
involving large mammals. This particular population crashed in the late 1960s, from 90,000 to
100,000 down to about 10,000.
There is considerable controversy over the role of wolves in
the decline.
Since wolves are regarded as a
keystone species, our models of this event will
be very valuable from both practical and theoretical standpoints.

The Exxon Valdez oil spill of 1 989 resulted in a
substantial decline in the number of sea otters in
Prince William Sound, Alaska. Extensive population (;ata were obtained and are now being re-

Because caribou have been a concern in energy
development (e.g., on the Alaska pipeline), the
predator-prey dimension of this ecosystem must
be considered. Our caribou-wolf data represent
oneofthe few instances where actual population
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whales are too

limited to offer much information about possible
population adjustments, but it is worth con-
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Laboratory-Directed
Researchand
Development

Laboratory-Directed

Research and Development

Laboratory-directed research and development is conducted to develop new and promisingscientific
concepts that have a highpotential for advancing the state of knowledge in environmentalsciences.
This section describes innovative research on the forefront of science that offers opportunities for
future important contributions.

Chemical Desorption/Dissolution

In FY 1992, research focused on understanding
both the kinetic mechanism of adsorption or
desorption of divalent metals at the aluminum

C. C. Ainsworth
The primary purposeof this project is to develop
techniques suitable for measuring the kinetic
constraints on the desorption/ dissolution
processes that govern mobilization of contaminants from solid surfaces and matrices that are
common to DOE sites. A second purpose is to
develop the capability to combinespectroscopic
tools with kinetic reaction techniquesto enhance
our understandingof important solid/liquidinterface geochemicalreactions,
Research in FY 1991 focused on developing a
stop-flow system for aqueous suspensionsthat
could be combinedwith electron spin resonance
(ESR)spectroscopyto measure reactant species
in situ on a time scale of microseconds. The
oxidation-reductionreaction between Cr3+ and
a common manganese oxide was followed by
observingthe increasingESR signalof Mn2+ as
Cr3+ was oxidizedat the manganeseoxide surface according to the reaction
1.5 MnO2 + Cra*.

H20 =

HCrO4 • 1.5 Mn 2_ • H _
Several inorganic metals (e.g., manganese,
copper, vanadium) and many organic free radicals and radical cations can be used as ESR
probes. With the use of appropriateprobes, the
reaction kinetics of important geochemical
reactions can be discerned at time scales that
allow a more complete understandingof mechanisms and pathways,
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and iron oxide-water interface and the sorbate's
structure and bonding environment. Spectroscopically, emphasis was placed on using
extended X-rayabsorptionfine structure(EXAFS)
and X-ray absorption near edge structure
(XANES) spectroscopyto delineate the bonding
environment of divalent metals (e.g., copper) at
the oxide-water interface. This informationwas
used in conjunction with pressure-jumprelaxation techniques and other spectroscopic determinations (e.g., ESR) to elucidate a chemical
kinetic mechanism that would describe the
adsorption/desorption process. Through the
development of such information, a basic understanding of contaminant desorption and of the
possible universality of kinetic mechanisms of
metal adsorption and desorption (e.g., of
uranium, cadmium, and cobalt) are being
developed.
In FY 1993, research into metal cation
adsorption/desorptionkinetics will continue and
will
includeand
studies
involving
metal oxyanion
(chromium
arsenic)
interactionsat
the solidwater interface. Additional studies will investigate the surface speciation and chemical reactions that control the interfacial processes of
simple organic acids. The emphasis of these
studies will be on determining the effectiveness
of kinetic techniques (i.e., relaxation kinetics,
continuous flow systems, and stop-flow systems) in discriminatingrate-limiting reactions at
the solid-water interface, and on linking these
findings to spectroscopic measurements in an
attempt to isolate important rate parameters.
This researchwill be completedin late FY 1993.

Enzymatic Transformation of
Inorganic Chemicals

EDTA profoundly

Y. A. Gorby and H. Bolton, Jr.

and radionuclides, including radioactive cobalt
(6°Co). The extent of migration in subsurface
environments relates to both the stability of the
radionuclide-EDTA complex and the sorptive
capacity of subsurface particulates.

In the past, inorganic contaminants, including
radionuclides and toxic heavy metals, have been
disposed of at U.S. Department of Energy (DOE)
sites. In some cases, these inorganic contaminants have migrated and may threaten the
quality of domestic groundwater supplies. To
predict the fate of such toxic inorganic contaminants, it is vital to understand the factors
that influence their solubility and migration,
Microbial activity can directly influence the
oxidation state, and thus the solubility, of some
multivalent metals= Some anaerobic bacteria,
known as iron reducers, can couple the complete
oxidation of reduced organic matter with the
reduction of iron(III) to iron(II), lt has recently
been demonstrated that these iron-reducing bacteria will also reduce uranium. As a result of
uranium respiration, soluble uranium(VI) is converted to the insoluble uranium(IV) precipitate
uraninite. This metabolism offers potential for
the remediation of water contaminated with
uranium. During FY 1991, this project demonstrated that iron-reducing bacteria can also

altered

the geochemistry

of

natural systems and, in some cases, resulted in
the far-field migration of inorganic contaminants

The stability constants of metal-chelate complexes and their adsorption behavior are often
influenced by the oxidation state of the metal
moiety. For instance, cobalt(lll)-EDTA is a highly
stable complex [log stability constant (K) = 41]
and, at neutral pH, adsorbs only weakly to negatively charged particulates, such as aluminum
oxides. In comparison, cobalt(ll)-EDTA is much
less stable (log K = 17) and absorbs to a much
greater extent. Theoretically, therefore, reduction reactions involving 6°Co-EDTA [changing the
cobalt from cobalt(III) to cobalt(II)] should reduce
the mobility of this radionuclide in saturated
subsurface environments.
The objective of this study was to determine
whether bacteria that are known to use heavy
metals and radionuclides as electron acceptors
for growth have the ability to reduce the cobalt
in cobalt(lll)-EDTA to the less stable and less
mobile cobalt(ll)-EDTA. Only with such information is it possible to predict the fate of radioactive S°Co in contaminated subsurface environments that may harbor metal-reducing bacteria.

reduce chromium
[from
chromium(VI)
to
chromium(III)].
Given that chromium(III) forms
insoluble hydroxides at approximately neutral pH
and is less toxic than the soluble oxidized
chromium(VI), it may be possible to make use of
this metabolism as an effective means of removing chromate from contaminated waste waters
and of determining its fate in natural anaerobic

Three metal-reducing bacteria were tested for
their ability to use cobalt(lll)-EDTA as an electron
acceptor:
Geobacter
metallireducens,
Shewanella putrefaciens,
and a new isolate,
bacterial strain BrY. The bacteria were cultured

environments,
FY 1992 Research Highlights
In FY 1992, we focused on the enzymatic
transformation of the cobalt-ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) complex, a contaminant
mixture that is unique to DOE sites.
The
synthetic chelator EDTA forms water-soluble
complexes with many radionuclides and heavy
metal cations. For this reason it is a common
decontaminating agent in the nuclear industry
and for the processing of nuclear materials,
Historically,
contaminated
wash fluids or
solidified wastes were disposed of in shallow
trenches and covered with a thin layer of soil.
This codisposal of radionuclides, metals, and

in a chemically defined anaerobic growth medium
with iron(III) as the electron acceptor. Cells were
washf.d three times in sodium bicarbonate buffer
under _.,stream of anaerobic gas. The washed
cells were then injected into an anaerobic solution that contained cobalt(lll)-EDTA as the sole
potential terminal electron acceptor, with an
appropriate electron donor (acetate for G.
metallireducens
and lactate for S. putrefaciens
and BrY). The reduction of cobalt(lll)-EDTA was
detected as a loss in absorbance at 535 nm, a
characteristic wavelength for this complex.
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The results demonstrate that these bacteria can
enzymatically
reduce
cobalt(lll)-EDTA
to
cobalt(ll)-EDTA
under anaerobic conditions
(Figure 1). The reduction of cobalt(lll)-EDTA
occurred only in the presence of active cells and
an appropriate electron donor.
In tubes that
either contained heat-killed cells or lacked an
electron donor, cobalt(lll)-EDTA reduction was
not observed,

anaerobic growth to include a complex that is
known to exist only as a product of human
activity, i.e., cobalt(lll)-EDTA.
Future Research
This discovery has importance because the
metabolism may influence the fate of 6°Co in
contaminated subsurface environments at DOE
sites. We hypothesize that microbial reduction
of cobalt(lll)-EDTA will retard 6°Co migration in
environments in which iron-reducing bacteria
predominate.
In our future research, we will
expand our experimental systems to monitor
6°C0 and heavy metal migration in simulated
subsurface environments. Information gained by
this approach will increase our understanding of
the processes that dictate the fate of radioactive
cobalt in a number of contaminated DOE sites.

The bacteria were also tested for their ability to
gain energy for growth from cobalt(lll)-EDTA
reduction. The cells grew in a chemically defined
medium with cobalt(lll)-EDTA
as the sole
electron acceptor (Figure 2).
Cell growth
correlated with cobalt(lll)-EDTA reduction and
ceased when ali of the cobalt(lll)-EDTA had been
reduced.
These results extend the range of
electron acceptors known to be suitable for
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The reduction

of cobalt(lll)-EDTA

detected in the presence of cells and H 2 gas, which served as the electron donor. No reduction of cobalt(lll)-EDTA
was found when no H 2 gas was added. Similar results were obtained with cell suspensions of G. metallireducens
S. putrefaciens
(data not shown).
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the concentration
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was detected in cultures that lacked the electron donor (lactate).
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Bioremediation: Biodegradative
Enzyme Design
R. L. Ornstein
The objective of this research is to develop both
advanced concepts and PNL's capabilities for
improving subsurface bioremediation of contaminants at DOE sites through rational redesign
and genetic engineering of enzyme-mediated
microbialbiodegradation.Remediationof subsurface environments is important not only to DOE,
but also to the U.S. Department of Defense
(DOD),the U.S. EnvironmentalProtectionAgency
(EPA), and the private sector,
The nature of deep contamination (which is
commonly dilute, highly dispersed, and inaco
cessible) limits or even precludesthe application
of many of the remediation strategies that are
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(data not shown).

currently being used to remediate surface and
near-surface contamination.
Cost-effective
remediation of synthetic substances in deep
subsurface environments is, for the most part,
limited to novel bioremediation alternatives
(Brockmanand Ornstein 1991 ). The widespread
use of synthetic organic compounds, such as
halogenated hydrocarbons, has strained the
capacity and, in some cases, exceeded the
inherent functionality of naturally occurring
biodegradativesystems. Although microorganisms have tremendous capacity to evolve to
meet new selection pressures, the timescale
required for them to do so, depending on the
complexityof the necessaryunderlyingmetabolic
modifications, may be unacceptably long when
hazardous substances are involved (Ornstein
1991).

Thus rational redesign hasthe unique advantage
of its ability to foster discovery of new enzymic
forms that would otherwise have an extremely
low probability of evolving biologically under
either laboratory-controlledcr natural conditions.
(Such a low probability is to be expected when
evolution of the enzyme requires severalsimultaneous and specific amino acid changes to efficiently catalyze a significantly different
substrate.) To successfullycarry out a rational
enzyme redesignstudy for altering an enzyme's
specificity or improving its efficiency, certain
prerequisites are essential: adequate enzyme
structural data, an understanding of the
mechanism(s)of action, and a clonedgene.
Such information is available for the P450cam
variant of the ubiquitous biodegrading and
detoxifying superfamily of enzymes known as
cytochromesP450. However, even though high-resolution experimental enzyme structures are
invaluable for understanding structure-function
relations,the structuralimage obtained is just an
average in time and space. Non-average structures, which are not resolvableby experimental
methods, are also important, becauseactivity is
not necessarilyunderstandablefrom aconsideration of the average structure only. (Byanalogy,
the average structure of a person over a period
several days would essentially be that of a
person sleeping in bed. From such an average
picture, it would be hard to distinguishan active
football quarterback from one who had been
sleeping for several days. The functionally
important, i.e., distinguishing, motions of the
quarterback occur only very briefly over any
three-day period and would not be expected to
show up in an average picture. Similarly, many
enzymes are thought to adopt functionally critical conformations only transiently; these
transient conformations are unlikely to be
"visible" even by high-resolution experimental
methods.) Computer simulationsthat start from
a high-resolution experimental structure are
capable of uncovering such structures. In view
of the immensecomputationalresourcesrequired
to adequately simulate an enzyme's dynamic
motions, only now are such simulationsbecoming cost-effective. Based on the simulations,
experimentscan be designedto refute or confirm
the significance of each transient population, to
establishits possible role in activity. Given this
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vantage, one would have a reasonablechance of
successfully carrying out rational enzyme
redesign.
FY 1992 ResearchHighlights
Collaborative experiment/theory studies with
scientists at several universities are at different
stages of maturity. Collaborative studies on
cytochrome P450cam have been under way for
about two years with Steve Sligar at the
University of Illinois/Urbana and more began
recently with Larry Wackett at the University of
Minnesota. In FY 1992, PNL initiated a collaborationwith Dick Janssenand BaukeDijkstra
of the Universityof Groningen(The Netherlands)
on the biodegradative enzyme alkane dehalogenase. Some of our recent studies to better
understand structure-function-dynamicrelations
for cytochrome P450cam and to redesign its
specificity and improve its efficiency are
describedbelow.
Structure-Function-Dynamic
Relations"
Understanding
Lock-and-Key
Specificity.
Cytochrome P450cam hydroxylates camphor,
forming 5-hydroxycamphor with essentially
100% regiospecificity, and norcamphor is
hydroxylated to form three products (45% 5-,
47% 6-, and 8% 3-hydroxynorcamphor)(Atkins
and Sligar 1987, 1988). However, our previous
simulations of norcamphor-bound P450cam
predicted predominantly (from 68% to 88%)
5-hydroxynorcamphor(Basset al. 1992; Paulsen
and Ornstein 1992). One possible explanation
for this discrepancyis that the simulationswere
performedusingD-norcamphor, whilethe experiments were conducted with racemic norcamphor. The suggestion that norcamphor is the
D-isomer was based on its similarity with the
native substrate D-camphor. Indeed, using the
reported
crystallographic
structure
for
norcamphor-boundP450cam would model norcamphor as the D-isomer (Raag and Poulos
1989). Unfortunately, the two stereomershave
never been separated. In FY 1992, three
simulations each of the L- and D-isomers of
norcamphor bound to cytochrome P450cam
were compared to account for the effects of
substrate orientation and the assignment of
random velocities. The results show that the
L-isomer of norcamphor is predicted to form

predominantly 6-hydroxynorcamphor, while the
D-isomer forms mainly 5-hydroxynorcamphor
(Bassand Ornstein, in press). From these data,
it can be inferred that racemic norcamphor will
form non-racemic5- and 6-hydroxynorcamphors
after oxidation by cytochrome P450cam.
Proof-of-Principle: Redesigning Cytochrome
P450cem. Before attempting to redesign the
activity of P450cam for a substratesignificantly
differentfrom camphor, we choseto first modify
the specificity of P450cam for the analogue
substratenorcamphor. Achieving such an intermediate goal will give considerable confidence
and guidancetoward modifyingthe specificity of
P450cam to initiatethe degradationpathway for
targeted pollutants. To date, two predictions
have been confirmed experimentally. The first
involved mutating amino acid 87 based on the
molecular dynamics simulation results, which
indicated that this amino acid's very unusual
dynamic mobility was correlated with the
enzyme's catalytic efficiency (Basset al. 1992;
Paulsenet al. 1991). Changing amino acid 87
from phenylalanineto tryptophan resulted in a
100% increase in coupling efficiency, in semiquantitativeagreement with the prediction(Bass
et al., in press).
Our second successful prediction involved an
alteration of specificity and efficiency of
uytochromeP450cam hydroxylationof 1-methylnorcamphor. The wild enzyme hydroxylatesthe
3, 5, and 6 positionsof norcamphor, but only
the 5 and 6 positionsof 1-methyl-norcamphor.
For camphor, the degree of coupling is 100%,
but for both norcamphor and 1-methylnorcamphor, the efficiency is dramatically
lowered, to 12 and 50%, respectively. Basedon
modelingand simulationresults, it appearedthat
mutatingposition 185 from threonineto phenylalanine would eliminate hydroxylation at the 3
positionand dramaticallyincreasecoupling. The

:

mutant
was constructed
and the experimentally.
product profile
and coupling
were determined
Coupling was doubled and hydroxylation at the
3 position was essentially abolished, both in
agreement with the prediction(Paulsenet al., in
press).
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rapidly identifying and monitoring important
microbes used in in situ methods that enhance
microbial numbers and biodegradative efficiencies. Methods of rapid identificationwill also be
used for in situ identification of bioengineered
microbesused in remediation.
Microbial identification methods are generally
based on morphological characteristics. Direct
microscopic examination and application of
c}as3ical differential staining methods have a
longhistory of usefor microbialcharacterization.
More specific methods of microbialidentification
are based on the high affinity of antibodies to
microbial
antigenic
determinants,
and
immunological-based assays have been used
extensively for clinical diagnostics. In this project, we are adapting a faster and more general
approachto microbe identification. The method
uses polymerase chain reaction (PCR) analysis
(Saiki et al. 1988) of sequence-variableregions
of the 16S rRNA gene. Nucleotide sequence
analysis of 16S rRNA PCR products provides
data for designingspecific probes that are used
for phylogenetic studies and microorganism
identification (Barry et al. 1990;
Rogall
et al. 1990).

Paulsen, M. D., and R. L. Ornstein. 1992.
"Predicting Product Specificity and Coupling of
Cytochrome P450cam." Journal of ComputerAided Molecular Design 6:449-460.
Paulsen, M. D., M. B. Bass, and R. L. Ornstein.
1991. "Analysis of Active Site Motions from a
175-picosecond Molecular Dynamics Simulation
of Camphor-Bound Cytochrome P450cam."
Journal of Biomolecular Structure & Dynamics
9:187-203.
Paulsen, M. D., D. Filipovic, S. G. Sligar, and R.
L. Ornstein. "Controllingthe Regiospecificityand
Coupling of Cytochrome P450cam:
T185F
Mutant Increases Coupling and Abolishes 3Hydroxy-norcamphorProduct." Protein Science
(in press).
Raag, R., and T. L. Poulos. 1989.
"The
Structural Basisfor Substrate-lnduced Changes
in Redox Potential and Spin Equilibrium in
Cytochrome P450cam." Biochemistry 28:917922.

Genetic Profiling of Subsurface
Microorganisms
G. L. Stiegler
Contributors
L. C. Stillwell and J. M. Heine/nan
IndigenGus subsurface microorganisms have
great potential for use in bioremediationefforts
at DOE sites. However, scientific information
characterizingthe microorganismsinvolvedin the
degradationof importantcomplex organicmolecules is limited. A first step in the studies o__
these microbesis to identify the organism. For
instance, it is important to have a means of
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The prokaryotic ribosome, a necessary component of the protein-synthesizingmachineryin the
bacterial cell, consists of protein components
and three unique RNA species termed the 5S,
16S, and 23S rRNA. Each rRNA molecule has
an evolutionarilyconservednucleotidesequence,
and differences in its molecular structure can
provide information about the relatedness of
different microbial isolates (Noller 1984).
Knowledge of the rRNA gene sequencesand the
establishment of an accessible sequence databasehave benefited ongoingmicrobialtaxonomic
and phylogeneticstudies. Although each of the
rRNA (5S, 16S, and 23S) sequences has been
usedfor molecularcharacterizationand microbial
identification,the 16S rRNA gene, because of its
larger size and greater number of variable
regions, providesa more favorable molecule for
analysis (Pace et al. 1987). The approximately
1500-base-pair (bp) 16S rRNA gene can be
easily analyzed by DNA sequenceanalysis, and
its large size providesample nucleotidevariation
to be a sensitive measure of evolutionary

change. Sequence analysis of several 16S rRNA
genes has shown that highly conserved gene
regions are interspersed with regions of considerable variability.
Characterization of these
variable regions provides information that can be
used to develop molecular probes for identifying
microbes (Barry et al. 1990).

sequences adjacent to the initial amplification
primers. The nested primers have an additional
6-bp Barn Hl restriction endonuclease site synthesized at their 5' terminus. The endonuclease
recognition site is subsequently used to facilitate
molecular cloning of the PCR products.
The
DNA sequence analysis and comparisons were
performed on double-stranded recombinant DNA
using an automated Applied Biosystems 373 A
DNA sequencer and software.

FY 1992 Research Highlights
In this project, we are using PCR methods on
mixed populations of microbes to define 16S
rRNA deoxyoligonucleotide primers. The PCR
primer sequences that we are using are based on

Single-Strand
Conformational
Polymorphism
Assay (SSCP). We are adapting a single-strand
conformational
polymorphism
(SSCP) assay
(Ainsworth et al. 1991; Murakami et al. 1991;
Hayashi 1991) for identifying bacterial species.
The assay gives a genetic fingerprint that is
unique for a given species. The SSCP assay is

the Escherichia coli 16S rRNA gene sequence.
However, it is important that the PCR primers
selected do not exhibit a bias by amplifying
predominantly E. coli gene sequence-variable
regions.
Initially, to investigate this possible
sequence bias, we are examining several of the
resulting
PCR amplification
products
for

based on initial PCR amplification of a given 16S
rRNAgene sequence and the subsequent electrophoretic analysis of the denatured PCR product.
The comparative migrational differences of the
single-strand DNA molecule provide a profile that
is species-specific. The SSCP assay is carried
out by [32p] 5' end-labeling a single PCR primer.
The resulting PCR amplification product is

variability.
PCR Amplification and DNA Sequence Analysis.
We are adapting a general method based on the
PCR reaction that allows us to analyze specific
sequence-variable regions in the 16S rRNA gene
(Barry et al. 1990, 1991 ). The sequence informarion we obtain will be used to design specific
probes and assays for microbial identification,
The scheme we are using to examine the 16S
rRNA sequence-variable regions is shown in
Figure 1. Briefly, our approach has been to
design and synthesize deoxyoligonucleotide PCR
primers based on the conserved sequence of the
E. coli 16S rRNA gene. The data shown in
Figure 2 were generated with E. coli-established
PCR primers to a variable 100-hp 16S rRNA gene
region located at nucleotide positions 1399
through 1499 near the 3' terminus of the16S
rRNA gene. The PCR analysis is initiated in two
amplification stages; the first uses primers
identical to the E. coil 16S rRNA gene sequence
at nucleotide positions 1388 and 1511 (Noller

double-stranded with a single radiolabeled strand.
Strands of the same length but varying in nucleotide composition migrate differentially when
electrophoresed on a non-denaturing polyacrylamide gel. The technique used is very sensitive
to nucleotide composition and can separate
strands that differ by a single nucleotide base.
The SSCP method provides a reproducible migrational pattern for each variable 16S rRNA
sequence. The migrational pattern is specific for
a species and can be used as a fingerprint for
identification. The SSCPmigrational differences
are shown in Figure 3 for a number of unique
PCR amplification products corresponding to the
1399 through 1499 variable sequence.
The
differences in nucleotide sequence for these
samples are as indicated in Figure 2.

1984). The amplification products are analyzed
qualitatively by gel electrophoresis. Often the
amplification yields multiple non-16S rRNAgene
PCR products, and this complicates further
nucleotide sequence analysis. We obtain a pure
16S rRNA PCR gene product in the second stage
of analysis, by additional amplification using a
nested PCR primer set derived from internal

Future Research
The data that we are gathering from PCRmediated 16S rRNA gene sequence analysis will
be used to design species-specific primers and
fluorescently
tagged
deoxyoligonucleotide
probes. The species-specific primers will be used
for ligation chain reaction (LCR) amplification
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16S rRNA gene

InitialPCR amt
of the 16S

PrimerA
i

II

Nucleotide position 1388-1511
produces 123-bp fragment

Primer B

Nested primer A

Nested primer B
Second amplification,using
nested Bam H1 PCR primers
Primer positions 1399-1499
produce a 100-bp fragment
..

Bam H1
Cut with
Barn Hl-digested PCR product is molecularly cloned into
the plasmid pUt18 and used directly for double-stranded
DNA sequence
FIGURE 1. Method of PCR Amplification,
Variable Regions

Cloning, and Nucleotide Sequence Analysis of 16S rRNA Gene Sequence-

reactions, based on the use of a thermostable
DNA ligaseenzyme (Barany 1991). Deoxyoligonucleotides that match only the 16S rRNA
sequenceof the bacterial species of interest are
synthesized, lt is critical to have an exact
sequence homology at the junction of two ligation reaction substrate deoxyoligonucleotides,
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If the match is not homologous, the ligation
reaction does not proceed exponentially,
resulting in the absence of an identifiable LCR
product. Only those bacteria havingthe correct
nucleotide sequence will give a positive result.
The iigation-mediated PCR method is easily
amenableto automation.

clone
designation
C1-7
C1-8
CI-4
F3-4

II
o
21o
31o
,io
5_
61o
GGGAGGGGGTTGCAAAAGAAGTAGCTAGTCTAACCTTCGGGAGGACGG
TTACCACGGTG
I I _-*
....
* ............
* _* ......
* *- -D
GGGAGCGGGTTTTACCAG AAGTAGGTAGCTTAACCTTC GGGAGGGCGC
TTACCACTTT GT
GGGAGCGG GTTTTTACAG AAGTAGGTAG CTTAACCGTA AAGAGGGCGC TTACCACGGT AG
II.... *...... ***-* ...............
*-* "*............... **- **
GGGAGTTG GCTTTACCCG AAGTAGGTAG TCTAACCGCC AAGAGGGCGC TTACCACGGT AG
I"[ ....

FIGURE 2.

The

w_

___**_*t*_

**

CI-5

GGGAGTGG

GTTGCTCCAG

100-4

GGGAGTGG GTTGCAAAAG

.....

**_

AAGTAGCTAG.TCTAACCTTC

_iI____

_____**_

_,t

GGGGGGACGG TTACCACGGA TG

AAGTAGGTAG CTTAACCTTC GGGAGGGCGC TTACCACTTT GT

100-7

--GGGAGTGG

GTTGCACCAG

AAGTAGCTAG TCTAACCTTC GGGGGGACGG TTACCACGGT GT

100-CN3

--GGGAGCGG

GTT'I"rACCAGAAGTAGGTAG TCTAACCGCA AGGAGGGCGC TTACCACGGT AG

82-6

--GGG_GTGG

GTTGCTCCAG

AAGTAGCTAG TC'[,.ACCTTCGGGGGGACGG TTACCACGGA TG

02-2

--GGGAGCGG

GTTGCTCCAG

AAGTAGCTAG TCTAACCTTC GGGGGGACGG TTACCACGGA GC

82-9

--GGGAGTGG

GTTTTACCAG

AAGTAGGTAG

TCTAACCGCA AGGAGGGCC-C TTACCACGGT AG

82-3

--GGGAGTGG GTTGCACCAG

AAGTAGCTAG

TCTAACCT_C GGGGGGACGG TTACCACGGT GT

82-4

--GGGAGTGG GTTTTACCAG

AAGTAGGTAG

TCTAACCGCA AGGAGGGCGC TTACCACGGT

E,coli --GGGAGTGG GTTGCAAAAG

AAGTAGGTAG

CTTAACCTTC GGGAGGGCGC TTACCACTTT GT

16S rRNA Gene Sequence

Determined

for Cloned

Gene Nucleotide

AG

Positions Amplified

Between

Nested Primers Beginning at Base 1399 and Ending at Base 1499.
The primer sequences are invariant and excluded
from the analyzed sequence.
The displayed sequence is the region amplified corresponding to bases 1414 to 1474.
Ali variant cloned sequences
the left of the figure, C1-7,
gene regions.

FIGURE
shown

3.

Asterisks

are compared
C1-8,

etc.,

(*) indicate

SSCP Analysis

in the autoradiogram

against the standard

are arbitrary

designations

16S rRNA gene sequence.

we have used to label individual

Designations
cloned

to

16S rRNA

bases varying from E. coli.

of PCR Products Amplified
were

E. coli

produced

from Isolated

18S rRNA Recombinant

by [32p] labeling of the 5'-end

Clones.

of nested primer B shown

The products
in Figure 1.

The

labeled PCR products were analyzed by denaturation and electrophoresis
of a 6% nondenaturing
polyacrylamide
gel.
The designation SS is for denatured single-strand product and DS is for nondenatured double-strand product.
The
labels C1-8,

B2-8, 02-1,

E1-2,

C1-4,

and E. coli designate

individual
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cloned PCR products.

The knowledge of specific sequence differences
in 16S rRNA gene sequence-variableregionscan
be exploited to design fluorescently labeled
deoxyoligonucleotide probes that will identify
single microbial cells in a mixed population
(Delong etal. 1989; Amann etal. 1990).
Methods have been developed to hybridize
fluorescently labeleddeoxyoligonucleotideswith
formaldehyde-fixed, intact cells and then view
the probe interaction directly by fluorescence
microscopy.The method is reliableand proceeds
rapidly because of the abundance of rRNA in
bacterial cells, lt is also possible to simultaneously identify individual cell types by coincidence use of different fluorescently labeled
probes. Identificationusingfluorescentlylabeled
probes is also adaptable to automated analysis.
The goal for this project is to develop specific
molecularprobesfor identifyingbacterialspecies
deemed important to understandingsubsurface
mocrobial processes. Probe development will
emphasize specificity, rapidity of use, and
potentially patentable methods of automated
analysisbased on probe specificity.

Barry, T., G. Colleran, M. Glennon, L. K.
Dunican,and F. Gannon. 1991. "The 16S/23S
RibosomalSpacer Region as a Target for DNA
Probes to Identify Eubacteria." PCR Methods
and Applications 1:51-56.
Delong, E. F., G. S. Wickham, and N. R. Pace.
1989. "Phylogenetic Strains: RibosomalRNABased Probes for the Identification of Single
Cells." Science 243:1360-1363.
Hayashi, K. 1991. "PCR-SSCP: A Simple and
Sensitive Method for Detection of Mutations in
the Genomic DNA."
PCR Methods and
Applications 1:34-38.
Murakami, Y., M. Katahira, R. Makino, K.
Hayashi, S. Hirohashi, and T. Sekiya. 1991.
"Inactivation of the Retinoblastoma Gene in a
Human Lung-Carcinoma Cell-Line Detected by
Single-Strand Conformational Polymorphism
Analysis of the Polymerase Chain Reaction
Productof cDNA." Oncogene 6:37-42.
Noller, H. F. 1984. "Structure of Ribosomal
RNA."
Annual Review of Biochemistry
53:119-162.
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Probing of DNA in Environmental
Microbial Populations

definition of the genome of microorganisms
capable of carrying out specific environmental
functions. Once developed, this methodology
shouldallow probingof DNA from environmental

R. J. Douthart
The objective of this project has been to develop
a new concept for DNA fragment analysis that
would allow a numberof DNA samplesto be analyzed automatically and rapidly. To meet this
need, PNL staff have developed a unique drum
electrophoresisdeviceon which a DNA sequencing ladder Or restriction enzyme fragments can
be deposited. This device, coupled with a gel
assembly (ribbon channel plate) developed by a
related project, isexpected to make it possibleto
characterize very small quantitiesof DNA aswell
as to increase the rate of analysis by orders of
magnitude.
The objective of research in
FY 1992 was to apply the device to probing
small quantities of DNA rapidly. If the device
proves viable, it will be used to rapidly characterize and study the genome of microorganisms
that can be used in the transformation of contaminants in the environment,
Studies with a moving drum electrophoresis
apparatus prior to FY 1992 indicated that a
vertical device was feasible, with current being
carried by the liquid interface between the drum
and a nylon screen fixed to the drum surface on
which DNA fragments are electrophoresed. Its
advantages were reduced leakage and ease of
loading. However, two major technical difficulties forced abandonmentof the more conventional vertical design. These difficultieswere the
entrapment of bubblesand the occurrence of a
substantial temperature difference (30°C or
more) at the interface between the plate and the
drum. To overcomethese difficulties, the device
was modified to a less conventional design, so
that the attitude at which the electrophoresis
plates impinge on the drum is horizontal. The
new horizontaldevice tends to allow bubblesto
escape and thermostatic control at the junction
is much easier. The new design has not yet
beenthoroughlytested, althougha prototypehas
been built and assembled. A patent application
for the device is being developedcontingent on
demonstration of performance,
The ability to conduct large-scaleDNA sequencing and other characterization will allow
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microbial populations, providing information
critical to determination of the origin and
response of populations to manipulation for
restoration. The concept will also be applicable
to efforts to distinguishthe originsof microorganisms in deep subsurface environmentsthrough
characterization of microbial DNA. Thus a fully
operational device will be an important tool that
will be incorporated in and support future
researchto understandand use important microbial processesin the environment.

Use of Probes in DNA Fingerprinting
F.C. Leung and D. A. Cataldo
The use of low Cot DNA as a probe for DNA
fingerprinting assays has been validated for
identification and phylogeny of fungal cultures.
The novel aspect of this approachis that it does
not require cloning and screeningof a genomic
library to identify a repetitive sequenceclone to
use as a probe in a DNA fingerprinting assay.
The objective of this project is to determine
whether the use of low Cot DNA as a probe can
be extended to prokaryotes.
Three bacterial cultures were obtained from Jim
Fredricksonat PNL: Escherichia coli, F199, and
Pseudomonas putida. Genomic DNA was extracted and low Cot DNA was isolated from ali
three cultures. The genomic DNA from ali three
cultures were cut with Hae !11,Hinf I, and Alu 1.
The DNA fragments were then separated by
agroase gel electrophoresis, transferred onto
paper, and probed with low Cot DNA from E.
coli, F199, or P. putida and labeled by random
priming. As Figure 1 shows, when we used low
Cot DNA from E. coli as a probe, it hybridized
almost exclusivelyto E. coli. (There was ._light
cross-hybridization with P. putida.) Figures2
and 3 show that when we used low Cot DNA
from F199 or P. putida as a probe, similar results
were obtained. The F199 low Cot DNA hybridized almost exclusively to F199, and the P.
putida low Cot DNA hybridized almost exclusively to P. putida. The methodology was
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validated by these data, which demonstratethat
E. coli, F199, and P. putida are genetically
distant from each other. The overexposed lanes
in Figures1, 2, and 3 are due to the use of
higher Cot value DNA (> 1.0) as a probe. We
have determined that DNA with a Cot value of
about 1.0 is best for use as a probe in DNA
fingerprinting(Figure4).
In addition, when we used low Cot DNA from E.
coli as a probe in DNA fingerprinting, we could
resolveindividualdifferencesamong four closely
related strains of E. coil: HB 101, JM 109, DH
5a, and E. coli (Figure 4). These results are a
demonstration of the use of low Cot DNA as a
probe in DNA fingerprinting for closely related
bacteria,
These data support the use of low Cot DNA as a
probe in DNA fingerprinting of closely related
bacteria. In FY 1993, we hope to extend the
low Cot DNA technology to study population
markers in bacteria. We also hope to use this
technology to identify and characterize the
genetic origin of subsurface bacteria isolated
from sedimentsat the Hanford Site or other DOE
sites,

Scale Averaging of Effective
Parameters

conductivity, but rather as flow through a
controlled volume of aquifer (such as a core
section from a weil). Then a physically based
model for this flow, which involvesthe conductivity of the volume sampled (e.g., the core), is
inverted or calibratedfor that value of the corescale conductivity that makes the model flow
match the observed data. Such data are often
the primary source for values for field-scale
parameters. That is, conductivity values from a
few cores are averagedto determine the conductivity for a cube or slab of much greater size,
perhaps kilometerslong on a side.
This sort of averaging provides a rudimentary
me_ of scalinginformation up to aargerscales:
the small-scaledata are used to provide parameter values for large-scale models. Upscaling
methods are generally hard to validate because
not only are the large-scale parameter values
immeasurable,they may be nonexistent. That is,
the derivation of the differential equation on
which the flow model is based requires that
parameter values exist on a certain scale; this
scale may be smallerthan that of the large-scale
model param_.-,ters.Consequently, values of the
large-scale parameters that render the model
even a crude representation of reality may not
exist; for these reasons, the large-scaleparameter values that are used are termed "effective
values."

T. R. Ginn

The inadequacy of this averaging approach in
general and specifically its inability to capture

The overall goal of this research project is to
examine both the theoretical basis for and the

aspects of aquifer heterogeneity that control
field-scale transport are well documented (e.g.,
Journel and Alabert 1990). On the other hand,
the accuracy and validity of deterministic flow
models (and our confidence in their use in
developing remediation strategies) depend very

practical performance of effective-parameter
representationsof flow and transport transients
in subsurface media characterized by multiple
scales or evolvingscale heterogeneities,
A principalhindranceto ourability to understand,
simulate, and predict groundwater flow and

heavily on our ability to upscale small-scaledata
to the model scale and to incorporatehydrogeological and other data into the geologic depictions by meansof inverseanalysis. Although an
immenseamount of recent effort in the field has
centered on the effects of field-scale and multiscaleheterogeneityonflow and transport prediction accuracy, little attention has been paid to
the core issues: under what conditions do
effective-parameter representations accurately
capture flow transients, and what is the

transport dynamics is uncertainty in estimating
the parameters for mathematical models of the
subsurface physics. In particular, it is typically
impossible to measure, either directly or indirectly, the transport property of concern on the
field scale. Available data usually include flow
and
transport
properties
indirectly
on
scales
much smaller
thanmeasured
the field scale.
Thus
hydraulicconductivity ismeasurednot directlyas
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relationship between these representations
the small-scale data available?

and

only a few points distributed throughout
the
aquifer.
These points correspond
to nodal
locations for a much coarser representation
of

The objective
of this work is to refine a
groundwater flow and transport model calibration
tool for understanding
conditions
for valid
effective-parameter
representations
and determining
ways
to upscale
aquifer
transport
properties,

the aquifgr flow system, which also takes the
form of a linear system of ODEs. This coarse
model corresponds to a field-scale model of an
aquifer with heterogeneities on scales below that
of the model.
Our goal is to find conditions
under which
the coarse model adequately
represents the groundwater flow dynamics in a
transient
setting.
Specifically,
we
seek
conditions
for the existence
of effective

FY 1992. Research Highlights
Research for FY 1992 focused on the refinement
of a specialized
under FY 1991

inverse technique (developed
support) to determine of the

parametersrepresentation
for the coarse
model
afford an
accurate
of the
flowthat
field.

existence of groundwater
flow and transport
parameters in the heterogeneous subsurface, and

system of ordinary differential
equations that
represent the transient
flow dynamics
of a
stressed heterogeneous
aquifer.
The method

The design of the numerical experiments required
coding of the inverse algorithm for exercises with
synthetic geological representations,
as well as
the coding of a "forward" transient solver for the
simulation of aquifer hydraulics.
The forward
solution scheme that was encoded is based on
the matrix exponential formulation of the highresolution ODE system (Ginn et al. 1990).
Figure 1 shows the steady-state solution for piezometric head in a heterogeneous two-dimensional

identifies
conditions
for
the
existence,
identifiability,
and uniqueness
of effective

synthetic aquifer with impermeable boundaries.
The head field is the long-term response to

parameters of a representation of the subsurface
flow regime that is spatially discretized
but
continuous in time (Ginn et al. 1990; Ginn and
Cushman 1992).
These spatial discretizations

equivalent
pumping injection and withdrawal
rates at opposing corners of the aquifer.
This
figure is an animated sequence of the hydraulic
response to pumping, where the head is initially
flat.

on the application of this technique to synthetic
geologic
structures
with heterogeneities
on
evolving scales,
The inverse method involves the calibration

of a

result from the application of numerical methods,
such as finite differences
or finite elements,
which are the most common tools for solving
field-scale flow and transport
models.
The
inversion method is unique in that it comprises a

Although much effort in recent years has been
directed
to synthetic
generation
of aquifer
realizations, most if not ali of the approaches
used to date involve statistically homogeneous

direct analytical solution to the inverse problem
for transient systems. The value of the method
is that it treats transient aquifer hydraulic data
analytically, without approximation
in the time

systems with heterogeneities on at most a single
scale. The experimental design for this proiect
focused on devising a way to generate simulated
aquifers
with
heterogeneities
over multiple
scales. The primary requirement for numerical
aquifer synthesis is that multiscale heterogeneity
complexity be captured in the models.
Techniques from percolation theory were applied to
devise
an algorithm
that
generates
twodimensional maps of complex geologic structures.
The geologic maps are made up of
randomly sized "percolation
clusters" in which
the probability
distribution
of cluster size is
controlled by a single parameter, the percolation
probability
(see Figure 2). The concept for this

domain,
Work in FY 1992 progressed

on the use of the

inverse tool in both numerical experimentation
and on analytical
examination
regarding the
existence of effective parameters for groundwater flow.
For both, the focus was on the
following canonical problem:
Suppose that the
transient hydraulic response of an aquifer
a pumping test) is perfectly represented

(e.g.,
by a

system of ordinary differential equations (ODEs)
written for a very high level of resolution.
The
hydraulic response, however, can be observed at
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approach originated through discussions
with
Harlan Foote and Charles Cole of PNL. If the
colors of each cluster in Figure 2 correspond to
a geologic or petrophysical subunit with its own
unique transport property value (e.g., hydraulic
conductivity),
then control of the percolation
probability
gives control of the spectrum of
heterogeneity scales in the synthetic aquifer. For
example, Figure 2 shows a synthetic map of
geostructure with heterogeneity on ali scales of
the representation from the smallest (that of a
pixel) to the largest (that of the figure),
Based on both the analytical work and the
numerical experiments, it appears that for many
cases, no accurate effective-parameter
representation exists when heterogeneities
are on
multiple scales, including scales beneath (i.e., at
a higher resolution than) the scale of the effective parameters. This means in general that the
differential equation often assumed to hold for
field-scale groundwater flow may be inappropriate. These results helped spur a continuing
collaborative effort with J. Cushman of Purdue

these data will indicate how small-scale data
should be averaged to obtain field-scale flow
parameters.
Current knowledge on how to do
this is limited to severely simplified geologic
settings, and averaging or upscaling of smallscale data is currently an area of active research
in the field.
The experimental
approach
described here is a particular focus (see, for
example, Cole et al. 1985; Desbarats 1987;
Deutsch 1989; King 1989; and Durlofsky 1992).
However, ali of this previous work has involved
only steady-state
flow regimes.
Thus, the
unique aspects of the present work are that
1)transient
phenomena are addressed directly,
and 2) a set of effective parameters is determined for a field-scale system, rather than a
single homogenizing value for the entire aquifer.
These aspects of practical field-scale modeling
have not been addressed in previous efforts.
Preliminary testing of the experimental setup has
already provided independent confirmation of
some past findings and conjectures concerning
the existence of effective parameters.
These

University to derive, from basic statistical
mechanical principles, a groundwater flow and
transport equatior, that is valid for geologic
media with heterogeneities over multiple scales,
The principal characteristic of the new equation
is that classical diffusive product terms are
replaced by a generalization involving convolutions in space and time between the factors of
the diffusion product terms.

results rebate to simplified depictions of geology,
such as perfectly layered systems with flow
along or across the layers. The first experiments
planned 'for FY 1993 will address these cases in
detail and then we will proceed to the next level
of geologic complexity, as well as focusing on
even more complex percolation-based geologic
models.
Some valuable directions for new work have
already been illuminated through the mathematical analysis and the numerical experiments, and
on that basis research has been initiated in two
new areas.

Future Research
For FY 1993, extensive numerical experiments
will involve application of the transient inverse
operator to percolation-based geologic models
like that depicted in Figure 2.
The potential
benefits of this work are significant. By carefully
designing synthetic aquifer classes, we may be

One of these areas concerns the need for a
stochastic version of the transient inverse
operator. Mathematical analysis directed toward
this goal has now been initiated.
We have
already discovered that the existing tools for a
stochastic treatment of '_he transient solute

able to determine for real systems which geelogic settings afford effective-parameter
treatment and which do not. This determination can,
lead in turn to qualitative and quantitative
measures of confidence in modeling remediation

transport operator are not appropriate for the
groundwater flow problem. Ali of the existing
tools are methods of spectral decomposition of
the stochastic flow-operator equation and require
that the matrix operator involved be a rapidly
fluctuating random function of time. In solute

schemes.
Furthermore,
for cases where
effective-parameter representations areaccura_e,
we will obtain data on both the effectiveparameter values (from the inverse method) and
the high-resolution/small-scale
heterogeneities
(by synthetic aquifer construction). Analysis of

transport problems, particle dispersion includes
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a "random walk"

component

that does in some

cases satisfy this requirement. In groundwater
flow problems, however, the matrix operator is,
by construction, always independent of time.
Thus classical operator decompositions (e.g.,
Kabala and Sposito 1991) as applied to solute
transport models will not suffice for the simpler
flow problems, although such approaches have
been suggested (Zeitoun and Braester 1991).
Work on this issue has been initiated
with
informal collaboration
with Z. Kabala of the
University
of California
at Riverside and J.
Cushman of Purdue University.
For FY 1993, we plan experiments involving both
very simple and very complex models of heterogeneous geologic structures and will analyze the
results for indications
of the conditions
for
existence of effective-parameter
representations.
Analysis of the results of these experiments,
together with continued mathematical analysis,
will also be directed to finding proper averaging
techniques for determining effective parameters
from small-scale data.
Work will also continue on two new branches of
the study:
the derivation
of a
operator
expansion
for uncertain
fluctuating matrix operators appearing
and the derivation
and testing of
balance laws for subsurface transport.

stochastic
but nonin ODEs,
non-local

The method for calibration by inversion of a
linear system of ordinary differential equations
developed under this support may also be used
in fields other than groundwater flow and transport, such as population dynamics,
physical
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Interactions with Educational Institutions
As part of its mission, PNL contributes to strengthening and enhancing mathematics, science, and
technology education by building partnerships and developing collaborative programs with elementary
and secondary schools and with colleges and universities.
As part of the education initiative PNL
2000, the Laboratory has been one of the major organizers of a statewide effort to implement systemic
change in mathematics, science, and technology education.
Also as part of PNL 2000, the number
of new Laboratory-university
partnerships reached a record level this year. Through its education
programs, students and faculty are provided access to some of the Laboratory's unique human and
technical resources, such as the Subsurface Environmental Research Facility, Environmental Research
Park, and Aerosol Wind Tunnel Research Facility.
Pre-university programs are coordinated by PNL's Science Education Center. The Office of University
Programs coordinates minority institution and university programs.
The Northwest
College and
University Association for Science (NORCUS) and the Associated Western Universities (AWU) provide
the mechanisms for student and faculty appointments to university programs.

Pre-University Interactions

barrier materials and soils.

Ali of the teachers

PNL scientists participate in such pre-university
education activities as 1) classroom instruction
and demonstrations; 2) student apprenticeships,

participating in the program developed instructional strategies to use in their classrooms based
on their experiences at the Laboratory.

workshops, and field days in the laboratory;
3) teacher workshops and research participation;
and 4) technical support and assistance to local
and regional schools. The Arid Lands Ecology

As part of DOE's national effort to stimulate
student interest in science, mathematics, and
technology, PNL scientists worked with middle
school students in the OPTIONS in Science
program to explore career options. They also
assisted middle school teachers in teaching
science using actual research approaches.

facility in particular provides an important part of
environmental education activities conducted for
pre-university students and teachers.
Each summer, middle and secondary school
mathematics, science, and technology teachers
are assigned to work on environmental research
projects as part of DOE's Teacher Research
Associates Program. These eight-week assignments are made based on the educational back-

Researchers worked with elementary school
teachers participating in Science Alive, a threeweek program in environmental sciences for
schools in the Yakima Valley and Tri-Cities th;_t
serve large numbers of Hispanic, American
Indian, and black students. The teachers par-

ground and teaching experience of program
participants.
This year nearly half of the
40 national/regional appointees were assigned to
projects in earth and environmental sciences.

ticipated in hands-on problem-solving
field and
laboratory experiences led by PNL scientists.
Researchers participated in a two-week
honors
institute
in environmental
sciences for high
school students from around the world. Studies
concerned
shrub-steppe
plant
assessment,
groundwater
modeling, habitat enhancement,

Projects in 1992 included such activities as
1) modeling transport of subsurface
contaminants; 2)programming
a model of heat and
moisture flux on the land surface and studying
the effects in a mesoscale climate
model;
3) assisting in basic and applied research tasks
related to plant ecology, revegetation, and plant
physiology; and 4)testing
waste-form leaching
and subsequent interactions of leachate with

and stream water quality.
Researchers

made

presentations

at

local,

regional, and community schools through the
Sharing Science with Schools program. These
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presentations covered such subjects as environmental microbiology, plant and wildlife ecology,
and environmental transport of pollutants,
University Interactmns

experiments
with cobalt-EDTA
and performed
several column experiments with cobalt-EDTA to
evaluate hypotheses regarding the influences of
mineralogic heterogeneity
on reactive species
transport.

Through the NORCUS, AWU, and Science Engineering Research Semester (SERS) programs,
PNL gives university undergraduate and graduate
students and postdoctoral scientists and faculty
an oppo(tunity to work with staff in research
activities and to participate in seminars, scientific
meetings, and symposia,

A SERS undergraduate
student,
Heather
Lumppio, spent a semester and the summer
working on the Microbial Sequestration and
Bioaccumulation of Radionuclides and Metals
Project at PNL in FY 1992. Nicole Flint, a SERS
undergraduate student, spent her fall semester
working on the project.

During FY 1992, many university faculty, undergraduate, and graduate students participated in
environmental sciences programs. A total of 68
NORCUS appointees were assigned to environ-

The Subsurface Microbial Processes Project
provided educational experience for a number of
undergraduate and graduate students over the
past year. The students and aspects of their
work are listed below:

mental sciences this year, more than double the
number who participated in FY 1991. In addition,
through
AWU,researchers
16 students
and faculty
worked
with PNL
in environmental

Christy Kelley (University of Washington)and

sciences,
with four in regular laboratory
assignments and seven as part of the Environmental
Management
Career
Opportunities

Siegrid Lui (Stanford University), NORCUS,
microbiological analysis of Hanford confined
aquifer GEMHEX samples.

Research Experience (EMCORE). Three undergraduate
students
also
participated
in
environmental sciences studies under the SERS
program. Some of student and faculty involvement is described below, and details are provided

Heath D. Watts and Jennifer J. Walker,
NORCUS,
optimization
of solid growth
medium for isolation and culture of micro-

in the research progress reports.

Barry Holbert, SERS, lipid profile analysis of

During the year, the Environmental Sciences
Program also hosted many visiting scientists
representing universities nationally and internationally, for workshops, seminars, and DOE

subsurface
experiment
bacteria.

organisms from the terrestrial subsurface.

Ken Wagnon (Eastern Washington University),
molecular probe analysis of confined aquifer
anaerobic bacteria and culturing of anaerobic
bacteria in unconfined
aquifer GEMHEX
sediments.

program reviews. Many new joint PNL-university
partnerships are expected to be established in
the next year in the environmental sciences, as
a result of new Laboratory-university
ships with major U.S. universities.

bacteria and an independent
on heterogeneity of subsurface

partner-

Subsurface Science

Michael Truex (Washington State University),
role of starvation in induction of quinoline
catabol!c genes in a subsurface bacterium.

The Subsurface Chemistry of Organic-LigandRadionuclide Mixtures project has maintained
active relationships with several universities
through both subcontracts and collaborative
research.
Funds were provided to Dr. Mark
Brusseau of the University of Arizona, who was
a visiting scientist at PNL from June through
September 1992. He assisted in the conceptualization of the intermediate-scale, co-contaminant

The Subsurface Microbial Processes Project also
collaborated with faculty at a variety of academic institutions, including
Dr. David Balkwill (Florida State University),
characterization of deep subsurface bacteria.
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barrier materials and soils.

Ali of the teachers

PNL scientists participate in such pre-university
education activities as 1) classroom instruction
and demonstrations; 2) student apprenticeships,

participating in the program developed instructional strategies to use in their classrooms based
on their experiences at the Laboratory.

workshops, and field days in the laboratory;
3) teacher workshops and research participation;
and 4) technical support and assistance to local

As part of DOE's national effort

to stimulate

student interest in science, mathematics, and
technology, PNL scientists worked with middle
school students in the OPTIONS in Science

and regional schools. The Arid Lands Ecology
facility in particular provides an important part of
environmental education activities conducted for
pre-university students and teachers.

program to explore career options. They also
assisted middle school teachers in teaching
science using actual research approaches.

Each summer, middle and secondary school
mathematics, science, and technology teachers
are assigned to work on environmental research
projects as part of DOE's Teacher Research
Associates Program. These eight-week assignments are made based on the educational background and teaching experience of program
participants.
This year nearly half of the
40 national/regional appointees were assigned to
projects in earth and environmental sciences.

Researchers worked with elementary school
teachers participating in Science Alive, a threeweek program in environmental sciences for
schools in the Yakima Valley and Tri-Cities that
serve large numbers of Hispanic, American
Indian, and black students. The teachers participated in hands-on problem-solving field and
laboratory experiences led by PNL scientists.
Researchers participated in a two-week honors
institute in environmental sciences for high
school students from around the world. Studies
concerned shrub-steppe
plant assessment,
groundwater
modeling,
habitat enhancement,

Projects in 1992 included such activities as
1) modeling transport of subsurface contaminants; 2)programming
a model of heat and
moisture flux on the land surface and studying
the effects in a mesoscale
climate model;
3) assisting in basic and applied research tasks
related to plant ecology, revegetation, and plant
physiology; and 4)testing
waste-form leaching
and subsequent interactions
of leachate with

and stream water quality.
Researchers

made

presentations

at

local,

regional, and community
schools through the
Sharing Science with Schocls program. The_;e
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experiments
with cobalt-EDTA
and performed
several column experiments with cobalt-EDTA to
evaluate hypotheses regarding the influences of
mineralogic
heterogeneity
on reactive species
transport.

Through the NORCUS, AWU, and Science Engineering Research Semester (SERS) programs,
PNL gives university undergraduate and graduate
students and postdoctoral scientists and faculty
an opportunity to work with staff in research
activities and to participate in seminars, scientific
meetings, and symposia,

A
SERS undergraduate
student,
Heather
Lumppio, spent a semester and the summer
working on the Microbial Sequestration and
Bioaccumulation of Radionuclides and Metals
Project at PNL in FY 1992. Nicole Flint, a SERS
undergraduate student, spent her fall semester
working on the project.

During FY 1992, many university faculty, under-

The Subsurface Microbial Processes Project
provided educational experience for a number of

graduate, and graduate students participated in
environmental sciences programs. A total of 68
NORCUS appointees were assigned to environ-

undergraduate and graduate students over the
past year. The students and aspects of their
work are listed below:

mental sciences this year, more than double the
number who participated in FY 1991.
In addition, through AWU, 16 students and faculty
worked with PNL researchers in environmental

Christy Kelley (University of Washington)and
Siegrid Lui (Stanford University), NORCUS,
microbiological analysis of Hanford confined

sciences, with
four in regular laboratory
assignments and seven as part of the Environmental
Management
Career
Opportunities
Research Experience (EMCORE). Three undergraduate
students
also
participated
in
environmental sciences studies under the SERS

aquifer GEMHEX samples.
Heath D. Watts and Jennifer J. Walker,
NORCUS,
optimization
of solid growth
medium for isolation and culture of microorganisms from the terrestrial subsurface.

program. Some of student and faculty involvement is described below, and details are provided
in the research progress reports.

Barry Holbert, SERS, lipid profile analysis of
subsurface bacteria and an independent
experiment on heterogeneity of subsurface
bacteria.

During the year, the Environmental Sciences
Program also hosted many visiting scientists
representing universities nationally and internationally, for workshops, seminars, and DOE

Ken Wagnon (Eastern Washington University),
molecular probe analysis of confined aquifer
anaerobic bacteria and culturing of anaerobic
bacteria in unconfined
aquifer GEMHEX
sediments.

program reviews. Many new joint PNL-university
partnerships are expected to be established in
the next year in the environmental sciences, as
a result of new Laboratory-university
ships with major U.S. universities.

partner-

Michael Truex (Washington State University),
role of starvation in induction of quinoline
catabolic genes in a subsurface bacterium.

Subsurface Science
The Subsurface Chemistry of Organic-LigandRadionuclide Mixtures project has maintained
active relationships with several universities
through both subcontracts and collaborative
research.
Funds were provided to Dr. Mark
Brusseau of the University of Arizona, who was
a visiting scientist at PNL from June through
September 1992. He assisted in the conceptualization of the intermediate-scale,
co-contaminant

The Subsurface Microbial Processes Project also
collaborated with faculty at a variety of academic institutions, including
Dr. David Balkwill (Florida State University),
characterization
of deep subsurface bacteria.
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Dr. David Boone (Oregon Graduate Institute),
analysis of samples from the DOE/Texaco
exploratory
origins project.
Dr. Boone
assisted in defining the community structure
of the samples, which resulted in detection
and isolation of several strains of unique
thermophilic Mn(IV)-reducing bacteria,

this project to aid in conducting
reported for this fiscal year.

On the Effects of Nitrogen and Water on the
Efficiency of Water and Nitrogen Use project, S.
O. Link interacted with several graduate students
who either were funded from this program in
FY 1 992 or had been in the past. Doug Jeffries,
who worked under J. M. Klopatek at Arizona
State University, has now taken a faculty position in the University of the Ozarks in Arkansas.
Project staff are cooperating on publications
based on his work at the Arid Lands Ecology
(ALE) Reserve.
Lenny Schwarz is currently
working under J. M. KIopatek and staff are also
cooperating on publications based on his work at
the ALE Reserve. Joseph Healy, a new graduate
student working under R. A. Black at Washington State University, is pursuing a master's
degree on the water relations of Arternisia
tridentata.
S. O. Link has also interacted with
Rob Kremer, a student under Steve Running of
the University of Montana, in his studies of
landscape predictions of soil water dynamics on
the ALE Reserve.

Dr. Thomas Kieft (New Mexico Institute of
Mining and Technology; NORCUS student
support), microscopic analysis of GEMHEX
samples from Hanford's confined aquifer.
Dr. Raina Miller (University of Arizona;
NORCUS stude:._t support), investigation of
biosurfactant-aided biodegradation of organic
chemicals
Dr. Andy Ogram (Washington State University), extraction and analysis of bacterial DNA
in GEMHEX samples from the unconfined
aquifer.
There was also collaborative interaction between
the Pore-Water Chemistry Project and universities participating
in the Deep Microbiology
Subprogram.
In particular, this included colla-

Laboratory-Directed

boration with T. Phelps (University of Tennessee)
and T. Kieft (New Mexico Institute of Mining and
Technology).

graduate student, Daniel Drecktrah, and a SERS
graduate student, Frank Cacovva, spent a
semester and the summer, respectively, working
on this project at PNL. Drecktrah was from the

measurements
from the CSU experimental
facility.
They have also made use of PNL's
recent study of the effects of winds on radon
concentration profiles beneath a slab-on-grade
house with dry gravel of various thicknesses
surrounding the outer surfaces of the slab.

University of Wisconsin and is now pursuing a
Ph.D. in Biochemistry at Cornell University.
Cacovva is a Ph.D. candidate in Microbiology at
the University of Oklahoma.
In FY 1992,

Terrestrial Science

_

Research and Development

The Enzymatic Transformation
of Inorganic
Chemicals project funds a post-doctoral research
associate, Yuri A. Gorby, who has developed a
new technical area at PNL. A SERS under-

Under the Numerical Model of Transient Radon
Flux project, Tom Borak and Milan Gadd of
Colorado State University (CSU) continue to use
the Rn3D code to simulate transient radon flux

_

the research

the Biodegradative

Enzyme Design

project continued a coupled theory-experimental
collaboration
with
Dr.
Steven
G. Sligar
(Departments of Biochemistry and Chemistry of
the University of Illinois at Urbana), who is a
leading expert in the area of site-directed
mutagenesis and biochemical mechanistic experiments for P450cam mutants. A joint theoretical
effort was continued with Professor Robert
Rein's group (State University of New York at
Buffalo and Roswell Park Memorial Institute) to
develop major extensions and improvements to

The Defining Resource Islands Using MultipleVariable Statistics project interacts extensively
with Jeffrey L. Smith, a U.S. Department of
Agriculture -- Agricultural Research Service soil
scientist at Pullman, Washington, who is concerned with nitrogen dynamics of arid ecosysterns.
At Smith's laboratory, both a postdoctoral
fellow
(Dr. Jay Halvorson)
and a
graduate student (Dan Mummey) were funded by
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the capabilities of molecular dynamics simulation
programs for enzyme studies. In FY 1992, the
project
also hosted
and supported
several
SERS/NORCUS pre- and post-doctoral students.

Continued collaboration with John Cushman of
Purdue University
has been instrumental
in
advancing research in the Scale Averaging of
Effective Parameters project, especially in the
areas of non-local transport
and stochastic
transient
inverse methods.
New university
interactions in FY 1992 included informal work
with Zbigniew
Kabala of the University
of
California at Riverside. The work with Dr. Kabala
is focused on the stochastic inverse operator.

The Genetic
Profiling project
supported
an
undergraduate,
Jill Heineman, and a graduate
student, Lisa Stillwell,
through the NORCUS
program. Both have worked with the project for
several years and become valuable collaborators
in the field of molecular biology.

-
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Technology
Transfer

Technology Transfer
The transfer of information and technology
is
important to DOE, and especially to the Subsurface Science Program, which emphasizes
fundamental research on subsurface environments in support of the need to address the
problems associated with more than 40 years of
waste generation and disposal at DOE sites,
Basic research within the Subsurface Science
Program is aimed at developing an understanding
of subsurface systems and has led to the
discovery of new research tools, methods, and
remediation concepts and principles that have
immediate or long-term applications. A program
of technology and inqformation transfer ensures
that the findings c_F these investigations are
effectively cc,nmunicated to other DOE offices,
other federal agencies, academia, and industry
(which togetherform the user community). The
result is that important
advances in the
understanding of subsurface environments are
contributing to the solution of DOE's long-term
problems in environmental restoration and waste
management.
The fundamental nature of this
research has also led to discoveries that may
support industrial developments, such as uses of
natural microbiological products and processes,

The objective of the ESRC's technology transfer
program is to better integrate information and
technology transfer into Subsurface Science
Program programmatic activities, both to identify
new opportunities sooner and to ensurethatthey
are acted on in a timely manner. To accomplish
this, the ESRC facilitates regular communication
and interactions among Subsurface Science
Program investigators and, when appropriate,
incorporates consideration of technology and
information transfer at Subsurface Science
Program meetings throughout the year.
Information transfer to the user community
proceeds along a number of paths, including
scientific publication and public meetings to
describe basic research results. However, to
facilitate transfer of concepts to the user
community, an experimental program of more
structured interactions has been undertaken in
FY 1992-93.
This program involves projects
both at PNL and elsewhere.
Under this program, the Subsurface Science
Program has successfully transferred research
protocols for aseptic drilling and sample handling
to DOE's Office of Technology Development
(OTD) in the Office of Environmental Restoration
and Waste Management (EM). These protocols
are currently being employed by OTD's Integrated Demonstrations at Hanford and the
Savannah River Site. To extend the availability
of these capabilities, a series of workshops is
planned at other DOE sites where knowledge of
subsurface microbial systems is needed and
where in situ remediation alternatives are being
considered.

Identification of new opportunities for technology
and information transfer from the Subsurface
Science Program is an integral function of the
Environmental Science Research Center (ESRC)
at PNL. The ESRC was formed as part of the
Subsurface Science Program to support its basic
scientific mission, to facilitate the use of
fundamental knowledge for developing innovative in situ remediation concepts, and to aid in
the transfer of information and technology
between the Subsurface Science Program and
the user community. In support of the Subsurface Science Program's mission as a fundamental
science program, publication iri the open scientific literature is the principal mechanism for
communicating research results. However, the
Subsurface Science Program alsosponsorstechnical meetings and round-table discussions that
act as forums for technology transfer. The ESRC
coordinates
several of these efforts and
continues to identify new ways to facilitate
information and technology transfer,

Fundamental research in the Subsurface Science
Program has been directed toward the development of an experimental approach to investigate
the feasibility of manipulating coupled microbiological and chemical processes, as a means of
altering oxidation-reduction conditions in an
aquifer.
This research has resulted in new
concepts, experimental designs, and research
tools for investigating the interactive effects of
subsurface physical, chemical, and microbial
processes on redox conditions in the field. The
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field manipulation
experimental
design and
related information have now been transferred to
EM for implementation.
Close coordination
between the Subsurface Science Program and
EM is being maintained to facilitate a field test of
the new concepts within the OTD, either through
one of the integrated demonstrations or through
the In Situ Remediation Integrated Program.
A
continuing liaison with EM will be maintained to
assist in the incorporation of the experiment into
applied research programs,

Because nonaqueous phase liquids may travel
separately from either water or organic vapors in
the subsurface
environment,
the scientists
needed a tool to detect organic liquids specifically. Furthermore, because subsurface environments are heterogeneous
and the behavior of
organic liquid is complicated, it was important to
be able to monitor different phases at many
individual locations.
To meet their needs, they
developed a new sensor that works on the principle that transmission
of light through
a
translucent porous material corresponds to the
amount of liquid that is present in its immediate
vicinity.
Testing showed that as soon as an
organic liquid reaches the sensor, the output
signal changes, meaning that it is extremely
sensitive and quick to respond. This new sensor
has the additional advantage of being composed
of inexpensive and durable materials, the choice
of which makes the sensor specific to particular
kinds of fluids. The sensor technology received
an R&D 100 award in 1991 and a Federal Laboratory Consortium award in 1992, and was
recently licensed to an electronics and industrial
control company that specializes in the detection
of contaminants in soil. This company will use
the sensor for detecting leaks in underground
pipelines and storage tanks. The company also
plans to continue development of the sensor to
enable detection of a wider range of organic
liquids.
For example, the sensor is being
employed at Air Force bases where soii,_ and
groundwater are contaminated with solvents and
fuel hydrocarbons.

Deep microbiology
research sponsored by the
Subsurface Science Program at the Hanford Site
and other DOE sites has provided a variety of
microorganisms
for inclusion in the Subsurface
Microbial Culture Collection (SMCC) at Florida
State University.
Supported by the Subsurface
Science Program, the SMCC includes of 7,000
strains of microorganisms
from the Savannah
River Site, the Idaho National
Engineering
Laboratory, the Hanford Site, and elsewhere that
may be a unique genetic resource. The potential
value of the SMCC is that the microbial strains
were isolated from previously unexplored subsurface environments. Two strains have already
been shown to possess novel properties. One of
these has been shown to be capable of degrading a broad array of hydrocarbons under conditions of low oxygen, a property that may be
unique to this organism. A second isolate from
the subsurface produces a pigment that is sensitive to pH (deep blue in alkaline conditions and
red in acid) and also to oxidation/reduction
conditions (redox).
Potential biomedical applications of the pigment include its use as a pH or
redox indicator in diagnostic procedures.
The
possible value of the SMCC as a source of novel
bioactive compounds is recognized by industry,
For example, one pharmaceutical company has
purchased a subset of the strains, and the
Subsurface Science Program is working simultaneously with several biotechnology
companies
and with the National Cancer Institute, Natural
Products Branch, to develop a collaborative
research and screening program centered on the
collection,

Other transferred technology
includes a PNLdeveloped air permeameter that permits the in
situ measurement of air permeability properties
of sediments.
When calibrated against laboratory estimates of hydraulic conductivity, this tool
allowsthe determination of variability in the field.
The air permeameter
is currently being field
tested by the EM in the VOC Arid Site Integrated
Demonstration Program at the Hanford Site.
In addition to these efforts to transfer information, the ESRC has a scientific outreach program.
Information and technology are transferred by
conducting national workshops, participating in
scientific meetings, publication in the open
scientific
literature,
and
involvement
of
universities and industry in the Cooperative

For the past _everal years, PNL researchers C.S.
Simmons, J. W. Cary, and J. F. McBride have
conducted fundamental research on how organic
fluids behave in subsurface environments,
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Research and Development Agreement (CRADA)
process. Through this program, the scientific
community nationwide has participated in refining research directions for the Subsurface
Science Program and in opportunities for

multi-institutional involvement in studies of
complex processes, and multidisciplinary field
research programs, such as the Geological,
Microbiological, and Hydrological EXperiment
(GEMHEX).
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